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58.13 has been completed through the discovery of the
VI 3654.
second portion of the stone recorded as
It was published by A. Degrassi in EpigraDhica III =
Atti della Accadeinia Nazionale dei Lincei - Mem. Scienze
morali (1q67) Serie VIII., XIII.1 Dp.18ff.
The inscription now reads:
P. Valerio P. f. Gal(eria) Prisco Urc[it]ano ex Hisp(ania)
citer(iore), / praef(ecto) fabr(uin), praef(ecto) coh(ortis)
I Astu.ruia et Callaec(orum) in Maur(etania), / praef(ecto)
coh(ortis) I Apamen(oruin) sa(gittariorum) in Cappad(ocia),/
trib(uno) coh(ortis) I Itai(icae) (zniliariae) volunt(a.rioruin)
c(iviuni) R(omanoruiu) in Cappad(ocia), / praef(ecto) alae
I 1'laviae Nuinidie(ae) in Africa, / praef(ecto) alae I
Hispan(oruin) Aurianae in Raetia./ Vixit amnis {L)XV.
P. Valerius Priscus originated from Urci in Hispania
citerior and was Spanish rather than Italian. His voting
tribe, Galeria, and his nomen and cognomen were common in
Spain.
His post in command of cohors I Asturum et Callaecoruxa
should lie within the Flavian to early Hadrianic period.
The lower limit is set by the command (in his militia tertia)
of ala I .avia Nuinidica in Africa, the upper by the fact
that cohors I ADainenoruln sagittariorwn. eciuitata , of which
he was prefect in his second post, was in Eypt(where it
remained) at latest by lL15(P.Lond.178). Some difficulty
arises over the lack of information concerning his civilian
career. If he entered military life in his twenties as a
result of patronage (as might be inferred from the post
of Draefectus fabruin) unless his career was interrupted by
spells of retirement to civilian life , the probabilities

are that he had spent some 10-20 years as a private
citizen before his death in Rome at the age of 65.
Taken in conjunction with the suggestion of Stefan.i
(viz: Degrassi p.25) that the style of the stone indicated
the first decade of the second century, this would push
his coinniand of our cohort back to the F].avian period.
However too much reliance must not be placed upon
artistic criteria for dating inscriptions and it is possible
that the stone omitted an account of a municipal career
(at Urci) prior to his military service. This would allow
his first post to have been held later and mean that his
years of retirement were shorter. It is not impossible that
he may have been in his fifties in his last commands
cf. Ruflnus tribune of cohors I Vardullorum (79.5).
This version of the inscription makes it ]ess
valuable as a counter to any claim that the career of
L. Domitius Dentonianus indicates a doubling of cohors
I .Asturuin et Callaecoruin perhaps in the reign of Trajan,
although it remains unlikely on other grounds.
.1O8 I1.?6-8.
03.21 = 58.13 . P. Valerius Priscus,from Urci in Hispania
citerior, cominnded ala I Hispanorum Auriana in Raetia
as part of his militia tertia although it was his fifth
military post. This command belongs to the late first
- early second century, at latest early Hadrianic times.
p.246 1. 12.
second century.
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Abstract.
This thesis deals with a group of regiments of the auxilia
of the Roman imperial army raised in the Iberian peninsula.
Initially the discussion covers general principles
concerning the interpretation of evidence connected with
the Roman auxiliary army. The following section deals
with the stages by which the auxiliary army came to be an
official part of the military strength of Rome. Reasons are
given for considering separately the auxilia originating in
north-west Tarraconensis, and. suggestions are made about the
dates of formation of the series of regiments raised there.
The histories of individual alae and cohorts from the
Iberian peninsula are set out under three headings: those
from Tarraconensis (excluding the north-west); those from
the north-west; and those levied in Lusitania. Their
movements are traced through epigraphic and archaeological
evidence until the records cease.
Finally some general observations are made on the
history of the Roman auxiliary army from the study of 20%
of its total strength.
Two appendices treat matters relevant to the discussion
of individual regiments to which reference has been made in
the text.
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4st of regiments with reference nwnber.
The J.ist of regiments shows a reference number for each
ala and. cohort. These have been determined, in the following
manner:
a) Each set of inscriptions has been given a two—digit
number. The sequence of numbers follows an. alphabetic
arrangement of the titles of alae and. cohorts within
spec.f,ed geographical areas.
b) These spe1.ied areas are Tarraconenais, excluding its
north—west region, north—west Tarraconensis, and.
1usi1ania.
o) The 1wo—igj.t numbrs have been transferred to the units
concerned. and are used throughout the tect for apee&y
reerence to speo.fic egments.
i) In some cases sveal nwnbers appl y to the same unit
cauae of jthe possibility that certain inscriptions may
have more than one interpretation.
e) Where jbe exis1ence of a mit has been inferred, because
of the pes.ne of gaps in numbered series, it has been
given en alphabetic sub—reference and is shown in brackets
.n the JiSt.
f)

nd4,vid.ual

inscriptions have been identified, through

the number given to the et and the number within
that set, e.g. 13.3.118 9125 : the third. nscription
as,gned to ohors I Celtibei'orumn guitata civium
omanoru.m.
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Introduction
There are three preliminary points to be made as an
introduction to this thesis.
1. Nost surveys of the Roman auxilia have been
concerned with the history of regiments while they were
stationed in a particular province or region. They are
relevant in the determination of an Order of Battle for
the provinces or regions concerned,but fail to deal with
problems concerning the existence of parallel series of
units with the same titles, and tend to gloss over the
reasons for their initial recruitment.
In this inquiry regiments raised in a particular
region are followed from their inception to the time they
disappear from the records. It is hoped in this fashion
to throw new light onto the principles on which fresh levies
were made, and the most likely dates for the organisation of
specific series of units.
2. The Iberian peninsula has much to commend it as the
basis of a study of a group of regiments originating in a
specific area. After Sicily and Sardinia, its eastern and
southern extremities were taken in as the earliest Roman
provinces. Spanish tribes fought with and against Roman
troops from the latter part of the third century B.C.. The
names of many of these tribes, recorded by Livy and Appian,
appear in the titles of regiments which later formed part
of the Roman Imperial auxiliary arny.
The auxilia raised in the Iberian peninsula also form
a large group. Regiments are found in no fewer than 28
provinces over three centuries or more, and their movements
reflect general military trends, being interwoven with the
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history of the Empire as a whole, rather than restricted to
that of a specific province or region.

3. Because of its long history of piecemeal conquest
spread over nearly 200 years, the Iberian peninsula provides
a broad spectrum of stages of romanisation. Baetica was
apportioned to the senate by Augustus, and therefore did.
not contribute regiments to the Imperial auxiliary army.
Tarraconensis and Lusitania were Imperial provinces, but
even here there were vast differences between the civilised
'Togati' of the Eastern seaboard and the relatively untamed
tribes of the interior. Cheesman suggested that the more
civilised areas provided recruits for the cohortes and alae
Hispanorum, but that where a clan spirit still survived it
was allowed to persist through the adoption of a title
reflecting the tribal origin of its members. The tribes of
the north-west however, who were only subdued after nearly
ten years of continuous warfare in the early Augustan
period, received different treatment initially, both in the
civilian and military spheres. Because of these differences,
although this study falls naturally into a division between
regiments raised in Lusitania and. those raised in Tarraconensis, the latter group has been subdivided into those of
north-west Tarraconensis and those in the remainder of the
province.
An identification of the areas from which specific
regiments were first recruited has been attempted in the
discussion of the units themselves, but a map of Spain
(Fig.4, p03) shows the tribal zones according to the
accounts of Pliny the Elder and Strabo.
Note: As a practical point, the convention of under-
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lining Latin names has been followed, but the very
frequent use of the words ala and. cohors (and. their plurals)
has led. to a decision to treat them as English words throughout.
Acknowledgements
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Chapter I
Working hypotheses - recruitment - strategy
and. epigraphy
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Working Hypotheses.
Epigraphic pointers.
In order to save unnecessary repetition in the main
body of this work an outline of the methods used in the
evaluation of epigraphic material is appended. In the case
of official inscriptions little need. be said. The forms of
imperial titles, names of governors and important persons
all provide reasonably precise dates which may be readily
checked in the prosographic literature. Even in cases where
partial obliteration of inscriptions has created d.oubts,a
connection with historical events or the results of archaeological excavation,has often resolved dating difficulties.
Other than this, use has been made of the dating
apparatus largely built upon epigraphic sources; for example
the approximate dates of the divisions of provinces and
resultant boundary changes, the dates at which towns were
created or raised to a new status, the probable periods when
military units were granted additional titles of honour. The
answer to such problems has been sought in the ever-growing
literature dealing with the implications of old and new
epigraphic discoveries.
Use of the writings of ancient authors to verify
theories based upon epigraphic material has obvious snags.
It involves judements upon the reliability of the authors
concerned; there is also the temptation to fit the sequence
of inscriptions into a known historical context without
consideration of the wider implications. Nevertheless the
use of such important sources has not been avoided. If some
of the conclusions reached appear very tentative it is due
to an awareness of the difficulties involved and the need
to keep the options open so that new epigraphic finds may be
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discussed in an unbiassed way.1
The major part of the material connected with the
Roman auxiliary army, however, appears in the form of
dedications and tombstones erected by and for individual
soldiers and officers. For these there is often no obvious
date. The stones themselves must provide all the clues.
There are several ways of attempting to provide a chronological framework. One approach lies through the style of
the lettering but this is a rather neglected subject. The
work of L.C. Evetts 2 and A.E. and J.S. Gordon opens
possibilities but there are difficulties inherent in the
application of their conclusions.
In. the first place not all private firms of stonemasons reached the high standard of workmanship seen in
official dedications; secondly, even if all provinces may
be assumed to have followed the same sequence in the development of lettering styles, there may be differing time-lags
involved; thirdly, on the purely practical level, it has
not been possible to undertake the wide journeying necessary
to see the stones. Theoretically photographs are available
(where stones have not been lost) but many of these are so
poor and/or ancient as to make a satisfactory identification
of style impossible.
Another avenue is that of the artistic style of
associated reliefs. The value of this is again very limited.
The same practical difficulties occur with regard to a personal
evaluation of the stones and the lack of opportunity to detect
tool markings and fine detail makes it dangerous to build too
much upon 'workshop datings'. Schools of artists may have
their later imitators even down to apparent 'trade marks'.
An investigation into the work of E. Gerster, for example,
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showed that some dates given by him to stones from
individual workshops can be proven wrong.on military grounds
by as much as 20-30 years. In a closely connected artistic
sequence, if one stone is incorrect grave doubts are raised
about the remainder.

Reliefs may give pointers to the

period involved but the close dating of stones must rest
upon the application of other principles.
The most fruitful approach lies in the field of crossreference. Prom a careful study of the formulae used in
dated inscriptions, it has been possible to construct a
time-scale of linguistic changes which may then be employed
to fix the sequence of undated stones. The criteria listed
below and used. in this thesis have been gathered from
various sources, first and foremost from the published
writings of Professor E. Birley.6) He has also been kind
enough to provide me with dating criteria both in conversation and. correspondence. y debt to him is greatest.
Other scholars whose judgements have assisted in the form-.
ation of my opinions in epigraphic matters are E. Stein,7
w. wagner,8) A. von Domaszewski, 9 K. Kra.ft,I0) and Gza
Alf1dy. 11 For specific periods and cases the work of
B. Dobsonh2) on the praefectus fabrum in the early principate,
and that of N. Speidell3) on the eguites singulares in the
second and third centuries has been very useful. Others
whose work has provided dates for individ.ua]. stones or groups
of stones are acknowledged in footnotes. Even in the use of
these criteria a note of caution should be sounded, particularly
those relevant to Iulio Claud.ian times. There is a scarcity
of military inscriptions of the early principate and the
literature dealing with this period reveals that regularisation
of the auxiliary arm was far from complete. It would be
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dangerous to expect too much conformity in the matter of
inscriptions.
The criteria.
It is possible to make the general observation that
the greater the detail given concerning a deceased soldier's
name, filiation, origo, years of service and age, the
earlier the stone should be. Names spelt out in full tend
to belong to the first part of the first century A.D.; as
time goes by they are progressively abbreviated. By the end
of the second century and the beginning of the third century
the praenomen of a Roman citizen is rarely given. After the
Constitutio Antoniniana it is not usual to find, the Roman
tribe given, although there are exceptions to this rule.
Filiation is also omitted after this date and. there is a
contraction of common nomina, with omission of praenomina.
First century indications:

1) Names of the deceased in the nominative. The use of
the dative on funerary stones is not unknown after the
mid first century, and becomes more common in the
Flavian period, but the nominative together with the
formula h(ic) s(itus) e(st) is an almost positive
indicator of a first century provenance. Kraft1 added
his opinion that h.s.e. does not appear in the Rhineland.
after Domitian and in the Danube area after Trajan.
2) A serving soldier who remains peregrine after 25 or
more years of service is almost certainly pre-A.D.50.
One who is a Roman citizen but has still served many
more than 25 years is almost surely first century, or
at latest Trajanic.15)
3) The use of the ablative ala or de ala denotes an early
first century stone. Later in the first century the
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genitive alae is used and. remains the common form.
4) If a man in the auxilia has the same nationality as that
implied by the title of the unit in which he serves, it
must be for consideration that the stone should lie
within 25 years, approximately, of the founding of the
regiment, uifless there are other indications to the
contrary. (See the provisos under the section on
recruitment.)
5) If the number of a unit follows rather than precedes
its name, or is absent, the inscription should usually be
early. Similarly units with very high numbers in the
series tend soon to disappear e.g. coh. XIII Hispanorum.
6) The naming of alae after their commanders, in the
genitive case, e.g. ala Pomponiani, dates to a period.
before the early years of Tiberius, before alae had been
given permanent names. The adjectival form is thought
to refer to a former commander and should also belong to
the early Iulio-Claudian period.16)
7) The use of aera instead of stipendia is given an early
context by Ritterling, Wagner and Kraft. The latter
also points out that the use of the genitive for both
age and years of service is a first century custom.1
8) The use of the formula miles ex cohorte is pre-Flavian
and, according to Kraft,18) nearer to the middle of the
first century than Augustan, at least on the Rhine. He
also considers as pre-Flavian (in fact pre-A.D.'I-3) the
lack of cognoxnina in Roman citizens.
9) Dis rianibus on tombstones appears, at first in full, in
the Flavian period, but is generally common,in its
abbreviated form D.N.,in the second century.
10) Curatores civitatis first appear in the reign of ]oi-tian.
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11) "In Latin inscriptions the omission of filius (or

of the abbreviated form f ii. or f.) normally indicates
a pre-Hadrianic date.th19)
Second century indications:
1) Nilhiaria when written in full is a probable indication
of a late first century or early second century date.
The use of the symbol, with one exception, is second
century.2°
2) Roman citizens serving in the auxilia in the ordinary
ranks are more likely to belong to the late second
century or third century if they have served less than
25 years, and the unit in which they serve has not acquired

citizenship.
3) The use of the term praefectus castrorum may be either
first or second century; by the third century it has been
replaced (although not inevitably) by praefectus legionis.
L.)

In H.D.D. (in honorein domus divinae) was considered by
roinmsen to occur for the first time under Antoninus Plus.
Duncan Fishwick2l) points oat that the bulk of the
dedications of this type on the north .-west frontier of
Rome (i.e. the Rhineland) occur in the first half of the
third century. In Britain they are much rarer.

5) Titles of rank occurring for the first time in the second
century are c.v. (clarissimus vir) for senators (with
variants for their families) from the time of Hadrian;
ein.v. (eminentissimi yin) for praetorian prefects, from
the time of Narcus Aurelius; e.v. (egregius vir) for
junior equestrian administrators, again from Hadnianic
times. 22)
6) Ordinatus is used both in the second and. third centuries
as a substitute for centunio, in auxiliary cohorts.2
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7) The use of the term numerus comes in the early second
century (Trajanic onwards) with the creation of this 'new' arm.
8) Kraft 2 considered that the formula I.O.M. (et lunoni
reg.) appears most at the turn of the second and third
centuries in the Rhine and Danube lands. There are
exceptions noted by me, e.g. AE 193'4. , 106 of Dacia in the
joint reign of I1arcus and Verus. He also thought that
consecrations to the genius loci in general occur for
the first time in the middle of the second century.
There are exceptions to this too. cf. 58.11.
9) The use of plural Augg., or variants, restricts the
period of an inscription to a time when there were two
reigning emperors e.g. Narcus and. Verus 161-169, Narcus
and Commodus 176-180 and Severus and Caracalla from 198.
The cult of Hercules was particularly favoured in the
reign of Commod.us.
Third century indications:
1) If any ordinary serving soldier claims to possess a
legal wife the period should be Severan or later.
2) The reduction of personal details has already been noted,
but,against.this,precise details of age on a tombstone
down to months, days and sometimes hours indicate a
possible third century milieu, as does the formula
vlx(it) 25)
3) Speidel26) notes that the use of Aug(usti) n(ostri) comes
in with Severus in inscriptions of the eguites singulares
and that after 198 this becomes Augg. nfl.; prior to this
in the second century, and also occurring in the third
century, he notes the formula Imp(eratoris) n(ostri).
It is probable that this observation may be applied more
widely on military inscriptions.2

In the same way the
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use of d(ominus) n(oster) and. the plural d.d.nn. comes
in with the Severan period. He also notes that
stip(endiorum) is replaced by mil(itavit).
L1) A man may indicate his origin through the use of the
term natione from the early principate, but it is commonest
in the third century, frequently then abbreviated to n.
5) The formula praef. leg. a(gens) v(ices) l(egati) occurs
from the mid. third century onwards.2
6) c.p. as an abbreviation of cui praeest suggests a
relatively late date, probably the third century onwards.29
7) Senior equestrian administrators appear as 2(erfectissilni)
v(iri) from the time of everus.°
Since the structure of the Roman Army changed radically
during the third and furth centuries and the epigraphic
evidence for the auxilia decreases rapidly after the latter
part of the second century it is not necessary to discuss
fourth century indications in this outline.
So far matters affecting the dating of stones have been
considered. Some of the problems concerned with the interpretation of the geographical distribution of epigraphic
evidence, relating to specific unitsand. its relevance to
their stations, are discussed under the headings of recruitment and strategy. One point that does not readily fit under
either heading should be mentioned here, namely the significance that should be attached to stamped tiles. A pitfall
that must be avoided is the too ready equation of find spot
of stamped tiles of a unit with its station. Allowance must
be made for the requirements for tileries (suitable clay, and
a good supply of water and fuel). Not all auxiliary regiments
would be in a suitable position to make their own tiles even
if they had the skilled labour available in their ranks.
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Probably certain units, which were favourably sited, made
and. distributed tiles within a specific area. The spread of
certain stamps often appears to follow the course of rivers,
and obviously barges would provide the most convenient mode
of transport for such a bulky commodity. The fort sites of
tile making units should therefore be sought near rivers,
and. within reasonable reach of the forts where their tiles
are found. The units themselves need never have been at
those forts, nor need they have taken part in their construction. Only when their presence is attested independently
(Cf. ala I Asturum at Benwell (45.6/7/8/9/12)) may such conclusions be drawn. In some cases it may even be that only a
section of the unit was employed in tile making, and, that the
main body lay elsewhere, such at least is the inference that
may be drawn from the presence of tiles of cohors I Hispanorum
veterana at Burid.ava3l) where Hunt's priãianum 2 placed a
section of the unit during the period of the second of Trajan's
Dacian Wars.
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Footnotes.
1. A particularly useful technique has been to look at
original sources before considering the opinions of well
known authorities in the field. In this way it has

some-

times proved possible to correct an assertion which has
crept into the literature with a dogmatism never intended
by the original scholar.
2. "The lettering of Roinano-British Inscribed Stones",
AA4. , 26,

p.153ff.

3. "Contributions to the Palaeography of Latin inscriptions",
Californian Publications in Classical Archaeology

3

(19L1.6_57)

4. Nittelrheinische Bilhauerwerkst.tten im I,Jahrhundert n.Chr.
(Bonn, 1938).
5. cf. G. Alfldy, Hilfstruppen pp.170/I, where he produces
evidence for a workshop at Kln which cuts across Gerster's
supposed workshops.
6. In articles too numerous to list here, but included in
relevant footnotes and the general bibliography.
7. Beamten.
8. Dislokation.
9. A. von Domaszewski - B. Dobson, Rangordnung2.
10. Rekrutierung.
11.

. cit. and other articles. In particular Historia 17
(1968) p.215ff.

12. Praefectus Fabrum.
13. Eguites Singulares.
14-.

.

cit. pp.18/19.

15. viz. G. Alf1dy, ilistoria 17.
16. In a letter from Professor E. Birley 28/10/'71; cf. also
RBRA. p.128f. and unpublished Epigraphy Seminar, Durham
(14/6/ ' 66).
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17. .2• cit. p.18.
18. . cit.
19. So J.C. Mann, ' t A Note on an Inscription from Kurnub",
IEJ 19. No.4 (1969) p.211.
20. E. Birley, Alae and cohortes milliariae p.55.
21. "The Imperial Numen in Roman Britain", JRS 59 (1969) p.76ff.
22. Unpublished notes from Epigraphy Seminar, Durham (20/11/'69),
E. Birley.
23. E. Birley, "The Roman Iort at Noresby" CW2 48 (1948) p.LI2ff.
24.

. cit. The simple formula I.O.N. may be demonstrated at
!laryport in Hadrianic times of. RIB 823/26.

25. E. Birley, "The Roman fort at Netherby" CW 2 53 (1953) p.23
and "A note on Ala II Asturum", AA 4 16 (1939) p.253.
26.

. cit. p.95.

27. e.g. RIB 1100 perhaps should now be Severan or later
rather than Commodus or later.
28. cf. Second century indications 3).
29. E. Birley, "The Roman fort at Moresby"

. cit. p.55.

30. Epigrapby Seminar, Durham (20/11/'69).
31. D. Tudor, Studii i materiale de Muzeografie i Istorie
militara 1 (1968) pp.17-29.
32. P. London 2 851 (50.3).
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Recruitment.
Nuch of what Cheesman wrote concerning recruitment to
the auxilia still stands unchallenged today. Though his
suggestions have been proved by later scholars to b. baee&
upon an accurate interpretation of the facts, a few modifications have been made to some of his premises in the light of
later epigraphic discoveries. Since th. criteria concerning
the source from which recruit. to the auxilia were drawn are
vital to an evaluation of evidence concerning troop movements
and stations, they are summarised here together with obsex'v.
ation.s on their application.
The names of moat auxiliary regiments reflect the
province and sometimes the tribal area in which they were
originally raised. While the troops remained in or near their
homelands, the Roman authorities continued to draw leviea from
the same area to replace retiring or dceased soldiers. it
military necessity often dictated that regiments should be
sent where their strength was most needed, even though on
occasion this created grave ditficulties.1)
Perhaps, partly as a result of discontent with osrseae
service among the soldiers, but more probably for reasons
connected with ease of administration, Cbeeuan noted 'troops"
were "transferred into Pannonia from other province, after
the great rebellion" and "before the end of the reign of
Tiberius natives of the province were already being accepted
for service in these imported regiment.".2
Later he was able to make the general statement that
"no attempt seenia to have been made to preserve any connection
between an auxiliary regiment and the tribe from which its
title was derived".
Put anotber way, this should mean that fro a very early
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Recruitment.
Nuch of what Cheesman wrote concerning recruitment to
the auxilia still stands unchallenged today. Though his
suggestions have been proved by later scholars to be based
upon an accurate interpretation of the facts, a few mod.ifications have been made to some of his premises in the light of
later epigraphic discoveries. Since the criteria concerning
the source from which recruits to the auxilia were drawn are
vital to an evaluation of evidence concerning troop movements
and. stations, they are summarised here together with observations on their application.
The names of most auxiliary regiments reflect the
province and. sometimes the tribal area in which they were
originally raised. While the troops remained in or near their
homelands, the Roman authorities continued to draw levies from
the same area to replace retiring or deceased soldiers. But
military necessity often dictated that regiments should be
sent where their strength was most needed, even though on
occasion this created grave difficulties.1)
Perhaps, partly as a result of discontent with overseas
service among the soldiers, but more probably for reasons
connected with ease of administration, Cheesman noted 'troops"
were "transferred into Pannonia from other provinces after
the great rebellion" and "before the end of the reign of
Tiberius natives of the province were already being accepted
for service in these imported regiments".2
Later he was able to make the general statement that
"no attempt seems to have been made to preserve any connection
between an auxiliary regiment and the tribe from which its
title was derived".
Put another way, this should mean that from a very early
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period, as soon as a unit left the province of its origin,
it began to lose its national or tribal character. As
vacancies were filled by local recruits, the composition of
the unit would reflect more and more the tribal make-up of
the province in which it was stationed. If it was moved more
than once, successive records of discharge should reveal the
order and. possibly even the duration of these movements.
This represents an oversimplified view of the course
taken by the imperial government, as Cheesman was quick to
point out.

There were periods when local recruitment had.

clearly contributed to a conflict between tribal loyalties and
those owed to Rome. In response to such situations, a
deliberate policy of importing men from distant territories
was employed. G(za Alföldy, for example, has recently demonstrated this to have been the case in the Rhineland following
the events of A.D.69-70 when Thracian recruits, in particular,
were brought in to stiffen the regiments stationed in that
area. 6 In Rbineland regiments of the late first century,
therefore, the discovery that a veteran claims to have come
from Thrace will not justify the assumption that his unit had
previously been stationed there.
There are other difficulties. Cheesinan suggested that
levies could be made for the auxilia in senatorial provinces
and then "marched away to garrison imperial provinces".
This appears reasonable in that such provinces required no
large standing army, Africa being the notable exception as he
admitted. 8 He also put forward as a "reason for the smallness
of the senatorial contingent" the fact that the more romanised
provinces had a largely enfranchised population whose members,
therefore, qualified for legionary rather than auxiliary service.
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The publication in 1929 of PSI. IX 1063 confirmed the
first of these suggestions since it recorded the ar.riva]. in
A.D.117 of 126 Asian recruits in cohors I Lusitanorum, then
stationed In Egypt. These recruits are exceptional in number
(circa one quarter of the total strength of the cohort) and
J.F. Gi1liam9 sees this as reflecting the losses incurred
by the cohort during the Jewish Revolt of 115-117 "which
extended over much of Egypt and Cyrenaica". Nevertheless,
we have an example here of a senatorial province supplying
the needs of an imperial$province10) when local recruitment
might not suffice.
As a corollary of the confirmation of recruitment in
senatorial provinces, it follows that the single tombstone
of a man in a Spanish regiment claiming "donio Rispano" at a
later date need. not imply a return to national recruitment
for the unit concerned but merely that he had enlisted from
Baetica. Further, the evidence of the papyrus warns us to
beware of imputing a stay in a senatorial province to a
regiment, without adequate historical confirmation, even if
large numbers of its veterans appear to have originated from
there.
On the other hand, as Cheesman indicated, the contribution
of senatorial provinces should not be over-estimated. Apart
from the manpower donated to the legions, it is possible that
some at least of the eligible male population would be absorbed
as local militia with police-type or coastguard. duties, as
attested in the province of Baetica in a achors niaritima
and the 'soldiers' of Urso.
Cheesman was able to produce evidence that, in certain
cases, national as opposed to local recruitment continued to
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be the rule. Such appeared to him to be the case with
specialist troops. He cited oriental regimentsl2) who were
famed. as archers. It seems possible that the real reason
for the retention of national grouping for these archers
was as much related to culture as skill since, as Cheesman
points out elsewhere,13) the Roman army was fully capable of
training its own men in special skills where the need was
indicated. Hence the reference, in Hadrian's speech in
Africa to the cavalry of cohors VI Conunagenorum, to their use
of slings, and the non-appearance of Balearic slingers in the
historical and epigraphic records of the imperial period.
The oriental archers may have retained a stubbornness with
regard to diet and religious custom which rendered their
assimilation into 'western' regiments difficult. A modern
parallel might be found in certain of the Indian regiments
who served Britain in the days of her Empire. There is little
evidence to support specialisation in the 'western' regiments.
As Cheesman records, even the Gallic and Spanish cavalrymen famed for their prowess in Augustan. times - appeared to have
vanished from the records a century later.
Another instance of national recruitment given by
Cheesmanh was that of the "Brittones". Of them he wrote:
"The intractable nature of the tribes of North Britain
made it appear undesirable to use the contingents which they
supplied near at home". This may have been so for a time,
although there is some evidence to suggest that during the
second century Britons were beginning to enter British-based
units 15)
The terms in which Cheesman wrote invite parallels. It
was common practice in antiquity to take possible dissidents
from their tribal area and lead them to fight where no ties
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of loyalty would induce them to revolt. Their presence in
the field made them hostages for the good behaviour of their
compatriots left behind. Hannibal is noted by Polybius16
as doing just this for his invasion of Italy. Thus when
examining the records of tribal units for which there is no
early epigraphic evidence, the possibility must always be
borne in mind that their raising may be related to some known
war or revolt connected with their terrain.17) occasionally,
too, a special levy may have been made for an emergency
recorded by an ancient historian - for example, the cohortes
Vasconum "lectae a Galba" in A.D.68. 18 The presence of
Spaniards in these units up to the end of the reign of
Doinitian need imply no return to national recruitment.
The question of a possible time-gap occurring between
the raising of series of regiments numbered in parallel was
discussed by Cheesman.19) In particular cases this may still
only be decided by a close examination of the evidence in
relation to its effect upon the apparent continuance of
national recruiting.
Another exception to local recruitment to the auxilia
should be noted. The point was made by J.C. I1ann2 when
he wrote that in the third century local recruits in the
frontier zones could no longer meet all the demands of the
Roman government arid. "intensive recruitment" occurred in the
"still largely rural areas of Thrace and Illyrium". The change
in the formula of d.iplomata under Antoninus Pius, whereby
children born before a soldier's discharge were denied automatic citizenship, may already reflect the beginning of
difficulties encountered by governors in obtaining the right
calibre of non-citizen volunteers for the auxilia and so be
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symptomatic of a trend towards an intensification of recruitment in certain areas.
A further pitfall for the epigraphist lies in a rarely
discussed possibility,21) that of the transfer of the
individual soldier to another unit. This is attested in
several papyri; for example, BGU 696 (lines 22-27) records
the transfer of three soldiers from other cohorts 22 to the
cohors I Lusitanorum at Contrapollonospolis in Egypt.
Robert 0. P1k2 gives P.Dur. 121 and P.Mich. LI.5k under the
heading of "records of transfer", both in auxiliary contexts.
Such transfers, for whatever reason, 2 are most probable
inside a provincial framework and were probably never very
widespread. But the record might be confused concerning
dates and tribal connections if either of the units concerned
was a recent addition to the provincial strength. Other
questions occur. Were the Thracian recruits in the Rhineland
units after A.D.70 tirones or transfers ? This could have a
vital bearing upon the dating of a related series of funerary
reliefs 25)
Another form of transfer might be found in the formation
of "new cohorts .... round a cadre of trained men, as is shown
by the episode of the cohors Usiporum in A.D.83 (Agricola
28).26) The cadre could be legionary, as perhaps Pliny
(Pane gyricus 13) implies, but in certain circumstances veteran
auxiliaries might be more readily available for this task.
This highlights the fact that the tribal origin of Sri officer,
i.e. decurion or centurion, in an auxiliary regiment is not
necessarily as significant as that of the ordinary soldier for
the stations in which his unit had served.
Bearing all these provisos in mind., a careful study of
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the origins of recruits, together with the archaeological
and historical pointers, can indicate the probable stations
of individual regiments. That is not to say that the
principle of local recruitment alone can accurately site units
within a province. This needs stressing since certain archaeologists have tended to place too much reliance on this factor.
L. Bark6czi, for exanipie, 2 uses two diplomata presented to
Azalian members of the ala I Hispanorum Aravaconum 28 to
station it "between Arrabona and Brigetio or in the Immediate
vicinity of Brigetio". Another diploma was granted. to a
member of the cohors II Alpinorum who was also Azalian and
Bark6czi uses this to state that the unit must first have been
in the region of Brigetio and "have come to the camp of
Quadrata afterwards". In fact in the five d.iplomata of
Pannonia Superior issued after A.D.146, where the tribe of
the recipients is known, all are izalians. 29

The units

involved are all known, or surmised, to have been stationed
along the vulnerable Danubian liniites of North-eastern
Pannonia Superior; that is to say, in or near the Azalian
tribal area. All that can be said about these diplomata with
certainty in this context is that, since they date between
A.D.146 and. 154, there had been heavy recruitment among the

Azalians, probably in the decade 120-130.
It must be borne in mind that, even though recruits
might stay within a province, the studies of R.W. Davies30)
show they would have had to undergo a rigorous examination both
as to character and fitness before acceptance by the governor.
Their posting might then depend upon which regiments had
vacancies at that particular time. Further, although J.F.
Gilliam3l) pointed out "service in an ala was more attractive
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and. rewarding than in cavalry troops of a cohors eguitata",
if we are to believe vegetius 2 in order to enter an ala
a height requirement had to be met. Skilful horsemen who
satisfied the governor on all points might still have to
travel the length of the province before reaching a suitable
unit. There is evidence to suggest it was not unusual for
men to undertake long journeys of this nature.

Literacy

is another factor which may have determined whether a man
went to the nearest regiment or to one where his particular
qualifications would help to fill a gap in the regimental
records office.
Henry T. Rowel1

considered there may have been an

element of personal choice in the regiments entered by
recruits. Is there any substance to this contention ? There
are two main grounds on which personal choice could be inferred: desire to follow other members of the famil3r into a
specific unit, or the wish for "service overseas". As far
as the Spanish auxilia are concerned, only eleven tombstones
have the common factor of referring directly to a male
relation of the deceased who could be serving in the army.
(See Table II.) Of these, one was certainly in the same unit as
his deceased brother (v), although another was probably
decurion in the ala in which his brother had held the same
rank (ii). Two pairs of brothers were in different (named)
units (iv and viii), and one possibly in a different province
and, by implication, another unit (ix). The remaining six
make no mention at all of military status, although in some
cases it may be regarded as probable.
An examination of the 75 recipients of diplomas whose
origin and regiment are clearly preserved gives the following
results
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Origin equates with name of unit

17

Origin equates with present station of unit

32

Origin equates with former station of unit
(within previous 25 years)

5

Origin in a senatorial province

6

Origin not explicable as above, but they are
officers

3

Explanation possible in terms of known
policies

2

No obvious explanation for origin

7

Insufficient evidence available as yet

3

75
It is clear that little choice may be inferred concerning
the province (let alone the unit) into which the recruit was
sent from this breakdown of figures. Even in the case of
the seven recipients for whom no obvious explanation has
been found it would be unwise to postulate that the individual
had had any say in his posting. The evidence is inconclusive
as a whole. Too many imponderables are involved for there to
be any support for Rowell's statement.
Tnie there was an element of patronage running through
Roman public life. If a man could catch the eye and. favour
of a suitable official he might have more chance of having
his personal desires taken into account in the matter of a
regiment. Bribery, as always, would play some part. P. Oxy.
1666 (cf.

n.2k) implies that strings could be pulled if it was

made worth while. The vast majority of auxiliary recruits,
however, must always have gone where they were sent. Only
the exceptional few would have any say in the matter at all.
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Footnotes
1. Tacitus, Annals 1l,46 reveals that the Thracians actively
showed their resentment of a rumour that their tribal
levies were to be "dragged to distant countries" and
from Dio's account (55,29,1) it is possible that the
demand for contingents to fight against Naroboduus contributed not a little to the Pannonian revolt of A.D.6-9.
2. Auxilia p.77.

3.

. cit.

pp.78/9.

4. cf. J.C. Ilann, Quint. Cong. Internat. Limitis Romani

(1963)
5.

p.147.

. cit. p.78.

6. p.103.
. cit. p.63.
. cit. p.64 n.1.

6. Ep. St.

7.
8.

And Asia too as Ritterling showed,

JRS 17 (1927) p.28ff. "Nilitary forces in the Senatorial

Provinces".
9. "An Egyptian cohort in A.D.117", Historia Augusta
Colloquium (Bonn, 1964/5) p.9lff.
10. Egypt, although not strictly speaking an Imperial
province, may be regarded as similar in this respect
since the prefect of Egypt appears to have recruited
auxilia in the same way as the governors of such provinces.
11. e.g. ILS 6905 (94.1) and the Nunicipal Charter of Urso
(OIL II

5L4.39,ciii,

12.

. cit. p.83/4.

13.

. cit.

p.132.

14.

. cit.

p.85.

on the local militia at tirso).

15. cf. E. Birley, RBRA pp.

16. 3,33,5-18.

76/7.
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17. e.g. the Sarmatians sent to Britain, Dio, 71,16.
18. Tacitus, Hist. L.,33.
19.

. cit. p.59.

20.

. cit. p.14-8.

21. Cheesman refers to it on1 as a punishment (. cit.
p .33,n. 1 ) or promotion (. cit. p.38).
22. One transfer was effected from cohors I Flavia Cilicum,
the others from unknown units.
23. Roman Nilitary Records on Papyrus Nos. 29 and. 30.
24-. When considering reasons for transfer, one possibility
concerns the man who, serving in a cohors peditata, was
good. enough to be considered for promotion to egues
cohortalis. This would involve transfer to a cohors
eguitata. It seems that individuals may have sought
transfer for personal reasons e.g. P. Oxy. 1666, a third
century letter,in which Pausanias refers to his successful attempts to have his son transferred from a legion
to an ala.
25. G. Alf8ldy,

. cit. p.171. cf. ala Sulpicia (09.3 and

09.4-).
26. E. Birley, R Ri p.22.
27. Acta Arch. Hung. 9 (1959) pp.4.18/9.
28. GIL XVI 178 and 99.
29. See accompanying Table I.
30. BJ 1969 pp.230/I.
31. Historia I Ll. (1965) p.80.
32. Epit. 1,5.
33. BGU 4-23 is a letter of Apion (admittedly joining the
fleet at Nisenum) revealing he had received three gold
pieces for travelling expenses. P.Dur. 89 has been
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interpreted by Gilliam as recording, among other things,
the arrival of recruits at the station of a unit (cohors
XX Pairnyrenorum & eguitata) to which they had been assigned
by the governor.
3.Review of K. Kraft, Zur Rekrutierung der Alen and Kohorten
an Rhein und Donau (Berne, 1951) in JRS

1.3 ( 1
953) p.175ff.

35.This list of all known diplomas includes those in CII, XVI
and Supplement, and those published since

1955.
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Strategy and epigraphy.
In spite of the advice of Augustus - "consilium
coercendi intra terininos imperii" - the strategy of the
principate up to the time of Hadrian remained directed towards
defence through expansion, as it had during the major part of
the reign of Augustus. From the time of Hadrian the role of
the army became more static, until the latter part of the
second century when the changeover to a defensive system
began to be effected. This is an oversimplification which
glosses over changes of policy affecting strategy within
individual provinces. It remains true that we should expect
greater mobility both of the legions and the auxilia in the
early principate, and more flexibility in their use than in
the second century, until the pressure of the barbarians on
the frontiers created the need for an even more mobile field
army.
Nesselhaufl) emphasised the relative fluidity of the
military situation in the Iulio-Claudian era and Schbnberger
echoes this in his survey of the Roman frontier in Germany.2
With certain exceptions, it may well be that auxiliary
regiments had no really permanent bases before the Flavian
period. They were almost certainly attached in groups to
the legions 3 but this need not mean that they were all
quartered in the immediate vicinity of the legionary camps.
The cohortes peditatae would perhaps be nearest the legions,
more mobility would imply greater distance with the alae at
the end of the chain and, recallable within a matter of a few
days to take part in a campaign. This would be especially
true in provinces like Pannonia, where the legions lay well
back from the 'frontiers' guarding the routes to Italy.
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The frequent use of the terms hiberna and. aestiva
by Tacitus may well be indicative of the temporary nature
of the encampments of the army in the Iulio-Claudian period.
(cf. Annals k,5 "they shifted from station to station".)
This has relevance in a consideration of the early epigraphic
evidence. All too often the existence of a single (or several)
tombstones at a site is taken to mean that a regiment had
permanent quarters there, and. the place may be cited. as the
fort of that unit even when the archaeological evidence does
not warrant that assumption. There are several alternative
explanations:
1. The site was not a permanent station but an hiberna
used at most for a few seasons. This is rendered doubtful
by a consideration 01 the burial customs of the Roman world.
II' it was deemed essential for soldiers to contribute to a
burial club in order to ensure that they would receive the
correct observances at death, care would be taken to site the
cemeteries in which they were buried so that they could be
visited by the heirs and. comrades of the deceased, at least
for the appropriate ceremonies of the Parentalia. In the
early period when each regiment did not possess a permanent
station cemeteries may have been initiated at certain strong
points, where there were units sited on a long term basis,
and mobile troops within an area may have used one or more
such cemeteries. This would account for some of the peculiarities of the epigraphic evidence. If a man died. during the
patrolling (or campaigning) season his remains would be
taken to the nearest military cemetery. Failing this he
might be cremated and his ashes disposed of but a cenotaphium
erected in the military cemetery.

Negative evidence is
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always suspect but it may be noted that excavated forts
of a relatively temporary nature in Britain (e.g. Hod Hill
and Waddon Hill) have not produced evidence of Roman military
burials.
2. Another possibility, concerning the concentration
of early stones in certain spots, relates to the transport
of the very sick or severely wounded to strong points or
even legionary headquarters. It seems logical that such a
step would be taken, for although each regiment may have
carried its own medical attendants and valetudinarium, long
term cases would best be cured in a permanent station where
a staff of more highly skilled doctors might be available.
Even with such care, the gravely ill might not survive and
burial in the nearby cemetery would ensue.
This is an important concept since:
a) It cancels the too easy assumption that site of tombstone
equals site of permanent station of the unit named, at least
in the early period. This is often implied if not explicitly
stated by certain military historians.
b) It offers a solution to the problem of why some sites
have tombstones of several regiments of a similar date, apart
from a rapid change of garrison (with one proviso to be noted
below).
c) It fits the idea of a fluid strategy cited above.
Doniaszewski had his iwn ideas on early strategy. He
developed the thesis that in the early period legionary camps
were situated at important points and military roads radiated
out from these towards the limits of the spheres of Roman
influence (boundaries or limites might be too strong a term
at this period). Along these road.s,at lesser strongpoints,
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he postulated the existence of auxiliary encampments, some
of them very large, where several regiments might be
garrisoned together. For this he cited the evidence of
IL 2693 (= CIL XI 63144), a cursus of P. Cornelius Cicatricula,
and. Tacitus, Histories 4,15. Leaving Cicatricula on one side
for the moment, the Tacitean quotation is clear enough.
Speaking of Brinno of the Canninefates he says "duarum
cohortium hiberna proxima Oceano inrumpit" - i.e. two cohorts
are stationed together in a single hiberna.
If this was the practice, it seems possible that it would
occasionally be expedient to brigade two alae together. This
would be particularly useful in the terrain of horse riding
tribes when patrols of a sufficient size to deter attack
could be sent to sweep over a wide area, leaving their base
securely guarded.
If such a system obtained in the Iulio-Claudian period
it may provide a link between early strategy and the later
structure of the Roman auxilia.
E. Birley 6 has shown convincingly that alae and crhortes
milliariae do not appear in the records of the auxilia before
the Flavian period. It is probable that many of the arnw
reforms of the Flavians were connected with the prevention of
the indiscipline and disorders within the auxilia which mark
the year of the four Emperors. It may have been considered
by Vespasian (and. endorsed by his successors) that one
doubled unit, under the command of a well tried officer,
would provide a better guard at strong points than two
regiments under two relatively inexperienced (or in some cases
native) commanders with possibly opposing loyalties. Birley
has directed attention to the importance of milliary alae and
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cohorts and to the qualities of their cominanders.7
During the second century he calculates only some 13-16%
of the auxiliary cohorts and merely 10% of the alae were
milliazy. If, as I suggest, this reflects something of the
early strate, then units were not brigaded together as
frequently as Domaszewski would appear to have thought.8
This makes sense logistically. There would not be enough
auxilia in any one province, from all the epigraphic
indications, to man all strong points in the "Strassennetze"
if they were stationed in twos (or even threes and fours).
The epigraphist should be on the watch for two cohorts
and, more rarely, two alae stationed together at vulnerable
sites in provinces in the first seventy years of the first
century. These need not correspond to sites where alae and.
cohortes mnilliariae are later stationed (although they may do
sofl ). In most provinces, particularly those of the northern
limites, a reappraisal of the strategic situation would be
consequent upon the divisions of their territories in the
the same token it
late first and early second centuries.
is probable that detachments of legionaries and auxiliaries
would also have been encamped together in the early principate,
but, if I am correct, the evidence supporting this will tend
to be found in. excavation of temporary or semi-permanent
campsl0) rather than in the epigraphic record.
Domaszewski gave Cicatricula as an example of a single
officer conunanding four cohorts, and Cheesmanh added to
this another inscription recording an officer commanding
three cohorts in Egypt.12) I think that both instances are
exceptional and therefore not necessarily illustrative of a
general practice.
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Cicatricula was successively: trimus Dilus bis. tribunus
militum, Draefectua cohortiuia civiuin Romwiorum quat(t)uor
in HisDani, Draefectus classis, end yraefectus epuitum.
Domaszewski assigned this inscription to the early principate
before the Claudian modifications to the equestrian career
structure.1 In his study , Junior Officers of the Roman
Lrmy , Suolahti places Cicatricula in the Augustan period.1
It may be possible to date his Spanish commirnd even more
closely. Cicatricula is described as prefect of the four
cohorts of Roman citizens. This should mean that the cohorts
in question were not Ingenuoruin. (such cohorts being
comm8nded by tribunes). They may well be among the cohortes
Voluntarloruin raised by Augustus in response to the
Pannonian revolt and the Varian disaster. Newly raised
cohorts of freedmen would not be sufficiently well trained
to lead straight into battle conditions 15 and it would
seem reasonable to suppose that they would be sent to Spain
to replace seasoned cohorts sent on active service, Cheesman
himself remarked upon the number of Spanish regiments in
the Illyrian area after the rebellion. Exceptional times
breed exceptional measures. Good officers might be short
(the Vax'ian disaster will have removed soinethi ng approaching
200 actual and potential officers from the lists). Cicatricula,
as Dritnus vilus bis and then military tribune, may be presumed
to have been an experienced disciplinarian, capable of knocking
2,000 tirones into shape. His command should fall between
A.D. 6 or 9 and A.D. 15. He is not evidence for a general
trend.
The inscription added by Cheesnian is also evidence of an
exceptional situation.. L. Genucius Priscus, paefectus
castroruzn, was the equivalent in Ept of a le g atus legionis
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in other provinces16 . P. Claudius Iustus,who was named
as curator of two cohorts as well as prefect of cohors I
ebaeoruin equitata, held the former position on a temporary
basis in the absence of his colleagues. Of the three regiments
only one,cohors I Thebaeoruin epuitata, need be assu.med to
have been stationed at, or near, Syene; the other two may have
been in the genera]. area (ef. 18.3)17)
Other officers who are recorded with multiple connnrnids,
or acting as curatores of one unit whilst commiiriding another,
may usually be shown to have done so in exceptional. circuinst&ices, such as times of war or on a temporary basis as might
be necessary if an officer died or a replacement was delayed.
To sununarise:
When dealing with inscriptions of the auxilia in the early
principate the following factors should be borne in mind:
].. A tombstone of a serving soldier locates his
regiment in the general area but does not necessarily place
a fort of the unit on the spot.
2. Where two or more regiments are attested on the same
site and the inscriptions appear to be of a similar date it
may be evidence of:
a) The brigading together of two cohorts or two alae,
foreshadowing the later creation of milliary units.
b) One of the'permanently' occupied sites to which a
military cemetery for the district was attached when
many of the regiments were still on a roving
commission.
c) The rapidly changing military situation of the time
when strate dictated a move forward , and the
replacement of a mobile ala with a holding cohort
at an import ant point.
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A great deal of patient archaeological research may be
necessary before a decision can be made in specific cases.
It might be as well if military historians were to withhold. the use of the word. fort from early military installations, replacing it with hiberna until it can be shown
that permanent occupation was intended..
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1. "Umriss einer Geschichte des Obergermanischen Heerest',

Jb.RGZN 7, (196b) p.157.
2. JRS 59 (1969) p.lLI4ff.
3. cf. Nesseihauf

2_•

Lj.• viz. J.N.C. Toynbee, Death and irial in the Roman

World (London, 1 971 ) p.521-.

5. "Die Beneficiarposten und die römischen Strassennetze",
Westdeutsche Zeitschrift. Jhrg. 21 (Trier 1902) p.186.
6. Alae and cohortes milliariae p.5kff.
7.

. cit. and "The Equestrian Officers of the Roman Arny",

RBRA. pp.14.8/9.
8. This is particularly true since, as E. Birley has shown,
some of the milhiary units were not created until
Trajanic times or later.
9. For example Arrabona, in Pannonia (Superior), was perhaps

garrisoned during the first century by the ala I Augusta
Ituraeorum sagittariorum and the ala (I) Pannoniorum,
(although the latter may have been replaced by ala I
Aravacorum in the Flavian period). From Trajanic times
this important site was guarded by the newly created
ala I Ulpia contariorum milliaria c.R..
10. cf. Hod Hill Volume II (London 1968) where Sir Ian
Richmond showed the presence of both legionaries and
auxiliary cavalry within the same semi-permanent fort,
by excavation, p.66ff.
11. Auxilia p.107 and fn.1
12. CIL III 111.ILI.72.
13. It is interesting to note that after Domaszewski had

given his reasons for this date in Die Rangordnung des
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rmischen Heeres (Bonner Jahrbücher 117, 1908) p.113
and. p.119, NcElderry could date the inscription c.
A.D.100 (JRS 8, 1 18 p.82) and Garcia y Bellido could
place it "en el siglo III(?)" (Arch. Esp. Arq. 1961
p • 111.7).
14. p.133 and lists. (Helsinki, 1955)

15. Despite the quotation from Nacrobius Sat. 1,2,32,
given by Cheesman p.66 fn.3,

. cit.

16. cf. Domaszewski, Rangordnung 2 p.121.
17. Shortly after this inscription was set up two of the
three named units (cohors I Hispanorum eguitata and
cohors I Thebaeorum eguitata) were transferred
together to Iud.aea. cf . diploma recorded. by H-G. Pflauni
in Syria 144, 1 967, 339ff. See cohors I Hispanorum in
Egypt (18.2).
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The formation of professional auxilia
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The formation of professional auxilia.
In his introduction to The Auxilia of the Roman Imperial
Arny Cheesman pointed out that during the last two centuries
of the Republic at least, Rome had made up for her "notorious
deficiency" in cavalry and. lightly armed specialist troops by
using auxiiia.1) In this period he thought the term covered
three sources of supply:
1. mercenaries,
2. allies,
3. forced levies on subject tribes.
The literature connected with the conquest of Spain, which,
if Sicily and Sardinia are discounted, was the first real
venture into overseas expansion undertaken by Rome, provides
examples of all three types.
Livy records the first use of mercenaries on Italian
soil in 213 B.C. in the war against Hannibal. The Scipio
brothers sent over 300 Celtiberians (or nobilissimos Hispanos)
to Italy to lure over to the Roman side the Spanish auxilia
fighting for Hannibal.2) Appian records the same event and.
adds that one reason for this move was that the Celtiberian
cavalrymen were seen to be such splendid fighters.

Livy

underlines their status; they received eadem merced.e qua
pacta cum Carthaginiensibus erat. Other Spaniards defected
from the Carthaginians to the Roinans at moments when they
seemed to be on the losing side. Livy records that in the
same year c. 1,000 Spaniards came over from the Punic
garrison of Arpi and Rispanis duplicla cibaria dan iussa;
operague eorum forti ac fid.eli persaepe res publica usa est.
These mercenaries were obviously unreliable as the Romans
found bitterly on several occasions, most notably when Gnaeus
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Scipio was betrayed by 20,000 Celtiberians shortly before the
battle which resulted in his death ui 212 B.C.5
The allies too were mainly inspired by self-interest,
particularly in the early days of conquest. Their hopes
were centred upon exchanging a known cruel tyrant for one
who might be iore clement. Livy again provides an example
with the story of Abeluz and his ruse for releasing Spanish
hostages from the Carthaginians in 217 B.C. 6 Livy, the
moralist, cannot resist warning Roman generals not to have in
camp more foreign auxiliaries than forces that are their own.
Appian records the use of subject tribes, such as those
recruited by the generals left in Spain, to defeat Ind.ibilis
after the departure of Scipio the younger in 205 B.C.8
All three categories of foreign troops were, like the
legions themselves, employed only for the duration of campaigns.
After the destruction of Numantia, Scipio Africanus disbanded
his auxiliary force (P. Scipio dimittere auxi1ia) 9 which must
have been the larger part of the besieging army.1°
One thing, particularly noticeable in the literature of
the second century B.C., is that although the term ala was
undoubtedly used of cavalry, the normal tactical unit was the
turrna. This must have grown out of the division of the 300
cavalrymen of the Roman legion into 10 turmae.h1) Sallust,
writing of the defection of soldiers from the camp of Aulus
during the Jugurthine ar,12) mentions cohors aria Liguru.m
cum duabus turmis Thracum. He gives the impression that the
turma was the tactical unit in Netellus' battle by the Nuthul13
ante lam docti ab lugurtha equites, ubi Romanorum turma insegui
coeperat. This has relevance to the well known bronze tablet
recording the bestowal of Roman citizenship upon eguites
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Hispani of the turma Salluitana. The award was made by Cii.
Pompeius Strabo (father of Ponipey the Great) for bravery
during the siege of Asculum.1

The tablet was dated 17th

November 89 (B.C.). The gift of citizenship to Spaniards at
this stage of the Social War is significant. It followed the
passage of the Lex lulia, the concession offered to the Latins
and. Socii who had remained loyal to Rome. It is possible
that Pompeius Strabo intended his gesture partly as propaganda.
G.H. tevenson15), commenting on the inscription, remarked
that he had a liberal attitude "on the franchise question".
In view of this he may have been interpreting the Lex lulia
more freely than had been intended by L. lulius Caesar. As
Stevenson commented. "it is extremely unlikely that in 89 B.C.
there were many precedents for the enfranchisement of men who
were not domiciled in Italy".
The men of the tuna were grouped under tribal headings
and all had non-Roman names save three. Stevenson suggested
these three (Col. 2.1, 2, and 3), of the Ilerdenses, had taken
the names of members of Strabo's consilium before publication
of the official record. On the other hand it seems rather unlikely that exceptions of this kind would be allowed. The
Ilerdenses were named as clviuin Romanorum by the Elder Pliny,
but would. hardly have had Latin citizenship as a tribe in 89
B.C. It may be that these three had already earned some form
of recognition for bravery in the form of Latin citizenship and
had taken these names at that time. Four of the tribal names
are identifiable in the Natural History of the Elder Pliny in
the area of Caesaraugusta on the Hiberusl6) (the Ilerdenses,
Segienses, Lib(i)enses, and fllu(e)rsenses). The others are
unknown but should probably belong to the same region; it is
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likely that a small group like a turma would not have been
drawn from a wide geographical area. Dessau and Stevenson
considered the name of the turma was derived from Salduba on
the Hiberus, but Cichorius pointed out the usage of Imperial
inscriptions gives the clue that it probably referred to the
decurion commanding the troop, perhaps Salvitto.17)
There were 30 men in the turma as the inscription shows,
but were they led by a decurion, as has been generally
assumed, or by a praefectus ? Cheesman is worth quoting on
this question: "In Caesar's account of his Gallic campaigns
we find frequent mention of contingents of tribal cavalry
serving as independent units under officers bearing the title
of praefecti eguitum, and these units must have been much
larger than turmae". 18 In fact, leaving aside the tribal
contingents led by their chiefs (which common sense argues
would be used. as existing units whatever their precise numbers),
the turnia still appears as the tactical unit in Caesar's wars.
There is even evidence of Caesar having a turma Hispanorum in
the African War, and in the Gallic Wars,we are toldCaesar
mittit complures eguitum turnias.19) When Caesar landed on
the coast of Africa, he had 3,000 legionary infantry and. 150
cavairy.20) This suggests 5 turmae, and a little later we see
them apparently being used in such groups for: "less than
thirty Gallic cavalry dislodged 2,000 Noorish cavalry". His
enemies used the same formations: in Spain,Cn. Pompeius
surrounded Caesar's cavalry (eguites) cum aliguot cohortibus
et equitum turmis. 2'1 fore significantly during the Spanish
Wars: Caesar ob virtutem turmae Cassianae donavit milia
• X . III et praefecto torques aureos V. 22 The sense of this
passage would seem to indicate that the turma was named for
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a former commander but was led, at this time, by a prefect.
The praefecti eguitum noted by Cheesman do not necessarily
have to equate in status with bearers of that title in the
Imperial auxilia. As for the decurion "mentioned in Bell. Gall.
i.23", and adduced by him as the commander of a turma, it
must be remembered that Polybius mentions there were three
commanders to the legionary turma in the Republic, hence the
title of decurion that each one bore. If the auxiliary turmae
were organised on similar lines, there may have been a troop
commander, distinguished as prefect, and two decurions to
each turma. If this interpretation is correct the organisation
of the ala as a tactical u.nit must be narrowed down to the
Augustan period. The Lexicon Caesarianum (of H. I'leusel)
reveals that the few references to a].ae in the works of Caesar
are textually dubious, but there is no question that writers
in the reign of Augustus gave the word ala its later meaning.
Velleius Paterculus provides several instances of the existence
of alae alongside cohorts 2

, but now too there is epigraphic

evidence for an Augustan origin for aiae. 2It may be
significant that when Su.etonius describes the military
innovations of Augustus he says that senators' sons were given
experience not merely as military tribunes but also as
praefecti alarum, and in the latter post usually two to each
ala ac ne gui expers castrorum esset. 2Perhaps two prefects
were appointed also because command of 500 cavalry by a single
man bad not yet become a regular usage. The persistence of the
term praefectus eguitum in the early principate, noted by
Cheesman26), as opposed to the later usage praefectus alae
may be explained by this.
With the question of how regularisation of the auxilia was
effected (for it seems logical to infer that if alae, then
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cohorts were reformed by Augustus) there are more problems.
Did. Augustus take existing cavalry and infantry units serving
Rome in the latter part of the Civil Wars, and. reshape them
into standardised regiments ? Or were the majority, apart
from the few who retained names bestowed by Caesar and therefore kept from filial piety, levied mainly with fresh recruits
perhaps round cadres of experienced soldiers ?
The evidence for the Spanish auxilia is unsatisfactory.
There are mentions of Spanish troops used. by various factions
in the Civil Wars but their several fates are unattested.
Pompey had some Spanish cohorts brought over by Afranius at
Pharsa1us 2 but if Appian is to be believed these will have
been slaughtered or d.ispersed.28) There were Spanish cavalry
on the side of Brutus and Cassius at Philippi: Brutus had
4-,000 Gallic and Lusitanian horse, Cassius had 2,000 Spanish
and. Gallic horse. 29 (Strangely there are no Lu.sitanian alae
as such, recorded in the Imperial Auxilia, although there
were Lusitanian cohortes eguitatae.) Even if some of these
were incorporated into the army of the friends of Brutu.s and.
Cassius who escaped, they are hardly likely to have survived
through the 11 remaining years of Civil War or to be counted
as worth preserving in the remodelled army of Augustus.
Antony bad 10,000 Spaniards and Celts with him when he
invaded Media in 36 B.C., according to Plutarch.30) Although
Augustus is known to have been fairly tolerant towards Antony's
legions there would be no need for him to placate auxiiia.31)
On the other hand. there was a cohors Hispanorum stationed in
Egypt from Augustan times if my interpretation is correct.32)
This could have been formed from existing Spanish infantry,
either from the army of Augustus or that of Antony when the
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former was making his arrangements for the assimilation of
Cleopatra's kingdom into the Empire. It may not initially
have had the form that auxiliary cohorts were to take (Cf.
Strabo

17, 53).

In a recent article D. Saddington has

examined the evidence of early Imperial writers concerning
the auxiiia.

He comes to the conclusion that in both

Greek and Latin literature "There is the same general picture
of armies consisting of legions, a core of professional
infantry and. cavalry auxiliaries and an element of local
troops supplied for the occasion by nearby kingdoms or tribes"
and "the local contingent and the tribal chieftain are
still very much in evidence in 69 A.D.". In other words,
whatever the scope of the military reforms initiated by
Augustus, the number of auxiliary regiments that were professionally organised by him was smaller than Tacitus' account
might seem to indicate.'
This point was made by Cheesman

who turns out to have

been right on so many questions of this kind. This has not
prevented scholars, in the literature that has grown up since
Cheesman wrote, from assuming early Augustan origins for those
units which are not demonstrably Flavian or second century.
If a gradual build-up of the lists of professional
cohorts and alae is borne in mind it becomes feasible to look
for historical reasons for the raising of specific groups,
which would then be kept on the arn strength. The Pannonian
Revolt arid, the Varian disaster offer two such contexts. In
a much larger way it raises the question of levies raised in
advance of or accompanying campaigns of conquest 36), such as
those of Gaius and Claudius.
The evidence of Spanish auxilia will not be so useful in
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this respect after Vespasian, since the Flavian reorganisation
of Spain reduced its potential for the recruitment of auxilia
while making it far more of a pool for legionary ievies.
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of Polybius.
26.
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27. Caesar, Civil Wars 3,88.
28. Appian, 2,80.
29. Appian, 11.,88.
30. M. Antony 36.
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ILS 8888 Rome (C]n. Pompeius Sex. [f. imperator]
virtutis caussa / equitee H.tspanos ceives (Roinanos
Zecit in castr ] eis apud Asculum a.d. XIV k. Dec. /
ex lege lulia. In consilio [fuerunt]: / C].) L. Ge].lius
L. f. Tro., (2) Cn. Octaulus Q.t...., (3)..............,
(4.)......ius C. f. Ani., (5) I. lucius L. f. Gal., (6)
Q. Mlnucl./ M. f. Ter., (7) P. Attius P. . Ouf., (8)
M. Maiolei. M.[f) ...(sequuntur Tel sequebantur ella
noinina quinquaginta unum, in his) (11) Cn. Cornell.
Cu. f. Pal., (18) C. Rabeirl. C. r. Gal. (22) M. Fab[i)
M. F. .. r. (30) Cu. Ponpei Cu. f. Clu. (31) Sex. Pompei.
Sex. f. Clu, (34) (. Hirtulei L. f Sep . ( 39) L. Opeind.
Q. f. Hop . (40) L. Instel L. f. Fe].. (46) L. Sergi. L. f.
Tro. (55) M', Otacjlj. M'.f.Pol. (59) L. Otacili. L. f.
Pup.
turma Salluitana:
col. 1
' Saxiibe].ser Adingibas f.
Illurtibas Bilustibas f.
Estopeles Ordennas f.
Tersinno (sic) Austinco f
Bag arensi a:
Cacususin Chadar f.
.cilicenses:
Sosimilus Z.
...irsecel t.
...elgaun Z.
...iespaiser. f.
col. 2
flerdenses:
o Otacilius Suisetarten. t.
Cu. Cornelius Nesille f.
P. [F]abius Enasagin f.
Begenais:
Turtumelis Atanscer. if.
Segienses:
Sosinadem Sosinasae if.
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So8iinilus Sosinasae f.
Urgidar Luspanar f.
Gurt anio Biurn.o t.
Elaudus Enneges t.
col. 3
Agirnes Bennabels. .
Nalbeaden Agerdo f.
Arranes Arbiscar t.
Umargibas Luspaiigib f.
Eimegensis:
Beles Uivarbeles Z.
Turinnus Adimel a. f.
Orduiaeles Burdo r.
Libenses:
Bastugitas Adimeis Z.
Uinarillun Tarbantu f.
Sucon.sensea:
Beleimes Albennes f.
Atuilo Tautindals f.
Illuersensis:
Balejadju Balcibi]. C.
(a dextra horu.in nomirwm): Cu. Poipeius Sex. t. iiaperator /
virtutis caussa turiaam / Salluitanaxa donavit in. / caEbreis
apud Asculum / cornucu.lo et patella, torqxe, / arinilla,
palereis; et frunien [t)um / duplex.
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Chapter III
The auxilia raised in North-west Spain
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The auxilia raised in North-West Spain.
North-west Spain was the last region in the penhinsula
to rail to Rome. Sir Ronald. Byrne, writing about the subjugation of this area, said. "We have every right to speak
of a ten years war in Spain (29-19 B.C. inclusive)n.1)
The presence of both Augustus and. Agrippa in Spain is
attested during the period of conquest. 2 Plorua tells
us that the Cantabrians were more energetic and obstinate
in their resistance, and after a hard. won victory they
were dealt with harshly by the Romans. Augustus is said
to have personally supervised the removal of the Cantabrians
from their mountain fastnesses and. their resettlement in the
plains. He also took hostages and sold others into slavery.
The Asturians, on the other hand, appear to have been treated
with more clemency. They were brought down from the mountains
and. urged to build. a capital but there is no mention of
slavery or hostages.
This difference in treatment may be reflected. in recruitment to the auxilia. There are only two known Cantabrian
regiments in the auxiliary army, but at least four alae and.
eleven cohortes bear titles indicating an origin in Asturia.
It is possible that these figures reflect the size of the
two peoples. Pliny the Elder refers to "civitatium novem
regio Cantabrorum" but "Asturum XXII populi divisi.6)
He is presumably writing of the state of affairs in the
early Flavian period, and it may be that the difference in
size of the two peoples is a further indication of the
effects of ruthless suppression of the Cantabrians.
There is some difficulty in interpreting the manner
in which the levy was conducted. in this part of Spain.
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The names of many of the regiments originating there
reflect not the tribe from which they were levied, but
the conventus named. by Pliny in his account of the
organisation of the Spanish provinces. Thus we have
the alae and. cohortes Asturum levied presumably from
the district surrounding Asturica, the cohortes Bracaraugustanorum from tribes centred upon Bracara Augusta,
and the cohortes Lucensium similarly drawn from the area
round. Lucus Augusti. However, Albertini7 has provided
reasons for placing the conventu of north—west Spain in
the post—Augustan period., with particular reference to
the difference between the accounts of Strabo 8 and.
Puny. 9 it, as he argues, these conventus were
established. by Claud.ius, they represent the replacement of
military by civil administration. Strabol0) said that
three legions with three leati guarded the country of
the Astnrians, Caflaicans and. Cantabrians, but it is clear
that he cannot have meant to indicate the three towns
Asturica, Bracara and. Lucus as headquarters of the three
legati. 11 On the other hand, if only some of the regiments
named above were Augustan foundations, the towns must in
some way have acted. as military centres upon which the levy
was based.
It is interesting to note the difference in treatment
of tribes allocated, to the fourth military centre (later
conventus) of Clunia. There are no known cohortes
Cluniensium, but individual tribes under the supervision
of Clunia contributed to the auxilia. Thus we have
cohortes Vardullorum, Carietum et Veniaesuin, Cantabroruin
and. two alae Aravacorum. C].unia lay on the outskirts of
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the really troublesome area and may have been supervised
by the legatus who had no legion, according to Strabo.
The retention of tribal names for regiments may reflect
a different attitude towards these peoples (apart from
the Cantabrians, whose special treatment has already been
touched upon). Cheesman's comment that "Wherever the clan
spirit existed, the name of the clan was accepted as the
official title of the contingent which it furnished to
the imperial iorcestul2) was clearly not true of the northwest, as he himself remarked. In these obdurate peoples
it seems the policy was to stamp out the clan spirit, as
reflected in the naming of auxilia.
Even so there are exceptions. It is just possible
that the Bracari may have contributed one cohort named
directly for the tribe.13) The Gigurri (of the military
district of the Astures) may have produced an ala, 1 the
Lemavi (under the charge of Lucus) an ala and a cohort.
Several cohorts cut right across the scheme of military
districts in their naming. Either there were changes in
the groupings of tribes when the conventus were set up,
or perhaps the Callaeci had septs belonging to Asturica
and Lucus, although Pliny specifies that they were
attributed to Bracara. It is difficult otherwise to
explain the cohortes Callaecorum Lucensium and. Asturum et
aiiaecorum.15) Whatever the solution, the Romans are
known to have permitted anomalies to exist in the adininistration of north-west Spain, witness the procurators
"per Asturiam et Gallaeciani", who continued to deal with
the finances of this important district as d.ucenarii long
after it had been incorporated into Tarraconensis, which
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had its own procurator of the same standing.
Altogether, north-west Spain produced circa 1 .O per
cent of the total auxilia originally raised in the
peninsula, a tribute perhaps to the mettlesome dispositions
of the peoples who lived there and. Roman methods of dealing
with them.
Another matter for conjecture concerns the date of
raising of some of the regiments of this region. The
assumption is often made that they were mainly Augustan
in origin. G. Alföldy, for example, postulates that the
Asturian cohorts were all raised "am Anfang der Kaiserzeitn.16)
There are two series of numbered regiments of Asturians,
both alae and cohortes. The question may be raised whether
these represent parallel groups of similar date or if the
two series should be connected with different periods.
A table1 made of the epigraphic evidence for all the
alae and cohortes carrying Asturian titles shows that for
some there is no proof of an existence earlier than the
reign of Claudius, and in one case possibly Nero. Admittedly
negative indications of this sort, when early epigraphic
evidence for the auxilla is at a premium, are inconclusive,
but they at least provide some grounds for caution. From
the table it may be seen that origins in an Augustan levy
seem fairly sure for:
cohors I Asturum eguitata, later in Germania,
perhaps cohors II Asturum (eguitatafl although unattested
before the Notitia dignitatum,
ala I Asturum, perhaps the Rhineland. then Noesia inferior,
ala II Asturum, early in the Rhineland, then Pannonia and
Britain,
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ala III Asturum, as part of the numbered series, later
in Nauretania Tingitana.
This suggests an initial levy of 2,500 men; much depends
upon the size of the eligible male population as to whether
this may be regarded as an acceptable figure for Roman
military purposes in 19 B.C. 18

For the cohortes Asturum

et Callaecorum an Augustan levy is also probable 19 and it
may even be justifiable to surmise that their titles reflect
a period of emergency, when men from different tribes might
be banded together to meet special needs such as those that
arose in the latter part of the reign of the first princeps.
If it is accepted that there is nothing axiomatic
about the Auguatan origin of all the Asturian regiments,
what may be said about the cohortes Bracaraugustanorum and
Lucensium (Callaecorum) ? There are definitely two and.
possibly three series of cohortes Bracaraugustanorum,
numbered 1-Ill, and one of them continued to include a
fourth and fifth cohort. 20 Of all these regiments the
sole evidence for a possible Augustan levy belongs to cohors
I Bracaraugustanorum of Dalmatia and later Noesia inferior
(No.63) (but see that cohort for some reservations).
An economic answer to the problem suggests that at
least two other cohorts (numbered II and III) should also
belong to the early principate, otherwise we should have to
subscribe to the probability of a fourth, but u.nattested,
cohors I Bracaraugustanorum. Which of the four certain
cohortes (second and third of the series) may be placed in
this category is unsure. There is also a degree of uncertainty about the fourth and fifth cohorts. If the date
of the decoration received by N. Stiaccius Coranus (ILS
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2730 68.1k) is Claudian, as Pflaum2l) and Ritterling22
believed, and. he came to Britain in k3 with legio II
Augusta, his preceding post as prefect of cohors V
Bracaraugustanorum in Germany must have been held in k11.1.2
at latest. While he could have been first prefect of a
newly raised cohort sent to Germany to replace one about
to go on active service, it seems likely on balance that
the cohort was pre-Claudlan in origin, and. this would
carry cohors IV Bracaraugustanoruin back with it. However
Dobson2 places this inscription after 69 because of the
order in which Coranus held his posts (particularly that
of praefectus fabrum), which raises an element of doubt.
An Au.gustan levy of at least 1,500, possibly 2,500,
men seems likely, that is all that may be said; the
other cohorts could equally well belong to a later period.
The percentage of men recruited in Bracara would appear
to have been lower than that in Asturica if these figures
are correct, since Pliny gives the conventus 285,000 people.
Pliny's estimates are post-Claudian, however, and, as
already indicated, some changes may have occurred both in
the size of district attributed to Bracara and in the size
of the population after years of Roman peace.
When we come to consider the cohortes Lucensium the
situation is a little more complex. Cohors V Callaecorum
Lucensium is undoubtedly pre-Claudian in origin,2 thus we
have to assume a series I-V Callaecorum Lucensium of probable
Augustan date. However, we have no evidence for the existence of cohortes I, II and III of that series, only for
cohortes I, II and III Lucensium. Three solutions are
possible:
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1. The cohortes Lucensium (I-V) were all raised in
Augustan times but the last two of the series had a
slightly different composition, noted in their titles.
2. The series all started out with the full title
Callaecorum Lucenslum but the first three cohorts had
dropped the first part of their name by the time they
entered the epigraphic record.
3. Cohortes I, II and III Callaecorum Lucensium were
raised at an early date and either the evidence has
not been found, or they were lost, or disbanded fairly
quickly.
Either of the first two solutions is preferable on grounds
of economy and probability. Cohors I Lucensium eguitata
of Dalmatia and Paimonia seems likely to have been Augustan
in foundation as does I Lucensium Hispanorum. This means
that all the cohortes Licensium may be pushed back into
pre-Claudian and, therefore, probably Augustan times in
origin. The levy here was 3,000 men in round figures.
Pliny gives a figure of 166,000 persons to the "free
population" of Lucus.25)
After all the evidence has been assessed acae ma be
made for the possibility of the following regiments of northwest Spain having been raised in post-Augu.stan times:
cohors I Asturum (egultata) later found in Noricum,
cohors II Asturum eguitata later in Germania,
cohors III A.g turum eguitata of Nauretania Tingitana,
cohors IV Asturum eguitata as part of the numbered series,
cohors V Asturum (eguitata) in Germany but later existence
unsure,
cohors VI Asturum (eguitata) in Germany in the Flavian period,
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ala I Hispanorum Asturum later in Britain,
cohors I Augusta Bracarum appearing first in Dacia inferior
in 140, unless it Is to be equated with:
cohors I Bracarorum which first appears in Nau.retania
Tingitana in 88,
cohors II Bracaraugustanorum in Thrace in 114 (or another
unattested. second cohort of the series),
two out of the following three cohorts:
III Bracaraugustanorum in Raetia by 107,
III Bracaraugustanorum in Noesia according to the Notitia
dignitatum,
III Bracaraugustanorum in Britain by 103,
cohors IV Bracaraugustanorum in Syria by 88, but see
cohors V Bracaraugustanorum (possibly post-Augustan but
depending upon the interpretation of ILS 2730) in Raetia
by 107.
The evidence for the cohortes Bracaraugustanorum is less
clear than for the Asturians, but even so it is conceivable
that ten or more regiments in north-west Spain had a postAugustan origin.
A question of interest in this context concerns the
extra strain placed upon the military establishment during
the reign of Claudius. In his early years as emperor, two
new provinces (three if the division of the Nauretanias
was effected during his reign, as Carcopino 26 believed)
were won and garrisoned. This involved. legionary redeployments but the auxilia were also engaged. A conservative
estimate must allow some 30,000 auxiliaries to have been
sent to North Africa and. Britain during his reign.27
This entailed a number of troop movements in the other
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Roman provinces, as we know, but redeployment of existing
forces to cover gaps left by 60 regiments is a very large
scale undertaking. It seems logical to infer that a number
of new regiments might be raised to replace at least some
of those employed in the fighting garrisons of Nauretania
and Britain before these provinces produced the raw material
for plugging those gaps themselves.
There are provinces other than Spain from which new
regiments may have been raised, but it is known that some
changes were taking place there in the relevant period.
Leglo IV Nacedonica left Spain probably in A.D.39 for the
Rhineland,28) and it seems possible that there is some
connection between this event and the official extension of
the conventus system to north-west Tarraconensis. Concomitant with this, it might be thought necessary to make
safer the demilitarisation of a former trouble-spot by
recruitment of potential dissidents. The district of
Callaecia and Asturla is at least reasonably high on the
list for consideration of areas from which new levies
might be expected to have been drawn.
An inscription of cohors V Asturum is particularly
revealing. CIL XIII 8098, from Bonn, is the tombstone of
a Spaniard who had served seven years with this unit. The
stone has been dated, on artistic grounds, to the period
A.D. 11.0_7O 9) which should mean that the regiment came to
the Rhineland at earliest in late Tiberian times but,
considering the historical inferences, most probably in the
reign of Gaius or of Claudius. Since the stone identifies
him as Asturian, the signifer Pintaius was recruited in the
homeland of the regiment and the system of local recruitment
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was sufficiently established by this time to make it
unlikely that replacements would come from Spain. It
must either be assumed that Augustus raised the cohort
from fierce opponents in 19 B.C. and allowed it to remain
in Spain (where it stayed for over 50 years), 0

or that

it had been raised recently and Pintaius was among its first
recruits. If cohors V Asturum had an origin in the reign
of Gains or Claudius, it carries at least four other
Asturian cohorts with it and., in the absence of another
fifth cohort, the sixth of the series, on the assumption
that each numbered series represents a fresh levy. A
passage in uetonius31) has Gaius ordering the holding of
levies everywhere for his march to Germany. Dio credits
him with gathering together 200,000 troops by the time of
his return to Lugdunum, 2 by any reckoning a greatly
exaggerated figure but indicative of a large army. His
preparations for an invasion of Britain may have had. more
serious content than the bias of ancient historians would
allow to appear. In fact it is feasible that the C].aud.ian
invasion was operated on the lines of blueprints prepared
by the military advisers of Gaius and abandoned due to his
madness or ineptitude. It may never be possible to decide
which of these two emperors initiated. the raising of certain
regiments.
Three of the legions for the British expedition came
from the Rhineland.; some of the accompanying auxilia should
have come from the areas of command of these legions. Who
filled the gaps on their departure ? Cheesman pointed
"It seems probable that when newly raised regiments were
drafted. into different provinces they were numbered in a
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different series in each province. This suggestion is
supported by the fact that where a regiment bearing a high
number is found, it generally appears that the rest of the
series was originally stationed in the same province". If
the fifth Asturian cohort went to the Rhineland in Gaian
or Claudian times, does this mean that the rest of the
series 1-VI was also drafted there ? Certainly cohortes II
and VI were in Germania by the Flavian period and may well
have been there earlier. There is no evidence concerning
the fourth cohort; if it disappeared early, the years 68
to 70 in the Rhineland would provide a suitable historical
framework for its loss. One of the first cohorts appeared
in Noricum in 106, and was perhaps there from late in the
reign of Claudius, but could have been moved from Germania.
No early inscriptions place the third cohort in Germnania
but conversely there is no proof that it did. not come from
there to Tingitana some time before 109. A Spanish levy
of 6,000 men could have been readily absorbed in Ll.2/43,
but it must be admitted this is, as yet, only an attractive
hypothesis.
Events in the reign of Nero may also have some bearing
on Asturian recruitment. ILS 2684 shows Narcus Vettius
Valens receiving decorations for services in connection with
operations contra Astures some time prior to A.D.66.
C.H.V. Sutherland, by implication, connects the Asturian
troubles with "attempts to refill the imperial exchequer
after the fire of Rome in A.D.6Al.",3) but a check of the
career of Valens reveals that the outbreak must have
occurred earlier than this. Between his last recorded post
as procurator of Lusitania in

and his service as
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primus pilus bis of legio VI Victrix, when he received the
decoration in question, Valens had served as tribune of
the Fifth cohort of Vigiles, tribune of the Twelfth Urban
cohort, tribune of the Third praetorian cohort, and primus
pilus Ms of leglo Xlv Gemina Nartia Victrix. Assuming
Valens joined the guards at the age of twenty, by the time
he reached primus pilus bis he should have been an experienced
man in his mid-to-late fifties. Taking off sixteen years for
his initial service in the guards, one is left with 20+ years
for his progress through twelve posts. Though he may have
been longer in some than in others, it becomes possible to
place his posting with the VIth legion early in the reign of
Nero, and. the Asturian rising (if such it may be called) in
the period 51158. Its cause remains unknown, but if Caligula
or Claudius had raised troops in Asturia there would have
been time for a new generation of fighting men to have come
to maturity. It is possible that such an uprising would be
followed by further recruitment, and of the Asturian regiments
ala I Hispanorum Asturum could have been raised as late as
this if US 2509 is attributed to the Augustan ala I Asturum
(114.10).

All of this is conjectural. It has at least the merit
of opening the door to speculation about the origins of
regiments of north-west Spain and does not rely upon categoric
statements which the present evidence does not support. In
discussing the alae and cohortes from this region, an
Augustan foundation will not be presupposed unless there are
definite indications to that effect.
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(excluding the North-west)
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The Elae Aravacorwn.
There was some difficulty over the correct spelling
of the title of these two cavalry units. In the sixteen
diploma references, only one has the full title ala I
Hispanor(um) Aravacor(um), 1 eight contain various contractions of one or the other of the two as Kispanorum
irvacorum, and, in one instance, Hispanorum et Arvacorum.2
All inscriptions, other than diplomata, use the variant
Aravacoruin where it is possible to be certain, although
of these three replace the V with a B (probably due to
Greek influence) and one refers to an ala I Arevac.....
There is no douht that these titles cover the same two
regiments, and that they are Spanish in origin. They were
raised from a Celtiberian peoplesituated in north-east
central Tarraconensis around the upper reaches of the
Durius, and. there is equal confusion among ancient
historians on the precise form of the tribal name.

The

same historians reveal that the Arevaci had given Rome much
trouble during the piecemeal conquest of Spain. They are
mentioned among the dissidents time and. time again, and.
Appian places them among the chief protagonists in the
Numantian War, which was only ended by &oipio Africanus
the younger in 135 B.C. Even then they rose once more in
98 B.C. 6 All the ancient sources mention their strength
and. warlike disposition. If they were raised in the
Augustan period the retention of a tribal name may reflect
something of that independent spirit still present a
century or more after their defeat by

scipio.7)

The exact period when they were raised remains obscure.
There is no very early evidence for the ala I Aravacorum
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but the second ala of that name shOuld have been in
existence by Tiberian times at latest. Inscription 02.8
of the second regiment is a tombstone of Tiberius Claud.ius
Valerius, d.ecurion of the ala, dedicated also to his living
wife and daughter. Both have the citizenship and. each has
Claudia as her nomen. The conjunction of the three names
of Valerius, his wife end daughter suggests that he has
benefited from the late Claudian regulations ensuring that
the privilegia were bestowed on auxiliaries after 25 or
more years' service.

Since be had served 30 years at the

time of his death he may have received his diploma after 25
years and served a further 5 years, or he may only have
obtained the grant shortly before his death. If the Claudian
arrangement

i.e

placed circa A.D.50 or soon after, Valerius

would have been recruited during the period A.D.20-28/9.
Valerius was a Spaniard, and at this early period it is
tempting to use this fact to suggest that the ala was in
Spain at least in the first half of the reign of Tiberius.9
We cannot be certain, although it may appear probable, that
the regiment was raised or regularised. during the reign of
Augustus, perhaps in the course of one of his Spanish
campaigns or settlements, and remained there until its
transfer to Pannonia.
Since the number II designating an ala presupposes the
prior, or at least simultaneous, existence of a first ala of
that name, it may safely be assumed that the ala r Aravacorum
was also in existence by Augustan, or at latest Tibezian,
times.
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01. Ala I Hispanorum Aravacorum.
This ala appears on Pannonian diplomata for 80, 811. and
85 (01.1-3).
From Arrabona in Pannonia comes the tombstone of
Crispus !lac... 1 egues of ala I Aravacorum (01.14). The
style of the inscription is undoubtedly first century.
Kraft'0 suggested that it was Flavian because of a lack
of very early pointers. Crispua came from Siscia in
Pannonia and, as he had. served 15 years before his death,
the ala may be presumed to have been taking in recruits
in Pannonia one and. a half decades before it is attested
at Arrabona. This does not certainly demonstrate that it
was in Pannonia in pre-Plavian times, but it is possible
to hazard a guess that it may have come there from Spain,
with the second. ala of the series, in the reign of
Tiberius.hl) L. Bark6czi has no doubts. He considers the
ala was stationed at Arrabona in the first half of the
first century.12) This may be challenged. Arrabona was
undoubtedly a key point in the Roman military network in
Pannonia and. may well have been one of the sites possessing
a strong garrison as postulated. by Doinaszewski (of. Strategy
and epigrapl3y).
At least one ala (I Augusta Ituraeorum) seems to have
been in regular occupation there in the first century.13)
A second ala ((I) Pannoniorum) may have joined. it in
Claudian times, perhaps as a result of the disturbances
between Vannius and the Suebi.1

Its strategic role as

the base for a mobile striking force was emphasised by the
provision of the newly raised milliary ala I Ulpia
contariorum as its garrison in the Trajanic period. Never-
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theless it is unnecessary to assume there were three alas
at Arrabona in Iulio-Claud.ian times; there were never so
many cavalry units in a province at this period that their
placing would not be made with economy and precision. Ala
(I) Pannoniorum was transferred to Noesia inferior in the
latter part of the first ceutuxy,15) arguably on the
occasion of its creation as a separate province in 86 or
even earlier (cf. GIL III 121453 recording a veteran
decurion of this ala who had been decorated by Vespasian,
and. retired to Toni in eastern ?loesia inferiorl6)).
Ala I Aravacorum, hitherto perhaps without a permanent
fort but engaged in patrolling the north-western sector
of the Pannonian frontier, may have been settled at
Arrabona by one of the Plavian emperors on the departure
of the Pannonian regiment. If this is correct, its stay
was fairly brief for ala I Ulpia contariorum was at
Arrabona from its formation, witness the late first to
early second century tombstone of one of its eQuites,
Ulpius Eptatralis (GIL III 4.378). 1 7) Ala I Augusta
Ituraeorum, the other presumed first century occupant of
Arrabona, is thought from later evidence to have taken
part in Trajan's Dacian Wars. 18 It is unclear whether
ala I Aravacorum was likewise employed. None of the units
listed in the diploma of November 19, 102 (01, 21.) bear titles
of honour that could have been won in these wars so it is
arguable that they formed part of a caretaker garrison left
in Paxinonia during the conduct of the campaigns, but this
is not certain.19)
Alternatively ala I Aravacorum may never have been
stationed at Arrabona at all. If the tombstone of Crispus
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riac.... was a little earlier than Kraft supposed, and tell
in the reign of Nero for example, it could indicate that
he had been buried at the nearest niilitazy cemetery to a
unit without a permanent station at that time.
These, admittedly speculative, interpretations have
been advanced to illustrate the questionable value of
statements such as that of Bark6czi (. cit.) and. j. pitz,20
iItogoe1 so far as to suggest that ala I Aravacorum garrisoned.
the site of Arrabona, together with ala I Ulpia contariorum
milliarla, in the second century. This is to forget, or
obscure, the fact that

milliary alae were in them8elves the

strongest regiments of the auxilla. Their creation would
have abolished the necessity for the practice (never all
that widespread.) of garrisoning two alae together.
After the division of Pannonia by Trajan circa 106
the ala appeared. on the lists of Pannonia superior and remained there until its records ceased. in the latter part of the
second. century (01.5-13). No change of station need. have
been involved if it was indeed in the area suggested.
In the reign of Antoninus Pius it was one of a group
of four alae from Pannonia superior which, together with
three others from Pannonia inferior, 21 ) took part in the
suppression of the Mauretanian revolt. This is made clear
by the diploma of 1st August 150 (01.11) granted. to Victor
son of

Liccaus of the Azali. Mach has been made of the

Azalian recruitment to the ala in an endeavour to fix upon
a suitable fort for it in the second. century, since another
diploma, of 19th July 14.6

(01.8)was also

granted to a

member of this tribe, and egues of the ala, Viator son of
Romanus. 22 ) It has already been shown that this type of
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argument is inconciusive.2
There can be as yet no certainty concerning the
location of the ala in this period and the answer may
only be round through excavation and patient elimination
of possibilities. Perhaps the most promising suggestion
is that of A. Rad.n6ti, 2 who makes a case for Ce]amnentia.
This lies on the left bank of the Danube, and may be
described as a bridgehead fort for Brigetio. Its construction in stone is thought to have coincided with the
rebuilding of Brigetio in stone in the early Trajanic
period, and its size (3.08 ha. circa 7- acres) would be
suitable for a quingenar aia.2
Some slight support for this location may be found in
the fact that the diploma of 150 (01.11), already noted as
being granted to a member of the ala, was discovered in
Brigetio. Veterans often stayed. in the general vicinity
of their last posting. The diploma of Viator was found not
too far away at Csapd.i, which lies between Brigetio and
Aquincum.
flore significantly Celamantia would fit into the
pattern of the activities of Valerius Ilaximianus during the
Narcoinannic Wars. Maxiniianus (01.16), who originated from
Poetovio in Pannonia inferior, has been the subject of
several studies, that of H-G. Pflawn being the most
detailed. 26 ) Pflaum suggests that I'Iaximianus commended
our ala in the period centering on 173, for this is the
most likely date for his remarkable feat of valour. He
was personally decorated by ?larcus Aurelius for killing the
chief of the Naristae with his own hand. As Pf].aum remarks,
the Naristae have usually been placed in the area north of
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Raetia and. Noricum rather than Pannonia. However, he
also points out that the Marcomanni, Quad.i and Naristae
were closely associated 27 and this alliance is reflected
in lines 13 and 14 of the inscription. If the ala was
stationed at Celamantia in advance of legio I A& jItrix (at
Brigetio), it would have been excellently situated to go
into the territory of the Quadi, where Naximianus could
have encountered the Naristan chief, Valao. In recognition
of this and other services recorded by the inscription,
!laximianus was promoted to a fourth militia commanding ala
I Ulpia contariorum at .Lrrabona, along the same sector of
the Pannonian frontier. After his procuratorial posts,
the extraordinary promotion of Naximia.nus to the senatorial
order and to immediate command of legio I A4trix is placed
in the last years of the reign of Ilarcus. Naximianus was
returning to an area where he had much experience, that is
actually in the territory of the Quadi and. Narcoznanni, for
Dio28 tells us "20,000 soldiers .... were stationed in
forts among each of these tribes". If legio I Ad)fitrix
was involved it would undoubtedly be accompanied by
auxiliary regiments in its command; our ala would be
likely to be among them. An inscription from Laugaricio2
shows Naximianus as part of the occupying force in his
next post commanding legio II Adfttrix.
The conjectural nature of this discussion must again
be stressed. There is no later evidence for the ala. If
it was in the Brigetio area after the Narcomannie Wars it
would have fallen in the area transferred to Pannonia inferior in the Caracallan reorganisation of 214.
Apart from Maximianus we have the names of three other
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commanders of the ala. C. Iu].ius lanuarius, from Cremona,
who Wagner suggested commanded the unit either in Domitianic
or Trajanic times (01.19). The fact that this Italian
prefect was in charge of three alae in succession without
first serving as praefectus cohortis certainly indicates a
pre-Had.rianic date. It is just possible that his unusual
career should lie in the late Iulio-Claudian period when
the three alae mentioned (Pannoniorum, H.ispanorum Auriana
and Aravacorum) were all in Pannonia. L. Domitius Rogatus,
from Rome itself, served as prefect of the ala when L.
Aelius Caesar was governor of the two Pannonias in 136,
as his subsequent promotion to ab epistulls underlines
( 01 . 1 5).

I,. Aburnius Severus of Heraclea (which town of

that name is unclear, but his praenomen and nomen suggest
a possible connection with the family of L. Aburnius
Torquatus of Heraclea ad Salbacum, in Caria Cf. 11.5 9l. 71 -

57.9) was

prefect of the ala when the diploma of I LI.6 was

issued (01.8).
Two decurions are recorded. lanuarius, who was the
heir of Crispu.s Mac.... (01.1 . ) in the first century, and.
Pt. ?Iodestius Repentinus (01.17) who retired to his home at
Wels in Noricuni after service.

A photograph .f the tombstone from Carnuntum (01.18)
shows the second version to be oorrect,° but there are
problems attached to the interpretation. It has been
expanded to record that Calvus, an egues of ala Prontoniana,
was transferred.,with promotion to sesgulplicariva 1 to our
ala • Ala Frontoniana did not arrive in Pannonia until the
Flavian period, and since such a transfer is more likely to
have occurred within a provincial framework, the inscription
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should lie in the last quarter of the first century.
This could mean that instead of looking for a station
for the ala at or near Arrabona in this period we should
consider the western end of the Pannonian frontier in the
environs of Carnuntum. Against this is the uncertainty of
the interpolation of the name of the first ala. It seems
rather odd to give the name of one ala in a relatively
full form (Arevac.) and the other by an initial only.
It may seem preferable to see .... alae f. as concealing
the paternity of Calvus; the ending is a little unusual
but the name of the father could well be peregrine and.
possess such an ending, witness the recipient of the
diploma recorded as CIL XVI l5. If the stone could be
earlier a permanent base need not be envisaged. The early
history of the ala remains unclear.
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Footnotes
1. CIL XVI 99 of August 150 - 01.11.
2. CIL XVI

£44 of August 99 02.4.

3. 01.18.
4. Hfibner pointed out that the Arevaci were Celtiberian
and to be distinguished from the Aravi of Lusitania
(PWRE 21 400) cf. Pliny the Elder N11,3,5,19

and 27.

5. Polybius 35,2,4,13 and 3,3,4,9 Aravacae.
Strabo 3,4,13 Arvacans of Celtiberia.
Silius Italicus 3,362 Arbacana.
6. Appian 6,99. Titus Didius was sent to Spain and he
slew about 20,000 of the Arevaci.
7. of. Cheesman, Auxilia p.58 on the retention of tribal
as opposed to national names for regiments.
8. Alf8ldy, Historia 17. The decurion of an ala, although
an N.C.OS, would not necessarily be a citizen and would
receive a diploma on discharge like other troopers.
of. Cheesinan . cit. p.38 on the necessity of a diploma
or a special grant before the promotion of a decurio
alae to the legionar centurionate. CIL XVI 48 shows a
decurion receiving citizenship through a diploma. In
this case the likelihood is increased by the fact that
Brittus, the father of Tiberius Claudius Valerius, is
peregrine.
9. viz. Cheesman . cit.

pp.58/9 on the fact that decurions

seem often to have been promoted from the ranks. Valerius
may be supposed to have been recruited to the ala, in the
normal way as egues, in Spain.
10. Rekrutierung

p . 1 51 no .361. The suggestion of J. Fitz

(Acta Arch. Hung. 14- (1962) p.43) that this inscription
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belongs to the second century is unrealistic on
grounds of style.
11. cf. Cheesman . cit. p.59 suggesting numbered pairs
of regiments were often sent to the same province
initially.
12. Acta Arch. flung. 9 (1958) p.Zl18.
13. CIL III 4 367, 4368, 4371 and 11083. All four inscriptions are first century in format, the first two
probably pre-Flavian.
14.. CIL III 4372, 4-377, 4.376. Ala Pannonioruin was earlier

in Dalmatia but came to Pannonia under Tiberius, Alfldy,
Acta Arch. Hung. 14- (1962) pp.262/3.
15.

CII, XVI

44 of 99.

16.

This is

no more than a hint since the tombstone of a

veteran is not normally territorially significant.
. cit. p.1I-6 n.251 for this reading.

17. Kraft

18. C]1 XVI 57 and 163 of 110, Dacia.
19. The diploma could be regarded as recording postcampaign discharges, but this appears less likely to
me.
20. Acta Arch. Hung. 14- (1962) pp.4-2/114.
21. See CIL
22.

Fitz

23.

See

XVI
.

99 and. AE 1961, 14-1 and. ILS 2519.

cit.; Bark6czi

. cit.

Recruitment, p. 33.

24. Auxillartruppen in den Donauprovinzen, p.14.0.
25. For Gelamantia see

A. Nccsy P,'IRE

9 Supp.

641; L.

Bark6czi "Brigetio" Dies. Pann. Ser. 2, No.22, p.17.
According to N6csy Celamantia was first built in the
reign of Domitian, when Brigetio was erected..
26. Libyca 3 ( 1 955) p .135ff. and Car. no.181(bia).
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2 7. Tacltus Germanla 42,1; SHA. 11. Aurelius 22,1.
28. 72,20,1/2.
29. CIL III 13439.

30. Corpus Signorum Imperli Romani. sterreich
(Vienna, 1972) No.565.

1.4.
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02. Ala II Aravacorum.
It has already been noted that ala II Aravacorum was
in Pannonia by the latter part of the reign of Claudiu.s
(02.8). An estimate of the time of its arrival in the
province depends upon the interpretation given to
inscription 02.7 from arsa. wagnerl) and Kr81t2
followed Cichorius in attributing it to this ala. The
date suggested is pre-Claudian since the trooper has no
cognomen, the ablative is used for ala and stipendiorum
is written in full. ii. Pavan preferred to attribute
this to the ala I Aravacorum. In the absence of a number
the first of a series is usually inferred. He suggested
also that the Sueltriu.s of the inscription is a cognomen
derived from the tribal origin of Niger, which would allow
the inscription to be a little later in date. Pavan
therefore implied that the first ala of the series had an
early station at Mursa whilst the second lay at
Teutoburgium, 23 kins. east on the Danube. It seems
probable that Pavan was incorrect in these assumptions.
On military grounds it would be difficult to justify the
siting of two alae only 23 kma. apart in the same province
at this period. It is more reasonable to assume that
there were early stations at both P1ursa and Teutoburgium
and that the second ala (patrolling in the area) had
occasion to bury two of its members in cemeteries attached
to these stations. Wagner should also be correct about the
use of Sueltrius as a tribal name rather than a cognomen
since both the heirs lack cognonilna. In this case the
date of the inscription should be (as Wagner suggested)
pre-Claudi an.
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It follows that the ala was in Spain, perhaps as
late as A.D.28/29, but in Pannonia before A.D. 111, being
moved some time during the reign of Tiberius - or at
latest Gaius. The fact that Niger, who had served 17
years before his death, came from the Sueltri of Gallia
Narbouensis 6 does not necessarily indicate an intermediate posting in Gaul. As a senatorial province,
Narbonenais might recruit suitable candidates for the
auxilia for drafting to an imperial province. Niger,
and perhaps his two cousins riarcellus and Publius, may
have been sent "over the border" to serve in a Spanish
regiment.
Two more tombstones of veteran decurions of the ala
in Pannonia come from Teutoburgium and. Sopianae (some
90 kms. north-west of Teutoburgium) (02.9 and 02.10
respectively) and argue for a mid-first century posting
along this sector of the Danube. The stone from Sopianae
refers to an nnmown man, who died at the age of 60; the
stone was erected by a comrade(?) who bore the praenomen
and. nomen of the emperor Claud.ius.
The ala is recorded in Pannonia at least until the
autumn of A.D.85 (02.1-3) when a diploma (02.3) recorded
it among the auxilia granted discharges by Funisulanus
Vettonianus. Ry A.D.99, however, it was in Moesia
inferior.
Inscription 02.11 of Gauren, east of Oesctis, presents
a problem. Wagner dated. it to the late first century but
the names of the veteran - Tiberius Claud.ius Victor taken with his length of service (29 years) would best fit
the Claudian or early Neronian period. As a veteran his
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presence need not site his regiment. Possibly the simplest
explanation is that he originated from Moe sia and returned
to his homeland on discharge from the ary. As a veteran
he would feel more comfortable not too far from an. army
base, the legionary camp at Oescus. Alternatively if he
had ties with leio VIII Au gasta 1 formed as a result of
the association o his regiment with that legion, he may
have followed it to Moesia within a decade or so of Its
transfer from. nnonia c. 46. It is unlikely that this stone
is evidence of the stationing of the ala at Gauren, as Wagner
and Domaszewski 8 believed.
Gauren has produced a stone of another ex-trooper who
had belonged to ala I HisDanorum (

III 12361). It is

associated with castelluin Uti(Uto), mentioned in Not, di g, or,
42,21 as holding cuneus eauitum Constantinianorunt. This
being so,the most likely irrpretation of the presence of
a mixed collection of tombstones from this site (cf. OIL III )
is that they represent the re-use of worked stone in a
late military installation. A convenient origin for the
tombstones would be in a cemetery attached to Oescus, not
far to the west. Originating probably as a vicus attached to
a legionary base, Oescts had been given the status of colonia
under Trajan, and the cemetery would have been large enough
to make the transport of stones worthwhile.
Wagner was probably correct in assuming that the ala
took part in Domitian' a Dacian Wars. The Pannonian diploma
of 85 may represent a weeding out process prior to a

campaign, and the division of Moesia in A.D.86 be the
occasion for the syphoning off of regiments into new areas.
If V. Prvan was correct in his restoration of
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inscription 02.13, wherever the ala was stationed in the
interim, and whether or not it took part in the first of
Traj an's Dacian Wars (as we may well suppose it did), by
103 it was building a fort which was to be Its home base
for the next century at Carsium In the Dobrudja (in Iloesia
inferior). There are two other inscriptions of Carsium
(02.1 1$. , 02.15). The first dates to A.D.200, and records
the rebuilding of the road running parallel to the right
bank of the Danube near Carsium; this was one of the
pieces of evidence on which I'rvan made his restoration
of the previous stone. Since then the second inscription
has come to light confirming his deductions, and, highlighting the important function of the ala at Carsium.
The tombstone Is that of C. Valerius Herculanus, veteran
cx stator of the prefect of the ala, who claims to have
originated from vicus Ramidava. Ramidava has been.
identified as Drajna d.e Sus, and is one of three camps which
have been established by excavation as having been burnt
and abandoned by the Romans at the beginning of the reign
of HadrIan. 9 All three lie in eastern Walachia, the
terrain held by Trajan from the time of his first Dacian
War, the secession of which may have given rise to the
comments of Eutropius concerning Hadrian's intention of
giving up all Dacla.10) If Herculanus was born in the
vicus attached to the Roman fort of Ramidava, his birth
date must lie In the period 101-118. If he 'joined up' at
an estimated age of 20, and served 26 years before discharge, (retiring then to the vicus attached to his fort
at Carsium) his main period of service would fall in the
early Antonine period. If the fort was built under Trajan,
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its importance would be doubled from the time of Hadrian
onwards. Carsium has not been extensively excavated (as
fax, as it is possible to trace) but, lying on the right
bank of the Danube, at the junction of the road linking
the legionary fortresses of Durostorum and Troesmis with
another road running eastward from the fort to Kistria,
it must have been strategically important, especially
when the additional task of watching over events in
eastern Walachia had been added to its conunitments.
The ala may be presumed to have remained at Carsium
for at least part of the third century. There are three
inscriptions which Prvan assigned to its stay at Carsiurn.
All came from Histria and,from his account,h1) like other
material of a similar nature, would have been built into
the town wall. One (02.16) is a tombstone erected to an
unknown person by two men, one of whom was a sesguiplicarius
of the aia.12) The other two are of the veterans N. Vettius
Felix and Aurelius Firmus (02.17 and 02.18). They are not
territorially significant and, in view of the link between
Carsium and Histria and the latter's importance as a Black
Sea port, it would b reasonable to infer that the men
retired to Histria from their old station at Carsium.
Parvan dated all three to the end of the second century or
the beginning of the third century.13)
It seems unlikely that the ala was stationed at
Arrubium, although this was the site of a castellum and is
mentioned as being guarded by a cuneus eguitum catafractarlorum in NOT. DIG. OR. XXXIX, 16. The tombstone from
Arrubium (02.19) was erected to the father of two men, one
of whom, Caius lulius Pr...., was the decurion of an ala II

Al... , probably our ala, but not necessarily stationed
nearby. In the same way 02.12, 02.20 and 02.21 do not
add to our knowledge of the whereabouts of the ala, since
they all relate to veterans. (02.20 from near Aquincuni in
Pannonia probably does not even belong to this unit in
spite of an identification by Cichorius,1 since it is
surely at earliest a second century stone, by which time
the ala was in 1oesia inferior.)
The end of the regiment is uncertain. How it fared
in the troubled times following the attack on the Lower
Danubian unites circa 236 is rnknown. It may have
suffered defeat as did other regiments of Noesia inferior,
or have been forced to abandon a settled station to become
increasingly part of the mobile operational force needed
to combat the pressures of the barbarian tribes. It is
improbable that the ala would continue to occupy Carsium
after the death of Decius at the battle of Abrittus and
the humiliating peace conceded by his successor Gallus.
By the end of the following century the Huns had garrisons
in Carsium.
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Footnotes
1. Dislokation

p.11.7.

2. Rekrutierung p . 1 5 1

n.371.

3. PWRE 1, 1230.
1.. La Provincia romana della Pannonia Superior,
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k , p.383.

5. Mursa may have been a legionary camp. Cf. R. Byrne
LA 1 p.271; TIR L.311 p.82.
6. Elder Pliny 111,4,35.
7. This seems the most likely explanation in view of the
time factor involved, If they had joined the ala while
it was in transit, or after it bad. arrived in Pannonla,
the stone would fall into the Claudian era which has
been seen to be unlikely on epigraphic grounds.
Alternatively it is possible that Niger had. been trazisLerred. from another regiment already in the province.
8. Rangordnung2 p.56 n.1.
9. The other two camps were at flalliesti and RucvScirisoava. ef. II. flacrea, Dacia 9 (1967) pp.127/13k
"L'Organlzation de la province de Dacie".
R. Vulpe (Dacia 5 (1961) pp.365ff) makes a case for
Drajna existing as a Roman base from the reign of
Domitian. This relies upon a) R.O. Fink's date for
Hunt's Pridianum which Byrne has shown to be incorrect;
and b) a misreading of the excavation report on Drajna
by G.H. Stefan (Dada 11-12 (1911.5) p.141) where he
says NLa construction du camp de Drajna ne peut pas
tre anterienre a l'an 101".
10. 8,6,15-20, to the effect that only the appeals of
his friends 3 concerning the many Roman citizens still
living in Dacia,deterred Hadrian from giving up Dada.
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11. Analele 34-39, "Histria 4-".
12. Prvan pointed out that the oddities of style and

spelling in this inscription may be due to Greek
influence as well as provincial 'barbarism'.
13. 02.18 gives the appearance of an early third century
stone from its style end the nomenclature of the
persons concerned. 02.17 could be second century
and not too late in that period.
14. PWRE 1, 1230.
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03. Ala I Hispanorum Auriana.
This ala belongs to a category of cavalry regiments
which bore "titles formed from personal nanies.1) The
meaning of the title appears to have been 'the cavalry
regiment of Spaniards, formerly commanded by Auriu.s'
There are no known historical or epigraphic pointers to
the identity of the commander. The title might well
indicate that a particular officer had been outstandingly
courageous (of. Nommsen's theory concerning the ala
Scaevae) but in what context and at what time is unknown.
A family of Aurii were connected by Cicero with the town
of Larinum, otherwise the name is not common.
The ala should have been raised early in the
principate. The first inscription attesting its existence
belongs to the Iulio-Claudian period (03.1). Reginus, son
of Trovcetissa, sesguiplicarius of the ala, died after five
years' service and was buried at Aquincum. He and his
brother and heir, Receptus (of the same rank), were Treveri,
and Wagner argued that the alae in which they served (this
one and II Asturum, respectively) had previously been in the
Rhineland, where they had been recruited.
He dated the stone to the reign o Tiberius but it
can no longer be shown with certainty that there was a fort
at Aquincum as early as this • The building stone interpreted by Szilgyi, as demonstrating the existence of a fort
at Aquincum in A.D.19,5 has recently been re-examined.
E. Tth and G. Vkony place it in the early Plavian period
(A.D.73). 6 If they are correct, the earliest evidence from
the first auxiliary fort site near Vtzivros, at Aquincum,
is terra si gillata of the Tibez9-Claudian period. 7 Tth

-
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and Vkony consider that this fort was garrisoned by ala
I Rispanorum, and this ala probably did. not come to
Aquincum before the reign of Claud.ius. (cf. No. 06.)
A military cemetery is not likely to have existed there
before the fort was established (see Chapter I, Strategy
and epigraphy), and, there is a fair chance that all
three alae came to Pannonia at approximately the same time,
as a result of red.ispositions effected. for the invasion of
Britain. Ala I Hispanorum has produced most evidence from
Aquincum, and is therefore the strongest contender for the
garrison of the fort. The other two alae may still have
been used on roving commissions (ef. ala II Asturum, No. k6).
Tb summarise: the ala was probably raised (or
regularised) by Augustus and sent to the Rhineland. Either
under Tiberius or (more plausibly) Claudius, it left the
Rhine for the Danube, where it was operative somewhere in
the region of Aqu.incum.
Whenever it arrived.,

ala I Auriana remained in

the Danubian provinces until A.D.69, when it is mentioned
by Tacitus.8) During this period we have a record of one
of its commanders (03.2), Lucius Domitius Severus, whose
career corresponds with the order of posts instituted by
Claudius and abandoned after his reign. 9) Severus would
have commended cohors Canipana in Dalniatia end our ala in
Pannonia before going to Britain as tribune of legio XX.
, /
The honorary inscription which L'Annee Epigraphique describes
as a "grande plaquev 92x69x25 cm. was erected. to their
former prefect by ala I Aureana Hispanorum. Verona was his
home town, the voting tribe Poblilia appertained. to towns in
Italy.
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The Tacitean reference makes it clear that d.uring

69-7 0

the ala was despatched with eight cohorts, under

Sextilius Felix, to occupy the banks of the river 'Aenus'
(modern Inn) "guod Raetos Noricosgue interf1uit".'1
Whether it had. already become part of the army of Noricum,
or had been detached from Pannonia for this purpose, is
not clear. A number of regiments had. been withdrawn from
Pannonia and. Noesia to support the Flavian cause, since
Tacitus also tells us of the use of the chiefs of the
Sarinatian lazyges and the Suebi, as hostages for the good
behaviour of tribes bordering the inermes provinciae".
Later, we are told, 1 Sextilius Felix marched.
through Raetia with some auxiliary cohorts, but the ala
did. not accompany them; they were joined by cavalry in
the form of the Vitellian ala Singularium. 12

It is likely

that the ala remained in Noricum after Vespasian's reorganisation.

03.3 is

first century in format and.

commemorates a soldier, Cathidianua, who had been in the
ala, if only briefly. It was erected. by his father in
Noricum and may indicate his recruitment in that province.
Further, the first diploma in which it is recorded (03.11.)
appertains to Raetia (June

107), but

was issued. to Ilogetissa,

a Boian cavalryman of the ala. The B0ii1

came from an

area south and west of Carnuiitum, that is on the borders of
Noricum and Pannonia. Mogestissa would. have been recruited.
circa A.D.82 or a little earlier, and. taken together with
the reference from Tacitus, the indications are fairly strong
that the ala lay in Noricum when he joined it. If the ala
moved from Nortcum to Raetia during his term of service, it
would be in the latter province that he met his wife
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Verecund.a, who came from the Sequani.1'
However, Tth and Vkony 15

apparently consider that

it was returned to Aquincum by Vespasian, since they have
restored the name of this ala on the building stone alrea&y
mentioned. Their restoration is wholly conjectural. They
consider that, having ruled out ala II Asturum and ala I
Hispanorum as the unit erecting the stone, the Aurian ala
is the sole attested cavalry unit in the vicinity. There
had been so many troop movements from Pannonia in the years

69/70

that this proposition would be difficult to prove,

and it is even harder to justify moving an ala from Aquincum
to Noricum in the late Flavian or Trajanic period, as this
restoration must imply.
It is usually conceded that, before the end of the
reign of Doniitian, the frontier of Raetia bad been extended
north of the Danube to embrace an area in which the forts
of Oberdorf, Nunningen, Gnotzheim and Weissenburg were
situated.. It is from the last named that the diploma 03.4
originated, and it is from this site too that much of the
later evidence for the ala springs.
Three of the inscriptions from Weissenbu.rg are rather
fragmentary (03.15, 03.16 and 03.23) but may be restored
with the name of the ala with confidence in view of the
diploma, a stamped tile (03.17) and inscriptions from sites
in the vicinity. Of these, 03.19 was set up, to his wife
and. daughter, by Primis Saturninus, ex decurion of the ala,
at Pfring circa 50 km. south east of Weissenburg. Lraft'16
suggested a possible mid-second century date, but the
abbreviations, and lack of praenomen, might support a
slightly later setting. 03.20, an altar to Mercury, by
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Claudius Romanus, duplicarius of the ala, was found at
Nassenfels, an important trading post lying between Pfring
and Weissenburg. Perhaps Ronianus was operating a business
through a partner or freedman, and had placed it in the
care or Nercury. Again a date after the middle of the
second century would fit. The third (03.18) comes from
Emetzheim near Weissenburg and is a dedication to Nercury
for the welfare of Antoninus Pius by Flavius Raeticus optlo.
A date is given by the names of the consuls (partially
restored) of 153. In 8pite of this, there are difficulties
over the sequence of garrisons at Weiseenburg.
In the excavation report of 190617) the history
offered for Weissenburg was:
1. An earth and. wooden fort constructed in Domitianic times.
2. Under Tra.jan, a rampart and. wall and the older internal
structures were erected for cohors Villi Batavorum
eguitata milliaria exploratorum.
3. Under Hadrian or Pius, but in any case before 153
(of. 03.18), the cohort left for Passau (on the Raetian
side of the Inn) and the fort was occupied by our ala.
Li..

In 2 53, or shortly after, the fort was destroyed by
barbarian invaders.

The fort was 3.09 ha. and would be large enough for a
guingenary ala but perhaps rather small for a cohors milliaria
eguitata.
This sequence was revised by Stein. 18

He considered,

in view of the diploma issued to ?Iogetissa, that the fort
had been built for, and occupied by ala I Hispanorum Auriana
from circa 90 to at least 153, with a possible break in
occupation when the Batavian cohort was in garrison.
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The Batavian cohort appears on the Raetian diploma
lists for the first time in 139_141 ,19) the evidence for
its presence at Weissenburg comes on an altar: 11$ 9152
I.0.M./sacrum/coh.IX Bact.]
praeest

I eq. (milliaria) expl./ cul

I N.Victorius Provincla/lis praef./v.s .l.m.

(From the photograph2 this altar has no ligatures.)
Gftnter Ulbert2l) placed the Batavians at Passau by the
middle of the second century at latest. It is recorded in
the Notitia dignitatum 2 as Batavia, and. the commander
noted as tribunus cohortis nova1 Batavorum;2

presumably

it remained there throughout the intervening period.
!Iore recently another theory has been advanced. A.
Radn4'ti proposed that the ala had remained in garrison at
Weissenburg throughout the second century, apart from a
break circa 162 and later,because of its absence from
diplomata of Raetia after that date. This point is
endorsed by H-J. Kellner. 2

(A note of caution should be

sounded. There is no absolute certainty that our ala is
absent from all the lists after 166 as they are fragmentary.)
Radn6ti thought the ala had returned to Weissenburg after
the NaroomRnnl-c Wars, basing this upon an interpretation of
03.24. This stone, found at Wachstein, near Gunzenhausen,

is thought to have belonged to a ?lithraeum. F. Wagner
£
interpreted the first three letters as S(o]L) I(nvlcto)
M(ithrae) and the seventh line as s d.(ec) a(lae) I Au(rianae).
A dedication to Mithras, the abbreviated form of the in-.
scription and the number of ligatures present would support
a third century date, and so place the ala in the vicinity
of Weissenburg at that time However plausible this may
seem, it must be admitted that with such a stone any number
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of interpretations are possible. According to Kellner26)
Weissenburg had. been destroyed by fire and. rebuilt before
the final devastation (which he places in

2514.).

Rad.nti

linked this first destruction with the AlemmRnir invasion
of 233, and, dated 118 9152 just after this, suggesting that
a vexillation of cohors IX Batavorum was brought in, during
the reorganisation of the Raetian limes, as exploratores.
This would be a neat explanation if it was not for the fact
that the inscription has none of the marks of a third century
stone, both ligatures and the norma]. abbreviations of the
period are lacking. A better solution might be that the ala
left Weissenburg circa 162, in connection with troop movements necessitated by the removal of legions from the RhineDanube frontier for Verus' army (118 27214. suggests that
cavalry needed in the east was drawn from Eastern provinces).
Later it may have been used. in the Marcomnnic Wars.
Weiss enburg was too vulnerable to be left without a holding
garrison, and a section of the Batavian cohort was moved. up
on a temporary basis. This would account for the fact that
N. Victorius Provincialis is styled praefectus instead of
tribunus, and. would better fit the epigraphic pointers concerning date. At the death of Marcus, both the Batavian
section and the ala may have returned to their former stations.
The coin record. reveals Weissenburg to have been held until
the middle of the third century at least, and H. Schnberger
is inclined to think that part of the Raetian limes may have
held out until

259/60. 2 7)

More evidence is required to settle

these questions, particularly concerning the destruction of
233.

Prom the remaining inscriptions of the ala we learn the
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names of several conunanders. 03.22 gives us C. lulius
lanuarlus, an Italian, whose career has already been
discussed under ala I Hispanorum Aravacoruin (01.19).
N. P....ius Reginus erected an altar to all the gods and.
goddesseswh11e the ala was at Weissenburg,some time in
the second century. An vriknown man from Rome commAnded
the ala in Raetia (03.21) as part of his militia tertla,
although it was his fourth post. N. Insteius Coelenus was
prefect at the time of issue of the diploma of 107. He
belonged to the Palatii i tribe. Dessau queried whether
his cognomen might not indicate his origin, in the Greek
East (Athens or Propontis ?). ..... Bassus from Rome was
prefect at a date between 13l and 1l-0/1 LI4 (03.7). Under
his charge an unknown gregalis, a Frisian married to a
Batavian wife, was issued with the diploma on which his
command is recorded. There was no occasion, as far as is
known, for Trajan to send temporary reinforcements from
Raetia to the Lower Rhine In the period 109-119; recruitment of the man in Germania inferior and posting to Raetia
is not impossible, but his accompaniment by a wife on
enlistment is less credible. It seems simplest to regard
this as a probable case of transfer, upgrading an egues
cohortis to the higher grade in an ala.2

-
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OLI. . Ala II Ulpia Auriana.
Cichorius believedl) that its presence in Cappadocia,
and its name, showed this ala was probably raised by Trajan.
If he was correct it may not truly have been a Spanish
regiment, although its title and number imply some connection
with the first (Spanish) ala of the series. It may be that
it was formed in the reign of Trajan around a cadre from
the existing ala I Auriana Hispanorum. 2 In this case the
likeliest occasion for its formation would be for the Dacian
rather than the Parthian Wars since the parent regiment
(q.v.) is known to have been in the Danubian area (either
in Noricum or Raetia) in early Trajanic times. A transfer
east for the Parthian Wars (perhaps ace ompan ring legio XV
Apollinaris, if that legion did arrive in Cappadocia under
Trajan) would then account for its presence on the Euphrates.
There is an alternative, suggested by H.P. Pelham,
that the ala bore the title Ulpia for serving under Trajan
'with d1stinction'.

There is no evidence for the exist-

ence of the ala prior to the second century but the possibility cannot entirely be ruled out on that account.
There are no diplomata of Cappadocia, for example, which,
as a consular province from Plavian (if not from Neronian)
times, bad a standing army containing auxiliaries • The
main source for the Cappadocian army remains Arrian's
'Expedition again8t the Alans' dated to A.D.135.6 flany
of the regiments of the province are known only from a brief
mention in this or in the Notitia dignitatum.
In Cappadocia the ala was stationed aa; this
is known both from the Notitia (04. 11. ) and an inscription
from Penga (04.2). Penga was identified withDascuaby the
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editors of OIL
Dasusa had certainly existed in Flavian times since
it is mentioned by the Elder piiny8) as an important site
on the right bank of the Euphrates, on the eastern border
of Cappadocia. Pliny gives rather odd. distances between
the main sites along the upper course of the river but
clearly states the river is navigable from Dascusa until
the cataracts some 40 miles above Samosata in Commagene.
It also lay on a road. between Satala and Nelitene, which
a milestone shows being made up or repaired in the reign
of Vespasian. 9 Batala in Armenia minor was the station
of a legion (XV Apollinaris, certainly by Hadrianic times)
and Nelitene had. long held legio XII fulminata.1
Whether or not our ala garrisonedDaacus from the first,
a strong regiment, preferably cavalry, would be an obvious
choice for the Roman High Command.
Unfortunately 04.2 is not very informative but, on
the style and abbreviations employed, should not be earlier
than the late second century. The regiment was still in
the same site by the time of the Notitia lists, and it
seems reasonably safe to assume a long stay, at least from
Trajanic times.h1)
It was probably in the command area of legio XII
fulminata. Ptolen (V,3,7) lists 'Dagusa in Cappadocia
under 'Melitenes ad Euphratem fluvium'. 12 By the early
fifth century Orosius sites a 'civitas Dagusa' here; he
does not mention a garrison.13)
In their account of the dedication

04 .3, J.

Starcky

and C.M. Bennett1 assume that the ala may have been at
Petra at some time. The editors of L'Anne Epigraphigue

i13

for 1968 rightly point out that the stone is not
territorially significant. It was erected by decurions
of the ala for their commander, Marcus Ulpius And.romachus.
His nomen indicates that his command was Trajanic at
earliest, but probably later. His cognomen and. filiation
support an origin in the Greek east, Petra was chosen for
the dedication, as his home town.
ckily one further fact

may

be adduced with certainty

about this ala, namely that at least some of its members
(a turma) were present in the army of Arrianus, confrontation with which, Dio says, 'brought dread' to the Alans,
so that war 'came to a stopi.15)
Elucidation of the problems concerning the precise
origin of the ala must wait upon further evidence, but the
military indications suggest there is a good chance it was
raised earlier than Cichorius believed. If this was so, a
likely time for the 'twinning' to have been effected would
be under Vespasian. It would be good. policy for him to
have banded together remnants of the defeated Vitellian
army, round a cadre of loyal supporters (which we have seen
the first Aurian ala to have been) and despatched them to
Cappad.ocia away from the scene of their recent discomfiture.
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05. Ala I Hispanorum Campagonum.

The first dated record of ala I Hispanorum
Campagonum appears in the diploma for 1 114 of Dacia
superior (05.1). If some of its eguites qualified for
discharge in 1114 it should have been in being some 25
years eariier.1) Either:
a) it was raised in Iu].io-Claudian times (like so many
other Spanish regiments) but has left no record of its
early movements; or
b) it was raised by Trajan (or perhaps Domitien) specifically for service in the Dacian Wars.
Against this latter theozy is the lack of a title distinguishing it as a Flavian/Traianic foundation.
It might be supposed that the ex-decurion of 05.4
(who probably served in the ala) could be used as evidence
of a pre-Trajanie foundation, for if he owed his citizenship to a grant on discharge from Trajan, as his name
suggests, his recruitment would go back into late Flavian
times. This argument must be rejected. The name Ulpius
may relate to his father's, rather than his own, service
in the auxiiia.2)
Further than this the name Ulpius is not uncommon at
the end of the second. centux7.

The verdict must be that

although the ala was raised probably before A.D.119 further
evidence is needed to confirm its existence before that date.
Even the situation of the Spanish tribe for which it
was named. remains uncertain. Hübner suggested that the
Campagones may have been an Asturian people, but because of
the uncertainty of this ascription the ala has been placed
within the general group of Tarraconensis.

lie
The regiment remained in Dacia superior after 144,

and the only site to have produced definite evidence of
its stay is Veozel (or Micia) cf. 05.4, 05.5, 05.9-12,
05.14 and 05.15.
It is difficult to say whether the ala occupied any
other fort. With the possible exception of 05.4 and. 05.5
all the stones belong to the early third century or later.
However, Cohors II Flavia Commagenorum is known to have
garrisoned Nicia from Hadrianic times to the reign of
Ph:tIip the Arab.6)
Veczel is an interesting site. It lies south of
the River Nuros (Narisus Fl.) itself a tributary of the
Theiss (Pathisus Fl.) which flows from the Danube north of
Singidunwn. It thus lies on an important waterway linking
the rich mining areas of west and. central Dada with the
Danubian trade route. Daicoviciu? suggested the fort had.
a double function:
1) the defence of that part of the frontier of the province
which ran near it to the west;
2) defence of the valley of the Narisus and the safeguarding
of the mines of the area.
An additional measure of its importance lies in its position
£1.5 Roman miles from Apu1um8 on the road. that ran through
Germisara then crossed the river to run south of the Narisus
towards the possible western boundary of Dacia at or near
the Pathisus. 9 From here, leaving the posting station of
Partiscum, the road is thought to have gone on through
barbarian territory (the land. of the Sarmatian lazyges) to
link up with the Danube and the province of Pannonia inferior
near Isugio. (cf. cohors II Asturum et Callaecorum No.59.)
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Nu.ch of the traffic between the two provinces would use
this route in preference to the longer road by the Danube,
and the barbarians would be likely to acquiesce (in times
of peace) in a link which would bring them profit.
According to the excavation report there were two
main building periods in the fort. The first was that of
an earthen fort 180x360 m. (6. 11.8 ha.). This was replaced
by a stone fort 208x388 in. (8.07 ha.).
Daicoviclu thought that the earth fort was too small
to accommodate cohors II Plavia Conlinagenorum eguitata
together with ala I Hispanorum Campagonum. Using the
evidence of the diploma for 157 (05.2) (the first diploma
in which the ala was named at the time when he wrote 10 ), he
considered the ala caine to lucia in the reign of Pius, and
on these slender grounds put the replacement in stone in
the same period.
The epigraphic evidence does not support this suggestion.
Noe of the presumed building stones of cohors II Flavia
Commagenorum dates to the reign of Pius. After the initial
stone of Hadrian (CIL III 1371) rebuilding may be connected.
with either Marcus Aurelius (CIL III 1372 and 1373) or
Severus (

III 137k, and CTh III 1377 - 05.10 of our ala).

The excavation report is singularly lacking in datable
material, and the internal structures were not investigated.
Nevertheless 6.118 ha. is large for a quingenary cohors
eguitata, and it is possible that the fort was designed from
the beginning to take extra troops. A consideration of one
of its functions makes this feasible. In a mining district
sections of regiments were normally outposted to supervise
the extraction and transport of ininera].s. 1 In this instance
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greater care would be taken since, apart from the iron
mines immediately south of Nicia, the very rich gold mines
round Brad and. Verespatak lay to the north and. north-east.
Nicia may have acted as a base camp for these troops as
well as a fort for a holding garrison.
Ala I Hispanorum Campagonum may have been among the
regiments posted out to the mines. The evidence tends to
suggest that it did. not become part of the permanent
garrison of Veczel until Severan times.
On military grounds the enlargement of the fort and
the provision of stone walls would fit in with Severan
policy in strengthening Dacia (cf. ala I Eispanorum at
S]veni), and. it would now be possible to fit in a
quingenary ala and cohors II Flavia Comxnagenorum eguitata,
with room to spare for other detachments. CIL III

1321.3

( 05.9)i n which cohors I Vindelicorum, cohors I Alpinorum
and a numerus Ti.... as well as cohors II Flavia Commagenorum
appear, together with the ala sub cura its prefect Iu.lius
Teretianus, supports this, and is probably to be dated to
198_209,12) cf. also

05.15.

On the other hand, It cannot be ruled out altogether
that the replacement in stone took place under Marcus
Aurelius. He would have had an interest in strengthening
that area after the summer of 16 7, when the gold mines were
attacked. 05.11. and 0 5.5 could conceivably lie in the period
between Marcus and Severus. 0 5.5, an altar to Isis, erected.
by the ala under its prefect M. Plau4s Rufus, seems more
late second than third century in style.
There has been some argument concerning the size of
I /

the ala. In the commentary in L'Annee Epigraphigue on

05.6,

-
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it is stated that Quintus Petronius Novatus (from
Thbusuctu in Africa) served first as prefect of a cohort
of Gauls, then as tribune of leglo XIII Gemina, prefect
of ala I Hispanorum in Dacia (q.v.) and., as fourth militia,
prefect of our ala. On the strength of this and 05.8 it
is proposed that there was a milliar' ala Campagonum.
Unless two alae of that name are to be postulated (for
which there is no support whatever) the implication must
be that Caius lulius Corinthianus from Theveste, in Africa
(05.8), presided over the changeover of the quingenary to
the milliary ala. E. Birley has given a better interpretation of 05.8. Apart from his first post, as prefect of
cohors VII Gallorum in Syria, and. his command of Dacian
vexillations in the Parthian Wars, all Corinthianus' career
took place in Dada. His penultimate post, in command of
our ala in Dacia superior, was followed by command of a
milliary ala whose name was omitted "surely implying that
at the time there was only one such ala in the province" ,13)
i.e. I Batavorum nililiarla. The probable dates of the three
careers of the equestrians in 05.6, 05.7 and. 05.8 have a
bearing on the problem.14)
05.8 should be the earliest. H-G. Pflaum prefers to
place the date of the dona militaria in that inscription,
in the Parthian Wars of Lucius Verus rather than those of
Severus. This would make the command of our ala fall into
the 170's in all probability. This date is supported
epigraphically by the details given of name filiation and
origo.
05.7 (cf. 05.16 and 16a) should post-date this
inscription. Lucius Valerius Valerianus served a normal
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tres militiae: prefect of an unknown cohort in Pannonia
(Cohors V Callaecorum et Lucensium is suggested in 05.16),
tribune of cohors Heniesenorum mulliaria in Pannonia, and
prefect of our ala in Dacia. He then left the military
arm and became procurator of Cyprus, but returned to the
colours to fight for Severus in the march on Rome of 193,
against Didius lulianus. His command of ala I Hispanorum
Canipagonum would fall most naturally in the 180's, and on
this reckoning ala Campagonum is shown to be quingenary
after its supposed raising to milliary status.
The date for 05.6 is placed by the editors of L'Anne
/
Epigraphigue between A.D.117 (since Hadrian created the
procuratorial post held by Novatus after commanding our
ala) and 217 (on the grounds that the use of a voting tribe
is rare on an inscription after Caracalla). However,
Novatus was procurator under a single Augustus, which
restricts the possible choice of dates to 117-161, 169-176,
or 180-198. The editors lean towards the latter date on
the style of the lettering. They may be correct but from
the photographl5) the lettering appears well spaced and
there are no ligatures, so an earlier date is not improbable
and. it may also pre-date 05.7, and. the same conclusion be
drawn as in. the former instance.
One further pointer emerges from a study of these three
careers. Corinthianus (05.8) was undoubtedly a good soldier,
his decorations and selection for the guarta militia prove
this; 16 ) Valerianus (05.7) appears to have been very
competent as his commands on returning to the colours show;
Novatus (05.6) held the command of our ala as his fourth
post and. was thus, at very least, an experienced soldier.
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If these careers are correctly dated they reinforce the
suggestion that ala I Hist,anorum Canmaonuiu was in the double
stone fort with cohors II Flavia Coimnaenorwa from the time
of Aurelius. The commander of an ala in that situation
would be senior to the prefect of a cohort, and the proved
ability of these three men may be au indication of the
special responsibility carried by them. This is only a straw
in the wind; it would be useful if better bi.owledge was
available of the building sequence at Micia through further
excavation.
It seems definite that the ala did share the fort with
the Coimnagexiian cohort from the early third century until
the reign of Philip (05.12 ). 05.13 shows that the ala was
still in existence, and in. Dacia, in the second half of the
third century. IL. Speidel dates this tombstone17 of
Aurelius Vitalis, a Dacian eaues singularis , who had served
in our ala at one time, to circa A.D.250.
The altar to Silvanus (05.111.) names Quintianus, a decurion,
presumably of this ala.
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in 05.6, that the post of procurator per Asiam,
Plirygiam, Lyciam et Galatiam must be regarded as
centenarial because it is a rule that the fourth
militia leads to a post of this standing. This
contradicts Pflaum's findings in Carrires p.1074.
where he specifically marks this post LX, and in
discussions on the careers of C. Valerius Puscus
( p .72s-0) and Q . Cosconius Pronto (p.707) speaks of
them as sexagenarii, at this stage.
The editors of AE 1967 are wrong in supposing that
a second term as prefect of an ala necessarily
means command of a milliary ala. cf. RBRA pp.18ff.
where E. Birley specifically discusses the meaning
of militia guarta; and compare, for example, 03.21
of ala I Hispanorum Auriana in Raetia, the cursus of
* an unknown man who served as commander of five
regiments, the last two being quingenary alae.
15. BulletIn d'Archologie A1g4 'rlenne 1962(1), Fig.5,
p • 168.
16. of. E. Birley,

. cit. on the "extreme importance

of the command of a milliary ala".
17. Eguites Singulares p.31, n.147 citing Durry (Les
cohortes prtorIennes (Paris 1938)) for the creation
of the post protector praefecti praetorii before
Gallienus.
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06. Ala I Hispanorum.
Lacking any tribal name or qualifying title ala I
Hispanorum belonged to the category of troops drawn,
as Cheesman thought, from the more romanised parts of
Spain. It may have been built on a body of cavalry existing in Republican times, but its formation into a regular
ala probably belongs to the Augustan reorganisation of the
army.1
In Iulio-Claudian times it was stationed in the
Rhineland. Probably for this reason E. Stein2 and W.
wagner followed Ritterling in suggesting two tombstones
of cavalrymen from Trier, thought to be of very early date,
belonged to men of this ala. In a recent survey of the
military dispositions of the Rhineland in Roman times, H.
Schthiberger questioned whether the stones "are in fact so
early, and whether even so they are necessarily evidence for
military occupation". A reappraisal seems necessary.
The argument for a fort site at Trier is based upon
the fact that the roads from southern and western Gaul converged upon the crossing of the PIosel at this point, and.
then branched out to lead to military sites on the Rhine
frontier. This road system was probably pioneered by Agrippa
circa 19 B.C., and it has been suggested that such an
important crossing would merit the provision of a military
guard. Very little of a conclusive nature has come to light
in the town of Trier to support an early military installation. Any evidence would need to be datable to the first
part of the principate, since the town itself is considered
to be an Augustan foundation. So far exploration of the
nearby hills of the Petrisberg and Heilj g kreuz has failed to
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locate a fort.
The tombstones themselves are both fragmentary, and
one (06.1 Fig. 1) is now lost. The reading of this,
given in CIL by Hirschfeld. and Zangemeister, differs from
that reproduced by Esprandieu (which in itself is based
upon a drawing by Wiltheim). Neither version mentions the
name of the ala in which ...rianus(?) or Urbanus(?) served.
The stone looks early as no abbreviations appear to have
been used. but the transcript is rather odd in format. If
the drawing is to be believed, little of the right hand
portion of the stone has been lost. It is the bottom of the
inscription which has disappeared. Following the pattern of
other early military inscriptions, the name of the ala in
which the egues served should precede the statement of his
years of service but in this case it is missing. Either a
line of the inscription has been omitted or it has been
misread. The latter possibility becomes more easible when
it is remembered that scholars of the seventeenth and.
eighteenth centuries were reading inscriptions in the light
of a relatively meagre knowledge of military formulae. A
possible reading is:
URBANUS (unless this conceals name and. filiation) ALA BAT/
ANNORUN XXX /
STIPDI0RU. VII
• The first stroke of the N read by Hirschfeld. and. Zangemeister might well be the upright of an L, the last two
strokes an A, and the intervening mark a chance graze on
the stone. The Batavians are known to have contributed
cavalry regiments to the Roman Army at an early date,6
their location at or near Trier need occasion no surprise
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in the iberian era,

considering the events of A.D. 21.

The second stone (06.2) has no relief attached but it

an early date in the
named is a Spanid, and in

has been attributed to the ala at
principate since the eaues

the

Augustan period his origins might tie in with those of the
regiment in which he served. A restoration suggested by
3.E. Bogaers8 is:
T(itus) Tiicretius A[............) / exs Hispania [Citeriore
Clu ]/niensi s equeta alae Hispan) /orum stipe [ ndiorum] /
IT b(ic) a(itus) [e(st)].
The atone belongs to the first century on epigraphic grounds
but a great deal hinges upon how early in the principate it
may be placed.

,lO) supposed Lucretius to be a Roman citizen.
If this was so it would be most unlikely that he would be
serving as an. eciues in the auxilia in the Auguztan period.
Service in a legion would bring greater rewards for a citizen
unless he had

enrolled with prospect

of promotion to

Drincitalis. Clearly this was not the case with Lucretius,
for he had not attained rank after 15 years service.

A1nt

this,it may be argued, A].ftSldy has made a case

for citizens in the auxilia posseas( T'g Iierial nomina
(in the first century at least) if they were of Roman. status
Otherwise, he suggested, they were likely to be cives
Latinj. Alfldy'a arguments may be truer for the
RMneland than for Spain, where there was a much longer
tradition of romRnlsation, but,in this instance,the status
(or lack thereof) of Lucretiu.s supports Latin rather than
Roman citizenship. On this score Lucretius could qualify as
an Augu.stan recruit.
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However, there is nothing in the wording of the stone
itself that place8 it unequivocally prior to A.D.].l . , and if
I*xcretius could possibly belong to the post-Augustan age his
entry into the auxilia would fall. into the period when
members of the ala were being recruited locally (cf. 06.3
and 06.6, neither of which are appreciably later in style).
All that remsdns of the name of the ala is the gentive plural
ending "orum"; many other alae carry this precise termination,
and would fit the space inferred. If a later date is
envisaged the ecues would have been recruited in his Spanish
homeland into an ala stationed there. Two historically
attested occasions would provide a background for the transfer
of an ala from Spain to the Phineland in the first century:
a) when leio IV Macedonica was brought to the Phineland
from Spain circa A .D .39'3

. Some auxilia, particularly

cavalry, might be expected to be attached to the legion
and accompany it;
b) when Certalis was engaged in quelling the revolt of
Civilis, Tacitus describes an engagement that took place
at Trier1

. Part of his army had been drawn from Spain15).

Ala II Galloruin is a possible candidate. OIL IX 3610 =
ILS 2707 shows that this ala was in Spain early in the
principate. 16 ) it may have moved to the Phineland prior
to its final posting to Cappadocia. This would give an
adequate explanation of the death 4 burial of Lucretius
at Trier.
The case for the presence of ala I Hispanorum at Trier,
in the Augustan period, must be regarded as not proven.
The Spanish ala is attested at MRInZ and Worms in four
tombstones (06.3-06.6). Gerster put 06.3 In A.D.30-35 and 06.5
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circa A.D.10-43 on artistic grounds 7 Analysis of
Gerster's dates, using military criteria, has shown that

they are unreliable. Epigraphic indications, however,
support a Iulio-Claud.ian date for all four stones; as

early in that period as possible on stylistic grounds.
Two of the recruits (Rufus son of Coutuavatus, and Licinus
son of Clossus) were Helvetii, which argues that the ala
had been in the Rhineland area for upward of 26 years
(cf. 06.6) and should place it there in Augustan times.
Nevertheless the ala remained in this area well into the
reign of Tiberius and. perhaps as late as the first year of
the reign of Claudius. This assertion is made for two
reasons:
1. 06.6 was erected by the heir of Licinus, whose name,
Tiberius lulius Capito, suggests that he received the
citizenship after A.D.lk.
2. Su].picius Nassa (06.12) was a Tungrian who should therefore have been recruited to the ala while it lay in the
German command area. He clearly owed his nomen to a
grant of citizenship under Galba in 68/69, but he served
35 years. He comes into that category of soldiers who

received the privilegla on the attainment of 25 (or a
few more) years in the auxi].ia, but who continued to
serve until granted discharge. His recruitment should
fall some time between A.D.33 and 21.3, with the strongest
probability circa A.D.10.
In view of all the other evidence it seems simplest to
regard the ala as having been retained in the Rhineland
until early Claud.ian times, although there is the possibility
that Sulpicius Nassa represents an egues transferred from
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another regiment to our ala during service.
There is no need. to suppose the ala to have had. a
permanent station at either Mainz or Worms, but it would
have been under the supervision of the legate of either
legio XIV Gemina or legio XVI in the double encampment
at Ilainz • It may be that Quintus Carminiva Ingenuus
(of 06.5),who "looks like a citizen transferred to the ala
from a legion as signifer, i.e. N.C.o.", 18 came from one
of these two legions.
At latest the ala was transferred to the Danubian
area early in the reign of Claudius.
In a recent study J.E. Bogaersl9) shows that a
fragmentary inscription published in 19211.20) was matched
with two other fragments found in 19511. . The inscription,
when complete, revealed an egues of our ala in Dalmatia at
Ivosevci, near Kistanje in the territory of the legionary
fortress at irnum (06.7). The stone is undoubtedly IulioClaudian and records a Batavian who served in the auxilia
for eight years before his death. The reasonable assumption
is that he was recruited into the ala during its last years
in Germania.
The evaluation of this evidence is complicated by the
fact that four more inscriptions of a Iulio-Claud.ian format
are known from Aquincum in Pannonia (06.8-06.11). All four
refer to an ala Hispanorum, three add the number (I) that
makes identification with our ala certain. E. T6th and.
G. Vkony21 make the point that not a single case is known
of an auxiliary regiment being transferred from Pannonia (or
Noesia) to Dalmatia, but the opposite may frequently be
demonstrated. They suggest that the sequence of movements

-
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must have been: Germania - Dalmatia - PanxLonia, all
before the end of the Iulio-Claud.ian era.
Other factors support this contention. Three of the
stones from Aquincum were found in the cemetery attached
to a possible auxiliary fort near Vizivros. This was
given an early context by the presence of Tibero- .C1aud.ian terra
sigiiiata.22) The stones (two of which were of veterans)
argue for a stay of some years, but if Imerix, the Batavian
of the Dalmatian inscription, was only enrolled eight years
previously in Germania, there would hardly be time for an
intermediate stay in Pannonia.
Why was the ala transferred from Germania to Dalmatia ?
Tó'th and Vkony would like to link it with the removal of
legio VII Claudia from Dalmatia to Moesia. They follow
Nesselhauf in connecting the move of the legion with the
annexation of Thrace 2 and. dating it A.D.l-5. G. Alföldy
accepted Nesselhauf's date 2 and showed that cohors I
Montanorum (and perhaps also cohors II Cyrrhestarum)
probably accompanied the legion to Moesia. He assumed that
the arrival of ala Claudia nova in the vicinity of Magnum
was timed to compensate for these losses to the Dalmatian
ilitary establishment. Tth and Vkony suggest that our
ala was another of the reinforcements brought in to the
area of the ex-legionary cantonment. They may be right
but it would be preferable to place the move in a slightly
earlier context, since some of the evidence from Aquincum
must clearly be dated a few years previous to A.D.50, at
latest.
Although the rebellion of Furius Camillus Scribonianus
governor of Dalmatia was played down by ancient historians,25)
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Claudius may have made some precautionary moves involving
the auxilia, since the legions had proved somewhat wavering
in their auegiance.26) The revolt occurred in A.D.k2. If
the ala was moved from the Rhineland to Dalmatia as a precaution during that year, Claudius may have decided to
transfer it to Aquincum rather than return it to Germania
once the danger was seen to be ended..2

One possibility

is that the ala (together perhaps with ala I Hispanorum
Auriana and ala II Asturum (Nos. 03 and 11.6) q.v.) came to
Pannonia when the IXth legion was withdrawn for service in
the conquest of Britain.
One of the Aquincum stones (06.8) records a veteran,
Nertus, who was still peregrine after having served 36
years, even though he had reached the rank of sesguiplicarius.
A1f81dy 28 has demonstrated that the general ruling on the
legal position of auxiliaries, giving peregrine soldiers the
citizenship after 25 years or longer, was made towards the
end. of the reign of Claud.iva. Nertus would have had. to
obtain his discharge within seven years of the move, before
the Claudian ruling became operative. He was 'Lingauster'
(of the tribe of the Lingones, who lived in the area of the
military district of Upper Germany), and would have been a
local recruit to the ala late in the reign of Augustus.29
Another veteran, Claudius Severus (06.8), perhaps benefited
from the late Claudian arrangements, since his nomen implies
he owed the citizenship to that emperor, or perhaps to Nero.
Bis tombstone bears the signs of an early inscription
(ablative ala, and the number following the name of the ala).
No length of service is given although he lived 60 years,
and originated from the Vargionea, a tribe that dwelt in the
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vicinity of Mainz. The third stone (06.10) is fragmentazy
and less informative, but the soldier, ?lalogerus(?), also
came from the Rhineland; he was Batavian.'

Prom Varos

Major (Budapest) (06.11) comes the tombstone of Lucius who
died after 22 years in ala Hiep. pr(ima) (it may have been
misplaced from Vizivaros).
Before the end. of the reign of Vespasian the ala may
have been transferred from Pannon.ia to ?Ioesia. The tombstone of a single veteran is not usually regarded as being
of territorial significance in the assessment of movements
of the auxilia. That of Sulpicius Massa from Guljaiaci,
near Oescus in Noesia, may therefore have no direct bearing
upon the date of the departure of the ala for Iloesia. The
only pointers that indicate he was buried not far from where
the ala lay are:
a) He was a Tungrian, and it might be expected that on
retirement he would either go back to his homeland
in Lower Germany or stay near his former comrades.
b) The facts of the final posting of the ala suggest that
it spent some time in Moesia inferior after leaving
Pannonia, and events in A.D.70 make it certain that some
auxilia were moved to the Noesian limes.
The Dacians had taken advantage of the withdrawal of Roman
troops to attack auxiliary posts along the Danube in A.D.69.
Fonteius Agrippa was appointed governor of Noesia and given
reinforcements from the defeated army of iteiiius,31) but
was himself killed, and Noesia devastated, during an invasion
of the Sarmatians in the following year. 2 Vespasian sent
Rubrius Gallus to restore the situation and he stationed
"garrisons in greater number and strength about the area so

-
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as to render the passage of the river totally impossible".
Guijanci lies not far from Oescus, which itself was
the station of legio V Nacedonica. It would make good.
sense militarily for ala I Hispanoruni to be patrolling the
region of the limes after 70, and for Nassa, who would have
obtained his discharge some time between 68 and (at latest)
78, to have died and been buried there.
Some additional
substance is given to the suggestion that the ala lay in
Noesia inferior in the late first century by an admittedly
fragmentary tombstone interpreted as that of an ex-statore
from Kutlovica (06.13).
If ala I Hispanorum was within the command area of legio
V !'lacedonlca, it may have taken part in Doniltian's Dacian
Fairly certainly it will
Wars together with the iegion.
have been involved, again with the legion, in Traj an's
Dacian wars,36) since its next known fort is SThveni.
Slveni lies some 45 km. north of the Danube on a road
running to the west of, and parallel to, the River Aluta
(modern olt). This road linked a number of fortifications
which together formed the Limes Alutanus, the eastern boundary
of the Roman territory, north of the Danube, newly acquired.
by Trajan. All the evidence leads to the conclusion that
when the province of Dacia was created by Trajan in
certain areas north of the Danube were detached. from the
conquered territory and added to the Iloesian commands.
Hunt's Pridianum (BMP 2851) informs us that in 106, Buridava,
which lies over 100 km. north of Slveni, lay in Moesia
implication, the fort of Sliveni (and. our ala,
inferior.
if it was there already) would be under the control of the
governor of ?loesia inferior in its early period. Admittedly
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it is not certain that the ala was the first garrison of
this fort. There are tile stamps of other auxiliary regiments
as well as those of our ala (06.19a and b) and. of three
legions 38) on the other hand, it was almost certainly at
Sliveni in the reign of fIarcus Aurelius, and. the size of the
fort (3.2 ha.) suggests that it was built for a quingenary
cavalry regiment. 9 The first phase of construction has
been dated to the Trajano-Hadrianic period through a recent
series of excavations.
The troubles occurring in Dacia soon after Hadrian's
accession were soon settled by Turbo, and in 119 the division
of Dacia into Superior and lifferior was effected..k1) These
two provinces now had appended to them the terrain north of
the Danube formerly under the control of the two Noesias.
If it lay at Slveni, the ala I Hispanorum (along with a
number of other regiments) would now lie in another province
but no change of station need be iaf erred. The first known
diploma of Dacia inferior lists our ala as its sole cavalry
regiment in A.D.129 (06.1A$.).2) A later diploma (06.15)
also includes the ala, with two others, in A.D.11-0. In
discussing this diploma Boris Gerov has shown that of a
total of 13 regiments named, 10 had. certainly (he includes
our ala among these) and one had probably been sited previously in Noesia inerior. k 3) This affords some verification of
the suggested. sequence of movements for the ala since the
beginning of the Flavian era, although confirmation through
excavation and further inscriptions is obviously desirable.
Some indication of the importance of the ala in the
defence of eastern Dacia is given by the cursus of Sextus
lulius Possessor (06.22). The posts held. are not apparently
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listed in chronological order. H-G. Pf].aum records a
suggestion of E. Birley that the adlectio in V decurias
should precede the military career. H. Nesseihauf disagreesL1 on this point. Nesselhauf does not give examples
and the question may only be settled by a list of comparative
instances, outside the scope of this discussion. Either way
the military career lies before 16 7, when, Pflaum considers,
Possessor was ad1jtor Ulpii Saturnini praefecti annonae,
aiding him in the collection of oil and grain from Africa
and Spain after the Parthian War, "oi l'on tenait bien
nourrir le peuple de Rome".5
His first military post was held as prefect of cohors
III Gallorum (thought to have been stationed at Pons A].uti
in this period) and praepositus both of the numerus Syrorum
and our ala. He was also curator of the town of Romu].a.
Nesseihauf has cleared up a confusion in the text by reading
lines 'i/5 as curatori civitatis Romulensium Mal/venslu.m.
The title Malvensis being used in the inscription to certify
that the Dacian rather than Spanish town, Romula, was meant.
The conjunction of these four posts might well fit into a
period when equestrian officers with fighting potential were
being creamed off to serve under Verus in the East. Possessor,
although obviously an able man, had talents in the administrative field, as his later posts reveal, and was capable
of performing the dual task of watching over the affairs of
the town and guarding the limes with the regiments under his
command. In his militia secunda, held in Cappadocia as
tribune in ].egio XII fulminata, perhaps toward the end of the
Parthian Wars, he again acted as curator of a town.
His origin from ?lactaris, in Africa, is attested in an
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unpublished inscription from that town.k6)
The history of the Danubian provinces is again
illustrated by the activities of ala I Kispanorum in the
third century. The pressures exerted by the Goths in the
north had begun to be transmitted to the frontiers of Dada
and the Danube by the reign of Septimius Severus • The Roman
reaction was to create a second line of fortifications east
of the limes Alutanus, the limes Transalutanus. This assured
defence in depth and protection to the Cit valley. At this
time the fort at Sl'veni was rebuilt (A.D.205) on a slightly
larger scale, at 3.4. ha., and with considerably stronger
walls. The first fort had a single ditch and bank with walls
of brick. The Severan construction had three fossae with
corresponding aggeres • The walls were of stone with tile
courses. There were towers at the corners and at the four
gates. An inscription (06.16) to Severus and Caracalla, as
joint emperors in A.D.205, shows that the ala was responsible
for the rebuilding. This building stone was found in the
area of a large praetorium ( 11.3 .2x37.'l in.). Another inscription of the same year is too fragmentary to decipher the
name of the ded.icators (06.16a) but should belong to this ala.
A temple of Nithras was found nearby in 183 6 , but is now
destroyed. Possibly appertaining to it is a dedication to
Ara Solis (06.18) made by the principales of the unit. In
this D. Tudor has read two letters after the name of the ala
as p.f., perhaps indicating decoration for bravery in this
period (the Tlithraeum could be earlier in foundation but is
likely to have reached its apogee in the early third century).
The restoration is far from certain as the stone is now lost,
and there is no other mention of this title in later
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inscriptions.
The persistence of the ala as garrison of this fort
in the first part of the third century is recorded in an
inscription in which it has the loyal title Antoniniana
(from Caracalla or perhaps E].agabalus) (06.17). The last
record at Slveni. is an unpublished altar dedicated in 214.8
to Philip the Arab (06.20a). Shortly after this the fort
was destroyed by fire. In 2k5 the Limes Transalutanus had
been destroyed by the Carpi. Philip was successful in
restoring the peace, but the limes was not rebuilt and. when
the Goths invaded, in turn, in 2148, the Olt and. large areas
of Noesia inferior to the rear were devastated. Whether the
ala perished in this debacle or was transferred to fight
elsewhere is unknown; it may well have been defeated. A
policy of deliberate burning and abandonment of the fort is
possible but, in view of its strategic importance, unlikely.
Another inscription from Slveni must belong to the ala
(06.20), and. has been made the subject of a special study
by D. Tudor.k7) The inscription was found in the armamentorlum attached to the praetorlum of the third century fort.8
Both structures were destroyed in the fins], fire and. the
stone became friable on this account. The drawing (Fig.2)
represents the totality of what was visible when the inscription, with accompanying relief, was discovered. Tudor
interprets the relief as a scene of sacrifice or offering
made to a deity favoured by Thracian cavairymen,k9) the
so-called "Hros cavalier". It was dedicated by a collegium
duplariorum, and executed by a local craftsman in Tudor's
opinion.
The exceptional interest of the inscription lies in the
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existence of such a collegium (Tudor claims it as the sole
example of its kind), which ties in with the developments
of the military system attributable to Septimius Severus
and. his successors.
Tudor points out that there must
have been enough duplicarii in the ala to make the formation
of a collegium feasible 51 and suggests that the promotion
of numerous cavalrymen to this status 2 reflects the
successful battles undertaken by them in defence of the
limes. It is also possible to see this as part of a general
military pattern resulting from:
a) the increasing importance of mobile troops, probably
from the time of the ?'Iarcomannic Wars onwards;
b) a combination of the results of the Constitutlo
Antoniniana and the Severan (and post Severan) arn
reforms, which led. to a diminution of the differences
between the auxilia and. the legionary arm.
The existence of large numbers of duplicarii bears witness
to this since (if G.R. Watson's work on pay scales is
followed) they would have a superior financial status to
legionary gregarii.
Ala I Hispanoruin thus provides a complete account of
the changes in status and function of auxiliary cavalry in
its own history up to the middle of the third. century.
The remaining epigraphic evidence of the ala adds to
the list of known commanders. 06.21 and 06.25 refer to
prefects who each commanded the ala as a single militia,
and may be placed. before the reign of Hadrian on that account.
Lucius Dudistius Novanus (06.21) originated from Aquae Sextiae,
Quintus Vibius .... from Luca in Northern Italy (06.25).
Sextus Caecilius Senecio, from ?lantua in Italy, commanded the
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ala between 69 and. 117;
Quintus Petronius Novatus, of
Tubusuctu in Nauretanian Caesariensis ( 06.23), has alrea&y
been shown to have pursued his military career in the second
half of the second century (cf. ala I Kispanorum Canipagonum,
No.05). Lucius Rubrius Naximus, an Italian, was prefect in
the reign of Conunodus (06.26).
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bridles, emphasising his rank as sesguiplicarius.
30. Another fragmentary stone from Aquincum, CIL 15163, has
been attributed to this ala. It refers to Ti(berius)
Claudius A.... who is thought to be Tungrian (in the
inscription tTunJger). He was an egues as the
accompanying relief confirms. Ala II Asturum (N.k6)
and ala I Hispanorum Auriana (No.03) q.v. may have been
in the vicinity of Aquincum in the Iulio-Claud.ian period.
however, and possibly they had. both been previously
stationed. in the Rhineland.
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31. Tacitus, Histories 3,46.
32. Josephus, Jewish War 7,89-95.
33. Josephus,

. cj.

34. See ala II Aravacorum (No.02) for doubts concerning
the garrison of the site of Guijanci-Gauren.
35. ILS 2666b.
36. ILS 1035.
37. CIL XVI 160 of 11th August 106 implies that the war
was over by this summer and the organisation of the
province begun.
38. Legio XI Claudia, legio V Nacedonica and leglo XIII
Gemina. Tiles do not necessarily indicate that all
these military formations were at Slveni. After the
Dacian Wars existing stockpiles of building materials
were probably distributed to facilitate speedy erection
of the military stations.
39. D. Tudor, Studii i ceroetri de Istorie Vech. 2t.
16 (1965) pp.360-2, No.9, suggested that the ala might
be milliary on the basis of the fort size, originally

3.2, later 3.4 ha. This is not over-large for a quingenary ala, particularly if there were occasional
detachments from other units as the tiles may imply.
40. D. Tudor 1962-1969, not fully published. Summary in
Oltenia Roman 3 (Bucarest, 1968).
'1-1. CIL XVI 68 and Athenaeum 36 ( 1 958) 9, diplomata of

June 29, 120 attest the existence of Dacia superior
at that date and, by implication, Dacia inferior.
42. Although this does not necessarily mean it was the only
cavalry regiment in the province at that time.
21.3. Klio 37 (1959) pp.196-210.
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44. "Sextus lulius Possessor", Nadrider Nitteilungen
(1964-)

5

p.18k, n.5.

4-5. Carrires p.505.
46. G-Ch. P1.card, Revue ArchlogiQue 1 963, Tome 2, p.90.
47. Latomus 22 (1963) pp.24-Off.
4.8. The praetorium is dated. by CIL III 13801, Cf. 06.16a.
49. The ala would be likely to possess a number of
Thracian cavalrymen by this period.
50. of. E. Birley, 'Septimius Severus and the Roman Army',
Ep . St. 8 (Dusseldorf 1969) pp.63ff.
51. His estimate of at least 50-100, while not improbable
in this period, need not be essential for a collegium.
52. He thinks that the pay of a duplicarius would now
approach that of a gregarius in a legion. However
G.R. Watson (TheRoman Soldier (London, 1969) p.101)
considers that the duplicarius alae received 4.00
denarli per annum as opposed to the 300 denarii of
the legionary soldiers for the period from Domitian
to Severus. It was a promotion for a legionary soldier
to become duplicarlus a].ae (ILS 305). Though there was
a change in pay in the Severan period, the differentials
need not have altered.
53. E. Birley,
54-.

. cit. p.67.

For detailed arguments regarding the date of the latter
career see PZlaum, cited as footnote to inscription.

55. Brian Dobson, Praefectus fabrum p .75, n.52.
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07. Ala II Hispanorum.
The only second cavalry regiment of Spaniards for
which evidence exists at an early date is ala II Plavia
Hispanorum civium Romanorum of Spain. It is certain that
this ala remained in Spain until the end of the second
century, and while the barbarian incursions of the third
century and. Diocletiaxi's subsequent military reforms may
have radically affected. the garrison in Spain, there is
no cogent reason for connecting it with the ala attested
in Egypt by the Notitia dignitatum.
Some rather inconclusive evidence may be adduced for
a cohors II Hispanorum eguitata in Egypt (No.29) q.v.
Two of the inscriptions are very fragmentary, and. one of
them is thought by Lesquierl) to belong to the first
cohort of the series, but a third2) refers to an ulpiu.s
Asciepiades as prefect of
acting as delegate for the prefect of Egypt in A.D.13k.
It is just possible that this cohort garrisoned a site
(as yet unlocated) in Egypt and persisted into the late
third. to fourth centuries, when the needs of the military
situation resulted in the conversion of existing infantry
and part mounted regiments into alae.
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Footnotes
1. L'Armee romaine d'Egypte d'Auguate a Diocletien
(Cairo 1918).
2. !litteis Wiloken 2,2, p.4.20. Col.3 (P. Cattaoui, 2).
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08. Ala II Flavia Hispanorum civium Rornanorum.
As far as the evidence goes there was no ala I
Flavia Hispanorum (c.R.1)1) nor is there an ala II
Hispanorum in early records. 2 In a study made of the
ala, Narcello Vigil considered that it was raised during
the Flavian period He tied. in the status of the regiment,
reflected by civium Romanorum in the title, with Vespaslan's
grant of ius

Lath to the majority of the townsfolk of Spain

in A.D.75. In support of Vigil's contention it must be
admitted there is no pre-Flavian evidence for the ala either

in Spain or elsewhere. It cannot entirely be ruled out,
however, that the ala existed before Flavian times and
acquired its additional titles fighting for example in
I'lauretania, perhaps under Domitian, for he certainly had
troubles in that province, and. Spain would be a likely
source for reinforcements. Alternatively it may represent
an existing regiment honoured with the titles Flavia and
c.R. because it was stationed in Spain in A.D.75. Either
of these conjectures has the merit of greater economy, for
if Vigil is correct we must consider the probability of the
existence of en unattested. ala I Flavia Hispanorum.
Whatever the reality of its origin the ala became
part of the permanent garrison in Spain, and. lay near the
legion at Le^n (legio VII Gemina after the first few years
of the reign of Vepasian). Both Vigil and Garcia y
Bellido give Rosinos de Vidriales as its base on the
strength of 08.12. This site lies 30 km. west of Benavente,
and 40 km. south of Astorga on the Roman road running from
Asturica to Bracara, and was identified as a fort by GomezNoreno and Schulten (who produced a plan), and most
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recently by Garcia y Be1lido. 6 The fort was approximately
rectangular and measured 21.Ox18O m. (just under £1.5 ha.).
Schulten thought that legio VI lay here, Gomez-Moreno
legio X. As Garcia y Bellid.o points out, however, it was
hardly large enough to accommodate more than a vexillation
of a legion, and it is possible that the Claudian inscriptions
of legio X from the site indicate just that. This is certainly the view supported by Sir Ronald Syme. 7 Presumably after
the Flavian reorganisation when, following Nero's precedent,
only one legion was thought to be necessary for Spain, the
site (ancient Petavonium of It. Ant. '# 23,3) was held by the
ala.
Another reason for the importance of the fort is underlined by Claude Domergue. 8 It is only 30 km. south-east
of the gold mining area round the River Duerna; doubtless
the presence of troops along an important road leading south
from the mines was something of a safety precaution.9
Inscription 08.3, which Hbner considered belonged to
the late first or early second century on grounds of style,
is a dedication to liars Pater by a prefect of the ala.
Unfortunately, the precise find spot is unknown, but the
details of name, filiation, tribe and. domus given are
paralleled in the inscription from Rosinos de Vidriales
(08.12), so that the two should not be vastly separated in
time, and perhaps in space. The tombstone from Asturica
(08. 14. ), although more fragmentary, should also be Trajanic
at latest. The domus of both the dead man, Domitius
and his fellow eues C. Cornelius Serenus is given, and the
use of aera instead of stipendia for the term of service
has an early look. If the stone has not been misplaced,
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the reason for burial (unless it is a cenotaphium ?) near
Asturica instead of outside the fort is nncnown, but
Asturica is not too far distant from the presumed station.
Tabalaca remains unidentified. A Spanish ala, which
remained in Spain for most of its known history, would be
expected to draw most, if not all, of its recruits from
one of the Spanish provinces. The two recruits from this
municipium should be expected to have come from Tarraconensis.
For this reason the suggestion of Gomez-Noreno that Tabalaca
is a copyist's error for Gabalaica, which Ptolemy sited in
the territory of the Vardulli, seems most reasonable, although there are several other Spanish 'towns' which may be
candidates,1°) and. it is just possible that they came from
Tabalati or Tabalti in North arrica. 11

08.5, of the egues,

L. Campilius Paternus, adds little to the picture, save that
it reinforces the placing of the ala under the aegis of the
legion at Leon, its find, spot.
Prom,or very near the fort site at Rosinos d.e Vid.riales
comes 08.10, which belongs to 197 (just before Caracalla had.
received the title Imperator). This would support a claim
that the ala probably remained in situ throughout the second
century (with one possible excursus, which will be discussed).
It is tempting to see the statue erected to Severus by the
regiment as a mark of loyalty, hastily exhibited. after the
defeat of Albinus. Since the fort site has been identified,
it is to be hoped. that excavation may some day be undertaken
to verify or disprove the facts of its long occupation.
There is reason to believe that the ala partook in the
providing of technical aid, as well as surveillance, for the
gold. mines during the second. century. 08.8 and 08.9 of 18k
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axid 191 respectively were erected to celebrate military
"feast days" •12) Both come from Villalia, which lies
south of the Duerna In the gold. mining district, some
25 km. north of Rosinos d.e VIdriales. In one instance

a praepoeitusl3) of the ala is associated with a libertus
procuratoris meta].lorum in charge of a vexillation of
legio VII Gemina, and. in the second. a d.ecurion, together
with a similar official, supervises milites of cohors I
Gal].ica. This need. not mean, as Domergue appears to think,
that the ala (or even a turina) was at Villalis (the stones
are re-used material built into a church and. their exact
provenance is unknown), although it may have provided.
sections for other parts of the mining area. It was,
however, involved through its officers In the application
of exact and delicate techniques demanded by the construction
of the hydraulic works employed in the arrugiae, if Domergue's
convincing argument is followed. This casts an interesting
sidelight on the reasons for the retention of troops in an
area which might have been considered well pacified by the
second century.1
There is also the probability that the ala took part
in an expedition to Mauretania during the second century.
Evidence for this is to be found in the tombstone of
Valerius Lascivus from Cherchel (O8.6)

His names are

in the nominative, the formula h.s.e. is employed, and the
ala lacks the title civium Romanorum. This could be used
to argue a first century provenancel6) if there were not
other contradictory signs. The use of D.M.S. to open a
funerary inscription is a second century practice, at least
on the northern frontiers of the empite. M(ilitavit) rather
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than stip(endiorum), and. v(ixit) a(nnos) for ann(orum),
together with the abbreviation of the nomen of the deceased
egues, also argue for a much later period. The omission of
c(lvium) R(omanorum) from the title of the ala need. not be
of significance, as titles are not invariably given In full
in this type of inscription.
The occasion for a temporary transfer to Mauretania
may have been during the revolt that occurred there during
the reign of Pius. A number of legionary vexi].lations were
sent from different provinces to help in quelling the Moors,
among them there is some reason to place one from legio VII
Gemina.17) It would. be feasible for the ala to be part of
the expeditionary force, as there is evidence suggesting
that the legionaries were accompanied. by cavalry rather
than auxiliary in!antry.18) A later possibility (which
might even tie in better with the epigraphic indications of
the tombstone) is that it was involved with the emergency
under Marcus Aurelius.
We have the names of four commanders of the ala.
08.1 and 08.2 record Lucius Vibius Lentulus as prefect, late
in the reign of Domitian. 19 H-G. Pflaum attributes this
command to ala II Flavia of Germania superior, quoting Stein
as his authority. 2In fact, tein21) specifically mentions
the inscriptions from Ephesus as appertaining to the Spanish
ala, on the grounds that ala II Flavia of Germany did not
carry the title c.R. in any known inscription. The geographical connection between the ala and. legio VII Gemina
makes an ascription to the Spanish regiment much more feasible,
particularly as these are Lentulus 's only two specified
military posts.
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Inscription 08.3 gives us Tiberius lunius Quad.ratus
from Rome; 08.11, the dedication to lupiter Depulsor,
reveals an African origin for its dedicator in several
ways. Segermes must have been his home town, for he was
flamen perpetuus there, and his wife and daughter are
associated with him in the dedication. Ylarcus Fabius
Nettianus must be placed in a post-Trajanic context, since
he had. been tribune in leglo XXX Ulpia Victrix, but the
style of the inscription suggests not later than the third
quarter of the second century.
Narcus Sellius Honoratus (08.12) is another African
(domo Choba) of T'Iauretania Caesariensis in command of the
aia , 22 ) seen constructing a temple to Hercules (poetically
identified as Alcides) at the fort site at Rosinos de
Vidriales.
The total picture emerging of this regiment is rather
different from any encountered hitherto. This is an ala
raised in Spain for service within that province. If Vigil
is correct it was formed in Flavian times. Although its
service in Africa indicates that it was trained in the
normal way for fighting purposes, its main functions appear
to be connected with the maintenance of security and possible
provision of technical aid in the gold mining areas of North
West Tarraconensis. We have no record of what happened to
the regiment in the third. century.2
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Footnotes
1. Unless the inscription recording an ala I Gigurrorum
(No. LI.8) (q.v.) should be read ala I c.R. ?
2. The ala of that title, placed by Notitia dignitatum
Or.

31,3

at Poisarietemidos in Egypt, may be a later

addition to the army or a converted cohort (No.07).
3. Arch. Esp. Arg.
24.

Ibid.

3

(1961)

pp.lOkff.

pp.136/138.

5. Arch. Anzeiger, Jahrbuch des ICaiserlich Deutschen
Archologischen Institutj 42 (1927) col. 202.
. cit. p.137.
7. "The Conquest of North-West Spain", Legio VII Gemina

6. Q

(Lean) 1970

p.105.

8. "Introduction 'è l'tud.e des mines d'or du Nord-Cuest
de la Pninsule Ibrique dana l'antiquit", Legio VII
Gemina (Lethi) 1970 pp.273ff.
9. Using the analogy of the Dacian gold mines, Domergue
doubts that there were many damnati ad. metalla, or
slaves, employed as miners in this area, so that the
army need not act so much as warders or overseers,
rather as police protecting against brigandage.
10. Narcello Vigil

. cit. p.108 gives a list of all

possible candidates. There seems to be no reason to
support Tabala in Asia as one possibility.
11. It is unfortunate that the name cannot be identified
with certainty. If, for example, it was the African
Tabalti, it might support the idea of the presence of
the ala in North Africa in Domitianic times.
12. The 't birthdays" of the eagle of legio VII Gemina and
that of the boar insignia of cohors I Gallica (eq. c.R.).
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13. Dessau read line 9 of 08.8 as Seniproniani praef(ecti)3
although he remarked that this might be the same
Sempronianus who nine years earlier had. been beneficiarius
procuratoris Augusti (IL 9130). The reading praep(ositus)
would better fit his position in the past and correspond
with the rank of other officers mentioned in similar
inscriptions from Villalis (ILS 9127-9131). As E. Birley
pointed out in a letter (28/6/'72) a senior decu.rion, who
was probably an ex-legionary, promoted to praepositus would
certainly have the required rank to command a legionary
vexillation.

14. of. cohors I Celtiberorum (No.13).
15. The inscription from Segermes, also cited as evidence
for a stay in Africa by Vigil, is not territorially
significant. The inscription was set up in his home
town by a man who had served his militia tertia as
prefect of our ala.
16. See Chapter I, Working hypotheses.
17. CIL VIII 20365 (Setif).
18. See, for example, diploma CXL XVI 99, where five alae
from the two Pannonian provinces are described. as
having taken part in the expedition to Nauretania

19.
20.
21.
22.

Caesariensis.
Car. 66 pp.156/8 and Legio VII Gemina (Led 'n, 1970)
pp.359ff.
Stein, Beamten p.135.
Q . cit. p.137.
Vigil suggests that the formation of a cognomen from
a passive participle is a feature of North African
nomenclature. Q . cit. p.1O6.
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23. 08.7 which baa not been discussed was round near

Bracara. It adds little to our knowledge of the
ala, and in fact Vigil places it in an appendix as
not attributable with certainty to the unit.
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09. Ala Sulpicia civium Romanorum.
There are three possibilities to be considered
concerning the origins of this ala:
1. It was named after its commander at some time in the
early Iulio-Claud.ian period, like a number of other
alae (many of which may be shown to be Gallic).
2. It was named in honour of Sulpicius Galba and. raised
perhaps in early Claudian times, after his defeat of
the Chatti.1)
3. It was raised by Galba himself, in Spain in A.D.68.
1. In support of this hypothesis it must be said that
but for the strong historical connections with the
nomen Sulpicius it would be the obvious and simple
solution, tying in with all the other alae whose titles
denote the adjectival form of the name of a previous
commander. Against it is the lack of epigraphic
evidence for the existence of the ala in pre-Flavian
times, but the degree to which alae are documented in
the early principate varies greatly, so no firm conclusion may be reached on this basis.
2. This may be regarded as a somewhat 'odd' suggestion;
naming an ala after a man of senatorial rank is (as
far as I know) unparalleled. However, Galba was
reputed to have been favoured by Claudius, of. the
gossip about the postponement of the British invasion
on account of his indisposition 2 and Claud.ius was
original (not to say unorthodox) in many of his actions.
In addition the raising and naming of the ala in the
Rhineland would offer a reasonable explanation for its
presence there in the Flavian period, and. account in
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the simplest fashion for the fact that some of its
members had. qualified for the privilegia by A.D.78.

3. Geza Aifidy follows Stein and Cichorius in
attributing the raising of the ala to Galba when, as
Suetonius tells us: "e plebe guid.em provinciae legiones
et auxilia conscripsit super exercitum veterem legionis
unius duarumgue alarum et cohortium trium". 6 If raised.
in A.D.68 how did the ala come to be named in the diploma
for A.D.78 (09.1) ? There are several possible explanations: The precise meaning of the diplomata lists
might be queried. Were they lists of all the regiments
in a province (or all those in one legionary cominand)
which were issued. in blanket form regardless of whether
individual regiments had. men who might benefit from the
issue ? Or did they list only those regiments which had
sent in formal requests for diplomas through their
commanders ?
As far as may be judged from the epigraphic evidence
the former was not the case. In other words, diplomata even when ostensibly listing all the auxilia in the legionary
commands of a province - do not inevitably contain all
possible regiments. Usually they do so, because statistically
the probabilities of even one or two men in a regiment of 500
soldiers qualifying for a diploma in any given year are high,
but, conversely, inclusion of a regiment in a list should
mean that i had. men ready for the privilegia. In this case
we may promote the possibility that the ala Sulpicia had been
formed round a cadre of experienced men (a common practice
with new regiments for purposes of training and discipline)
and some of these were ready for the privilegia some ten
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years later. Alternatively we may note that two of the
inscriptions from Germania (09.3 and 09. 11.) refer to Thracians
who died. in service in the last twenty years of the first
century. Vespasian appears to have been responsible for
reinforcing regiments in the Rhineland with recruits from
Thrace in particular, after the disastrous years 69/71.8)
If some of these were transfers rather than tirones a few
may have been ready for the privilegia within seven years.
(The diploma was one of the series issued to soldiers still
in service.) Either of these explanations would enable us
to consider it possible for the ala to have been raised by
Galba, and thus qualify as a Spanish regiment. The lack
of pre-Flavian inscriptions lends credence to this hypothesis, but the absence of any positive evidence for Spanish
recruits in its presumed early years makes certainty impossible. The retention of the name Sulpicia for the ala
need present no difficulty, since, Tacitus tells
Antonius Primus took the step of restoring the portraits of
Galba to honourable positions in order to bring credit to
the Flavian cause. Its presence in Germany may be explained
if it accompanied legio VI Victrix from Spain, in A.D.70,
to fight against Civills. Although an outline of the
history of the ala has been subsumed, this does not imply
that the AlflcLy/Stein/Cichorius hypothesis is the most
probable. At present there is no incontrovertible reason
for regarding it as of Spanish origin.
The ala was attached to the command area of Lower
Germany, as the diploma (09.1) reveals, under Q . Rutilius
Gallicus. Alf1dy1 has built a case, based upon the
career of Pompeius Faventinus (09.2), for supposing the ala
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to have taken part in Vespasian's campaign against the
Bructeri in 77/78 under that legate. His reading of the
inscription corrects that made by Hbner (GIL II 2637),
and. reveals Faventinus to have been successively prefect
of cohors VI Asturum (during the struggle against the
Batavians in A.D.70), tribune of leglo VI Victrix (at
Novaesium circa 7L4.) and prefect of our ala circa 77/78,
being decorated by Vespasiaxi for his services, and. therefore
presumably in action. Alfldy comments that the diploma of
78 is really a record of an expeditionary army, mainly coinposed of cavalzy (only one cohort, but six alae are listed)
d.rawn from the central sector of the limes of Lower Germany.
Two Thraclan recruits to the aiahl) (093 and 09.14.)
were buried at or near Kln, adding point to Alf5ldy's
supposition. Both tombstones bear reliefs in which the
deceased is depicted reclining at the funeral banquet holding
a drihking vessel, attended by a young servant, and with two
further vessels on the three legged table in front of the
couch. In addition that of Durises (09.3) has a relief below
the inscription showing a horse, with military trappings,
followed by an attendant carrying his master's arins.12
These reliefs show similarities of style and treatment.
Alfldy thinks that they come from the same workshop, which
he places, after an analysis of 16 tombstones, as operating
between 80 and 100. On the assumption that both men were
new recruits when they joined the ala, he gives a span of
811._100 in which the tombstone of 11. Aemiliu.s Durises might
lie, and 914-. 100 for that of Longinus Biarta (if 26 years'
service is correctly restored in the latter inscription).
It seems worth noting that, if either had been a transferred
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egues rather than a tiro, the stones could have been erected
a little earlier. He also discusses their names, which he
considers to be evidence of the possession of Latin rather
than Roman citizenship. If the title civium Romanorum was
won by the ala in the Batavian war of 70 as ALtldy
suggests, 1 their recruitment (or transfer) to the regiment
should post-date this, or they would show evidence of Roman
rather than Latin citizenship. An alternative not considered
by A].Thl&y is that the ala was decorated for its part in the
war against the Bructeri (if the prefect was honoured why not
the ala ?). In this case their enlistment with the ala might
follow the possible losses of that campaign, and Longinus
must have either served less than 26 years or have been
transferred from another regiment in order for his tombstone
to fit into the date range proposed. Alfldy has also shown
that the alae of the diploma are listed in geographical order
from north to south. Our ala lies at the end of the list and
therefore, presumably, at the southern end of this section of
the limes. Through the identification of the locations of
the other four alae he is able to suggest ala Sulpicia lay
south of Burungum (Worringen), perhaps at Wesseling 1 between Köln and Bonn, or even between Worringen and K8ln.
An altar to the goddess Hariasa was also found at Kln
(09. 6 ). It was erected by a duplicarius of the ala, Ulpius
Acutus, who originated from Xanten, and may be dated by the
names of the consuls to 187. This should mean the ala
remained in Germania inferior throughout the second century,
still having its station in the vicinity of K8ln. Unfortunately, as Alfldy points out, there are seven known
cavalry forts between Rindern and Worringen and only two of
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these (A].tkalkar and Dorinagen) may be eliminated, since
their garrisons are known. Further research is necessary
before the exact position of the ala may be fixed.
Although inscription 09.8 is listed under this ala
by Alfldy16) it is very tragmentary and, since its find
spot is uncertain, of little value in adding to our
knowledge of the regiment.17)
Ala Sulpicia was commanded while in Germany by Pompeius
Faventinus circa 77/78, Tiberius Claudius Proculus Cornelianus (09.5) in the reign of pjus, 18
Narcianus

(09.7) under

and Tiberius Aritistius

Severus and. Caracalla.

Cornelianus probably did. not serve his militia prima
in the East, as Pflaum suggested, but in Noesia inferior,
where a cohors II Bracaraugustanorum was stationed at this
time; 19 ) as tribune he commanded cohors I Aelia Dacorum

milliaria in Britain and as praefectus eguitum our ala in
Germany, before entering the procuratorial service.
Narcianus appears to have served in Nauretania
Tingitana as prefect of cohors II Hispana (Vasconum), then
in Cappadocia as tribune of leglo XV Apollinaris, before
commanding the ala in the early third century, and probably
still in Germany. He came from Circina in Africa.
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Footnotes
1. Dio, 60,8,7. In A.D.kl.
2. Suetonius, Galba 7.
3. Ep. St. 6 pp.3 L1./36. (Hilfstruppen)
£1. . Beamten p.153.
5. PWRE 1262.
6. Galba 10,2.
7. cf. E. Birley, "Roman Garrisons in Wales" Arch. Camb.
102 (1952 ) pp.9ff.
8. G. Alfldy,

. cit. p.103.

9. Histories 3,7.
10. "Em Eispanischer Offizier in Niedergermanien"
Nadrid. Nitt. 6 (1965) pp.lO5ff.

11. 09.3. Durises is a Thracian name viz. D. Detschew
Die thrakischen Sprachreste (Vienna 1957) p.15'l.
09.21. Bisa and Biarta are both Thracian names, 22• cit.
p . 70 and. p. 59, and. the Bessi a Thracian tribe.
12. Espérandieu No. 6463 - 09.3, No. 6483 = 09.4.
13.

. cit. pp.170/172 and p.186.

14. Q . cit. p.34.
15. Wesseling lies circa 10.5 km. north of the legionary
fortress at Bonn. H. von Petrikovits (Das r8mische
Rheinland" (Kln 1960) p. 21.9) notes that the fort was
200 m. long, and there was another earth and timber
fort 200 m. north of the site. However there is no
dating evidence from the site.
16. Q. cit. p.187 No.64.
17. The restoration as it stands with the ala designated
as prima inclines me to believe it does not appertain
to this regiment, which is not qualified by a number
elsewhere.
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18. Car. 16k bis pp .397ff, Pilaum.
19. Bull. Arch. Soc. Staline 9,1 (Ivan Venedikov).
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10. Cohors I Ausetanorum.
The Ausetani lay in the north-east of Tarraconensis,
between the Ebro and. the Pyrenees. They were thus vulnerable
during the struggle between Rome and Carthage, and. Livy
tells us that, having been subdued. first by Hannibal in 218
B.C., they were besieged and punished by naeus Cornelius
Sciplo in that same year for their allegiance to the
Carthaginian cause. Small wonder that they were involved in
rebellions both in 205 and 195 B.C. 2 It may well be that
conscription into the auxiliary forces took pliace in the
Republican era. Certainly by Caesarian times they were
sufficiently tamed to go over voluntarily to the side of
Caesar in his preliminary struggle against the adherents of
Pompey in spain.

The sole evidence that they provided a

cohort to the auxilia lies in the honorary inscription to a
commander of that unit erected. by the ordo of Hispalis in
Baetica. The prefect, L. Vibius Tuscu.s Aurelius Rufinus,
was assuredly being honoured. in his home town so that no
territorial significance may be attached to the stone,
whose style indicates a probable first or early second.
century provenance. We cannot even guess to which
provincial command the cohort was attached.
Since the Elder Pliny, who places the Ausetani
within the jurisd.iction of the conventus of Tarraco,
specifically assigns Latin rights to the tribe, it seems
certain that the cohort was raised before the early Flavian
period (unless the hiatus on the stone conceals the
description c.L.). The probabilities indicate the early
principate for its Initial levy.
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Footnotes
1.

21,23,2; 61,8.

2.

29,2ff.; 34,20,1.

3.

Clvii Wars 1,60,2.

L4.

NH 3,3,23.
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11. Cohors Carietum et Veniaesum.
Pliny the Elder tells us "In the conventus of Cluniensis
the Varduli bring fourteen peoples .... to the same jurisdiction go the Carietes and the Venienses with five states,
of whom the Veliensea form oneui.1) The impression is given
that neither tribe is very populous, which perhaps accounts
for a cohort levied jointly among them.
Our knowledge that they supplied a cohort comes solely
from an inscription from Brixia. This should be the home
town of C. Neff ius Saxo, who was promoted froiapirn
pilus (in an unspecified legion) to prefect of our cohort,
and then paefectus fabrum. The order in which these posts
were held has been shown by B. Dobson2) to belong to a preNeronian period ("It does not seem likely that the use of
experienced soldiers as praefecti fabrum endured beyond
Claudius").
Probably this cohort was an Augustan found.ation, but
in which province it served (if indeed it left Spain) we
cannot say.
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Footnotes
1.

NH 3,3,26.

2. Praefectus fabrum p.71.
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12. Cohors I Celtiberorum.
The term Celtiberian as used by the ancient writers
implies a people of mixed origins, the fusion of two
cultural strains. Within the race of Celtiberians there
were many tribes, including,f or example,the Arevaci, and
they had been responsible for one of the gravest threats
to Roman rule in Spain in the second century B.C. Some
fifty or more years after the end, of the Celtiberian War,
Sertorius was able to raise an army from the Celtiberians1
and he chose his personal bodyguard from among their
spearmen. This is tribute to their quality as fighting
men, but by the time that Strabo wrote they had become
peaceable. 2 It was not found necessary to station a
legion in their terrain, and. Strabo refers to "their
present gentleness of disposition". Their territory
covered north central Spain but only two cohorts are named
for the race, other units are named for Celtiberian tribes,
e.g. the Arevaci and. the Vardulli.
As for so many Spanish cohorts, there is an absence
of first century records and cohors I Celtiberorum enters
the scene only in the early second century, in Britain.
Apart from a probable mention in a long document in Greek
dealing with the genealogy of a man who once coniinnded
it (12. 11. ) nearly all the evidence comes from d.iplomata,
which fact gives very little clue concerning the station
of the cohort within Britain.
In his discussion of "Roman Garrisons in Wales",
E. Birley has thrown some light upon the probable situation
of the cohort in Trajanic times. Through comparing the
diplomas for A.D.98, 103 and 1O5, he makes a case for
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regarding the units listed. in that for 103 as appertaining to the legionary command. of

Qa erle on

(le g ie II Augusta),

and those in the diplomas ror 98 and 105 belonging to the
conunarxd of le gio II y V. t Chester. Since our cohort
heads the list of inZantry units in t]e d.ip.oma for 105,
and. should. probably be restored second of six cohorts in
that for 98 (12.5), it seems licely that it lay somewhere
in the region of mid —to—nort1 Wales or Lancashire and
Derbyshire.
Bearing this in mind, the attribution Qf the stamped
tile from Caerss to this cohort rather t]aau the cohort of
Cornovii, otherwise only attested in the Notitia dignitatum
seems reasonable. Birley considers that the expansion
c(ohorg ) I C(eltjberorum) f(ecit) is more Liiely than that
in which the final P is regarded as an incomplete E for
e(Quitata) Wevertheless he presumes that the cohort, like
that of the same title attesjd .n Nauretania Tingilana and
Spain, was part—mounted, on the groinds that they should have
been organized similarly. Ag ainst this it may be argued that
the two Celtiberian cohorts were pro'bab].y not raised, at the
same time, indeed the fact that they bear the same number
indicates separate levies, so that their structure could be
different.
The tile was found n Caerss II, the 'arger replacement
of a presumed pre—Flayian fort nearb y . The eact level, or
association of the tile with datable 4eposits, was not
ascertained. Caerss II is thought to baye gone through from
a Plavian ( or posibly even pr e- P. af
l an) date to the third.
or fourth century. Tie main bu i ldi ng periods, after the
initial foundation are periaps in the late irst century,
and. again in the mid. to late sQc9id century.
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In the two later phases the size of the fort at 31 ha.
suggests an ala,rather than a quingenary cohort, in garrison.
All that may be deduced is that the cohort may have occupied
Caerss at some time in its history, but a possibility which
must not be overlooked is that the cohort merely lay at an
unlocated site higher ip n the Severn, rom which its tiles
were sent down to the actual bui j4ers of the ort.8
The later history of the cohort is obscure. It is recorded
in Britain in diplomas up jo 1 i. 5/6 (12.3) and may well have
remained part of the British garrison into the third or fourth
century. Only the lucky f.nd of more inscriptions will tbrow
)4ght on its later situation.
lulius Antoninus, from Oenoanda in Lycia, probably
cominan.ed the cohort in the thid or fourth .ecade of the
second century. A long Greek inscri p tion includes a mention
of him as the son of C. Iuliu.a DeDiostb.ene ,who was procurator
of Sicily under Trajan. 9 Birley points out that his previous
command of a cohors I Hispanorn makes the British based
cohort more likely for his second post than that of Tingitana,
and considers that he may have accQmpauied. Sextus lulius
Severus to Iud.aea, to take up his next position in ].egio
IV

Scythica as tribune.
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Footnotes
1. Appian, Civil Wars 1,13,108.
2. Strabo, Geography 3,k,20. His writings are assumed to
be contemporary with the Augustan and. early Tiberian
period.
3. Generally speaking the Celtiberian tribes appear to
have been grouped into the conventus of Clu.nia.
k. Arch. Camb. 102 (1952-3) pp.9ff.
5. Not. Dig. Oc. 11.0,3L1..
6. Q. cit. p.I LI. . As will appear, my discussion of this
cohort owes much to that of Birley on this page.
7. Cf. The Roman Frontier In Wales, V.E. Nash-Williams,
Second edition edited N.G. Jarrett (Cardiff 1969) pp.66ff.
8. With the large amount of surveying of recent years it
is perhaps unlikely that many unlocated forts remain in
Wales, but the too ready identification of a unit with
a site based upon tile stamps is a matter for some caution.
9. Birley,

. cit. p.1k. cf . also Pflaum, Car. 76 p.173,

who places the father's post "entre 103 et 114".
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13. Cohors I Celtiberorum eguitata civium Romanorum.
Cohors I Celtiberoruin eguitata civium Romanorum is
first attested in a diploma of 109 in Nauretanian Tingitana
(13. 1 ). Altogether four Spanish cohorts, and one other,
make their debut in the Tingitanian lists of 109.1) All
possess the title civium Romanorum

a4with regard to the

Spanish units,several interesting speculations may be made:
1. Does this reflect the consequences of Plavian interest
in Spain, particularly the grant of Latin or Roman
rights to the major communities

If this was correct

it might indicate either that they had been raised, in
Plavian times, among peoples that had. acquired the
citizenship, or that existing regiments still stationed
in Spain received similar favours to those granted to
the municipia. The former is improbable but in either
case it might seem likely that the cohorts would include
Plavia in their titles and none of these do so.
2. All five cohorts may have won their citizenship for
valour in an emergency period between 88 (the date of
the previous diploma in which none of these cohorts
appear, and no regiment is recorded possessing corporate
citizenship) and 109. Certainly Trajan had troubles in
Tingitana; he appointed a good soldier, P. Besius
Betuinanus, as procuratorial governor (po-legato)
between the end of 106 and 111. , which may reflect those
difficulties.

Altogether ten regiments of Tingitana

append civium Ronianorum to their titles for the first
time in diplomata of 109-117. Hadrian inherited
'insurrection in Ilauretania', which Q. Narcius Turbo
was sent to quell. In this case when did the cohorts
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come to Tingitana ? Some may already have been in
the province. The fact that the five cohorts are not
recorded on the diploma of 88 (CIL XVI 159) is not
very significant, since it does not list all the units
known to be in the province at that date.
In spite of this the presence of the Celtiberian cohort in
Tingitana is far more likely to have been due to a temporary
secondnient.
Although the other four cohorts remained in Tingitana
during the second century, and perhaps later, cohors I
Celtiberorum eq. c.R. stayed only for a relatively brief
period. Its second, and. last, record in the province is
dated 114/117 (13.2) and by June 10, 163 it was certainly
in north-east Spain (13.3). The other four cohorts are
named in one or the other of the diplomas of 122,6) but our
cohort appears on neither. The weight of the evidence
suggests that it was returned to Spain in late Trajanic or
(more likely) early Hadrianic times. This being so it looks
as if it was part of Trajanic reinforcements brought in to
quell unrest. There is no evidence concerning the date of
its formation.
The Inscriptions from Villalis (13.3, 13.4 and

13.5)

come from re-used material built into a church, and. indicate
that the cohort was stationed in the area of command of Lei,
where legio VII Geniina lay, In Spain. Garcia y Bellido
suggests that its permanent quarters were situated not far
from Asturica Augusta.

The reasons for the posting out of

vexillations of the legion together with sections of cohorts,
or alae, in north-east Spain have already been discussed
(cf. ala II Flavia Hispanorum c.R.).8) Doubtless this cohort
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also had. the task of providing technical assistance in
the mining and extraction of the precious minerals of
the district, as well as guarding it from brigandage.
Indeed the inscription of October 15, 167

(13.5) under-

lines the association of the cohort itself, as well as
its officers, with mining. Here a vexillation of the
cohort is under the charge of (among others) Zoilus a
freedman procurator and Aelius Flavus a beneficiarius of
the procurator (surely metallorum). In the collection
of officers named here it is interesting to note a
centurion of cohors I Gallorum and. an imaginifer of
legio VII Gemina as well as a tesserarius (lulius Sedu.lus)
of the cohort itself. It may be that all these men had in
common special technical knowledge or skills. (cf. the
officers associated with Lucretius Paternus, d.ecurion of the
cohort, in 13.3 and 13.. Incidentally his position shows
conclusively that the cohort was part-mounted.)
The cohort remained in Spain at least into the fourth
century, as it is recorded under a tribune at "Brigantiae
nunc luliobriga" in the Notitia dignitatum (13.7). We may
doubt the continuation of mining activities on a large
scale into this period9 and luliobriga lies to the northeast of Leon away from the main known mining sites. 10)
The name of one of the commanders of the cohort is
revealed by the tombstone, set up at Tarraco by the heirs
of C. lulius Speratianus. The format of the stone suggests
a second century date, early rather than late. His tribe
(Arnensis or Aniensis ?) perhaps indicates that he was
Italian in origin rather than coming from Tarraco itself,
so that his death (at Tarraco ?) while still commander
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should indicate this cohort rather than the British
based cohors I Celtiberorwu, in spite of the lack of
c.R. on the stone.
It is necessary to add a post-script to the account
of this cohort to the effect that there is really no
justification for considering it conceivable that there
was only one cohors I Celtiberorum, as Garcia y Bellido
impiies.h1) It is highly improbable that a single
cohort should have moved from Britain to Tingitana between
105 and 109, and back to Britain between 117 and. 122,

remained there until 1k7, and have been permanently transf erred to Spain before 163. In any case the British diploma
of 12212) names those cohorts which are civium Romanorum
in full, and cohors I Celtiberorum lacks this title, which
it certainly has prior to that date in Tingitana. Neither
is it feasible for the British based. cohort to have been
the one transferred to Spain (by Pius or,at latestearly in
the reign of Marcus Aurelius). There seems to be no
occasion which would warrant the removal of a cohort from a
province where a strong garrison was still essential, to one
which was peaceful, like Spain. The Moorish invasions of
Spain post-date the inscriptions from Villalis.
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F ootnotes
1. Cohortesll Hispana Vasconum, III Asturum, II Hispanorwn,
I Celtiberorum, together with I Ituraeorum.
2. of. R. Knox NcEld.erry, "Veapasian's Reconstruction
of Spain" JRS 8 (1918) pp.53ff. and. JRS 9 (1919) pp.86ff.
and Narcello Vigil, Arch. Esp. Arg. 34 (1961) p.109 in
his discussion of ala II Flavia Hispanorum c.R.
3. Roman citizens would be more likely to opt for the
better conditions in legionary service, if given a
choiceat this date.
4. ILS 1352. cf. Pflauin, Car. 73.
5. cf. cohors I Asturuin et Callaecorum No.5 8 and Table III,App.1
6. CIL XVI 73/169 and 170, admittedly the latter is
fragmentary but Nesseihauf's restoration does not
include our cohort.
7. "El "exercitus Hispanicus" desde Augusto a Vespasiano",
Arch. Esp. Arg. 34 (1961) pp.143/4.
8. No.08.
9. 0. Davies, Roman Nines in Europe (QxIord 1935)
10. See map, Pig. 23 "Roman gold-niinin in north-west
Spain", P.R. Lewis and G.D.B. Jones, JRS 60 (1970) p.170.
11. 92. cit. p.144.
12. CIL XVI 69.
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14-17. Cohortes I Hispanorum (1 and 2).
The earliest record of cohors I Hispanorum eguitata
comes from Olbasa in Pisidia (= Yakaköy) (1 Li. .2). This
tombstone to an unknown man was erected by (among others)
Talasl) an egues of the cohort, belonging to the turma of
Baebis. The style of the inscription, and the fact that
the number follows the name of the cohort, places it in
the Iulio-Claudlan period. Olbasa had been a colonia
probably since the beginning of our era.2) The stone,
therefore, commemorates the place of burial of the deceased,
without fixing the cohort within Pisid.ia, but it certifies
that the cohort was in Asia Ninor, in the first half of the
first century A.D.
There is support f or this conclusion in another
inscription (14.3) erected to C. Rutilius Gallicus by N.
Aemilius Pius, prefect of cohh. I Bosporanorum and I
Hispanorum. The monument was interpreted by Ritterling
as belonging to a period when Gallicus was legatus pro
praetore Asise, which he placed in 6 9-71. He inferred
that the two cohorts were serving in the senatorial
province at the time. Werner Eck has cast doubts on this,
pointing out that Wagner placed cohors I Bosporanorum
in the army of Cappadocia under Nero, and giving his
opinion that Gallicus served as legate of Galatia under
Corbulo. Regardless of this Degrassi places the consulship of Gallicus probably in 71 or
If correct this fixes the date of the inscription
set up by Aemilius Pius in the period 70-71, much as
Ritterling thought, but for the different reason that it
was erected on the occasion when Gallicus was designated
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consul. 6 If Pius owed his promotion as equestrian
commander to the good offices of Gallicus, it would be
natural for him to show his appreciation in this fashion.
Cohors I Hispanorum must also have been stationed in
Cappad.ocia (or more probably Galatia, which was then
appended to Cappad.ocia), since propinguity of the two
cohorts commanded by Pius may be assumed from the wording
of the inscription.
We have then the probability of cohors I Hispanorum
eguitata (for Talas was a cavalryman) stationed in Asia
Ninor (Galatia) from an early date. At the beginning
of the Flavian period it was still there but possibly
moved shortly to the west. it is only a "straw in the
wind" but RIB 2213 from Ardoch in Scotland (lk.l) is the
tombstone of a centurion of a cohors I Hispanoruin whose
name (and. that of his father) are Eastern. 8 How could
this have occurred ? We have seen that local recruitment
to auxLliaxy units had long been the rule. It is difficult
to visualise a recruit from the east being drafted to
Britain, although we do know later of a group sent from
Asia Ninor to Egypt. 9 The possibility of transfer from
another cohort (on promotion to centurion) may not be ruled
out, but eastern regiments tended to be specialist troops
and transfer out of such a regiment (even if a suitable
one can be shown to have existed in Britain in the relevant
period) is not so likely on that account. The fact that he
is not a citizen rules out transfer from a legion. The
date of the stone may be readily fixed, as R.P. Wright)
points out, for the use of Dis I'lanibus in full, and a term
of 27 years' service without citizenship, together indicate
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the fourth quarter of the first century. Occupation of
Ardoch at that time can only tie in with the campaigns of
Agricola, or just after. Another slight pointer to the
feasibility of a move from Asia rlinor to Britain lies in
the evidence attached to ala Gallorum et Thracum Classiana
c.R. This ala perhaps lay in an Eastern province (which
one is unclear) in A.D.511.,11 but appears in the Rhineland
at a later date (ILS 253k, Kln). Alfldy12 places the
ala in Germania inferior in the late second or third
century but tein13) and Kraft1 both suggested an earlier
provenance for the K81n inscription and another fragmentary
stone from Kalkar.15) N. Narius Valens, the ex-decurion of
ala Classiana (which does not bear the additional titles
invicta bis torquata c.R. it certainly possessed in the
second century) 16 came from Galat(i)a. If his tombstone
belonged to the Plavian period (which would not be inconsistent with the style of the inscription, in spite of
Alfôldy's remarks about the lettering), it might be possible
to visualise a Galatian contingent, consisting of ala
Gallorum et Thracum Classiana and cohors I Hispanorum
eguitata, being moved to the Rhineland circa 70. The
exigencies created by the forward moves of the first three
Flavian governors of Britain provide a reason for the swift
removal of the two units to the British coininu!id, and an
explanation of the Ard.och tombstone.1
The identification of this cohort in its later stages
is no less fraught with complexity. There is a strong
probability that there were two cohh. I Hispanorum in
Britain at least from Trajanic times. This has been demonstrated. by E. Birley 18 in his discussion of the diplomas
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If, as he suggests, the diplomas
98, 103 and. 105.
for 98 and 105 apply to units under the Chester command,

for

and. that for 103 to those under leglo II Augusta at
Caerleon, it follows that the names of the cohh. I
Hispanorum appearing in all three diplomas must refer to
two units. There is further support for this contention
in the later evidence of the cohortes Hispanorum in Britain.
Undoubtedly a first cohort of Spaniards garrisoned.
Naryport at some time. It could. be either of the two
postulated.. 19) Originally, in an analysis of the
20
probabilities, . Jarrett came to the conclusion that the
cohort arrived. at Maryport "between 103 (or 105) and circa
120", when he thought it was transferred to the York
command. A later view, expressed by him, stated that
Naryport was not occupied before the reign of Had.rian.21)
It may be apposite that the unknown prefect of a
cohors I Hispanorum eguitata (surely in Britain), recorded
in an inscription from Nersch (14.4), followed this command
by one as tribune of legio V1III Hispana.
The stones from Maryport mainly take the form of
parade ground altars to luppiter Optimus Naximus.22) At a
date, suggested by Jarrett to be circa 130 or even several
years earlier, these dedications are made by the cohort no
longer in the care of a prefect but under a tribune. This,
as Jarrett points out, should mean that the cohort had been
upgraded from quingenazy to milliary status. It is also
clearly designated part-mounted in many of the dedications.
(14.5, 14.8, 14.9 and 14.10)23) The date of the changeover

is indicated approximately by the career of Marcus Naenius
Agrippa, who is among those named as tribunus in command of
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the cohort. Agrippa is the subject of a cursus honorum
from Camerinum in which he was electus a divo Hadriano et
missus in expeditionem Brltannicam (14.14). Wenhain
thought that this referred to 122, but E. Birley considers
that the exped.itio Britannica mentioned here would fit
better a date circa 13O.2
Certainly the postulated
change in status occurred, on any grounds, before A.D.145/6,
but in that year a cohors I Hispanoruin is recorded second of
eleven cohorts in a diploma (15.3). There is no 'nilliary
sign following the name of the cohort and it seems reasonable to assume that this is therefore not the Naryport
cohort but the other cohors I Hispanorum, presupposed by
Birley.
To sumlnarise: a cohort arrived in Britain, perhaps
from the east, at latest by Flavian times. If attached to
a particular legion at this period the Twentieth is more
likely than the Second, since it is probable that legio II
Augusta played little part in Agricola's campaigns.25
In Trajanic times it lay within the area of the Chester
command. At the same time a cohort of the same name and
number lay in the Caerleon command. How long the latter
had been in Britain is not known. One of these two cohorts
was removed to the York command and stationed at Naryport
bef ore A.D.120.
130 this cohort was doubled, its homonym
remained quingenary as far as we can tell.
In the reign of Pius, as Jarrett points out, cohors I
Delinatarum is attested at Naryport. 26 There is certainly
not room for a milliary and, a quingenary cohort in the fort,
so our cohort must have left. This may be reasonably
connected with the governorship of Urbicus, and indeed a
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cohors milliaria eguitata would have been useful in his
campaigns in Lowland Scotland. The lack of knowledge
about named garrisons in Lowland Scotland makes it feasible
that it is here the next station of the cohort should be
sought. Early in the third century after the Antonine
line had. definitely been abandoned, cohors I Aelia
Hispanorum milliaria egultata appeared at Netherby (lk.2328). Either this cohort was raised by Hadrian (or Pius)
and came to Britain in one of their campaigns (in which
case what became of the Naryport cohort ?), or identity
may be assumed. The latter is preferable on grounds of
economy and probability. There was certainly opportunity
for a cohort to win battle honours in the campaigns of
Urbicus. The Netherby inscriptions lie between 213 (ILI..23)
and 222 (I LI. .26_28) and. show the cohort engaged in building
an exercise hail for the cavalry contingent of the unit and
some other unidentified building, and rebuilding a temple.
It would appear that the cohort was preparing for long-term
occupation. Nevertheless there is no further record there
after 222.27) The cohort at Axelodunwn (Castlesteads),
noted by the Notitia dignitatum (17.3) as commanded by a
tribune, is presumably inilliary, but need not be this unit.
Such changes had taken place by the time of compilation of
the Notitia that both first cohorts of Spaniards may then
have altered their composition. The lack of the title Aelia
is no real clue either way; it may have been dropped. The
other first cohort of Spaniards, which remained q,uingenary
up to at least 145/1 11.6 (15.3), has produced no evidence, to
date, of its location.
We have the names of a number of commanders of the two
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cohorts. Marcus Aemilius Pius was prefect of the cohort
in Galatia probably in a period spanning the late reign
of Nero through to the first year of Vespasian; he was
probably Italian (1 4 .3).

An unknown prefect bad. been

priest of Mars Lenus before embarking upon his military
career as prefect of one of the cohh. I Hispanorum in
Britain. A1f81&y dates his stone to late first centuryearly second century, and infers that he is Treveran, from
the location of the stone, and his priesthood.28) (Cf.
earlier for a suggestion that he may have been one of the
first commanders of the cohort at Maryport) (14.4).
Iuliusoj

(15.4) from Oenoanda, in Iycia, was

prefect perhaps in the latter part of the third decade or
early fourth decade of the second century (ef. cohors I
Celtiberorum 12.4). Since the Naryport cohort was
probably milliary by this time, his command may reasonably
refer to the other, quingenary cohort.
Prof ects (before circa 130) at Maryport were:
1. Lucius Antistius Lupus Verianus of the Quirina, from
Sicca in Africa (14.5).
2. Heletrius Novellus (14.6 and 14.7).
3. Lucius Cainmius Maximus, who was certainly prefect for
more than two years since he supervised the erection
of three parade ground dedications to I.0.N. (14.8-10)
the last celebrating his transfer to cohors XVIII
Voluntarlorum of Pannonia superior.
Tribunes at Naryport from circa 130 were:
1. Marcus Maenius Agrippa Lucius Tusidius Campester, from
Camerinum in Italy; he enjoyed the special favour of
Hadrian as his honorary inscription (14.14) revea1s.2
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His cursus proudly includes the fact that he was
father of a senator (although he himself appears
to have remained equestrian) and that son is thought
to have been consul during the joint reign of Narcus
Aurelius and verus.30) This, and the course of his
career, make it likely that he was tribune of the
milliary cohort at Naryport circa 130 as E. Birley
suggested. During his command four parade ground
altars were erected, which should mean that he held
that post for at least more than three years (14.15-18).
2. Galus Caballius Priscus was also tribune at Naryport
for more than three years (14.19-22). Between them
these two men may have held the command of the milliary
cohort at Naryport from its inception up to the end of
the reign of Hadrian.
Tribunes at Netherby from circa 213-222 were:
1. ..... Naximus, who served under lulius Ilarcus, the
first known praetorian governor of Britannia inferior
213-216 (14.24)1)
2. Aelius Nu.... 1 if the restoration proposed by E. Birley
is accepted.,circa 219 (14.25).
3. N. Aurelius Salvius in A.D.222, 14.26 and. 14.28 and
presumably 14.27.
The eastern origin of Animonius, centurion of the
cohort in the period 82_96,32) has already been remarked
upon (14.1). In the Iulio-Claud.ian period we have the name
of an eajies Talas. The same inscription gives us the name
of his decurion, Baebis.

(14.2) At Naryport in the early

second century, before the end of the reign of Hadrian, a
miles (?) Indutius of the cohort added his name as the maker
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of the unit's tiles (14.13). The absence of the milliary
sign after the nanie of the cohort may signify that the
tile, and. the soldier, should be placed before 130.
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Footnotes
1. The name Talas has Celtic overtones but it is not
impossible for it to occur in Spain. of. Firmat,
Onoinastica p.217.
2. CAH 10 p.272.
3. "Nilitaxy forces in the Senatorial Provinces", JRS
17 (19 27) p.29.

4. "Bemerkungen zum Nilitärkommando in den Senatsprovinzen d.er Kaiserzeit", Chiron 2 (1972) p.432;
Wagner, Dislokation p.18 fn.67.
5. I Fasti consolari p.21.
6. cf. Statius, Silvae 1,4,82/83.
7. Pisidia was in fact part of the Roman province of
Galatia.
8. Schuize, Lat. Eig. p.121.
9. See cohors I Augusta praetoria Lusitanorum eguitata
No.79.
10. RIB p.687.
11. OIL XVI

3.

One ala is simply given as Gallorum et

Thraecum. Nesseihauf conjectures that this diploma
belongs to an Eastern province.
12. Hi]Istruppen p.18.
13. Beamten p.127.
14. Rekrutierung p.148 Nos.300 and 301.
15. OIL XIII 8668.
16. OIL XI 6033 for flLl titles. civium Romanorum
appears in the British diplomas for 105 and. 122
(OIL XVI 51 and. 69).
17. See cohors II Hispanorum eguitata (No.31) and Patterns
in the cohortes Hispanorum p.295 for a suggestion
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that a pair of Spanish cohorts was raised for service
in Asia Ninor. It must be stressed that the arguments
above are merely advanced as possibilities. The British
cohort may be entirely separate from that attested in
Asia Ninor, in which case we have no knowledge of the
fate of the latter cohort. One reason for attempting
an equation is the existence of a large number of first
cohortes Hispanorum, but the tendency to create overtidy solutions must be resisted.
18. '1 Roman Garrisons in Wales t1 , Arch. Camb. 102 (1952-3)
pp.9ff. cf . coh. I Celtiberorurn No.12.
19. It is tempting to place the cohort which had been at
Ard.och as the garrison of r'laryport, but it must be
remembered that this cohort would have returned to the
environs of Chester in the general withdrawal from
Scotland (if indeed it was the cohort attached to
legio XX V.V.).
20. "Naryport and the Roman Army in Britain", Britain and
Rome ed. Jarrett and Dobson, p.3L1..
21. Ep. St. 9 p .159 No.19, referring to an article so far
unpublished.
22. viz. L.P. Wenhan,

2

(1939) 19-30.

23. At 4.75 acres the accommodation at Maryport seems rather
tight for a cohors milliaria eguitata. However there
does seem to be a possibility that the fort was larger
at some time, cf. Research on Hadrian's Wall, by
E. Birley (1961) p.222 suggesting circa 51 acres.
2i-. RBRA p.29.
25. MG. Jarrett, "Legio II Augusta in Britain", Arch. Camb.

113 (1964) p.52.
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26. e.g. RIB 850,832.
27. The attribution of RIB 966 (an altar to Cocidius by
a tribune of cohors I Nervana) to Netherby is disputable
(cf. footnotes to the inscription by R.P. Wright, RIB
p.322). Even if the stone should belong to Netherby
this need not indicate that this cohort was in garrison.
It seems likely that cohors I Aella Hispanorum milliaria
egultata remained at Netherby throughout the third century
at least.
28. Hilfstruppen p.42 and No.77.
29. cf. Pflaum, Car. No.120 pp.292-5.
30. cf. Pflauin,

. cit.

31. cf. A.R. Birley, "The Roman Governors of Britain",
Ep. St. 4 (Kln 1967) p.87 for the dates 213-216 rather
than 214-216 given in RIB.
32. The upper limit is given by the supposed date when the
cohort left Galatia, and Aminonius' length of service,
but Ardoch is likely to have been abandoned earlier
than this.
33. Names with a similar stem Baeb. are given as Spanish
by Holder. It may be possible to make a case for Talas
and Bae4is being original Spanish recruits. In fact
the reading of the stone may be incorrect. A photograph
in Anatolian Studies 9

(l95, Plate XVI,C, is poor,

but it seems possible that gui et Talas may really
conceal a single name, Quietalas ? or Quintalas ?
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18. Cohors I Hispanorum eguitata.
A cohors I Hispanorum is attested in Egypt in A.D.83,
in a diploma, 18.1. It was issued to the centurion of the
cohort C. lulius Saturninus, and the commander at the time
was N. Sabinius Fuscus. The issue of a diploma to a
citizen underlines the importance of these certificates as
legal documents proving discharge and the rights of conubium.
The diploma was found at Coptos but this has no significance
for the station of the cohort as it was the property of a
veteran.
How long bad the cohort been in Egypt ? Since there
are no diplomas, and. certainly no other inscriptions of
this cohort, from an earlier period we cannot be sure.
However, there are pointers which suggest it may have formed
part of the garrison of the kingdom since Augustan times.
Inscription 18.3 is a dedication to Trajan by three
cohorts. Very probably it was set up to honour him on his
accession. All three cohorts have named prefects, but at
the time of the dedication two of them were in the care of
the prefect of the third.I) The inscription came from Syene,
and. it may be assumed that the cohorts were stationed somewhere in the vicinity, although not necessarily in the same
camp.2
Two of these cohorts had certainly been in Egypt for well
over half a century. Cohors II Ituraeorum eguitata erected
a d.edj.cation to Gaius at Syene in 39;3) a section of
cohors I Thebaeorum eguitata (native to Egypt) had been
engaged in work connected with the provision of cisterns on
the route between Coptos and Berenice on the Red. Sea, probably
in Augustan or Tiberian times.

Strabo, writing in the
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Augustan age, says that there were three legions and
nine cohorts and, three alae in Egypt in 2 B.C. Three of
the cohorts he sites "on the borders of Ethiopia in Syene,
as a guard for that region" (my Italics).
Consideration of the evidence permits the surmise that
cohortes II Ituraeorum and I Thebaeorum were part of that
original garrison, and at least allows us to suspect cohors
I Hispanorum, also named in the inscription, was the third
unit involved.
The cohort may then have been an Augustan, or, even
in essence, a Republican foundation, although in the latter
case its organisation into the auxilia in a regular fashion
may be credited to Augustus.6
Strabo's statement together with 18.3 suggests that
Syene was the headquarters from which the military occupation
of Lower Nubia was directed. The three cohorts are not
likely to have been kept together at Syene but posted out
along the Nile above the first cataract. Pselcis and. Heira
Sykaminos have produced inscriptions of one or another of the
three cohorts named in the inscription, Talmis of all three.
The cult of Nandoulis might be thought to account for the
dedications by soldiers at Talmis, but 18.8, of June 29 85,
which may be assigned to our cohort from the names of the
dedicators, mentions a praesidium there. Lesquier thought
there was a garrison at Talmis in spite of the fact that "on
n'a signals aucune ruine de caractère militaire", because
of this inscription and also, presumably, since it lies at
the southern end of a narrow gorge on the Nile and is an
obvious place to site a strongpoint. Altogether eight
inscriptions reveal a number of soldiers of the cohort
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"making obeisance" to Na.ndoulis at Talinis. Only five of
these (18.7 and. 18.10-13) name the cohort, the other three
are linked by the names of the centurions Antonius and
Cornelius, and a miles Il. Pinnius Corbulo (18.8 and 18.9),
or the date circa 85 (18.6),to the other inscriptions and
therefore to the cohort. Three give a date of 84-5 (18.6-8),
and the implication must be that the cohort, or a large
section (since four centurions and. at least one decurion
belong to that date), was at Talmis in the reign of Domitian.
If the cohort was still at Talmis in 98 when the
dedication to Trajan was made, an explanation for the
wording of that Inscription is to hand. P. Claudius lustus
was probably commander of the cohort actually residing at
Syene, and therefore perhaps the 'senior' prefect of the
group. The other two cohorts were associated with the
expression of loyalty in the absence of their own prefects.
The missing commanders may be accounted for in several ways:
they may have been appointed but not yet arrived in Lower
Nubia; they may have been absent on special missions (there
are red. granite quarries south of Syene, and. one or both may
have been supervising work there); or, even more likely, in
Alexandria at the headquarters of the Prefect of Egypt,
assisting with routine affairs affecting the areas of their
commands. This last would be particularly apt if the
honorary stone was erected early in 98, Nerva having died in
January of that year. 8 The dedication states, what may be
inferred from the presence of decurions, that the cohort was
egui tat a.
In 105 the cohort left Igypt for Iudaea, according to a
diploma recently found in Syria (18.2). In his commentary on
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the diploma, H-G. Pflaum considers that an exchange was
effected between cohortes I Augusta Lusitanorum eguitata
and II Thracum eguitata of Iudaea, and cohortes I Hispanoruin
and I Thebaeorum of Egypt, for the former two cohorts were
added to the list of Egypt in the same dip1oma. 9 The
reason for such a change is not inuned.iately clear, but Pflaum
suggests that It was connected with the decision of the High
Command to annexe the kingdom of the Nabateans in spring
106.10) He considers that this view is supported by the fact
that neither of the two cohorts which left Egypt for Iud.aea
figure in the lists of Syria Palaestina in 139,11) "elles
d.oivent sans doute faire partie de la garnison d.e la province
d'Arabie". Since there is no further record. of either cohort,
the question remains open. Pflaum's argument is very
attractive but the cohorts may have perished in the Iud.aean
War of Hadrian, if they remained there, rather than taking
part In the invasion of Arabia Petraea.
Two other inscriptions may belong to the period of the
cohort's stay in Egypt. A fIrst century tombstone from
Alexandria is that of C. A....sius miles of a Spanish cohort,
of which the number is lost. He may have belonged to this
cohort or to the second of the series, for which there is some
evidence of a stay in Egypt.12) The name of the centurion,
Bassus, under whom he served, is the same as the one recorded
In the inscription of L. Rutilius Lupus (18.11), which perhaps
indicates the first cohort, but Bassus is not an uncommon
namel3) so there is no certainty.
Lesquier1 also thought that CIL III 50 (18.5) from
Thebes referred to a prefect of the first cohort of Spaniards,
rather than the second as Mominsen inferred. The inscription
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records the visit of Sabihius Fuscus to hear the Colossus of
Memnon, at Thebes, and Lesquier equated him with the prefect
named in the diploma for 83 (18.1). This creates the difficulty
that Nomnisen had. dated the stone to 195 by considering the
fourth and fifth lines to give the third regnal year of
Severus. Lesquier overcame this by suggesting that what was
meant was the third regnal year of Domitian, i.e. an S had.
been misread for D. In this way he was able to arrive at a
date of March 83, three months earlier than the issue of the
diploma. Neither rendering allows for the odd. three extra
strokes at the beginning of line 5. It seems possible that
what these three strokes and the S conceal is the name of
TIT[V]S, which would bring the date to A.D.81, the third
regnal year of the second. Flavian emperor. This would still
allow for an equation to be made between N. Sabinius Puscus
of the diploma and the prefect at Thebes, since normally a
prefect would. hold his command for two or more years. However,
even if this surmise is correct, there is still some uncertainty
in the reading of the second line, where there appear to be at
least two strokes before the name of the cohort.
Lesquier thought this could be read. as coh. I Fl(avia)
U1sp., 15 but there is no other record of the cohort possessing
this epithet. As already remarked, a probability exists of
the presence of a cohors II Hispanorum in Egypt during the
reign of Hadrian,16) so the question remains unsettled..
Apart from the prefect N. Sabinius Fuscus of June

83,

already commented upon, we have the name of another commander
of the cohort in

98 or 99, Tiberius Claudius Africanus, whose

name suggests, but does not absolutely demand., that he was an
African, or had. been born in Africa (18.3). P. Claud.ius
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lustus, although acting commander of the cohort in the same
inscription, is also c;Learly the prefect of cohors I Thebaeorum eguitata, so should not be included in this list.
C. lulius Saturninus of Chios was centurion of the cohort
in A.D.83 (18.1). If we may believe he began his military
career as miles in the cohort, this has the interesting
effect of supporting the presence of the unit in the East
circa A.D.58; A Greek from Chios would readily be dra! ted to
Egypt. However, with a centurion, the probability of transfer
on promotion to that rank must always be borne in mind. (as he
is a citizen, transfer from a legion is a possibility), so we
cannot adduce this as proof of an early station in Egypt.
Other centurions named in the Greek inscriptions from
Talmis are:
Antonius in A.D.85 (18.7, 18.8 and probably 18.9),
Calpurnius in A.D.85 (18.8),
Domitius in A.D.85 (18.8),
Bassus (18.1),Cornelius (18.12 and 18.8).
Decurions named are:
Marius (probably this cohort) 811.185 (18.6),
Florus (18.10 and 18.13),
Lucius Petronius of the century of Cornelius in cohors
Hispanorum eguitata (18.12) may be claiming to be tubicen
of the cohort if the Greek for 'trumpeter' is inferred from
ocATr
Ordinary soldiers and cavalrymen whose romanised. names
must cover those of local recruits are:
Marcus Pinnius Corbulo miles in 85 (18.7 and. 18.8);
Gaius Domitiu.s Nartialis, Diclus Valerius Celer, Gaius
Antonius Valens, Marcus lulius Valens, Gains Domitius Capito,
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Marcus Domitius Naxinius, I.icius Aleand.rus, Gaiu.s Varitius
& Galus lulius Clemens, mulites of A.D.85 (18.8); Galus
lulius Antoninus miles (18.9); Lucius Valerius Lupus and
Lu.cius Rutilius Lupus mulites (18.11); Lucius lulius Longus
egues in 8L1./ 5 (18.6);

Lucius Rutilius egues (18.10);

Longinus and Aphrod.as eguites (18.13).
Lesquier thought that L. Rutilius Lupus had. taken his name,
on entering the auxilia, from the prefect of Egypt N. Rutilius

Lupus, who held that post from 113 to 117. As Pflaum points
out,17) this can no longer be maintained. He suggests as
an alternative that if the miles had takenbis partial homonym
as a result of contact with Marcus it may have been when the
future prefect was commanding one of the auxiliary units in
Egypt; failing this the similarity of names may be sheer
chance.18)
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Footnotes.
1. P. Claud.ius Iusttw, p'efct of cohos I Tbebaeorum
eguitata.
2. See Chapter I, $ttegy and. epigraphy.
3. IES 8899. Presumed. to be thj.s c ghot, a.though the number
is omitted, because of its .ater cozlnect jGns with Syene
and. Pse]..kia (cm III 111.147,7).
4. US 2483 (Coptos).
5. Geography 17,1,12.
6. See,however, Qbapter I, 'or17iation of proessional auxilia,
and. Strabo,17,53.
7. I'Armeroinaine d.gypte (9 a i o .9l$) p.471.
8. .O,F3.nk, Records, p 223, apparatus to Qola1 line 221.,
wishes to ine that te ulk of the sold4.ers of cohortes
I Hispanorim and I Ituraeorim together with their
prefects "are absent from Egypt, leavin g lustus as locwn
tenens to handle the routine afairs of tie token
formations which remained, at beadquarter". ¶jbis might
be an interesting theory f e absent pair was eohes
ITbebaeorwn and, QohorsI 1 Uispa1orum,since these two are
listed as transfeed. to udaea jn the new Egyptian
d.iploma,18.2. 'ink, however, was tryj.ng to demonstrate
the possibility of an equation between the Egyptian
cobors Ij.spanorum and.

veterana of

Moesia, which cannot be waintained in view of the
latest evidence(cf. o. 19)
9. Cohortes I Augusta I,usitanorwa id IThracum appear in
the Iud.aean diploma Qf LD.86 (Cm XVI 33).
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10. Dio, 68,14,5.
11. OIL XVI 87.
12. See cohors II Hispanorum No.29.
13. Lesquier lists three others in Egypt,
1 11. .

. cit. p.88.

15.

. cit. p.88 n.3.

. cit. p.245.

16. cf. cohors II Hispanorum supra, Nitteis-Wilcken 2,2, p.420.
17. Syria, 44 (1967) p.355.
18. There was also a Lucius Valerius Lupus, and. a Lucius
Rutilius. Lesquier made an equation between the latter
and L. Rutilius Lupus. If it was the same man he had.
been promoted from pedes to egues.
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19. Cohors I Hispanorum veterana eguitata.

A great deal has been written concerning the identity of
cohors I Hispanorum veterana eguitata of Noesia inferior and.
much of it has centred upon the date and interpretation of
the pridianum of the cohort published by Hunt in 19251)
(19.3). When Hunt wrote the critical apparatus to the
document he suggested that Col.i, line 20 mentioned "one or
more soldiers whose service had begun in the eighth consulship of Vespasian and. that it was likely that "this passage
relates to the discharge of time-expired. men". This would.
give a date of at least 102 for the pridianum. However, in
Col.ii, line 28, Buridava is mentioned. and on line 27 Piroboridava, both under the heading 'intra provinciam'. Hunt
thought that the inclusion of the former in Moesia inferior
implied the pd.ianum belonged to a date after the beginning
of Trajan's second Dacian War (105) but that the document
could not be post-Trajanic. To explain the presence of the
papyrus in Egypt, Hunt proposed either that someone who had
access to the regimental papers was domiciled in Egypt or,
preferably, that the unit as a whole was there, possibly to
take part in the suppression of the Jewish revolt of 115-117.
He also thought it possible that cohors I Hispanorum eguitata
ofgypt could be equated with the Noesian unit, even though
this meant a series of movements between the two regions.
R.0. Fink published. an improved reading of the pridianum,
changing Col.i, line 21 to refer to the ninth consulship of
Vespasian (i.e. A.D.79) but accepting Hunt's identification
of the Noesian and. Egyptian cohorts. 2) At this time he put
forward a date of A.D.99 for the document. He considered it
most likely that the pridianum was drawn up in the governor's
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office in Lower Noesia and a copy sent to Egypt since the
cohort had. "still formed a part of the army of Egypt at the
beginning of the year". He accounted for the compilation of
the pridianum at a very odd. time (September 16) in an ingenious manner, basing it upon the beginning of the Egyptian
year on 29th August (Thoth 1) when new records would be filed,
and supposing it to be late because the cohort was now in
Noesia. Later, however, Fink changed his opinion concerning
the date, and preferred. 100.

This annihilates his former

reasoning, since the cohort would. then have been in Noesia
over a year before the pridianum was drawn up (cf. 19.2) and.
the Egyptian government would. have no cause to require the
document. Nuch of his commentary on the latest version of
the pridianum is devoted to an attempt to show objections to
the date of 105-108 which Sir Ronald. Syme had suggested for
the papyrus.

Syme was convinced. that two cohorts were

involved in Noesia and Egypt. He also brought in expert witnesses 5 to deny the credibility of a reading of 'co(n)s' at
the end of Col.i, line 30 and presented. a case for the line
recording ACaecilius Faustinus as governor of Noesia inferior,
which post he held. on Nay 13 ios; 6

Col.ii, line 7 provided

Syme with Herennius Saturninus, governor of Noesia superior
between 103 and 106,

and. Col.ii, line 25 with Fabius lustus,

who,he thinks,possibly succeeded Faustinus in 105.
Even though he accepted Syme's revisions, Fink does not
believe that these men necessarily held. their governorships
when the pridianum was composed.. He also argues that Col.i,
line 15 gives the date of enlistment of a man whose discharge
was being recorded. The only date which he thinks will fit
the space of circa 30 letters is IrIP. VESPASIANO VI ET TITO

"no
CAZARE 1111, that is A.D.75. This would mean that the man
concerned would have served 30 or more years on Syme's
reckoning, and Pink points out that this is "unlikely in
view of the wholesale discharges which took place in this
region in 99 and. 100 in preparation for Trajan's first Dacian
war".

What none of the earlier commentators could know, and
what Pink now ignores, is the new diploma of 105 (18.2), which
places a cohors I Eispanorzm in Egypt just prior to 105, and
firmly in Iudaea by September 2I- 105. This makes complete
nonsense of any attempt to equate the oesjan and Egyptian
cohortes I Hispanorum. Ignoring the strong probability,
aliead demonstrated., that the cohort based in Egypt had been
there from early in the principate, lt s ecamine what such
an identification would entail.
The cohort would first lie in the Danubian/Balkan area,
tiiking in local recruits (from Stobi and Nicopolis) who
appear to have enlisted in the reign of Vespasian. By 83,
however, the same cohort would be in Egypt (18,1) remaining
there until at least 98 (18.3). In 99 it would have to
move to Noesia inferior in time to be recorded in the
diploma of August I Ll. (19.2), but, in spite of the needs created.
by the two Dacian wars, would. be back

Egypt before 105.

By 105 it would. be in the garrison of Iud.aea, but even then
its travels would not be over for in Narch 129 the same
cohort was recorded in Dacia inferior(19.5). Such a
complicated scheme of movements is untenable.
Once Syine is seen to be correct over the existence of two
cohorts, much of Pink's carefully constructed argument falls
to the ground. His point conceriing Ool.i,line 15 ignores
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the fact that, as line 21 shows, some other formula may have
been employed which makes possible an ending referring to
the vi liii th consulship of Vespasian (A.D.79). If Saturninus, Faustinus and lustus were not governors in the Noesian
provinces around the time of the composition of the pridianum,
why do their names appear on the document at all ? His
reasoning against a later date than 100 is also partly based
upon the lack of evidence of losses in combat. As we shall
see, there are grounds for supposing the cohort to be (in his
words) "in a rear-echelon assignment" and thus not liable to
incur losses in battle.
All this being so 7 there is no reason why Syme's date
should not be accepted and all the details recorded in the
pridianum set into the pattern of preparation for Trajan's
second Dacian War. Some men have been sent off to the army
in Pannonia (Col.ii, line 8), some are temporarily absent in
Gaul collecting clothing and other unidentified items (Col.ii,
lines 18 and 19), and others are in Dardania at the mines
(Col.ii, line 22), perhaps guarding these vulnerable and
precious areas. Inside the province (of Noesia) men have
been outposted to a fort at Piroborid.ava, north of the Danube
and on the right flank of the territory of Decebalus, and others
are at Boridava. 8 Probably both stations were established
after the first Dacian War and would be on key routes for a
new offensive. More succinctly a section had been sent
across the Danube in an expedition and. some are mentioned as
'scouts' (Col.ii, line 29 and line 32). All this has the
appearance of an army unit preparing for trouble. This is
confirmed by a further comment of J.F. Gilliam9

that the

pridianum contains accessions as well as losses (Col.i, lines
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2 9-35) and his discovery that the total at the end of Col.i
reads 596 rather than 536, as had. been supposed. This is
50 higher than the previous total of soldiers in the document'10
and,if correctwoulc1 again fit in with preparations for the
final struggle against Decebalus, raising the cohort well
above the presumed peacetime strength of such a unit. As
Gilliam pointed t,l1) "the unit's name and station are given
at the beginning: pr] id [1] anum coh I hisp veter d stobis".
He argued against the interpretation given to "d." by Hukt,
namely that this represented guingenaria, as it is extremely
rare for cohorts to make a claim to be quingenary. Instead
he proposed to expand the end of the line to read d(egentis)
Stobis, that is the unit was temporarily stationed at Stobi
since tidegere suggests a more temporary station than hibernari".
Another possibility is that the "d." comes from the verb
decedere. This verb certainly appears in other contexts within
the document and here it may be used in another accepted
military sense, i.e. to withdraw from a former position.
This would account for the date of 16th or 17th September of
the pridianum, to which Gilliain also devoted some attention.12)
He pointed to the difficulties of such a date if prid.lana were
"regularly submitted at fixed dates, whether once a year or
more often". Let us suppose the pridianum to have been
prepared on the eve of the departure of the main body of the
unit from Stobi. Stobi was in Nacedoniaa provincia inermis,
it lay at the junction of many routes. The rump of the cohort
may have been engaged in directing the dispersal of supplies
arriving by sea at Dyrrachium or Apollonia 7 to troops engaged
in the first operations of 105. The campaigning season was
now drawing to a close and the cohort is seen returning to
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Noesia inferior, to whose command it belonged. The
pridianum in this case falls into line as a roll-call before
departure. In the next season it may well have been involved
in action.
One further point may be made concerning the station of
the cohort in Flavian times. Gilliain thought that the first
part of the script is a draft of another pridianum of the
same cohort.13) This seems logical, and if so it throws some
light upon the earlier history of the Noesian unit since Fink
thought lines 11-20, Col.i recorded five discharges. Stobi
occurs four times in these lines and Nicopolis once. Stobi,
as we have seen, lies in Nacedonia, so here may be an example
of a senatorial province contributing recruits to the army
of a neighbouring imperial province, for we may be justified
in suggesting the cohort was assigned to Noesia by the first
of the Flavians. With regard to the recruit from Nicopolis,
there is much less certainty. There are at least three towns
of that name in the Graeco-Balkan area, one of them in Noesia
itself. The recruit may justifiably be labelled 'local' in
any event.1
How did the pridianum come to Egypt to be purchased by
Hunt ? Either of his two theories may be true, although
there is no evidence of the cohort in Egypt at the time of
the Jewish Revolt. This is not surprising as its stay would
be brief. Certainly the onslaught was serious enough to
warrant the transfer of troops on a temporary basis. In this
case the cohort may have discarded its old records before
returning to Noesia inferior. E. Birleyefers to think "it
went to Egypt in the brief-case of the prefect who had been
in command of it when the pridianum was drawn up - his file
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copy, so to say, of a return for which he had been
responsib1e". 1A further possibility that no-one seems to
have considered is that the document was transported to Egypt
in relatively modern times. Papyri have a market value in
Egypt in particular and Hunt was not sure of its real provenanc e.
To summarise what we know of the history of the cohort:
If the cohort was in the general area of the Balkans in
the Flavian period, probably even then in IIoesia, it is possible
that it should be equated with the cohort of the same number
(but without the title veterana) in Illyricum in July 60 (18.1).
This is by no means certain, since there are other cohorts
which could fit the bill for the later history of the Illyrian
cohort, e.g. one of the cohortes I Flavia Hispanorum , if the
Plavia is regarded as a battle honour rather than evidence of
a Plavian foundation.16)
The reason for the use of the title veterana is also
unclear. If, as Cichorius held, a cohort bore this title
when it was the older of two cohorts of the same name in a
province, there is no evidence for the homonym in Moesia.
If cohors I Flavia Hispanoru.ni milliaria was stationed in an
undivided Noesial7) with our cohort, the distinguishing label
would hardly be necessary because of the additional title
Flavia. 18)
Moesia was divided in 86 and, wherever the cohort had
been stationed previously, it now went to the Lower command.
It may have taken part in the Suebo-Sarmatian war under the
command of Attius Priscus (cf. 25.2) but this is far from
certain. Trajan spent the winter of

98-99 on the Danube

frontier, and there are those who consider that in this period
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he had alrea&y decided upon war with Decebalus. In this
case there may be some point in regarding the diploma of 99
(19.2) as one in which the weeding out of uni' it veterans
took place, in order to replace them with newly trained
recruits for the war. If this interpretation is correct, our
cohort may have seen active service during the period 101102.19)
Its activities during the period. 105-106 have been
described. It seems probable that the cohort remained under
the command of the governor of Lower Noesia at the end of the
wars. As Gerov has shown,20) Trajan's initial dispositions
included. the annexation of areas north of the Danube to Moesia
superior and inferior (cf. ala I Hispanorum No.06). To the
latter province went the area known as Oltenia and it was not
until 119 that this terrain became part of Dacia inferior.
Tiles from Brecu (cf. cohors I Bracaraugustanorum No.61/2)
place a Spanish cohort (probably this one) near, if not
actually at that fort (19.11). It was constructed in the
Trajanic-Hadrianic period.. Brecu lies west of Piroborid.ava,
so that it is likely at least part of the cohort could have
been operating in that area. It certainly could have been in
the Moesian command up to 119, and then changed its allegiance,
but not necessarily its station, to Dacia inferior, since in
129 it is listed. in a diploma of that province (19.5).
A little later it may have moved south, for a silver
plaque (19. 11. ) gives an indication that it was somewhere in the
vicinity of Bivolari (Arutela) on the left bank of the Alutus
ti. The fortlet at Arutela (0.36 ha.) is not large enough to
contain the cohort. It was built in

137/8 and

the silver

plaque may indicate no more than that a section of the cohort
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aided in the construction, which is generally attributed
to the numerus Surorum

Its last record

in Dacia inferior is in the diploma for 140 (19.6). After
this to all intents cohors I Hispanorum veterana eguitata
disappeared. However, in 158 a diploma of Dacia Porolissensis
(19.7) carried a cohors I Hispanorum. Dacia Porolissensis had

been created circa 1214..22) A suitable occasion for troop
movements is to hand, shortly before the issue of the diploma,
in the war in Dacia recorded in Scriptores Historiae Augustae.2
This came to a triumphant conclusion in 157, according to an
inscription from Uj_Gredistje.24) For reasons of economy, it
seems reasonable to equate our cohort with that of Dada
Porolissensis rather than to postulate the appearance of yet
another Spanish cohort in Dacia.
If identity is accepted, why did the cohort drop its
title of veterana ? One reason may have been that it was
doubled in size on moving. The cohort in question appears
eighth of twelve cohorts; in diplomata of 164 in the same
place

(19.8, 19.9 and 19.10) in

lists which are in essentials

identical, is cohors I Hispanorum miiiiaria. 2What happened
after this we cannot tell. Presumably the cohort remained in
Dacia but how it fared in the vicissitudes of the next century,
or if indeed it survived to be evacuated during the abandonment of Dacia in the reign of Aurelian, is unknown.
The name of one prefect of the cohort is partially known.
Col.i, line 25 of Hunt's pridianum was read by Fink to refer
to an Arruntianus (of uncertain praenomen and. nomen). Hunt's
reading of the same name produced a possibility of this section
reading Varro Nicanus.26) Valerius Valerianus of presumed late
Hadrianic date was egues librarius, an interesting case of a
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man who was a clerk and also a cavalryman. He may have
been concerned with the records of his fellow eguites (19.14-).
Hunt's pridianum also gives us the name of Optatus, a soldier
of the cohort, being discharged after something over 28 years'
service. 2R.W. Davies28) contributed an alternative version
of Col.i, line 21. He thinks it should read:
EEPOSITA AD] EMIT N lIZ Q N C

irip VEZPAS[I]ANO Vilil COS.

"lulius Optatus who began military service in A.D.79 withdrew
his savings of 1,000 sesterces". That is to say he was taking
out his savings from the sacellumn, as he was now entitled to
do. A..uinus (Col.ii, line 32) was a centurion in charge of
a group o± scouts at the time of writing of the roster, and
Fink also supplied the name of Carus, a decurion, in his
latest reading (Col.ii, line 25).
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Footnotes
1. The version given has the Column and line numbers adopted
by Pink, cf. the inscription.
2. JRS k8 (1958) pp.lO2ff.
3. Records o.63 pp.217ff.
k. "The Lower Danube under Trajan", JRS k9 (1959) pp.26ff.
5. The papyrus was examined by IIr. T.C. Skeat and Professor
e.G. Turuer.
6. OIL XVI 50.
7. OIL XVI 5k, cf. Syme,

. cit. for the upper limit.

8. D. Tudor has excavated Buridava, but the publication is
not yet available. A summary (in AE 1969/70, 552) of an
article by Tudor suggests that the cohort was engaged In
building activities at Buridava, together with cohortes
II Plavia Bessorum and Vilil Batavorum and legionary
detachments, during Trajan's Dacian Wars. This evidence
is based upon tile stamps, and. would fit well with the
recording of a section there by the pridianum.
9.

Moesia pridianum", Hommages Al1rtGrenier (Brussels
1962) 7k7ff.

10. Col.i, line 26.
11.

. cit. p.750.

12.

. cit. pp.752ff.

13.

. cit. p.755. Fink, Records p.218, disputes this.
He thinks it could be the record of another unit. However,
later (p.219) he speculates that the cohors I Hispanorum
of Pannonia (19.1) in 60, the Noesian cohort and the
Egyptian regiment might all be the same(s), in which case
he appears to be readcy to accept Col.i, lines 1-22 as
belonging to cohors I H.ispanorum veterana.
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I Ll. In an article entitled "Optatus and the Roman Arny"
(Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists 5
(1968) pp.121-128) R.W. Davies proposes an interesting
variation of the reason for the mention of Stobi and
Nicopolis, namely that these are cited as places where
men about to receive diplomas were stationed. This, if
it could be proved, would support the argument that the
rump of the cohort was in Macedonia at Stobi, although
on the strength of Moesia inferior. It would also mean
that Fink's assertion (. cit. p.222) that Nicopolis in
Epirus must be the city mentioned in Col.i, line 1 11. need
not follow. Nicopolis ad. Haemum and Nicopolis ad. Nestum,
both Trajanic foundations, might qualify.
15. In a letter, 2 L1.th March 1969. He quoted parallels of
men known to him who came from Alexandria and who bad
commanded cohorts elsewhere.
16. See the alternatives discussed concerning the career of
Q . Attius Priscus (25.2), and also cohors I Flavia
Hispanorum of Germania Inferior (No.20).
17. Later in Noesia superior (A.D.9k) but the province was
undivided until 86.
18. Although the cohort is recorded as milliary on its
first appearance in 9i- it may not have been so on its
ince tion of. E. Birley, Alae and cohortes milliarlae
pp. 60/61.
19. Unfortunately the fact that the two d.iplomata of Moesia
inferior dated to August ILl-, 99 (CIL XVI Ll4 and 1.5) refer
to the auxilla attached to two legions is of no help in
fixing the station of the unit. Suffice it to say that
Wagner was wrong in his suggestion that our cohort was
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garrisoned with cohors II Galiorum and cohors II
Flavia Brittonum in the fort at Durostorum, as the
former belonged to the list of GIL XVI 44, the latter
to GIL XVI '$5. (Dislokation p.148.)
20. "Zwei neugefundene Ililitärdiplome aus Nordbuigarien",
Kilo 37 (1959) pp.196-210.
21. GIL III 12601a.
22. C. Daicoviciu and D. Protase, tIJJ nouveau diplme
militaire de Dada Porolissensis", JRS 51 (1961) pp.68/9.
23. Antoninus Pius ,4.
24-. GIL III 14-16.
25. ef. the explanation given, with table in "Epigraphic
Notes",

. St. 9 (Bonn 1972) p.24-9.

26. See reference heading 19.3, p.271, giving as parallel
GIL III 6331.
27. Col.i, line 22. Fink suggests the date of his recruitment
is given in the previous line i.e. the 9th consulship of
Vespasian A.D.79.
28. 22 • 2.•
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20. Cohors I Flavia Hispanorum eguitata (pia fidelis).
In his monograph on the auxilia of Germania inferior
G. Alfldy discusses cohors I Flavia Hispanorum eguitata
pia fidelis,1) I am indebted to his analysis for many points
of detail but in several respects would like to offer alternative solutions.
Alföldy considers that the unit was probably raised in
Spain in 69 or 70 and came to the Lower Rhine with one of
the Spanish legions. 2 He accounts for the fact that there
were soldiers ready for discharge from the cohort in April

78 by suggesting the strength of the cohort may have been
made up after the Batavian revolt with members of units
which had suffered such severe casualties as to be disbanded.
This is one way of explaining the evidence but two queries
arise:
1. Even in the period of great emergency represented by
the events of 69-70 would newly raised troops, less
than a season old, be used in the front line fighting
and suffer losses requiring replacement
2. Does the title Flavia necessarily denote that the cohort
was raised by Vespasian ? hay it not be an honorary
epithet applied to a unit which had. served the Flavian
cause in 69/70 ?
The possibility of the existence of a pre-Flavian cohors I
Hispanorum, in Noesia or another of the Danubian provinces,
to account for the title of cohors I Hispanorum veterana of
Moesia has already been touched upon.

The Danubian forces

supported Vespasian and there would be opportunity for a
cohort to win battle honours in his cause.

If the cohort

came to the Rhineland. as part of the Moesian contingent, for
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example, there is no oddity about men being ready for
discharge in 78. The latest date for the raising of the
cohort in this case would be A.D. 11-3 and., although the
argument Is far too tenuous to insist upon this point,
it is just conceivable that this cohort is that mentioned.
in the diploma of A.D.60 for Illyricum (19.1) transferred
to Noesia between 60 and 68. In this case it would undoubtedly belong to the early part of the principate in origin.
We meet Rutillus Gallicus again 6 in the diploma of
78 (20.1) perhaps fresh from his victory over the Bructeri
and capture of Veleda.

This cohort is the only one named

in the diplomatogether with six alae. It may be that the
diploma is a discharge list following Gallicus' campaigns.
In 80 another diploma (20.2) lists the unit merely as I
Flavia first of eleven cohorts, but identity is certain in
view of the known garrison of Lower Germany.
For a clue to its station in this period we have the
tiles from Vetera and Vechten (20. LI. and. 20.5). They too
lack the complete name of the unit, but no other cohort of
Lower Germany fits this appellation. Alfbldy suggests the
cohort lay somewhere between Vetera and Vechten. It was
not at Remagen at this time since cohors II Varcianorum is
attested there in the Flavian period.8)
The next important event in the history of the cohort
is its award of the honorary epithet pia fidelis presumably,
like other contingents of Lower Germany, after the successful
crushing of the revolt of Saturninus in 89. It bears its
full title in the cursus of L. Paconius Proculus, an Italian
who began his military career as its prefect (20.6). Proculus
then served as tribune In legio XI Claudia pia fidelis, which
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lay in Noesia inferior, and following this was prefect of
cavalry vexillations, drawn from Noesia inferior and Dada,
for Trajan's Parthian expedition of

ll Lt._117.

Alföl&y

considers Proculus to have commanded. our cohort in Germany
circa 105. I think it more likely he was prefect of the
unit in Noesia. The reasons for this belief have been set
out in an article9 but, in brief, it seems to me that the
cohort may have accompanied legio I Ninervia from the Rhine
to take part in Trajan's Dacian Wars and remained in that
theatre for circa a decade, before returning to Germany.
This accounts, in the most economic way, for the gap in the
evidence in Germania inferior and. its station at Remagen
later upon its return. It ties in also with the record of
cohors I Hispanorum pia fidelis in two d.iplomata of Dacia in
110 (20.17 and 20.18).10) It is possible (but far from
certain) that the cohort, fifth of eleven, in the list of
Noesia superior for 103-105 (20.19) may be our unit.
A return to Gerniania inferior in Hadrianic times would
fit the career of L. Doinitius Rogatus who, Alf8ldy thinks,
commanded the cohort circa 120 (20.7). The basis of the
dating of the career depends partially upon his appointment
as procurator ab epistulis to L. Aelius Caesar in

136-7, and.

partly upon Alfldy's belief that Rogatus, an officer with
some experience in Britain in command of cohors I Delmatarum,
may have been tribune of legio VI Victrix in 122 (following
his command of our cohort) at the time of its removal to
Britain. Certainly, as he points out, there is evidence of
the frequent movement of officers between Lower Germany and
Britain, and this would confirm the fact that the cohort
returned to Germania in Hadrian's reign. Circa 14 years,
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however, seems rather a long period to span only the two
latter military posts in the career of Rogatus, and for this
reason it might be better to envisage his command of our
cohort nearer 130 than 120. Alf8ldy comments that, although
his tombstone came from Rome, his tribe and. cognomen suggest
an African origin. N. Jarrett, on the other hand, does not
list this man in his "Album of the Equestrians from North
Africa in the Emperor's ervice.h1)
The next certain record of the cohort appears at
Remagen in 195 (20.8) but it is also probably listed sixth
of fifteen cohorts on a new diploma of Germania inferior of
A.D.158 (20.3). In Reniagen inscriptions date the sojourn
of the cohort between 195 and 250 (20.8-20.13). What
happened to the cohort in the second half of the third
century, when the barbarian invasions occurred, is unclear.
Lebner was only able to conduct limited investigations at
the fort site of Renlagen (Rigomagus). He uncovered. the
south-west corner of the fort and a tower on the eastern
side, but the dimensions and. internal layout of the fort
remain unknown. The fort goes through from Tiberian times
to the fourth century. The early fort of earth and timber
was replaced in Flavian times by one of atone, and in the
latter part of the third century 12) it was reconstructed
in late Roman defensive style by thickening the existing
walls. Lebner considered that the late fort ended in the
fourth century, and he associated its end with a burnt layer
suggesting destruction by fire. It seems doubtful that the
cohort would have gone on unchanged in function throughout
that period and it may well have left Remagen at the time
of its 'modernisation'.
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The following prefects appear on stones from Remagen:
1. An unknown man who commanded. the cohort while Tertullus
and. Clemens were consuls. This used to be placed in 158
but Degrassi's lists make it clear that these consuls
really belong to 195 (20.8)
2. I ...lius Firmus, in 205,18 thought to be a Gaul or
German by Alfl1dy (20.9);
3. Petronius Athenodorus in 218, whose name surely
indicates a Greek or Eastern origin (20.10);
LI. . Flavius Sollemnis in the period 222-235 (since Severus
Alexander and lulia ?lamea are the deleted names). Solleinnis
should be Gallic or German in origin, and Alföldy reduces
the date range to 231-233 by connecting the dedication to
the Persian Wars of Severus Alexander (20.11);
5. Valerius Censorinus, also a local man according to
Alfbldy, commanded In the years 24AI._2L1.9, as the title
Philippiana indicates (20.12);
6. P. Orbius Lucullus may be an Italian

(cf. Alfldy).

His

command belongs to a late second or early third centux7 date
on the stylistic indications of the ietteringl3) (20.1LI).
Two further prefects may have belonged to this cohort or its
homonym in Nauretania Caesariensis • One is the unknown man
recorded on a stone from Doboj in Dalmatia (20.20); the
other an Italian, N. Aurelius Lyaeus, whose first two names
suggest a date in the late second or early third centuzy
(20.21). The sacerdos of Dolichenus of A.D.250 at Remagen
(20.13) may well be oriental but is fairly obviously not a
member of the cohort. The dedication to domus divina
mentions only the egultes of the cohort. A separate d.edic-
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ation by the cavalry section of the cohort may indicate
their growing importance in this period. The worship of
Dolichenus by troops in the Rhineland. at this date need
occasion no surprise, nor need it mean that Orienta]..s were
among the troops as A1f51dy supoees. C. lulius Piso was
tubicen of the cohort at the end of the second or beginning
of the third century (20.I LI.). N. Cassius Verecundus (surely
a Gallic coomen)1 retired from the cohort but remained
at Remagen with his wife and. son, in the third century
(20 • 16).
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Footnotes
1. Hilfstruppen p.60 and Insa. Nos. 121-132.
2. VI Victrix, I Adffitrix and later X Gemina cf. Tacitus,
list. 21,68 and 5,19.
3. Vitellius did not die until December 69. Messengers
sent to carry news of the Plavian victory at Cremona
. cit. 3,35) presumably succeeded in

(Tacitus,

preparing the ground for the secession of the Spanish
legions from Vitellius after the capture of Valens,
but even so this was late in the season. There would
be very little time to levy, equip and. train and, transport
a new cohort from Spain to the Rhineland. to fight with
Cerja.lis.
21. See cohors I Hispanorum veterana No.19.
5. The Noesian army had. certainly been involved, of.
Tacitus,

. cit. 3,5.

6. See cohors I Hispanorum

(121.3).

7. Statius, Sllvae 1,4,89/90.
8. Hilfstruppen p.74.
9.

. St. 9 (Bonn 1972) p.248.

10. There is no other record of a first cohort of Spaniards
bearing the epithet pia fidelis in Dacia.
11.

2•

St. 9 (Bonn 1972) pp.IL1Gff.

12. cf. information by H. von Petrikovits "Fortifications
in the North-western Roman Empire from the Third. to
the Fifth centuries A.D. t1 , JRS 61 ( 1 971 ) p .197 n.36.
13. Alf8ldy,

. cit. p.204.

14. cf. Alfl&y,

. St. '4 (Köln 1967) pp.l6ff.
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21. Cohors I Flavia Ulpia Hispanorum milliaria eguitata
civium Romanorum.
On the strength of the very fragmentary inscription
from DoboI1 wagner2 considered it probable that this
cohort was in Dalinatia in "the second third of the first
century", and that it moved with legio IV Flavia to Moesia
superior in the year 86. However, cohors I Flavia Hispanorum
milliaria (as it appears in A.D.9I . (21.1) should have been
commanded by a tribune (cf. 21.12), and the i.inknown commander
is recorded as being, at the time of erection of the stone,
tribune of an unnamed but presumably milliary cohort, and
former prefect of cohors I Plavia Hispanorum.

Even if it

is assumed that the cohort was at one time quingenary, and
perhaps only raised to milliary status on moving to Noesla
superior, Wagner's thesis will not stand, since the record
of a former command of an officer has obviously no significance for the station of the cohort concerned. Both J. Wilkes
and. G. Alfld

listed cohors I Flavia Hispanorum as part of

the first century garrison of Dalmatia; this acceptance of
Wagner needs revising.
All that may be asserted with confidence is that the
cohort was in Noesia superior in A.D.9L1. (21.1) and that It
had been raised at latest by 69. Whether it was raised by
Vespasian is a moot point. The title U].pia was later
acquired as a battle honour; Flavia too may have been won
for bravery (or support of the F].avian cause) by an existing
cohort.6) In the same way we cannot be sure that it was
milliary from its inception, indeed if it was a pre-Flavian
cohort there are grounds for believing that it would not have
been.
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In Noesia superior the cohort left traces in the form
of tiles at Viminacium and Golubac (21.10 and 21.11). Both
of these military stations lie on the south bank of the
Danube 8 separated by circa 60 kms of the river's course.
Viminacium was a legionary fortress but there was an auxiliary
fort at Golubac. The cohort may have been stationed there,
or perhaps between the two sites in the years before the
Dacian Wars of Trajan.
It was still in the lists of tloesia superior in 100
(21.2). Probably those soldiers who were discharged in that
diploma9 were veterans no longer fit to undertake the rigours
of war, as the cohort was certainly involved in the Dacian
Wars. The evidence for this is clear from the two diplomas
of 110 (21.3 and. 21.4.). Both diplomas were issued solely to
discharged veterans; presumably they represent demobilisation of time expired men when stability had been achieved
after a successful campaign. One diploma (21.3) gives our
cohort the additional titles of Ulpia and civium Romanorum,
which must undoubtedly mean that the cohort had distinguished
itself in battle. The full title of the cohort, and the fact
that it was part-mounted, are given on a milestone found on
the road from Potaissa to Napoca, which is dated to 109/110
(21.13). After the wars the cohort is shown engaged in the
normal operation of road building upon the acquisition of a
new province. This stone surely confirms that the cohort
remained in Dacia in the area later to be divided off as
Porolissensis.
In 158 the cohort appeared third of twelve cohorts in
the list of Dacia Porolissensis (21.6), clearly identified
as I Plavia Ulpia Hispanorum milliaria, and then as
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I Hispanorum milliaria in three diploniata of 164 (21.721.9) in the same position. This, together with the
evidence of the milestone, has prompted me to suppose that
the same cohort is meant (even though its full titles are
omitted) on the diploma for Porolissensis of 133 (21.5).b0)
Again the cohort appears in third position and the order of
units is identical, save for the addition of one ala, and six
cohorts in the later lists. If Dada Porolissensis was
created by Hadrian in 12411) it seems reasonable that our
cohort formed part of the original garrison, whether it was
at first divided as the tiles of the quingenary first Spanish
cohort at

might imply (25.1), or merely listed

without the milliary sign in error. If the tiles of Ilagyaregregy do belong to this cohort they offer a slight clue to
the possibility of a station along the western limes of
Porolissensis, otherwise we have no evidence for its fort.
The bronze votive hand. found at Flyszkow on the Seret,
supporting a bronze Victory, and inscribed to I.O.N. Dolichenus
(21.14), does not strictly come from within Dacia, but outside
and to the east of the Roman province. Wagner suggested,1
on the style of the letter formation, and the type of inscription, as well as the find spot, that the hand belonged to
the period of the northern campaigns of Narcus Aurelius in the
year 174. If true this confirms what we might suspect, the
cohort would have been involved in the disturbances of the
latter part of the second century. After this the record
falls silent.
The career of C. Vibius Celer Papirius Rufus, the one
known tribune of the cohort, has been fully discussed by
E. Birleyl4) and H-G. Pflaum

Birley has underlined the
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fact that the tribune f a milliary cohort is likely to
have been a man of proven ability selected for this independent
command, in contrast to the more usual service as one of five
equestrian subordinate officers in a legion. Celer, an Italian
from Circeil, had first been prefect of a cohors I Nontanorum,
either in Pannonia inferior, where one of the cohorts of this
name and. number is found, or in Syria Palaestina, where a
homonym is listed in 139.16) This latter cohort is probably
to be identified with the cohort of Noesia superior attested
there before and. after this date,17) and probably brought to
Palestine to take part in the suppression of the Jewish
revolt. Pflaum suggests a date of circa 150 for the last
military post of Celer at Palntyra in syria;18) this would
make his command of our cohort fall somewhere in the middle
of the decade 1 40-150. It may be that he proved his worth
by safely overseeing the transfer from Syria Palaestina back
to Noesia superior of cohors I Nontanorum, 19 and thence was
placed in command of the inilliary cohort in a key position on
the limes of

finally returning to Syria, and.

eventually becoming procurator of Arabia.2
Unfortunately the dedicator of the votive hand gives us
little information about himself, save that his praenomen is
Gaius, and that he is an optio (21.14).
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Fo otno tee
1. OIL III I LI. 619, see 20.20 (cohors I Flavia Hispanorum
pia fidelis).
2. Dislokation

p.151.

3. This title is borne by two other cohorts in Germania
inferior and r"lauretania Caesariensis respectively.
1-. Dalinatla (London 1969) p.11ii.
5. "Die Auxiliartruppen d.er Provinz Dalmatien", Acta Arch.
Hung.

1i

. (1962) pp.269/70.

6. cf. the arguments used under cohors I Flavia Hispanorum
equitata pia fidelis of Germania inferior. In this case
if it did prove possible to recruit a milliary cohort in
Spain late in the season of 69, some of its members may
be presumed to be receiving the privilegia after exactly
25 years of service.
7. See the doubts expressed by E. Birley in Alae and cohortes
milliariae, on the pre-Flavian existence of milliary units.
8. Viminacium is actually 2 km from the Danube.
9. Both serving and discharged soldiers are mentioned in the
diploma.
10. cf.

. St. 9 (Bonn 1972) pp.221. 8/9 and accompanying table.
11. As suggested by C. Daicoviciu and D. Protase, "tine nouveau
Diplame 1Iilitaire de Dacia Porolissensis", JRS

51 (1961)

pp.68/9.

12. Largiana (= Rom2naqi). It seems just possible to me that
the is a botched milliary sign and the other symbols,
which are clearly either incorrectly etched in the first
place, or wrongly restored, cover the signs for c.R. eq.
p.152.

13.

22' 2..t•

114,

RBRA pp.146/1 Li-7, and Alae and cohortes inilliariae p.63,
No .22.
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15. Car. No.155, pp.363-367.
16. CIL XVI 87.
17. GIL XVI '1-6 (A.D.100), GIL XVI

5'-

( 1 03/1 05), GIL XVI 111

(159/160).

18. As evidenced in an inscription AE 1933,207 (Palmyra).
19. This may be classed as a flight of imagination bu.t it
offers a possible explanation of the evidence.
20. See E. Birley,

. cit, on the importance of the positions

to which inilliary cohorts were normally directed.
21. GIL III 1,4.1562.
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22. Cohors I Hispanorum eguitata.
The inscription of I. Pompeius Licyrgus from Cyrene
(22.1) was taken by wagnerl) to refer to cohors II Hispanorum
scutata Cyrenaica eguitata. He considered that this tombstone belonged to the period of the Jewish revolt when the
cohort was transferred from the Danubian area to Cyrenaica,
and that the title Cyrenaica, and the right to carry the
legionary shield, arose out of the part played by the cohort
in the suppression of the revolt. 2 Wagner's hypothesis may
be challenged on several counts:
a) In style the inscription is undoubtedly early. The use
of aera instead of stipendia, the lack of abbreviation,
names in the nominative and hic situs in full, together
with the absence of a cohort number, all speak for an
Augustan or Tiberian date.
b) If anything, the lack of a numeral qualifying the unit
name implies a first cohort of Spaniards.
c) Licyrgus originated from the Autrigones of Hispania
parraconensis, and this argues that he was one of the
original recruits to the cohort, but Wagner's theory
implied an intermediate stay in the Danubian area.
Confirmation that there was a cohors I Hispanorum in
Cyrenaica comes through the discovery of another tombstone,
so far unpublished (22.2), from Tolmeita. All that may be
said at present is that there was such a cohort in Cyrenaica
at an early period in the principate and that its station,
if a definite camp existed, lay somewhere in the coastal
region, possibly in the area near Tolmeita. The cohort was
part-mounted, as Licyrgus describes himself as egues.
Whether this cohort remained in Cyrenaica as part of the
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permanent garrison, or moved to another province and. is
to be equated with one of the other cohorts of this name
and number, remains to be shown from further evidence.
Cyrenaica undoubtedly needed protection from the nomadic
tribes of the interior, like other North African provinces.
It is to be hoped that new work being undertaken in Libya
will provide the missing clues.
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Footnotes
1. Dislokation pp.153-Il..
2. P. Romanelli, CAR 11 (19514.) p.669, even suggested a
date in "the second half of the second century" but
gave no reasons. Presumably he thought the possession
of tria nomina implied that Licyrgus was a Roman
citizen, but the lack of an Imperial nomen makes it
probable that he merely had Latin status (of. Alföldy,

37ff.)
Pliny, Iffi 3,3,27.

Latomus, 25 (1966) p.
3. Holder, 1,303;
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23. Cohors I Hispanorum.
Two inscriptions place a cohors I Hispanoruin at
Volubilis, or in the vicinity, some time in the first
century (23.1 and. 23.2). One is the tombstone of a
centurion, Saturninus, whose name is in the nominative.
The lack of the formula dis manibus and the use of h.s.e.
argue reasonably enough that this stone should have been
erected within 3-4 decades of the absorption of Tingitana
into the Roman Empire. A recently discovered. diploma of
15 1 /160 (23.3) has been interpreted to mean that the cohort
remained in Nauretania Tingitana at least until the second
half of the second century. Unfortunately it has not been
possible to locate a photograph of the diploma, but it may
be argued that it should not differ too markedly from other
diplomata of the same decade.1) In approximately the same
place on their lists appears a SECOND cohort of Spaniards
(cohors II Hiepana Vasconum (No.11.3)). The absence of the
first cohort from all the intervening diplomata of this
province makes it seem likely that either the number was
wrongly engraved, or has been misread. In this case what
heppened to the cohort recorded at Volubilis ? There are
several possibilities:
I • It was disbanded or annihilated during one of the disturbances that arose in Nauretania during the latter part of
the first and early second centuries.
2. It was transferred to another province. There are several
candidates which might fit such a move, for example cohors
I Flavia (Ulpia) Hispanorum milliaria eguitata, which
first appears in Noesia superior in A.D.9 11-, and could have
been raised to milliazy status and acquired the title
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Flavia just before or after the move. A better case
could be made for cohors I Flavia Hispanorum_of Nauretania
Caesariensis. This cohort is recorded in Caesariensis in
107,2) and none of the inscriptions of the unit in that
province are first century in date. On at least two
occasions during the Flavian period, there were troubles
sufficient to warrant exceptional measures being taken by
the emperors in North Africa. Circa 75/76 Sextus Sentius
Caeciliarius was appointed legatus Augusti pro praetore
ordinandae utriusQue Nauretaniae, and. the joining of the
commands of the two provinces indicates a serious uprising.
In 8k.-86 another good soldier, C. Vellius Rufus, was
commander of the armies of Nauretania and Africa, specifically given the task of putting down a revolt in Hauretania.4
Either of these two men would have had the authority
necessary to draw striking forces from both Nauretanias
and, after successfully quelling the revolts, to have
suggested new dispositions for individual units. If the
cohort recorded at Volubilis had taken part in one of the
campaigns it would have had opportunity to win the title
Flavia.
Either of these two hypotheses will have to await the
discovery of further epigraphic evidence for confirmation.
All that may be said with safety is that the first
Spanish cohort of I1auretania Tingitana was certainly raised
in Iulio-Claudian times, possibly in the reign of Augustus,
or specifically for use in Nauretania either by Gaius or
Claud.ius.
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Footnotes
1. GIL XVI 181 and. 182. See Table II, Appendix 1.
2. GIL XVI 56.
3. AE 1941,79
4.

11$ 9200

(Banasa).

(Heliopolis, Syria) cf. Pflaum, Car. 50 p.114.
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2. Cohors I Plavia Hispanorum.
This cohort appears in a diploma of Nauretania
Caesariensis for November 107, which argues (as does its
title) for its existence at least by the reign of Domitian.
One explanation of its title and. earlier station has been
tentatively advanced (cf. cohors I Hispanorum of Nauretania
Tingitana No.23). If this should prove to be correct it
has the merit of explaining economically the disappearance
of the Tingitanian cohort, but it would be dangerous to be
seduced by the apparent simplicity of this solution.
Alternatively the cohort of Nauretania Caesariensis may have
been raised specifically for the purpose of aiding in the
suppression of one of the Nauretanian revolts which occurred
circa

75/6 and. 821-6.1) In this case the title Plavia would

relate either to Vespasian or Domitian under whose aegis it
was levied.
The cohort remained in Caesariensis at least until the
beginning of the third century (2 21.21. ), but its station during
that period remains obscure. An honorary inscription of a
veteran centurion erected at Thuburbo rlaius in Africa probably
relates to this cohort, although it lacks the qualifying
'Flavia', since he was also centurion of cohors 1111
Sygambrorum which was in Nauretania Caesariensis in the seond
century. N. Fannius Vitalis was honourably discharged by
Hadrian so his service will have run through from Trajanic
into Iladrianic times. At Thuburbo ?laius he became one of the
chief magistrates, then flamen perpetuus and the scale of his
munera2) indicates the good use he had made of his status and
wealth on retirement.
From Sitifis, established as a colonia by Nerva, comes
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the tombstone or cenotaphium of a cornicularius of
coh. Spanorum. In spite of the lack of either the
number or the title Flavia, this cohort is probably in.
question. If the military second Spanish cohort was
meant, some indication of its status might be expected.
Aellus Aelianu.s should be Hadrianic at earliest, but the
style of the inscription makes a date later in the second
century more feasible. It is possible that the cohort lay
not far from Setif at this period, but more than that
cannot be hazarded.
In 201 Tiberius Claudius Licinius, former prefect of
the cohort, erected an honorary inscription to the
procuratorial governor of the province of Mauretania Caesariensis, P. Aelius Peregrinus Rogatus. Licinius would have
served as commander of the cohort in that province, a short
time previously. Again the inscription provides no clue to
the situation of the cohort. Although we have no further
evidence it seems likely it remained part of the garrison
of Nauretania Caesariensis until the Diocletianic
reorganisation.
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Footnotes
1. cf. No.23

£n.3 and fn.4.

2. 10,000 sesterces and a day of theatrical spectacles
and. a banquet.
3. cf. Cohors II Kispanorum inilliaria eguitata of
Nauretania Caesariensis No.27.
LI. . But see cohors II Hispanorum milliaria eguitata Cf.

£n.3 supra for another possibility concerning this
cohort.
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25. Cohors I Hispanorum unassigned.
There are several inscriptions which mention a first
Spanish cohort which cannot be ascribed to a specific unit.
1.
The tiles from ItIagyar.egregy have already been discussed
under cohors I Flavia Ulpia Hispanorum milliaria eguitata
civium Romanorum, No.21, fn.12, but, due to the difficulties
inherent in the symbols used on these, there is no certainty
about their attribution to this cohort.
2.
Q . Attius Priscus from Libarna in Liguria held a rather
exceptional triple coinniand. 1 His decoration by Nerva in
the Suebic war dates his post as tribunus militum of legio I
.Adiutrix to 96/7. A triple command as prefect of cohortes I
Hispanorum, I Nontanorum and I Lusitanorum implies troubled
times and it might seem reasonable to place this in the
previous Suebo-Sarmatian War under Domitian in 92. Priscus
had been praefectus fabrum before entering a military career.
As Dobson pointed out, 2 to have served a distinguished
senator in this post before military service "would count as
a commendation". Priscus must Indeed have impressed his
superior to be entrusted with this responsibility. His
military flair was later proved under Nerva, hence the
decoration. The area of the Suebic wars suggests the most
likely source from which the cohorts would have been drawn,
namely the Danubian provinces. Pannonla has records of all
three cohorts, and it may be that the striking force
represented by their temporary amalgamation was drawn from
here, but if this was so there is a difficulty concerning
cohors I Hispanorum. This Is one of two cohorts listed in
the diploma of Illyricum of A.D.6&l) which never appear in
the later diplomata of that province (to the end of its
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undivided existence). 5

The alternatives suggested for

cohors I Hispanorum of Illyricum are:
a) that it is to be identified with the cohort later
appearing with the epithet veterana in Noesia inferior;
b) that it moved to Moesia some time between 60 and 68/9
(hence the use of veterana by the other first Spanish
cohort), supported the Flavian cause, won the battle
honour Plavia and went to the Rhineland. in 70, remaining
as cohors I Flavia Hispanorum in Germania inferior.6
The latter solution is perhaps to be preferred on grounds
of logic and. economy but if this is so it removes the
Illyrian cohort from the scene in the period relevant to
Priscus' command. We are left with the possibility that the
suggested striking force was drawn from not one but several
provinces, for example Noesia inferior (I Hispanorum
veterana), Moesia superior (I_Lusitanorum), 8 and Pannonia
(I_Nontanorum). 9 To add to the confusion further permutations are possible, since there are two cohortes I Lusitanorum1) and, as we have seen, just a faint chance that
another cohors I Hispanorum (without its full title Flavia
milliaria - could it have won the title Flavia in the Suebic
war of 92 ?) could be involved. With all these factors it
seems preferable to leave the options open for Priscus.

3.

1. Flavius Nacrianus erected an altar to Hercules at

Teutoburgium whilst serving as tribune of cohors II Augusta
Dacorum p.f. milliarla. Presumably that cohort was stationed
in Pannonia inferior (although a cohort with a similar title
appears later in Pannonia superior).h1) This may make it
seem likely that his previous command as prefect of a first
Spanish cohort (part-mounted) was held In a Danubian province
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but there is no certainty regarding this. 12 The style
of the inscription suggests a late second century date.
k. Lucius Coelius Verus from Trebula Plutuesca (in
Sabine territory) had rather an odd. career. Beginning as
magister iuventutis in his home town he served in two more
positions in the octovirate before entering upon an equestrian
post as praefectus cohortis I Hispanorum, and then returned to
civilian life to take up another octoviral magistracy.
Presumably he was not well fitted. to military command although he played a prominent part in municipal life. 13

His

career belongs most probably to the late first or early second
century but there are no clues to the identity of the cohort
he commanded (save for the fact that it was not milliary).
5.

The loyal dedication to Gord.ian from Troianhissar in

Noesia inferior has been queried by Wagner.1

He pointed.

out that immediately prior to the erection of this stone
cohors I Cisipadensium had shown their loyalty to Naximinus
in the same way. 1The H of coh. I Hiep. has been restored;
he suggested the stone should really be assigned to the unit
already attested in the fort.
6.

Part of an inscription from Pergamum gives the cursus

of T. Vibius Pius who was successively prefect of cohora I
'Spanorum', tribune of one of the cohortes Voluntariorum c.R.,
tribune of legio XI Claudia and prefect of ala I Barbat....l6)
It is uncertain which Spanish cohort is meant. In view of
the mention of legio XI Claudia a Danubian venue seems possible
for the cohort (several of the cohortes Voluntariorum show
connections with this area) and it is tempting to suggest
Pius wa prefect of cohors I Hispanorum veterana, but not all
careers were spent in one area so his command is best left
unassigned.17)
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Footnotes
1. cf. Wagner, Dislokation p.162 pointing out that this was

a triple command. It was not three successive prefectures
as Parker believed (Legions p.189).
2. Praefectus fabrum p.77.
3. See table Diplomata of Pannonia.(Table VI).
LI. . OIL XVI LI-.
5. For the other cohort which does not appear again see
cohors I Asturum et Callaecorum No.57.
6. A third possibility is that there was another (unattested.)
cohors I Hispanorum in Noesia but the situation is already
so complex that this solution should be regarded as a last
resort
7. The omission of veterana would not be surprising in this
instance.
8. Not the cohort of Pannonia divided into two cohorts,
one section going to Pannonia inferior, the other to
Noesia superior as Nesseihauf thought (OIL XVI 111 p.101
adn. LI.) but a separate cohort as revealed by the new
diploma for Noesia of A.D.75

St. 5 (Düsseldorf 1968)

pp.177ff.).
9. One of the two listed in that province, see Table VI.
10. cf. Nos.80 and 81.
11. OIL III 1518 L1.16 (Poetovio).
12. See discussion of movements of equestrian officers:
E. Birley, "The Equestrian officers of the Roman Army",
RBRA pp.ILI-6ff.
13. cf. the comment by E. Birley,

. cit. p .153 "an in-

efficient (officer) need never constitute a permanent
liability to the service; he could always be superseded
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and returned, without compensation, to civilian life".
11. . Dislokation p.121.

15. CIL III 1i429.
16. If either the "alpha" or "beta" was omitted between
ala and the name of the unit it might be possible to
read this as being one of the alae Arvactorum), bearing
in mind, the interchangeability of the Greek B and. V.
17. One point in favour of a command in Moesia or a province
nearby is the idea that Greek speaking officers might
well be assigned to Eastern provinces for obvious
reasons. The date of the command lies somewhere in the
second century. Weigand. (Zweiter Bericht tiber die Ausgrabungen in Pergamon 1928/32 (1932) pp.k3ff.) indicates
that it should. at least be post-Trajanic.
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26. Cohors II Hispanorum eguitata civium Ronianorum.
This cohort is one of five (four of them Spanish in
origin) appearing first on the lists of Flauretania
Tingitana in 109.1) All five bear the title civium
Romanorum and. reasons have already been given for seeing
this as a reflection of troubles in Nauretania during the
reign of Trajan (cf. cohors I Celtiberorum eguitata c.R.
No.13).
If only the Spanish cohorts had borne the title it might
be thought that they reflected something of the Plavian
policies of granting citizenship to Spain, but battle honours
seem a more likely interpretation in view of the naming of
cohors I Ituraeorum and. the fact that three alae and. two
cohorts, already on the lists, were also given the citizenship at (or about) the same tinie. 2 There is, as yet, no
evidence which will tell us whether cohors II Hispanorum
eguitata came to Mauretania Tingitana as part of the original
garrison circa 41-43 A.D. (its omission from the diploma for
88 3:) is hardly significant, as that list contains only ten
auxiliary regiments and cannot represent the full strength
of the army of Tingitana), or arrived. as part of reinforcements sent to deal with one of the uprisings. In any case
it probably came to Tingitana straight from Spain, as there
is no record. of an intermediate stay in another province.
If its number indicates that it was part of a levy of 1,000
men made for a specific purpose, it should have come to
Tingitana soon after the conquest with cohors I H.ispanorum
(No.23) q.v.
The cohort continued to be recorded in diploinata of
the second century up to 156/7 (26.2-26.6), and is probably
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to be restored in AE 1960,103 of 151/160, but its station
is nnlcriown. Between 122 and 160 the lists of Tingitana
appear to be in topographical rather than in numerical
order, and. in a stud.y of these lists I have attempted to
map out the probable areas in which a].ae and their attendant
cohorts iay.

If thevery tentative,conclusions reached in

this article are acceptable ,the cohort may have been stationed
to the south or south east of Tingitana, but a great deal more
field work needs to be done before the many problems concerning the garrison of this province are solved.
After the Diocletianic reorganisation, presumably, the
cohort was stationed at Duga, which may be El Benian, not far
from Tingi in the north of the province (26.8). El Benian,
at 2.M-+ ha., was large enough to house a milliary cohort6
and the Notitia dignitatum implies that the cohort at Duga
was of this status, since it was commanded by a tribune.
This need not mean that another cohort was involved. Changes
in the structure of the auxiliary army had. been taking place
since the beginning of the third century, conversion of a
quingenary cohort to milliary status would not be exceptional
and., as we shall see, there is reason to place such a change
in the second century for this cohort.
There is some evidence suggesting the existence of a
milliary second. Spanish cohort in Nauretania Caesariensis in
the late second. and third. centuries;

it may be that our

cohort was raised to milliary status after 157 (cf. 26.6) and.
transferred from Tingitana to the neighbouring province.8
In this case it will have remained there during the third
century9 and. perhaps only returned to the Tingitanian
garrison under Diocletian. However, in view of the paucity
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of evidence for the auxilia of Caesariensis (only one
diploma is known and that belongs to 10710)), we cannot be
sure that there was not a second niilliary cohort of
Spaniards there throughout.
We have the name of one of the commanders of the
cohort. T. Statius Praetuttianus was an Italian from
Interamna (26.7), who first commanded cohors II Breucorum in
Caesariensis11 and then became tribune of cohors II
Hispanorum eguitata c.R. Since this stone should not be
later than the second half of the second century on style,
it either:
a) confirms the rise in status of the cohort of Tingitana
and suggests that it was doubled in the late second
century; or
b) indicates that the Tingitanian unit had. left that
province soon after its last record in the diplomata,
acquired inilliary status, and served for the next
century at least in Caesariensis.
(Praetuttianus may have held both militiae in the same
province.) We may be sure that his command was of the cohort
first recorded in Tingitana, because the corporate citizenship of the unit is noted in the inscription. This is not
present in the two inscriptions of the milliary homonym of
Caesariensis (No.27) 80 that identity between the two is far
from certain. Whatever solution proves to be correct, the
stone from Interainna shows the cohort to have been eguitata,
like so many other cohortes Hispanorum.
L. Aburnius Torquatus (26.9) from Heraclea ad. Salbacum
commanded a second cohort of Spaniards, and although his other
posts were held further east (Cappad.ocia and. a Danubian
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province) the Tingitanian cohort may be indicated by the
status of civiuin Romanorum recorded in the inscription.
The date of his command is given through the fact that
another member of his family (probably his father) was
decorated by Trajan during his Parthian war. His career
should belong to the first part of the second centuzy.
In view of his other posts there is just a faint possibility
that his command was over the second Spanish cohort of
eastern provenance (cf. No.31). In this case we should have
to assume that the latter was granted the award (perhaps by
Trajan) and that its failure to be registered in other
inscriptions is due to the fact that titles are not always
given in full.
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Footnotes
1. CIL XVI 161 (26.1) and. CIL XVI 162 (13.1).
2. of. Table III analysing the d.iplomata of Mauretania
Tingitana between A. D. 88 and 160. (Appendix 1)
3. GIL XVI 159.
Li. . See footnote to 26.5 explaining the reversal of
cohortes II Eispanorum and. II Hispana Vasconwn, from
the order given by Nesseihauf in Q XVI.
5. 't The Auxilia of Ilauretania Tingitan&'. See Appendix '1.
6. of. Tarradell, "Marruecos Antiquo", Zephyrus 5 (195k)
p.108.
7. See Cohors II Rispanorum milliaria eguitata No.27.
8. Some realignment may have been thought necessary after
the Moorish invasions of Spain during the reign of
Marcus Aurelius.
9. cf. 112 2767 of A.D.260 (27.2).
10. GIL XVI 56.
11. GIL XVI 56, GIL VIII 22599, 215 61 , 115 2608, 20L1.6
(A. D. 107-282).
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27. Cohors II Hispanorum milliaria equitata.
The inscription of Praetuttianus (already discussed),
an honorazy inscription of Q . Gargilius Nartialis (27.2),
and a new reading of OIL XIV 4467 by E. Birley (27.1) all
add together to present a probable picture of a Inilliary
second cohort of Spaniards in Caesariensis in the late second
and early third centuries.
It may be the Tingitanlan cohort transferred for a time
to Oaesariensis, or a separate cohort.
A third possibility is that the inscription from Ostia
should be restored to refer to a tribune of coh. I Fl.
Hispanoruin (milliaria). Martialis is described as tribune
of co. Hisp. in the province of Nauretania Caesariensis, so
that it is just conceivable cohors I Plavia Hispanorum
(No.211') was raised to niilliary status between 201 and 260
and that the title Flavia was dropped, or omitted, from this
particular stone. In this case it might be that cohors II
Hispanorum eguitata c.R. never left Nauretania Tingitana
even after its rise in status, and there was no inilliary
homonym in Caesarieng is. This, however, would have the
effect of placing the cursus of the unknown equestrian from
Ostia nearly a century after the date suggested by Pflauln,1)
and rather later than perhaps even Birley's interpretation
would allow. A satisfactory solution must wait upon further
evidence. The career of Martialis is extensively discussed
by M.G. Jarrett. 2 He thinks that he is probably to be
equated with the writer Gargilius Nartialis, and that he
originated from Auzia in Caesariensis, where he was a citizen
of at least second generation standing. His command, of the
cohort may be dated circa A.D.250 or a little later, but
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before 253 when he was called out of retirement to lead
an expedition against the Bavares under Faraxen.
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Footnotes
1. Car. 90 pp.189ff.
2. 'I An Album o the Equestrians from North Africa in the
Emperor's Service",

. St. 9 (Bonn 1972) pp.181/3.
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28. Cohors II Hispanorum eguitata.
In. spite of the paucity of the evidence, it seems
fairly clear one of the cohortes II Kispanorum eguitata
was stationed in Numidia throughout the second, and
possibly into the third, centuzy.The fragment of Hadrian's
speech at Lambaesis, in which this cohort is recorded (28.1),
is the least informative of the sections, yet we may be
justified in. assuming that it was in the same congratulatory
tone as the other addresses.1) On. July 1, 128 the cohort
was engaged in exercises at Lambaesis and. earned the
emperor's praise. Legio III Augusta had its headquarters
at Laxnbaesis from some time in the first quarter of the
______
firo-t century.2 ' The legate of that legion had control too
of the auxi].ia of Numidia. Our cohort seems to have been
engaged. in duties particularly connected with those of the
legion since the other epigraphic records concerning it come
from Lainbaesis itself and. Mn Zui. The inscription from
Lambaesis (28.2) is a tombstone of a decurion of the cohort
(thus demonstrating that the cohort was eguitata). Both the
deceased and. the dedicator of the stone bear the praenomen
and nomen of Hadrian, but this need not indicate a Hadrianic
or just post-Hadrianic date. The style of the inscription,
the abbreviations used (particularly vix. an .) might well
argue for a time later in the second century. In addition
there is the origo of P. Aelius Securus, the deceased
decurion, to consider. This is given somewhat enigmatically
as Nap. which might mean either Napoca or Napolitano,
according to the editor of OIL VIII.

Napoca lies in. Dacia;

how could a man originating in this province appear in Africa ?
One possibility is that he was recruited into a legion (or
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auxiliary unit) which sent vexillationa over to Africa at
the time, say, of the serious uprising in the reign of
Antoninus Pius. Whilst on active service in Africa,
promotion to decurion may have resulted in a transfer to
the cohort. This seems a likelier occurrence than postulating that the cohort itself was in Dacia at some time, since
there is no other evidence (and little historical justification) for the latter supposition. Alternatively, if
Napolitano is the town involved it may perhaps tie in with
the inference that the stone belongs late in the second
century, when Italians might well opt to join the auxilia
rather than legions, particularly if (as in this case) the
prospect of promotion brought higher pay than a gregalis of
a legion would receive. It may be, of course, that Nap. is

an abbreviation for some African town, for example Neapolis
not far from Carthage, in which case P. Aellus Securus falls
into place as a local recruit.
The dedication to a mixed bag of gods made by L.
Octavius Felix at Am Zui looks like a thank offering for
some favour. He is also a decurion and, rather than ex
beneficiarius legati, appears to be recording his completion
of service, exEp)le(to) tempore, as the cause of his
gratitude. There is an L. Octavius Felix listed among the
duplicarii of legio III Augusta at Lambaesis in the reign
of Elagabalus (fn. to 28.3). If this could be the same man
it carries an interesting inference. It has long been held
that it was a promotion for a legionary soldier to be made
decurlo cohortis; now it would seem that even the transfer
of a duplicarius legionis to this post would qualify as an
upgrading. However, in view of the date of the latter
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inscription, and. the uncertainty of the identification,
too much weight may not be placed upon implications for the
pre-Severan period. If correct, it witnesses the continuing
presence of the cohort in Numidia in the third century.
Not a great deal is known of the site of Am Zui. It
was undoubtedly a military post, and. Cagnat identified a
construction built on the summit of Djebel-Taddimart 5 (on
higher ground than the late Roman fortification) as the site
of the early fort. It had been occupied since the late first
century, lying not far from Theveste, an earlier station of
the legion. Cagnat suggested that Am Zui contained legionaries as well as auxiliaries, indeed he thought that sites
like this must have been meant by Hadrian when he said to
the legion "Quod multae, guod. d.iversae stationes vos
d.istinent". It may be that we should not, in this instance,
look for a fort for the cohort but expect to find sections
parcelled out with men from the legions, at least for some
part of its history.
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Pootnotes
1. In spite ot his dlaappz'oval of the manoeuves o
the cavalry section oZ an unknown cohort, the main tenor
oZ Hadrian ' s remarks was laudatory.

2. It seems more likely that Lambaesis was rounded as a
legionary base by Trajan, rather than a&rian.

3.
1. .

. Wilmanns.
Domaszewski, angodnung2and.

5. L'Arnie romaine d'Afrigue p.588.

p.

27.
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29. Cohors II Hispanox,um eguitata.
It may be (depending upon the interpretation given to
two very fragmentary inscriptions and. a third reference in
a papyrus) that there was a second Spanish cohort in Egypt.
(18.5 and 18. 11. - 29.1)

Lesquier thought that the Sabinius Fuscu.s who "heard
Memnon" at Thebes was identical with N. Sabiniu.s Puscus who
was prefect of cohors I Hispanorum eguitata of Egypt in
A.D.83. Possibilities of reading the stone so that
Lesquier's attribution could be correct have been discussed.2)
However, Fuscus could be a descendant (if Nommsen's dating
was correct) or merely a homonym, of the man named in the
diploma. It might even be that the same man commanded
cohortes I and II Hispanorum successively; several commands
of a quingenary cohort as part of the first militia are not
unknown.

Certainly the rendering given in GIL III 5O is

unambiguous in attributing at least two strokes to the
numeral describing the cohort.
The second stone is even more difficult to decipher,
indeed it is not sure that it refers to a Spanish cohort at
all. All that may be said is that the find spot (Alexandria)
lies well away from Lower Nubia where the first cohort is
attested. As the headquarters of the prefect of Egypt,
however, Alexandria would be likely to have a complement of
soldiers seconded to his service.
The style of the Alexandrian tombstone is undoubtedly
first century. A third reference is precisely dated to
February 25, 13l. . In a long document (29.2),Ulpius
Asciepiades, prefect of cohors II Hispanorum, is named
acting delegate for the prefect of Egypt, N. Petronius
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Maniertinus, in one of the series of legal decisions of
that important papyrus. There is no indication of the
province in which Asciepiades served his militia, it is
the sole command mentioned. It seems slightly more
likely than not, in view of the particular way in which
Egypt was governed and his Greek cognomen, that Asciepiades
had served under the prefect of Egypt.
Taken together these three indications do no more
than point to a possibility of the existence of the cohort.
There is some additional support in the mention of an ala
secunda Hispanorum at Poisarietemidos, in the Notitia
dignitatum (of. ala II Hispanorum, No.07). This may be a
cohort which was converted to an ala during the third
century.
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Footnotes
1. L'Arme romaine d.'gypte d'Auguste Diocletien
(Cairo 1918) pp.88/9.
2. cf. Cohors I Hispanorum eguitata, No.18.
3. See E. Birley, "The Equestrian officers of the Roman
Aruy", RBRA pp.133ff.
1. See Cohors I Hispanorum eguitata, 18.5.

5. Perhaps Speos Artemidos - south of Hieraconpolis Hebnu.
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30. Cohors II Hispaiiorum scutata Cyrenaica eguitata.
This cohort was raised early in the principate and
soon sent to Illyricum. The first record occurs in a
diploma of 5L1, the earliest extant diploma issued to an
auxiliary soldier. 1 It was the property of Dasens,
egues of the cohort. Like other recipients of early
d.iplonias,Dasens would still have been serving in the
cohort2) and we may assume he was recruited some 25 or
more years before its Issue, i.e. circa 29. He was the
son of Dasmenus of the Coniacates, a tribe living near
the bend of the Danube south of Nursa.

This confirms

that the cohort had been in Illyricum from the reign of
Tiberius at least. It seems likely that it came there in
connection with the events of A.D.6-9 if not earlier.
The existence of an egues shows the cohort to have been
part-mounted.
Six years later another serving cavalryman, lantumarus
son of Andedunis, of the Varciani, received a diploma. The
Varciani, also a Pannonian tribe, were sited by Andreas
Grat near the Save, 6

midway between Siscia and Sirmium.

The cohort continued on the strength of Pannonia until
A.D.85 (30.6). Between this date and A.D.100 it was transf erred to Noesia superior. This transfer need not, at first,
have entailed a change of station. For what it is worth,
the areas from which the two diploma holders were drawn
suggest a station in the south-east of Pannonia, and it was
this sector which was apportioned off to I1oesia superior
when the province was created in A.D.86. It may be simply
that the cohort was removed from the list of the governor of
Pannonia and placed upon that of Moesia superior (30.7).
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The cohort played an active part in Trajan's Dacian
Wars. This may be deduced from three pieces of evidence:
1. One of its tiles was found in the piles which
supported the great bridge, spanning the Danube at
Drobeta (30.8), built by Trajan between the two Dacian
Wars. 7 Even if not engaged in its construction (which
seems quite probable) the cohort should have been somewhere in the neighbourhood, manufacturing tiles.
2. Soon after the end of the second Dacian War we find, it
in the west of Dacia, at Ursec, erecting an altar to
liars the Avenger (or Victor, it is not sure which) for
the welfare of Trajan (30.10). To the south of Ursec,
along the same valley, lies Banatska where, together
with a collection of legionary and other auxiliary tiles
is one stamped with the symbols for this cohort (30.12).
3. By July 110, it was included in the lists of the new
province of Dacia (30.9).
Towards the end of the reign of Trajan the cohort left
Dacia for service in Cyrenaica. This seems to be the most
reasonable assumption, since the next record in 158 (30.13)
gives it the battle honour Cyrenaica and the right to carry
the legionary shield. The obvious opportunity for gaining
these privileges would be in the suppression of the Jewish
Revolt of 115-117. We have no evidence for the length of
its stay in Cyrenaica. It may have remained there to assist
in the reconstruction schemes inaugurated by Hadrian, or
returned straight to Dada on completion of the military
task. In the latter case it does not appear to have gone
straight to the north-west limes of Dacia, where we later
find it, since it does not figure in the first diploma of
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Dacia Porolissensis of 133.8)
The diploma of Dacia Porolissensis for 158, in which
the cohort does appear, is significant in that four other
cohorts and one ala have been added to the garrison since
133.

It may well be that there is a connection between

these additions and the troubles suppressed by Pius in
Dacia in 157.10) Perhaps, on returning from Cyrenaica,
the cohort went to the area of its former activities in
(what would be) Dacia superior after 119, and was removed
to Porolissensis in the latter part of the decade 150-160.
No other diplomas of Dacia Porolissensis use the acquired
titles of the cohort, but identity may be assumed in view
of the ordering of the lists: cohors II Hispanorum appears
in the same place (tenth of twelve cohh.) in each of those
for 158 and 1E4 (30.13_30.16).h1)
The cohort was stationed on the western limes of
Porolissensis. A number of tiles (30.11) have been found
at Rescu].um so that the cohort provided building materials
for the fort even if it did not actually garrison
In the same area a tombstone of a decurion, Aelius Tato,
was set up by his wife and father-in-law, at Largiana
(30.18). This stone should belong to the late second, or
early third, century on style (lack of praenomina,
abbreviated nomina of the dedicators and. the deceased, and
the use of vix. an .). From it we may deduce that the
cohort remained in the area at least into the early third.
century. Tato originated in Illyrium according to Kraft.1
There is no evidence of its later fate.
Two of the early prefects of the cohort are known:
C. Cavarius Priscus in 5 (30.1) and. C. Caesius Aper in
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60 (30.2 and 30.3). Aper is seen to have been raised from
equestrian rank to the senatorial order immediately after
his service as tribunus militum (30.3). Ritterling
suggested that this was due to Vespasian; presumably he
was one of the Pannonian commanders who supported the Flavian
cause. The date of the diploma bears out this conclusion.
The miles recorded at Ampelum may have belonged to this
cohort; on style this stone belongs to the early third
century. Possibly his name should be restored as Aelius
Victor, but the stone is badly preserved. An alternative
interpretation ascribes the miles of the tombstone to
n(umerus) m(ilituin) Hispanorum ef. 9L1..2
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Footnotes
1. CIL XVI I was issued to a member of the classis
Nisenensis.
2. cf. A1f51&y, Historia 1968 pp.215ff.
3. PlIny, N.H. 3,25,1 14.8; A. Gre!, Ubericht der Antiken
Geographie von Pannonien (Leipzig 1936) Nap. Pannonia
Romana.
. Illyricum inferior, later Pannonia Cf. Oxford Classical
Dictionary 2nd. ed. Oxford 1972, J.J. Wilkes, "Illyricum"
p
. cit.
5. Pliny,
. cit.
6.
7. Dio 68,13. He comments that Hadrian later destroyed the
superstructure of this bridge for fear that the barbarians
would use it to cross into Moesia.
8. JRS 51 (1961) pp.65ff. Absence from a diploma, in itself,
is insufficient proof that the cohort was not in the
province at that time, arid it must be borne in mind that
the discovery of a diploma complementary to that of 133
may upset the interpretation that follows.
9. A careful check of all the epigraphic evidence, known to
me, concerning these additional units has faiLed to
reveal anything which may be dated before 158 with
certainty.
10. SHA Pius, 5,14,5 and Cu1 III 114.16.
11. See Table 1 Diplomata of Dacia Porolissensis facing p.214.8.
. St. 9 (Bonn 1972).
12. 0. Daicoviciu and D. Protase suggest cohors I Aelia
Gaesatorum milliaria was at Bologa - Resculum. It seems
unlikely that, at this period, a milliary and a quingenary
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cohort would be stationed together. There is scant
information concerning the fort site. Possibly one
cohort succeeded the other, or one was stationed in
Bologa; the other, in a neighbou.rin fort, helped with
construction or repairs.
13. Rekrutierung p .178 No.151k.
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31. Cohors II Riapanorum equitata.

There is no doubt that cohors II Hispanoruin eguitata
served for some time in Asia Ninor. M. Plautius Nacedo,
Sex. Lucilius Nasculus, C. Sulpicius Longinus and L.
Numisius, decurions of the cohort, erected a dedication
at Ancyra in Galatia (31.1). With so 8mall a fragment of
the original it is difficult to be sure, but the relative
lack of abbreviations suggests a late first, or early
second, century date, at latest.1)
Another early inscription is that of a prefect,
Tiberius Claudius Tricorsius, from Eleusis in Greece
(3 1 .5).

This is the only military command mentioned but

he had held a post as praefectus fabrum and this combination,
together with his praenomen and. nomen, suggests a date in the
second half of the first century. His command need not
appertain to this cohort, but an Eastern provenance might be
thought more likely for an equestrian from Achaea.2
In spite of H-G. Pflaum's acceptance of the reading
given in both CIL II and EE Sp.VIII for an inscription from
Corduba, there are grave doubts that the interpretation is
correct (31.3). Pflaum suggests that P. Postumiu.s
Acilianus was prefect of the milliary second cohort of
Spaniards in Tlauretania Caesarienais, in the reign of
Domitian.
If the cohort was milliary the commander should have
been a tribune;

the restoration of the end of the third

line and beginning of the Zourtb. La conjectural. If a comma
is placed after Hi[sp], the next two (?) words may be
descriptive of the, otherwise enigmatic, post pr(aefectus)
Imp(eratoris). Acilianus next became tribunus militum
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legionis XII Pulminatae, then at Melitene, which makes an
Eastern based cohort a likely candidate for his first
command, once the difficulty over its milliary status is
removed. Pflaum infers that he was from Corduba, where the
stone was found. It may be noted that all his known posts
(if the identification of the cohort is accepted) were in
the Greek speaking world.6
The two prefects discussed are uncertainly attributed
to the eastern cohort but we can be sure about P. Septimius
Paterculus (31.2). An Italian from Aesernia, he began his
career as prefect of the Spanish cohort in Cappad.ocia and
then was given a similar charge over cohors I Pannoniorum
in Britain. In the reign of Trajan the command of a large
part of Asia Minor was given to the governor of Cappadocia,
so that units formerly in Galatia would naturally come into
the garrison of that province. Paterculus had been flamen
divi Traiani, which points to a Had.rianic date, at earliest,
for his militlae.
It is possible that the cohort was transferred to Syria
some time in the second century, for there is a tombstone
erected by one of its milites just south of Palmyra (31.11.).
The stone was set up to his dead. son, Heli, by C. Laberius
Pronto of the century of Nymphid.ius. (Alternatively the
centurion's name may be Nymphidius Helius, but this seems
far less feasible.) The fact that the son (and. presumably
wife) of a soldier of the cohort were in the vicinity of
Palmyra argues for more than a temporary second.ment to the
area. Heli may well be a Semitic name, which would argue
for a local 'marriage'. Palmyra developed into a very
wealthy town in the second century. The cohort may have
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been stationed nearby to give protection to the caravans
approaching and leaving its rich markets. The style of the
inscription does not suggest a date later than the first half
of the second century.
It is just possible that the cohort is that referred to
in the career of L. Aburnius Torquatus (26.9), since his
commands (apart from that postulated of cohors II Hispanorum
egultata c.R. in Mau.retania Tingitana) appear to be centred
in the Greek speaking provinces. In this case we should
have to suppose the cohort had won corporate citizenship in
some campaign. The most likely occasion would be during
Trajan's Parthian War, which would provide a suitable reason
for the transfer of the cohort from Cappadocia to Syria, and
the supposed battle honour might be held to account for the
tria nomina of Laberius Pronto (although we might normally
expect his praenomen and nomen to be Marcus Ulpius if that
was so). This is mere conjecture.
We have no knowledge of the later fate of the cohort.
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Footnotes
1. This inscription has a subsidiary interest. It was
used by Domaszewski (Rangordnung 2 p.36 n.2) to demonstrate
that there were 120 eguites divided into four turniae in
a cohors guingenaria eguitata, but the argument over
these figures continues.
2. Cf. B. Dobson, Praefectus fabrum for the significance
of this post.
3. Car. No.62 pp.145-7.
4. This date is arrived at by the knowledge that he was
procurator of Syria in 102 (cf. AE 1939,178).
5. See 26.7, 27.1 and. 27.2.
6. Following his military career he was procurator of
Achaea and after (Pflaum thinks) at least three more
posts, procurator of Syria.
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32. Cohors II Hispanorum eguitata pia fidelis.
The evidence for this cohort is extremely difficult
to interpret. tein1) followed Ritterling in assundng it
was in Lower Germany before 89, and that it earned the
title pia fidelis, like other units in the military district,
during the suppression of the revolt of Siturninus. Alföld.y2
points out that there is no evidence for the cohort in
Germania 'inferior', and lists a number of other regiments,
which bear the same honorary appellation but were clearly
not in the army of that area.

However, Eeddesd.orf has

produced tiles of legio XXII Primigenia p.f. as well as one
of our cohort (32.7). The legion was transferred from
Vetera to Noguntiacum circa 92, so it could be argued that
the cohort may have accompanied it. I'1uch depends upon the
date of the evidence from Eeddesdorf. The fort there would
take a quingenary cohors eguitata but cohors XXVI Voluntariorum c.R. is usually regarded as the garrison. The legion
and cohors II Hispanorum p.f. may merely have supplied the
tiles for its construction.
More tiles originate from Wimpf en and ôd.heim (32.6).
These are different in form and lack the

found in the

Heddesdorf type. This may mean (but we cannot be sure) that
the Wimpf en material predates that from Heddesdorf. Wimpf en
( it is now thought) may have begun before 9O, so that
perhaps the cohort was in that general area in late Domitianic times. It need not have been stationed at Wimpf en, indeed
what clues there are suggest that it cannot have been the
garrison there for any length of time, if at all. When the
limes went from the Oldenwald-Neckar to the IliltenbergWelzheim line, a cohort stationed at Wimpfen would normally
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be expected to go to Jagathausen. This pattern of a
direct move eastwards is repeated in many instances (cf.
cohors I Asturum eguitata and Walheim-Mainhardt,No.51).
In fact the Antonine garrison of Jagsthausen was cohors I
Germanorum.
Whatever conclusions are drawn, the date of the origin
of the c ohort and of its arrival in the Rhineland are not
yet ascertainable.
It is definitely attested in Germania superior in
Trajanic times. L. Flavius Telluris Gaetulicus was given
the eguus publicus by Trajan and commanded cohors II
Hispanorum eguitata in that province (32.3). The omission
of pia fidelis from the title of the cohort need have no
significance on an honorary dedication of this nature.
This is unfortunate. If we could attach some importance
to its lack, it might be possible to narrow down the date
at which the epithet was acquired. It is possible that
the extra cognomen borne by this man refers to patronage
by a member of the family of the consul of A.D.26, and
accounts for his being brought to the attention of the
Emperor and placed in commend of a cohort in Trajan's own
former province. U.is £IiU &. O militia may belong to the early
part of Trajan's reign.
In 117 the cohort was among those listed in a diploma
of Germania superior, if Nesseihauf's restoration is accepted.
By then it was in possession of the honorific pia fidelis.5
The remaining evidence, apart from a Had.rianic cursus from
Bitbynia (32.8), comes from Stockstadt.
The first excavator of Stockstadt, F. Drexel, 6 considered that the stone replacement of an earlier fortat
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this site on the Main, dated to the reorganisation during
the winter of 121/2, when Hadrian was visiting the limes.
Certainly at 3.2 ha. the fort would accommodate a cohors
eguitata, and. generally the cohort is believed to have been
in occupation there until circa 168, when it was destroyed
by fire.
One of the stones from Stockstadt provides us with an
interesting problem (32.1). This is the tombstone of a
soldier of the cohort with 6 years' service, erected by
two vexillarii, presumably of the cohort.

He bears the

Greek name Diomedes, and. states he originated from Isauri,
an Asiatic tribe lying between Pamphylia, Ijycaonia and
cicia.8) Drexel suggested that the name of one of the
vexillarii, Fronton, is also Eastern (the other, Marcus, is
uninformative in this respect). How did an Asiatic recruit
enter a cohort in the Rhineland ? There are a number of
possible answers:
1. It had previously been stationed in the east, in which
case we should have to assume the cohort had been at Stockstadt prior to the Hadrianic period, perhaps from its
foundation in late Domitianic times. This, however, would
make it difficult to fit in the tiles from Wimpf en and.
L5dheim, especially as the cohort would need to have been
at Stockstadt within 6 years of entering the province.
2. Diomedes was transferred from an Eastern cohort already
in the province. 9 An inspection of the units in Germania
superior fails to reveal one of Eastern character from
which such a transfer could be effected.1
3. Diomed.es (and Fronton ?) were brought into Germania with
a batch of Asiatic recruits levied during an Eastern
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campaign. A parallel for this, in Trajanic times, is the
record of 126 Asiatic tirones sent to cohors I Augusta
Praetoria Lusitanorum eguitata of Egypt (cf.

79.15).

4. The cohort took part in an Eastern campaign during the
course of which recruits were drafted in to replace losses.
If this last was the case, Traj an' s Part hian Wars are unlikely because of the time factor involved in returning
the cohort to Gerinania for it to be recorded in the diploma
of

117.

The Parthian expedition of Verus is similarly ruled

out since Diomedes had served 6 years before his death, and
Stockstadt is thought to have received a new garrison shortly
after 168.
A further possibility is that it took part in the
suppression of the Jewish Revolt. Nost of the units which
were involved in this are thought to have been already
stationed in the East, but there are growing suspicions that
western provinces may have sent contingents, due to the
severity of the Lighting. One slight pointer in favour of
this (admittedly tenuous) theory is the career of Patrocles
from Nicaea in Bitbynia (32.8). He commanded a cohore II
Hispanorum pia fidelis (the Greek is quite specific) before
holding a similar post over cohors II Ulpia Afrorum eguitata
at Alexandria. It may seem likely that both commands were
held in an Eastern venue, the inscription is undoubtedly
Hadrianic, and the Jewish War would provide a suitable background. Eastern recruits could have been drafted in to
replace losses in battle. Either of the latter two theories
seems to be likelier than the first two, but it must be
stressed they are all very tentative.
In spite of Duncan Pishwick's observations concerning
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the formula in

the remaining two inscriptions

of the cohort at Stockstadt (32. L1. and. 32.5) should belong
to the Antonine period since the fort (as remarked above)
is thought to have suffered some destruction circa 168.
This is linked through the coin record and S.H.A. to the
war against the Chauci, when Didius lulianus won his
recommendation for the consulship.12) .iter this Stockstadt was held by cohors I Aguitanorum veterana eguitata.1
Stein suggested our cohort may then have taken the
place of the latter cohort at,or nearArnsberg or, alternatively, that the evidence of the tiles from Hed.desdorf
belongs to this and not to an earlier period, in which case
it might be replacing cohors XXVI Voluntariorum there.
Its fate in the third century is unknown.
Apart from the names of the two commanders already
discussed, we have the name of a centurion of the cohort,
Attius Tertius, 32

.5, who

erected an altar to Jupiter and

the domus d.ivina in the Antonine period,at Stockstad.t.
His wife had the Celtic name Cisso.
Adnamatius Superstis (a Celt)1 d.ecurion of the cohort,
erected an altar jointly to Hercules, Lenus and the domus
divinae at a similar time (32.4).
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Footnotes
1. Beamten p.195.
2. Hilfstruppen p.8.
3. All l5ldy's argument leaves us with the problem of
when the cohort received, its honorary epithet. There
is just a chance that it took part in the Dacian Wars
of Tra.jan and. was honoured., like other cohorts, at
this time, but an award in the Rhineland offers a
simpler solution and. is preferable on that account.
4. cI. H. Schnberger, "The Roman Frontier in Germany:
An Archaeological Survey", JRS 59 (1969) p.161 n.132.
5. It is listed among the second cohorts, and. is the only
known recipient of pia I idelis that would. fit the space
and ending ...]nor(uin).
6. ORL B 33 p.36.
7. Cheesman, Auxilia p.40, suggested that in a cohors
eguitata each turma possessed a vexillarius.
8. Pliny, NH 5,23.
9. cI. Cheesinan,

. cit. p.82, on the continuity of

recruitment from the East for such units. However, If
this care was taken to maintain the ethnic character
of certain regiments, transfer from them becomes less
likely.
10. Nor is there any proof that other cohorts had taken
part in Eastern campaigns and so might be able to
furnish material for such a transfer.
11. See Chapter I, Working Hypotheses.
12. SHA Did.ius lulianus, Vita 1,8; Alfldy,
(K1n-Graz 1967) p.38.
13. CIL XIII 11780, 11782, 11783, 11785, 6658.
14. Holder 1,43.

. St.3
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33. Cohors II Hispanorum (unassigned).
The career of Marcus Rossius Vitulus has been
discussed by a number of scholars.1) Two of the posts
held by Vitulus establish the date of his career with
certainty: he was praepositus annonae expeditionis
fellcissimae urbae, which can only mean that he served
under Severus in his march on Rome; he was decorated for
his services during an expedition against the Quadi and.
Narcomanni, which H-G. Pflauin suggests took place under
Cornmod.us in 180. His military career began three posts
earlier with the command of a second Spanish cohort, so
this must have been held in the latter part of the reign
of Marcus Aurelius, at earliest circa 170.
Pflaum points out that there is no certainty which
of the cohh. II Hispanorum is indicated by the inscription,
and this is correct.
Stein attributed Vitulus to the cohort of Germania
superior but, since the fate of that cohort is called into
question at the time of the probable destruction of Stockstadt under Marcus, the validity of his argument may be
questioned.2
N. Jarrett states positively that Vitulus was not
African in origin in spite of his close connections with
Bullia Regia, and E. Birley thinks he originated "almost
certainly from Tergeste" because of the close connection
of that town with the tribe Pupinia, to which he belonged.
In a letter to me Professor Birley advanced as a possibility
that such an origo would account for the apparent length of
his career,

In other words, Vitulus need not have been

serving In his militia tertia when appointed praepositus
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annonae in Severus' march on Rome but, having retired to
his home at Trieste, offered his services to Severus on
hearing of his bid. for power.
Having regard to the tenor of Vitulu.s' three appointments immediately following his command of the Spanish
cohort, it must be admitted that a cohort stationed somewhere
along the Rhine-Danube frontier seems most feasible.

If

not the cohort of Germania superior, that of Dacia Porolissensis is likeliest. This remains in the category of an
informed guess.
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Footnotes
1. Pflaum, Car. No.22L1. pp.593-598 (see also his
references to R. Cagnat and. A. Nerlin); Stein, Beamten

p.196; Birley, "Septimius Severus and the Roman Army",
. St. 8 (Düsseldorf 1969) p .77; Jarrett, "An Album of
the Equestrians from North Africa in the Emperor's
Service",

. St. 9 (Bonn 1972) No.156 p.22LI. . These

references cover the comments made in the discussion.
2. He thought that as Vitulus' next militia was as tribunus
militum of legio XXX Ulpia of Germania inferior, a cohort
in neighbouring Germania superior was most likely.
3. 13th June 1969, apropos ala I Praetoria (singularium)
c .R.
Lj

Following his service as tribune in Germania inferior,
Vitulus moved to Pannonia as tribune of leglo II
Ad4jtrix, and followed. this with his command of the Osi
against the Quadi and. Tiarcomanni.
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3L./5. Cohors III Hispanorum (eguitata ?).

In the first half of the first century cohors III
Hispanorum isy somewhere in the vicinity of Vindonissa.
Tiles unmistakably stamped with its symbols were found on
both banks of the Rhine in that area (314..1).1)
A tombstone found very recently at Vind.onissa (3L1..3)
confirms its presence, and also points to an early date.
The Spanish cohort, of which the deceased Caeno... was
centurion, bears no number but no other cohort of that
title is attested at Vindonissa and the lack of a numeral
is in itself an early indication. The centurion gives his
domus, Tancia Norbana. This seems likely to refer to a
vicus or district of Norba in Spain and, if so (providing
that he had not been transferred from another cohort),
implies that the cohort had left Spain within nineteen
years of his enlistment. Further if Norba, or its district,
has been correctly identified as the origo of the centurion
it points to the very early raising of the cohort. Until
the first of the Augustan reconstructions of Spain, Norba
iay in Hispania Ulterior (soon to be Baetica, a senatorial
province). It would be possible therefore for recruits
drawn from that area to be drafted into a cohors Hispanorum.
After 27 B.C. (if Dio's account is accepted2)) Norba lay in
Lusitania and recruits would presumably go into Lusitanian.
cohorts. This argument is rather tenuous but, if allowed,
indicated the antiquity of at least one series of Spanish
cQhorts (as this is a third cohort in a series at least two
others must be assumed to have coexisted). Even if it is
supposed that Dio is condensing the results of a later
alteration of the interprovincial boundaries of Spain, the
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raising of the cohort should lie at latest in the
period 27-2 B.C. 3 It would fit in well with what we
know of Augustan policy concerning the northern bounds
of empire that a cohort raised. (or available) in this
period should be sent to the Rhineland. The stone
should be Tiberian at latest. On the tombstone of Caeno...
is the relief of a torques suggesting perhaps that he had.
earned a decoration in an engagement in the Rbineland.
The only other reference to cohors III Hispanorum
may definitely be assigned to the late Iulio-Claudian period.
Commenting on the career of Sextus Caesius Propertianus, from
Nevania in Umbria (311..2), H-G. Pflaum produces reasons for
placing his first militia just prior to 69. His second post
as tribune of leglo 1111 Nacedonica at Noguntiacum must have
been held before 71 since that legion then disappears from
the army list. An even closer dating may be obtained from
his following post since, as Pflaum points out, the fact
that Propertianus was appointed as a persona]. procurator of
Vitellius is shown by the omission of the name of the
emperor who raised him to procuratorial status. When legio
1111 Nacedonica declared for Vitellius6) the tribunes would.
play a decisive part and. Tacitus tells us the emperor,
gratefully acknowledging the prompt response of his men,
saw to it that court functions normally carried. out by
freedmen were distributed. among equestrians. The command of
cohors III Hispanorum would thus fall into the latter part
of the reign of Nero, perhaps beginning 66-67. We cannot be
sure that the cohort was still in the vicinity of Vind.onissa
at this time but, if so, as Stein suggests, 8 it would. fall
into the area of command of legio XXI Rapax, which was
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stationed there after 46. It was certainly in Upper
Germany.
The fate of the cohort is unknown. It may have
been among the Vitellian troops which were lost or disbanded after 69-70. Alternatively it could have been
m1gainated with an existing cohort. There existed a
cohors I Ligurum et Hispanorum civium Roinanorum which
Cheesman9 said "seems to be identical with the cohors
Ligurum eguitata which appears in Sardinia and afterwards
formed part of the amalgamated cohors I Ligurum et
Hispanorum in Germania superior". ijater,l0) apropos
cohors I Gemina Sardorum et Corsorum and cohors II Gemina
Ligurum et Corsorum, he remarked "These last two regiments
seem to have been formed by amalgamating cohorts ICorsoruni,
I Sard.orum and I Ligurum, which appear in Sard.inia in the
pre-Plavian period but not later". Both statements can hardly
be correct. Cichorius, on the other hand,h1) had assumed
there were two cohortes primae Ligurum, one in Sard.inia, the
other remaining in the Alpes Naritimae where it was raised.
Tacitus 12 certainly gives the impression that the cohort of
A].pes Ilaritimae had been there a long time. Referring to
preparations for the defence of Narbonensis, made by Valens
against the fleet of Otho, he says "Twelve alae and. details
from the cohorts made for the enen' supported by a cohort of
Ligurians which had long formed the local garrison". This
too would fit the indications of inscriptions of cohors I
Ligurum from the area, which all possess signs of belonging
to the Iulio-Claudian period. 1The cohort may have suffered
losses. The Vitellians were at one time on the verge of
defeat in the encounter with Otho's classici.
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Cohors III Hispanorum, if moved from the Rhineland.
in early 69, would have been assigned to the army of
Caecina,1 which proceeded over the Alps into itaiy.1
The armies of Valerie and Caecina met up after the latter's
initial defeat at Cremona. It may be that following this
Vitellius banded the two cohorts together. Tacitus tells
16) "Vitellius ordered that the legionary and auxiliary
troops should be reduced and forbade further recruiting
offering discharges freely". This could apply whether or
no the Ligurian cohort left Cemenelum with Valens. If
Vitellius wished to avoid further recruitment the amalgamation of depleted cohorts is a likely move. The title
civium Romanoruni may also be a relic of this period. From
Tacitu.s' account the Ligurian cohort at least had earned it,
and Vitellius was obviously inclined to mollify the troops
with favours. He may have sent the combined cohort back to
Cemenelum or, failing this, the remnants of the spanish
cohort to join those of the Ligurian unit.
This explanation of the title of cohors I Ligurum et
Hispanorum c.R. and the disappearance of cohors III
Hispanorum is conjectural. Its main virtue is that it fits
the epigraphic evidence into a known historical framework,
but it is no more than an attractive theory.
Kraft offered another solution.17) He saw cohors I
Ligurum et Hispanorum as an amalgamation of the Ligurian
cohort with troops raised by Galba in Spain 18 basing this
supposition on the vexillarius of the combined, cohorts
Sextus Sulpicius Sabinu.s (35.2) whose praenomen and nomen
are surely derived from those of Galba. The fact that the
vexillarius owed. his citizenship to Galba, however, need
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not indicate an entire cohort raised by that emperor.
During the turbulence of the civil wars a great deal of
reallocation of individuals would have occurred, including
promotions of loyal soldiers (loyalty being defined by the
emperor in power at the time) to posts in suspect units.
If Cheesman was correct 19 the naming of a vexillarius
justifies including the cohort among those which were
eguitatae, i.e. he was the standard bearer of a turma.
The inscriptions of the combined cohort at Cemenelum
(35.2 and 35.3) and Nice (35.1) could well be Flavian.
Neither of those from Cemenelum are prefaced with Dis
Nanibus, yet both are in the dative. The soldier of 35.3,
Sextus Vibius Severus, who served 11 years, appears to be
of local origin; his tribal origin of the Sueltri is surely
indicated by what appears to be a second cognomen,
Sue(l)trius.
He belonged to the century of Mucus.
Cohors I Ligurum et Hispanorum civium Romanorum next
appears, with its full titles, in the diploma for 117 of
Gerinania superior, and. (without corporate citizenship) in
that for 134 (35. 4 and. 35.5). Until fairly recently nothing
was known of its situation in the province but the discovery
at Niedernberg of a tombstone of Narcellus son of Bolgedo,
of the Sequani, miles of cohors I Ligurum, has been taken to
refer to it. The inscription has been fully discussed by
L. Hefner.21) He considers that all the artistic and epigraphic details add up to a late first, or early second
century date. (The use of D.N., citing of a tribal origin,
and the setting out of the inscription inside a laurel
wreath; the latter indication being particularly pertinent
to the Danubian area is not perhaps quite so relevant.)
Since Narcellus belonged to the Sequani, Hefner argues he
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should have enlisted while the cohort was in Gerniania
superior. Narcellus served 23 years. The cohort should
have come to the Upper Rhine from Cemeneluin in the 80's.
Hefner suggests a suitable occasion would have been
provided by Domitian's Chattan Wars.
If Hefner is correct we cannot place the cohort with
any certainty at Nledernberg before A.D.90. As H. $chönberger observes concerning the Nain-Neckar line of
fortifications, "For the forts on the 11am at least we
have no evidence of an earlier foundation date than that"22
(A.D.90). If the combined cohort should prove to have contained. the remnants of cohors III Hispanorum it may well
have had. recruits from the Sequani before it left with the
Vitellian troops for Italy. In this case the tombstone
could fall into the period 90-92, which would still fit in
with all the epigraphie indications, although its participation in the Chattan War would be less certain. Above the
laurel wreath enclosing the epitaph are depicted two
Capricorns, emblems of leglo XXII Primigenia. This legion
came to Noguntiacum late in the reign of Domitian probably
after the affair of Saturninus. The cohort presumably fell
under its area of command.
Niedernberg23) was approximately 2.1 ha. There was
space for a cohors eguitata. The history of the cohort
after the Had.rianio period is unknown, but it seems fairly
safe to assume It would have remained, in Germania superior.
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1. Stein, Beamten p.196.
2. 53,12,14-5.

3. cZ. E. Albertini, Les divisions adniinlstratives de
l'Espagne romaine (Paris 1923) p.34.
4. Neither Cundigus nor Boelus (the name and filiation
of his heir) appear in the collections of Spanish or
Celtic names, but the radical CUN: appears likely to
have a Celtic origin. Ernst Meyer has commented on
this stone - Madrid. Mitt. 13 (1972) pp.l9Off. He
appears to think that the torques should be a corona
aurea as more befitting the rank of centurio cohortis.
5. Car.

No.37 pp.88ff.

6. Tacitus, Histories
7.

. cit.

8.

. cit.

2,55,3.

1,58,1.

9. Auxilia p.175.
10.

. cit. p.186.

11. PWRE 4,307,308.
12. Hist. 2,14.
13. CIL V 7889/90/91/97/98/99 (Cemenelum); 7246 (Libarno);
7822 (Flonoecus).
14. Tacitus, Hist.1,61.
15. leglo XXI Rapax was definitely in Caecina's arn'
viz. HIstories 2,43.
16. Histories 2,69.
17. Rekrutierung pp.26-27.
18. Suetonius 7,10.
19.

. cit. p.40.

20. Wackernagel,WRE 4A 1,584, places the Sueltri between
Forum Iulii and the Durance.

2'
21. Gerinania i4 (1966)
22. JRS

pp.398rr.

59 (1969) p.161

23. Conrady, ORL B 3,3k.
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36. Cohors IV Hispanorum eguitata.
It is sale to say cohors IV Rispanorum eguitata was
raised early in the principate, in spite of the lack of
evidence for its existence prior to 1 214 in Dacia superior
(36.1). The third cohort, as we have seen, belongs to the
Augustan period; the fifth of the series was discharging
men in A.D.7k and thus goes back at least to A.D.k9; the
fourth too should be Iulio-Claud.ian in origin. There is
no positive proof, but a strong likelihood the cohort had.
been in Dada since Trajan's wars of conquest. Tile stamps
of the cohort have been found at Brecu,1) which lies in
Dacia inferior (36.12). Since the unit is otherwise solely
attested in Dacia superior, and. is at no time found in
d.iplomata of Dacia inferior, it is arguable that it lay
somewhere in the neighbourhood of Brecu, in an undivided.
Dacia, prior to 119.2)
Apart from its certain record in diplomata for 1214 and.
158 (36.1 and 36.2) there is a fair chance that some of its

members were discharged on 13th December, 157 (CIL XVI 107),
and. it should. be restored as one of the missing cohorts in
that diploma.
The sequence of cohorts listed. in the diplomata of
Dada superior is not strictly numerical, but no topographical significance may be attached. to this since the
order changes in each of the three in question.
The cohort was stationed. at Enlaka (- Inlceni) on the
eastern frontier of Dacia superior probably from the Antonine
period. to the first quarter of the third century at least.
Altars there were erected to Mars (36.6) and. Diana
Augusta (36.11) by Titus Aelius Crescentianus, prefect of
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the cohort, which carried the honorific Antoniniana, later
erased. They thus fall in the period 212-222, under Caracalla
or Elagabalus. Crescentianus is thought to have originated
from Africa.
There are seven other altars from Enlaka, six erected
by prefects, and one by a decurion of the cohort (the
existence of a decurion underlines the description of the
cohort as part-mounted in three of these
Of these, two (36.3 and

36.11)

(36. 11. ,

36.5 and 36.).

should be Antonine at

latest. The altar to I.O.N. (36. 21. ) is free of the commoner
contractions of the third century. The nomen of P. Divius
Italicus, the prefect, from II. Caesariensis, is not
abbreviated, neither is cui praeest reduced to

....ius

Annianus, from Tipasa (also in Caesariensis) (36.3), dedicated
his altar to Diana Augusta. Prom its ending alone his noinen
may be judged to be uncurtailed.
The other four prefects all belong to a late second or
early third century provenance. C. lulius lulianus from
Rome erected an altar to I.O.M. (36.5); P. Aelius Honoratus
who made a similar dedication

(36.7)

also originated in the

capital city, but L.(?) lulius lucundus (36.8) omitted his
origo and his altar to I.O.M. should more definitely belong
to the third century on grounds of the degree of brevity of
his inscription. Publius Didius ('?) Nepos, from Rome, should
also fall later; his nomen Is curtailed to one letter. His
altar (36.10) was dedicated to Diana Regina for health and

s afe t
y;

perhaps a reflection of the troubled times in which

he lived.
The d.ecurion, P. Aelius Puscus (36.9), favoured Liber
Pater, and seems likely to have been of the same period as
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the last four prefects. Inliceni has also produced a tile
stamp, which was originally ascribed to leg(io) VI Hisp.
in CIL.

Wagner5 thought this had been misread for coh.

IV Hisp. In1ceni bad. an earthen fort of 2.07 ha. (circa
5^ acres), large enough to house a

quingenary cohors eguitata.

The Had.rianic garrison, thought to coincide with the earthen
fort, 6 was cohors VIII Raetorum c.R. eguitata torguata.
Later the fort was rebuilt in stone and this reinforces the
idea that cohors 1111 Hispanorum came to replace the Raetian
unit perhaps in the Antonine period. There is no record of

the fate of Inlceni in the troubles of 25 and. 248.

If

the cohort survived these onslaughts it may have taken part
in the general withdrawal of 271, but of its later existence
we have no evidence.
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Footnotes
1. cf. cohors I Hispanoruin veterana No.19 and. cohors I
Bracaraugustanorum No.61.
2. Absence from d.iplomata may not be taken as a sure sign
that a unit is not part of the garrison of a province
but in this instance it has some significance.
3. M.G.Jarrett, "An Album of the Equestrians from North
Africa in the Emperor's Service", . St. 9 (Bonn 1972)
p.]'9, No.3.

ii-. of. Ritterling, "Legio", PWRE 12, 1598 and. 1601.
5. Dislokation p .155. This possibility is acknowledged in

a footnote to OIL III 1632.
6. viz. N. Nacrea, In Omagul lui Gonstantin Daicovicui
pp .339-351. of. AE 1960, 375.
7. of. ala I Hispanorum No. 06.
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37. Cohors V Hispanorum eguitata.
Cohors V Hispanorum existed by A.D. LI.9 at latest, but
as part of a series in which at least one other member was
raised by Augustus we may reasonably ascribe it also to that
princeps.
By Nay 7L1. (37.1) it was part of the Upper Rhineland.
garrison, although there is nothing to say that it took part
in the campaigns of Cn. Pinarius Clemens in the Black Forest
area. When did it come to the Rhineland ? It may have been
there from the early principate, but in view of the events
of 69-71 it would be unwise to press this point. It may
have come up from Pannonia or another of the Danubian
provinces circa 70 (see Patterns in the cohortes Hispanorum
for a discussion of the possibilities).
In September 82 it was one of three units from Germania
seconded for service in the Noesian command. (37.2). None of
these three returned to the Rhineland. Ala Claudia nova and
cohors III Gallorum both appear later in the Lower Noesian
garrison, our cohort in that of Noesia superior.
It might seem reasonable to suppose the units were
moved from Germany to Noesia circa 79/80 at earliest, but
some arguments have been advanced against this. A recently
published diploma of Noesia, dated April 75,1) included
cohors III Gallorum in its list. This diploma contains only
ten cohorts and is unlikely to represent the complete auxilia
of Noesia. All three units could have been in Noesia at this
time, if it is considered that this is the same cohort as
that listed sixth in the German diploma of 7 and named as
being in Noesia in 82. N. Nirkovi, who published the new

diploma, is inclined to accept this identity. However, there
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is also a record of a cohors III Gallorum in a. Noesian
diploma of 78, which Nesselhauf at one time equated
with one found later in Mauretania Tingitana. Since then
the second part of the Tingitan.ian diploma has been found,3
which makes it clear cohors 1111 Gallorum was in question.
His original identification was incorrect but Nesselhauf's
theory concerning the existence of two third cohorts of
Gauls is still worth consideration as there is another
difficulty to be overcome.
A diploma of Noesia inferior for A.D.105 was issued
to a pedes of cohors III Gallorum, who gave his origo as of
the Raurici, a Gallic tribe of Upper Germany. A serving
soldier of this period is unlikely to have had. to wait more
than thirty years before receiving the grant of
We must either assume (as Nirkovi does) that the cohort was
still drawing recruits from its original levying area, after
its removal to Moesia, or place the arrival of the cohort in
Moesia circa 78/80. The former proposal seems the less
likely of the two, particularly if it is remembered that this
would have entailed regarding the three units (or even just
the Gallic cohort) as part of the army of Upper Germany some
7/8 years after leaving for Moesia, according to the wording
of the diploma of 82, heedless of the fact that there was no
intention of returning them to their former command. In
tabular form the scheme for cohortes III Gallorum which
appears best to fit the facts is:
B
A
cohors III Gallorum
cohors III Gallorum
Noesia 75 (.St.5 p.l7lff.) Germania (superior) 7 (OIL XVI 20;
78 (OIL XVI 22)
Iloesia circa 78/80
(OIL XVI 28:
inferior
unknown destination
(OIL XVI 45
99
105
(cn1xv15o;
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If two separate Gallic cohorts are accepted the necessity
for envisaging the possible removal of cohors V Hispanorum
from the Rhineland. to Noesia before April 75 disappears.
We may be safe in placing the transfer circa 78/80 at
earliest. On the division of Noesia our cohort was assigned
to the upper province (37.3, 37.k, 37.5 and 37.6 of A.D.921,
100, 159/60 and 161 respectively). The last diploma was

issued to a decurion of the cohort, Volsingus, son of Gaius,
of the Dardani. 6 Volsingus is an example of a local recruit
rising to become officer in the cohort (the Dardani came
from the south of Moesia superior). His status also confirms
that the cohort, like others in the series, was eguitata.
The prefect in February 161 was Pacideius Carpianus, whom
B. Overbeck connects with a family from Caiatia in Campania.
The station of the cohort in Moesia is unidentified.
It is true there is a tile stamp of a fifth cohort at Golubac
but cohors V Gallorum was stationed circa 10 knis up the
Danube at Pojejana and transport of tiles would be a simple
matter under these circumstances.

The possible topo-

graphical order of the later diplomata of Noesia superior is
of no real help as there are so many gaps in our knowledge
of the whereabouts of other units in the period concerned.
The tombstone of a decurion, Aurelius Marcus (37.8),
from Lambirid.i in Numidia, is open to two interpretations.
The stone was erected by his brother, also a soldier, as
he describes himself as duplicarius. The stone should be
late second, or even more probably third century, since
both brothers bear the nomen Aurelius. Marcus is said to
have been killed in battle. The cohort is specified as
belonging to Noesia superior. Either the brother was in the
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auxilia, in a different unit, serving in Numidia, and. the
stone was in fact a cenotaphiuni, or the cohort was temporarily
on active service in Numidia, in which case both brothers may
have been in the same cohort. The brother, and dedicator of
the stone, has a cognomen (Suruclius) whose stem at least
suggests an origin in the Balkans. 8 There were disturbances
in North Africa in the third century which culminated in the
death of Q . Gargilius ?lartialis circa 260. The transfer of
a cohort from Moesia superior (If this Is the answer) should
be placed well before

25

since at that time the menace of

the Carpi would make the movement of troops away from the
area unlikely. If the stone was a cenotaphium to Aurelius
Marcus and he had been stationed in Moesia, there were
occasions enough for his demise in battle in that area in
the third century.
From Florentia

(37.9) came

a second century prefect of

the cohort, L. Fadius Cornutus Titjus Nessianus, who was later
tribune in le gio V Nacedonica, probably in Lower Noesia,
rather than in Dacia, as the style suggests an early rather
than a late Antonine date.
A third century commander of the cohort is known from a
Greek inscription (37.10). P. Aelius Aminonius 9 began his
career as prefect of cohors V "Spanorum", later he became
prefect of theClassis Flavia Noesica Gord.ianaç, which
enables us to date the commencement of his militiae in, or
just before, the decade prior to A.D.2110. His name
indicates that Ammonius originated in one of the Greek
speaking provinces (perhaps from Toini in Noesia inferior ?)
and all his commands lie in that area.
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1. 1. ikovi, Ep .$t. 5 (I)tlsseld.orf 1968) pp. 177ff.
2. CTh XVI p.181 col.2.
3. CIL XVI 73/169
1. OIL XVI 50.
5. of. G. A].*l&y,

storia17 pp.2l5f.

6. Its rind. spot, c9nj.u11, n 4sia Iinor is attributed

by Bernhard Qverbeck to its value as a metal object of
trade in the late mpie.
7. But see A. Radnti, xiliaz"i pp n. in, d.en Donaiprevinzen
p.1142.
8. D. Detschew, iethacischen $p acbes(Vienxi.a 1957)
p.70.
9. P1aum, Q

. Io.329 p.854.
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38. Cohors VI Hispanorum (eguitata ?).
The evidence for this cohort is tantalisingly short.
Although other interpretations are possible, 1 there is
a strong likelihood that it was raised in the Augustan
period as part of a series. Where it spent the first
two centuries of its existence is undiscovered but in the
third century it was in the East.
The inscription from Eumenia in Phrygia (38.2) was
a dedication by the municipality of Eumenia to P. Aelius
Fau.stianus, their benefactor. Faustianus was tribune of
the Spanish cohort and also tribune of cohors I Raetorum.
As Ritterling remarked, 2 Eumenia was an important town
lying at the junction of north-south and. east-west routes
through Phrygia. It appears to have had a Had.rianic
garrison and. there are a number of inscriptions (mainly
in Greek) testifying to the presence of serving soldiers
and veterans in or near the town. Severus restored the
castra Cpraesidio] rum after an earthquake in 196.
Ritterling suggested. 6 that the Raetian and possibly the
Spanish cohort were in garrison at Eumenia in the third
century. Since Faustianus is specified as tribune it is
reasonable to assume they had both been raised to niilliary
status in the third century, which would be in keeping with
the military trends of that period. The Raetian cohort was
part-mounted, and it seems likely that the Spanish cohort
like other members of its series was also eguitata.
Earlier we know the Spanish cohort to have been quingenary
from the fragmentary cursus of a (probable) Italian prefect
from Ameria of Trajanic or Hadrianic date (38.1).
Ritterling also equated the cohort with the ala sexta
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Hispanorum at Gomaha under the dux Arabiae of the Notitia
d.ignitatum (39.1). He added "the name of ala was given
from the fourth century onward to many cohorts of the
earlier empire". If the identification of Eumenia with
the town, described by Eusebiu.s as depopulated in
persecution of the Christians circa 3OO is accepted,
transfer of the cohort to another Eastern province (Arabia)
may have followed (although Ritterling thou.ght there may
have "still existed at Eumenia a military station of some
importance" in the fourth century).
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Footnotes
1. It could be argued that series of cohorts were not
necessarily all raised at the same time, and that a
high number implies a later date, but this defies all
the known evidence.
2. "Nilitary Forces in the Senatorial Provinces", JRS 17
(1927) 28ff.
3. cohors I Sugambrorum which had been transferred to
Syria by A.D.157.
IGR 730, 732, 734, 737, 738 and 733 and. 735.
5. MANA 4,328.
6.

. cit. p .31 n.3.

7. CAH 12 p.67k n.1.
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39. Ala VI Hispanorum.

This ala is only attested in the Notitia d.ignitatum
and taken on its face value this would mean that not only
is the early evidence missing for this regiment but also
that for the third, fourth and fifth alae of the series.
It would seem simpler to accept this (like ala II Hispanorum
of Egypt) as a probable converted cohort. See cohors VI
Hispanorum (No.38).
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4-0. Cohors XIII Rispanorum.
The sole inscription testifying to the existence of
this cohort was originally attributed to the XIIIth Urban
cohort (cf. GIL III

7318). In 1931 a new reading of the

tombstone, together with its Greek counterpart, made it
clear that a thirteenth Spanish cohort was named. '1 This
has the interesting (but embarrassing) effect of indicating
the existence, entirely unattested to date, of a seventh,
eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth cohort of that
name, unless some other explanation can be found for an
exceptional numbering policy by the Roman High Command.
The names of the deceased, Flavius Capiton, and his
freedman, T. Flavius Hernias, suggest the Flavian period
but the number following the name of the unit normally
denotes a fairly early date, so we may place this stone
with strong probability in the reign of Vespasian.2
Nacedonia, although a senatorial province, under the
care of a praetorian proconsul, possessed a garrison in
Hadrianic times cf. OIL XVI 67(120) in which only one
cohort is named. This inscription confirms that a small
force was placed at the governor's command in the F].avian
period, perhaps just our unit. Heraclea lay on the western
section of the Via Egnatia, which ran from the Adriatic to
Propontis. If stationed here the duties of the cohort may
have been concerned with overseeing transport and the
protection of incoming and outgoing trade.
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Footnotes
1. Since the Greek tert lacks a number, I would be
happier to accept the numeral as VIII rather than
XIII. This would leave one cohort, rather than six,
unaltested. It has proved impossible to see a
€ photograph of this text.
2. Other early Flavian indications are: the use of d.is
manibus in full, the zi.ames of 1the d.eceased in the
nominative. Capiton had $ eved only two years, which
makes a Vespasianic date posiblo. His name suggests
that he was a local recruit.
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Patterns in the cohortes Hispanorum.

Having regard to the complexity of the evidence
concerning the cohortes Hispanorum it would be rash to
make any positive assertions concerning their raising or
later dispositions. A table setting out their possible
movements (Table V. ) yields at best some very tentative
pointers.
Cheesman's theory concerning the dispositions of
numbered series of regiments has already been cited..1
It offers the possibility of creating some sort of pattern
out of the apparent disorder of the duplicated numbering
of these series. Oxi examination, the cohh. I to VI
Hispanorum eguitatae (lk-. 17b, 32, 3 L1./5, 36, 37, 38/9 in
the table) should belong to the early principate. The third
cohort in the series seems fairly surely of that period;
the fifth Iulio-Claudian at latest. It is reasonable to
suppose from numbering alone that the whole series was
Augustan in origin. By the principle of similarity of origin
we may also surmise that all members of the series would be
part-mounted (cohorts for which this is merely supposition
are indicated as eguitata in brackets). In the series I to
VI an early Rhineland situation can be demonstrated for the
third cohort and possibly the fifth. Cohors II Hispanorum
eguitata p.f. (32) was in Germariia superior from early in
the second century but almost certainly also in the Flavian
period; it could have been there even before this. Nothing
is known of the early stations for cohortes IV and VI (Nos.

36 and 38/9). With regard to the first cohort it may be
considered that the Rbineland would be the most likely
source from which a regiment appearing in Britain in the
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late first century would have come. Thus, following
Cheesman's argument we may believe in a levy of at least
3,000 Spaniards (in Tarraconensis) in the early principate
sent in six cohorts to the Rhineland. If the rather unsatisfactory evidence for the thirteenth cohort is added
the levy may have totalled considerably more (although if
the suggested emend.ation to VIII was to prove correct this
need only add another 1,000 men). It may also be possible
to see some other groupings. lk-17a and 31 suggest two
cohorts raised in the Augustan period for service in the
East. Nos. 23 and 26 may represent a levy of Gaius or
Claudius for use in Tingitana; Nos. 20 or 19 and 30 an
Augustan or Tiberian draft for Illyricum. There is less
certainty over the two cohorts of Egypt (Nos. 18 and 29),
but the possibility of a similar grouping should not be
ignored.
Although there are nine first cohorts listed it may
be possible to reduce the number to eight or even seven if:
a) cohorts No. 23 and 2k are conflated and/or
b) the cohort found in the early principate in Cyrene (22)
is thought likely to be the same as one of the same
number later appearing in Egypt, or possibly one of the
Danubian provinces.
If the conflation of 23 and 2k is not acceptable it may be
that Nos. 2k and 27 represent another "pair" of cohorts
sent to Caesariensis.
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Footnotes
1. See Auxilia raised in North-west Spain.
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LII. Cohore I fida Vardullorum milliaria eguitata civium
Romanorum.
The Varduli appear to have been a fairly large -ep-t.
states that the tribal name covers 14 peoples who
belonged to the conventus of Clunia. They lived not far
from the Cantabri in the foothills of the Pyrenees in
northern Tarraconensis. Their contribution to the auxilia
consisted of one cohort.
The cohort was in being by the early Flavian period,
that much may be inferred from its naming in the diploma
for 98 in Britain (41.1), but other than that there is no
indication of when it was raised or where it lay prior to
the Trajanic era.
There is a tombstone from Thibilis in Numidia (41.9)
which records a prefect of cohors prima fida Cardulorum
This was his sole militia although he was fifty when he
died. N. Jarrett2 considered his command may lie in the
period 18 11.-207, 3) when the cohort was reduced in size
(early in the second century it had become milliary and
was commanded. by a tribune). The presence of the praenomen
and unabbreviated. nomen of his brother, who was dedicator
of the tombstone, and the full titling of the cohort may,
however, support an earlier date. It could mean that
Sittius(?) (an African from Jarrett's lists) was prefect
of the cohort in the late first or early second century
while it was still quingenary. This still does not help to
locate its early station. Cichorius interpreted a tile
stamp from Vetera (OIL XIII 12449) as appertaining to this
cohort at an earlier stage. He read the stamp as: COH I
FID. Later interpretations allocated this to cohors I
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Pl(avia Hispanorum) (No.20). Cichorius may have been
incorrect in this instance but his general point that
the cohort is likely to have come from the Rhineland. to
Britain makes sense. On its first appearance in Britain
the cohort is given the honorifics fida and civium
Romatiorum. The Rhineland frontier provided opportunity
for winning such titles. Pida in particular suggests an
award made in circumstances where loyalty was at a premium.
The years 69/70 spring to mind. This is conjectural, and
it may be that the cohort had won its titles in a British
campaign.
As E. Birley commenteã6) the cohort was quingenary
in A.D.98 and.

105 ( 11.1.1

and 1i.1.2) but milliary by 122

It appears in British diplomata thereafter until

(111.3).

159/60

(kl. 14._41.7) and in numerous inscriptions in northern Britain
until circa the middle of the third century. Its station in
the Trajanic and Hadrianic periods is knknown. The probability that the diplomas for 98 and 105 relate to the auxilla
of the Chester command has already been discussed. N. Jarrett
suggests that, on grounds of size

(5.6

acres = 2.27

Caernarvon would provide a suitable base. However, it must
be remembered that the cohort is not thought to have been
milliary at the time when the two diplomas list it under
leg. XX V.V. so that the size factor is not entirely relevant.
Later in the second century it appears in the north and. the
first real clue comes from the Antonine Wall, at Castlecary
('1.1.8). Castlecary at 3 acres would not accommodate a
milliary cohort, so it is not surprising that the commRnder
is again a prefect. (If Sittius did. not belong to an earlier
date his command, as Jarrett suggested, could fit now.)
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The unit may have been divided between two forts. A very
interesting possibility is evoked by a comparison of this
altar and the diploma for 139/190 (Li.1.7). E. Birley
suggestea the diploma must lie after 149, basing this
observation on the lack of an origo for the cohort commander
in the diploma. A consideration of the types of abbreviation
in the formulae used led him to narrow this down to 159/60.
The commander's name is Verus. The altaD erected to Neptune
at Castlecary was dedicated by Trebius Verus. If the two
refer to one and the same man the equation would offer some
confirmation for Birley's date. The second occupation of the
Antonine Wall, on the latest analysis of the samian stamps,9
lay between 159 and. 163; there is a great temptation to
write Q.E.D. The diploma was granted to a member of the
cohort (status unknown), [Satuirninus from Gloucester, who
provides an example of a Briton recruited into a British
based cohort in the second century. As the diploma was
found at Colchester he probably retired there.
If part of the cohort was at Castlecazy, where was
the remaining section ? Could it have been part of the
caretaker garrison on Hadrian's Wall at this time ? The
altar from Nilecastle 19 (41.13) refers to a vexiflation
of the cohort, which was erecting both the altar and a
temple to the mother goddesses, under an officer whose
status is unspecified. His name is indicated merely by the
initials P.D.V. The find spot of the altar would fit a
second century date.10
The cohort was redintegrated by the latter part of the
reign of N. Aurelius for it was commanded by a tribune,
Plavius Titianus, at Lanchester, which goes some way towards
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confirmation for Hartley's suggested date of abandonment
of the Antonine Wall ( li.1.1O). Under Titianus the cohort
erected an altar to the Numen of Augustus and the genius
of the cohort. Titianu.s also set up an altar to Aesculapius
presumably for a safe recovery from an illness (of himself
or a member of his family). The centurions of the cohort
were responsible for an altar to lupiter Optimus Naxinius
during the st&y at Lanchester. Yet another altar, this time
to the discipline of the Emperors was set up, perhaps at
Corbridge (although found at Hexham). It may well belong
to the period when the cohort was stationed at Lanchester,
which lies on Dere Street, and have been set up by a group
of milites sent off to the stores base at Corbridge for a
time. An alternative explanation is that the commander
(whose rank of tribune is a conjectural restoration) is to
be equated with the P.D.V. of the altar from I'Jilecastle

19,

and. not the tribune Calpurnius of the altar to Apollo
Naponus

L

( 1.1.l Lft).

In this case the vexillation may have

been performing odd. tasks in connection with the maintenance
of Hadrian's Wall and. therefore having occasion to visit
Corbridge.
In the third. century the cohort was at High Rochester
( 24.1.15 11.1. 3O ).
of

L

213 ( l.1.16)

The first dated stones are a loyal dedication
and., for good measure, an altar for the welfare

of Caracalla set up in the same year to the god Natunus
L

( M.17).

A further access of devotion produced the re-

building of a Nithraeuni for the welfare of Caracalla (21.1.18).
The tribune in charge of the latter two (and probably all
three) of these expressions of fidelity, L. Caeciliu.s Optatus,
erected a further altar of a more military character, to
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Minerva and. the genius of the collegluin

( 11.1.19).

After

this the unit, like others connected with the frontier
policy of the third century, began to build on a long term
basis. Publius Aelius Erasmus, tribune, supervised the
building of a ballistarium in 220 11)

(11.1.21)

and perhaps

a second ( 11.1.22). Another was restored under Aurelius
Quintus in the period 223/235 12 ) (11-1.23). The fort is
small for a cohors milliaria eguitata,13) and the unit
presumably sent out patrols into Lowland Scotland,in the
supervisory capacity implied. by the treaties imposed upon
tribes bordering frontiers by Caracalla. This is emphasised.
by the addition of numerus Exploratorum Bremeniensium to the
garrison, as testified in the reign of Gordian

( 11.1.2k) by

an altar to the genius of the emperor and the standards.
11.1.31 has been cited as an example of this patrolling.
Jed.bu.rgh near Cappuck has produced two altars built into
the fabric of the Abbey. One (RIB 2117) should be third
century but some doubt may be expressed about RIB 2118=11.1.31.
The tribune Gaius Qumntius Severus, who set this up, does
not abbreviate his noinen and indicates his praenoinen. This
is not without parallel in this area in the third century
(cf. 11-1.18, 11-1.21 and 11.1.25) but he also gives his tribe and
domus, and this is unusual in a third century context. It
may be worth bearing in mind that this particular stone could
well belong to an earlier period when the cohort was moving
between the Antonine and. Hadrianic limes. Apart from those
already named, tribunes of the cohort at High Rochester
include:
Aurelius Quintus who held his command during the reign of
Alexander Severus, when Claudius Apellinus was praetorian
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governor of Britannia inferior

(11.1.23);

Cassius Sabinianus who was there during the reign of
Gord.ian III (238/211.4) (41.24);
Titus Licinius Valerianus under whom the cohort erected
an altar to its genius and. the standards

(41.25);

Rufinus (cf. cohors I Augusta Lusitanorum No.79) (41.26 and
41.27);
Honoratus whose foster child bore the Greek name of Hermagoras
and. may thus give a clue to his own origin in the East (11.1.28);
Flavius Severinus whose unit is unidentified, but is almost
certainly this one, who dedicated an altar to Fulinerva (11.1.29);
and Caepio Charitinus under whose care the d.uplicarii of
nuinerus Exploratorum Bremenlensium set up an altar to the
goddess Roma

( 4 1.30).

(of. ala I Hispanorum for the implic-

ations of the increase of duplicarii in auxiliary regiments
in the third century.) The presence of a number of men with
double pay in a numerus indicates that even the Uirregulartt
auxilia benefited from the growing need to make service in
the arnw attractive in this period. Richmond concluded that
the occupation of High Rochester ended with, or shortly
after, the Constantinian period. It is not sure that this
cohort was in garrison at that time. The Carausian interlude
dislocated military dispositions in the north and the
Constantinian reorganisation may have placed another regiment
at High Rochester for a brief period. We cannot tell if the
cohort of Varduli survived into the fourth century.
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Footnotes
1. NH 3,3,26 and. 27.
2.

. St. 9 (Bonn 1972) pp.208/9.

3. Which date is chosen as the period of the second
occupation of the Antonine Wall, cf. fn.9 in.fra.
LI. .

PWRE LI-,3LI.8.

5. Alfldy, Hilfstruppen p.206 no.132a.
6. Alae and cohortes milliariae p.61.
7. The Roman Frontier in Wales, V.E. Nash-Williams, 2nd ed.
M.G. Jarrett (Cardiff 1969) p.16.
8. JRS 28 (193 8 ) p.228.

9. B.R. Hartley "Roman Occupation of Scotland.", Britannia 3
( 1 972 )

p. Ll-1.

Cohors I Tungrorum milliaria was the

garrison of Castlecary in the first Antonine occupation
(RIB 2155).
10. E. Birley "A new Roman Inscription and a note on the
garrisoning of the Wall", AA 4- 9 (1932) p.208.
11. l.A. Richmond "Roman Britain and Roman Military
Antiquities", Proceedings of the British Academy 41
(1955) p .308 and flg. LI., and NCH 15 pp.98/9.

12. cf. A.R. Birley ttThe Roman Governors of Britain",
. St. 4 (K81n 1967) p.89 No.52.
13. 4.9 acres - 2.0 ha. on Richmond's figures of 4-85 x 445 ft.
AA4 13 (1936) pp.l7Off.
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42. Cohors II Vasconum civium Romanorum eguitata.
The Vascones lived in northern Tarraconensis, in
the foothills of the Pyrenees, according to Pliny.1
Galba raised several cohorts from the tribe; they appear
in the Rhineland late in 69.2) It used to be thought
that all the inscriptions relating to cohors II Hispana
Vasconum belonged to the cohort which appeared in British
diplomata as cohors II Vasconum

but the discovery

of several diplomata of Nauretania Tingitana made it
clear that there were two separate series: cohortes I et
II Vasconum and cohortes I et II Hispana Vasconum. The
only warrant for the existence of the first cohort of
either set lies in the evidence for the second.
Were all four cohorts raised by Galba ? The difference
of titles argues against this. If they had been levied at
the same time it would be reasonable for them to be numbered
1_Il. . The association between cohors II Vasconum eguitata,

legio II Augusta and ala I Asturum in the cursus of an
unknown equestrian from Ilipa in Baetica ( 21.2.3) lends itself to the conclusion that the British based cohort was
previously in the Rhineland, and therefore one of those
Vasconum lectae a Galba cohortesIt.

it may even be that

this commander was first in charge of the newly raised
cohort and remained prefect through the Rhineland. episode
when the Vascones rescued Vocula, finally supervising its
removal to Britain (hence the plural armies by which he
was honoured). cf. ala I Hispanorum Asturum No.4.5 for an
expansion of this idea.
The award of civium Romanorum to the unit, which
first appears in 105 (4.2.1), is not mentioned in the cursus.
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Omissions of this kind. in honorary inscriptions do not
always signify that the title has not already been won,
but its absence in this case may support a surmise that
the cohort took part in engagements in Britain which
gave it the opportunity to exhibit bravery. If it came
over with leglo II Adf1trix and Cerialis in 71, there
would be ample scope for this in the next 13-14 years.
In 105 it was part of the Chester commriout its
station has yet to be identified.
Thereafter it was listed in the British diploma
for 122 ( 11.2.2) then vanished from the epigraphic record.
In view of the fragmentary condition of some of the later
diplomas of Britain (CIL XVI 82, 88 and 130) this need.
not mean that the cohort was lost or removed from the
province.
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Footnotes
1.

3,3,22.

2. Tacitus, Hist.L1.,33.
3. Cichorius. PWRE, k,39; Steia, Beamen 222;
Cheesman, Auxi]ia p.185
L. Tacitus op. cit.
5. E. Birley, "Roman Garrisons .n Wales", krela.Camb.

102 (1952/3) p.18.
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43. Cohors II Hispana Vasconum civium Roinanorum.

If it was not part of the levy of Galba the origin
of the unit is obscure. Only a careful study of the
diploma lists of Nauretania Tingitana permits the inference
to be made that this is the cohort appearing in the diploma
for 109. Between 109 and 122 (43. 1 /4 ) the abbreviated title
(cohors) II Hispana c.R. was used. and occurs wholly or in
fragmentary condition.
In 156/7 (43.5 and 43.6) in a corresponding position
is the expansion (cohors) II Hisp. Vascon. and a misspelt
version [II Hisp.] Varc. Nesselhauf restored the name of
the cohort in the latter two diplomata to read cohors II
Hispanorum Vasconum c.R., but a comparison of the lists,
and the evidence of 43.7, permits the correction cohors II
Hispana Vasconum.
The cohort is one of the five which have civium
Romanorum at the outset in Tingitana. The reasons for
this have been examined (cf. cohors II Hispanorum c.R.
(No.26) and cohors I Celtiberorum c.R. (No.13)). It seems
likely to have been an award made in the reign of Trajan.
Like other cohorts appearing first in the two diplomas of
109 it could have been in Tingitana earlier, and should
certainly have been In existence during the reign of
Domitian. Further than this it is not possible to go on
present data.
Although the record in Tingitana stops in 156/7, the
cohort remained in being and probably in that province
into the third century.'1
43.8, the cursus of Tiberius Antistius Narcianus of
the Quirina, belongs to the early part of that century as
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is shown by the use of Impp. dominor. nfl. Augg. The
adjectival form of the name of the cohort leads to the
conclusion that the Tingitanian unit was meant. The
fact that Narcianus was an African need. not have any
special significance for the siting of the cohort, but
there is no evidence of it from any other province. The
honorary inscription to the prefect L. Sammius Aemilianus
from Nimes (43.7) is the sole instance of the use of the
full title of the cohort. On style it should not be later
than the first half of the second century.
A study of the Tingitanian diplomas based upon their
presumed topographical listing of units 2

suggests that

cohors II Hispana Vasconum c.R. was probably stationed in
the north of the province.
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Footnotes
1. Reasons have already been given for the restoration
of the name of this cohort in the diploma of 151/160
of Nauretania Tingitana (AE 1960, 103) cf. cohors I
Hispanorum No.23.
2. Appendix

1.
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Chapter V
The auxilia oZ North-west Tarraconensis
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. Ala I Asturum.
Inscription £14.3 reveals that this ala may be pushed
back in origin into Tiberian times. Tiberius Claudius
Saturninus almost certainly owed his citizenship to the
late Claudian

arrangernents.1)

He served

32

years and his

enlistment therefore goes back into the first half of the
reign of Tiberius • This ala should thus belong to the
Augustan series. It may have been drafted from Spain to
the Rhineland if 114.10, the tombstone of Albanus, from
Chalon, belongs to this regiment rather than ala I
Hispanorum Asturum (or even ala II Asturum q.v.). It has
all the marks of a pre-Claudian stone and should reflect
local recruitment in the Iulio-Claudian period. Albanus
is given as natione Ubius, which suggests that the ala
may have been attached to the military district of (Lower)
Germany. It is difficult to account for the presence of
the tombstone at Chalon-sur-Saone although possibilities
exist c f. the outposting of sections of a cohort recorded
in Hunt's Prid.ianum; or troop movements iuch as might be
involved in crushing the revolt of Florus and Sacrovir.
Probably the regiment was transferred to Moesia before the
end. of the reign of Claudius. The tombstone of Saturninus
which was found at Tomi, on the Black Sea coast, need. not
indicate the presence of the ala, as he was a veteran, but
the significance of the diploma of A.D.99 ( 114.1) must be
taken into account. The diploma was issued to a gregalia
of the ala, ?leticua son of Sola of the Basal. The Beasi
are mentioned by the Elder Pliny 2

as a tribe with 'multa

nomina' living on the left bank of the Struma (strictly
speaking in Macedonia) but Neaselbauf pointed out that the
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tribal name of the Bessi took in peoples from Thrace
and. Dard.ania as weii.

The diploma was issued to both

serving soldiers and those about to be discharged.
Neticus was still serving, so we may place his enlistment circa A.D.74 or perhaps a few years earlier. The
ala may thus be sited in eastern Noesia with some
credibility in early Flavian times, and Saturninus'
choice of Tom.i. for his retirement falls into line more
readily as representing a decision to stay near the
station of his former regiment. That decision would be
taken on discharge at latest early in the reign of Nero.
The diploma was one of two issued on the same date,
for Noesia inferior. These two diplomata are of great
interest in that they list completely different groups of
auxilia. They have been interpreted as representing two
legionary commands in the province. 6 It would be an
interesting exercise to trace the area of these ].egionary
commands, but unfortunately the evidence for the late first
century in Noesia, as far as the auxilia is concerned, is
rather sparse, and the changes brought about by Trajan's
Wars make later dispositions of little value as pointers.
As far as a judgement is possible on our present limited
knowledge it seems that the command of the diploma under
discussion lay to the east rather than the west of Noesia
inferior. 7 The diploma itself was found at (or nearby)
Phulippopolis in Thrace, which may be accounted for by the
origin of Meticus. At the time of issue of the diploma
the ala was commanded by Tiberius lulius Agricola, of the
Pupinian voting tribe (this latter fact suggesting that he
came from Trieste).
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There is nothing to say whether or not the ala
took part in Domitian's Dacian Wars, but it was certainly
involved in those of Trajan, since its commander, an
Italian, Prifernius Paetus Neminius Apollinaris was
decorated in his first War ( 114.4 and Cf. Pflaum Car.
No . 71). After the Dacian Wars the ala remained to form
part of the garrison of the newly won territory. Gaius
Nonius Caepianus, from Ariminum (114.5), was praeposltus
of numerus electorum ex Illyrico (which was later certainly
in Dacia) 8 whilst commanding the Asturian ala. His career
was centred in the Danubian area, and a Trajanic or Hadrianic
date is indicated.
Pflaum places the procuratorial career of Lucius Baebius
luncinus, from Nessana in Sicily, between 117 and. 138 (44.6
and Pflaum Car. No.121). His military career, of which the
last post was in command of our ala, must lie before 135
when legio XXII Deiotariana is thought to have been lost.
A late Trajanic or early Had.rianic date is suggested.
There is no indication that he commanded the "Dacian"
rather than the British based regiment save that his
military career appears to have been centred in the east
rather than the west. 9 Either of these two prefects could
have served under the governor of Noesia inferior if their
commands fell before 119; after that the ala may be assumed
to have been assigned to Dacia inferior, but no change of
station need be inferred.
In his commentary on the diploma of 140 (44.2) Gerov
underlines the close connection between the former arny of
Noesia and that of Dada. The majority of regiments in
the diploma, which had been issued by Aquila Fidus,
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governor of Dacia inferior, had appeared on the army list
of Noesia inferior before the Hadrianic rearrangements of
provincial, territory had been effected. Hunt's Pridianum10
shows that Piroboridava and Buridava were included in the
sphere of operations of the Noesian cozrITn n d in 105-108.
It seems probable Trajan intended that the whole of Walachia
and. Lower Moldavia should be included within the bounds of
the empire. If these two forts were within Moesia inferior,
it is feasible that the area south of a line drawn from the
mouth of the Danube through Piroboridava to Hoghiz (at
least) was annexed to Noesia inferior from 101-102, and
Lower Moldavia was only abandoned at the time of Hadrian's
withdrawal to the lines of the Danube and the Olt. Those
regiments of Noesia inferior stationed. in forts now within
the newly delineated. province of Dacia inferior would remain
in situ but obey the governor of Dacia inferior. Our ala
would come within this category if Wagner's suggestionhl)
that the ala was stationed. at Hoghiz in Dacia inferior is
accepted.. Gerov follows Wagner in this ascription and.
they are probably correct in assigning the ala to this
general area. The allocation to Hoghiz itself is perhaps
a little less certain. Hoghiz is the site of a fort of 3.6
ha (ii circa 9 acres), which has been systematically robbed
by local inhabitants since the nineteenth century. Tiles
interpreted as belonging to the ala have been found. on the
site (44.7) but these are not a sure indication of the
presence of the unit at the ort,12) the ala could have
been nearby and. supplied tiles to the garrison there.
However, at circa 9 acres the fort would. accommodate a
quingenary ala, although until adequate excavation has taken
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place this size ma$ not be tied. in with any specific phase
of occupation. Gerov suggests the ala was at Hoghiz in
the first half of the second. century but implies its place
was taken later by cohors III Gallorum. The latter regiment
was attested there in the reign of Marcus iureiius.13)
Cohors III Gallorum was ped.itata, as far as may be
ascertained. One possible explanation for the change of
garrison would be that the more mobile unit was required for
service in the wars of Marcus, and replaced. with a holding
force of infantry.
The ala remained in Dacia. It is mentioned in a
dedication to Fortuna for the welfare of the three Augusti,
found in the healing waters of the baths at Germisara (4.8).
The dedication raises an interesting point. It mentions
three Auguati, although the last G and N of the triple
letters denoting Augustorum Nostrorum have been obliterated,
presumably on the death of Geta. The inscription would thus
normally date to the period 209-211, but the stone was
erected by the consular governor of the three Dacias, L.
Octavius lulianus, through the care of Aelius Geminus
Antonius, prefect of our ala. Octavius lulianus is named
on several other inscriptions as governor of Dacia

in the

period 200-201. A. tein15) points out that the incorrect
plural Auggg. appears on some stones at a date when Geta
was demonstrably still Caesar. Since the stone was found at
a spa, it has no immediate bearing on the whereabouts of the
ala, save that it remained in the general area of Dacia.

Verification comes through the cureus of an nnlcnown
procurator (k21.. 9), who showed an unfortunate lack of f ore-
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sight in advertising his friendship with Pulvius
Plautianus, praetorian prefect and one-time Lather-inlaw of Caracalla. Plautianus, whose end. is so graphically
described by Dio,16) was executed in 205, and was at the
peak of his power and influence between 202, when his
daughter Plautilla married. Caracalla, and his sudden death.
This stone should thus belong to that period and the
prefect, whose previous military post was as tribune of
legio XI Claudia of Noesia inferior, may be thought to
have commanded ala I Asturum in Dacia, at the beginning of
the reign of Septiniius Severus (PZlaum Car. 2i.1). (Pflaum
suggests that possibly he belonged to Lepcis Nagna like
Severus and Plautianus.) Like other regiments of Dacia the
ala must have been affected. by the disasters of the midthird century and its final fate is unknown.
There is no record of the ala receiving any decorations
for valour, although its position would. no doubt place it in
line to participate in many engagements. One of its inscriptions confirms how heavily the provinces of eastern
Europe relied upon Thrace in the second century and later
as a pool for recruits to the auxilia. A veteran of the
ala, Narcus Aurelius Teres, whose name must either mean
that he was d.ischarged under Marcus Aurelius, or just
possibly Caracalla (244.11), describes himself as natione
Bessus.
He served for 28 years, rather longer than is usual
after Trajan, perhaps a sign of the troubled times in that
part of the empire.
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Footnotes
1. G. Alf6ldy, Historia 1

7, pp .215ff.

Neither Holder

nor Detschew list the name Arrentus so that the
filiation of Saturninus gives no clue to his origin
at present.
2. NH, £l.,11,ZI.O.
3. GIL XVI Diploma 1, p.1 fn.1.
14.

He is described as gregalis rather than x eguite.

5. ?Ioesia was not partitioned until A.D.86, but the
later appearance of the ala on the list of Noesia
inferior supports a station in the more easterly part
of the province from the start.
6. of. the discussion of these diplomas by E. Birley,
"Roman Garrisons in Wales", Arch. Camb. 102 (1952-3)
pp • 17-18.
7. The few inscriptions of auxilia named in this diploma,
of approximately the right period, seem to point to
stations in an area east of Durostorum, but since some
of the stones are those of veterans the evidence is
very fragile indeed. cf. Wagner, Dialokation, under
the various regiments named.
8. GIL XVI 75 of 129.
9. Cohors IV Raetorum in Noesia superior, it left that
province for Cappadocia between 100 and 13 k ; legio
XXII Deiotariana was stationed in Egypt but left there
some time between 119 and. 128.
10. BNP.(P.Lond.) 2851. cf. Sir Ronald Syme, "The Lower
Danube under Trajan", JRS, k9 (1959) p.32.
11.

. cit. p.10.

12. See Working hypotheses.
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. cit. p.139.
13. Wagner,
1. CIL III 1411.85a - 1L9 9179 and CIL III 1308.
15. Die Reichsbeamten von Dazien (Diss. Pann. 1,12,
Budapest, 19114) p.61 n.2.
16. 77,2ff.
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45. Ala I Hispanorum Asturum.
Unless inscription

45.10 (. £14.10)

belongs to this

aia,1) there is no evidence for its existence earlier than
the Flavian period, some

25

years before it first appeared

in a diploma for Britain in A.D.98 (4.5.1). It is distinguishable from the other Asturian alae in the form of its
title. Four of the d.iplomata and one other inscription
describe it as Hispanorum Asturum. This difference, together with the number I, demonstrates that it was raised
separately from the other Asturian regiments.
If 45.10 does refer to the ala, it must be taken
back into Augustan times (cf. ala I Asturum for the significance of the stone). It may have been raised at a
later date than the other alae, perhaps after the Varian.
disaster, and. sent to the Rhineland. In this case there is
no reason why it should not have entered Britain with the
invasion forces but the possibility that it came later
cannot be ruled out. However, the lack of the complete
title in the tombstone of Albanus makes the identification
somewhat tenuous and there are other pointers to be taken
into consideration.
The difference in title may relate to the fact that
the ala was raised at a time when the Astures had. been
more fully integrated into the province of Hispania
Citerior, that is to say when the conventus system had been
extended into north-west Spain. Either a Claudian or a
Neronian levy would then be more feasible (cf. Auxilia

raised in north-west Spain). A likely date for the entz7
of fresh auxilia to Britain before 98 would then be after
the Boud.iccan revolt when, Tacitus tells

both
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auxiliaries and legionariea were sent as reinforcements
(this would entail an intermediate, but brief, posting to
the Rhineland between Spain and Britain, for which there is
admittedly no evidence). Alternatively the ala could have
come over with Certalis and. legio II Adtrix in 71, for
he assuredly had Spanish auxilia at his disposal.
Further evidence is needed before one or another of
these solutions may be verified.
After its arrival in Britain the precise station of
the ala is unknown for some considerable time. It seems
likely that a cavalry regiment would not stay long in any
one spot in the first fifty years after the conquest.
The lrnown equestrian, honoured by the stone from Ilipa
in Baetica (4.5.13), may have commanded the ala when it was
actively campaigning in Britain before it possessed
'permanent' quarters. The inscription is probably Flavian
at earliest since the prefect had previously commanded
cohors II Vasconum, and at least some of the Vaacones had.
been levied by Galba, according to Tacitus. 3 flipa was
almost certainly the home town of the prefect and, as a
Spanish resident, it is possible that he was the first
commander of cohors II Vasconum. Galba would have had to
rely upon his Spanish adherents for his first appointments.
If this cohort was among those that rescued Vocula when he
was being besieged. at Gelduba, a peculiarity of the inscription noted by Dessaa may be explicable.' The prefect
apparently served his tres militiae in Britain and yet is
mentioned as having been honoured by plural 'armies'. If,
during the turbulent years 68/71, the prefect continued to
command the newly raised cohort, he may have accompanied it
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to Britain. (kie of the armies honouring him may have
been that of the Rhineland for his part in the action before
Gelduba. The other army could be that of Britain, the
occasion for this second honour could be found during
the campaigns of Cerialis. Again this is offered only as a
surmise.
E. Birley has given reasons for thinking the diploma
for A.D.98 relates to the Chester command of the Twentieth
Legion, covering the area of the northern half of Wales,
"the Lancashire plain and the western Pennines". 5 Thus
in early Trajanic times the ala was probably here, although
only an inscription will place it with any certainty in one
of the possible cavalry forts listed by N. Jarrett6 Caerss II, Porden Gaer, Ribchester (unless the, second
Asturian ala was already there) or perhaps Nanchester.
The first definite station for the ala was Benwell
early in the third century (45.6). Could the ala have been
at Benwell at any time during the second century ? Benwell
was built for a cavalry reginient but its first garrison
is unknown.8) A case may be made for supposing that part
of the milliary cohors I Vangionum was stationed here under
a prefect at some time in the second century. 9

The sister

fort of Chesters (also originally constructed for a cavalry
regiment) was perhaps held by cohors I DeImatarum,1
either during the second occupation of the Antonine Wall or
after its abandonment. Later in the century there is a
chance that both forts may have been reoccupied by cavalry
regiments; Cheaters by ala II Asturum, Benwell by an unknown ala, but if the parallel with Cheaters is acceptable,
possibly the one under consideration. A suitable cause for
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a change of garrisons in the late second century may be
found in the arrival of 5,500 Sarmatian cavalry shortly
alter

175. Redeployment of cavalry units almost certainly

ensued; the Sarmatiana are later found at Ribehester
where the second Asturian ala (q.v.) lay at some time in
the second century.
There are three arguments which may be advanced
against the occupation of Benwell and. Cheaters by cavalry
regiments in the late second century. One concerns the
view taken of the terminal date of the second occupation
of the Antonine Wall. If it was held. until late in the
second century there would be little chance that two
cavalry regiments could have been spared to garrison these
two forts. However, B.R. Hartley's work on samian stamps
has provided us with a strong probability that the Antonine
Wall bad been abandoned. more than a decade before 175.11)
Secondly, Benwell and Cheaters are kiown to have been
garrisoned. by the Asturian alae in the third century and.
it is said "continuity of posting between the second and.
third. centuries is .... rare on Hadrian's Wall".12
Jarrett and Nannh3) point out that a lack of Commodan inscriptions nullifies this. It is possible to go further,
for it may be argued that the logical move for Virius
Lupus, as first Severan governor of a regained province,
would. be to use records left by his predecessors to send
regiments back to their former stations pro tenipore. An
ala which had been in a fort on Hadrian's Wall, and bad.
survived the battle at Lugd.unum, would, on this view, be
more likely than not to return there. Thirdly, there is
the question of the acceptance of an early third century,
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as well as a Conunodan, governor named Ulpius flarcellus.
E. Birley based his argument for two Ulpii Marcelli upon
the evidence of:
i)

The altar to Anociticus set up by a praefectus
eguitum, Tineius Longus, at Benwell, RIB 1329;

ii) A passage in Dio (73,8,2) which relates that the
tribes in Britain had crossed the wall and killed a
governor (or general) together with his troops, so
that Conimod.us in alarm sent Ulpius Narcellus against
them;
iii) Two atones from Cheaters (RIB 1463 and. 1464 - 45.5
and 45.6) set up under Ulpius Marcellus, one of which
records the building of an aqueduct.
Let us examine the evidence in detail:
i-ii.The reasons for assigning a third century date to the
altar set up by Longus are summarised, in "The Roman
Governors of Britain" by A.R. Birley. 14 It is indeed
difficult to see how Longus could have received his
remarkable elevation to the senatorial order at the
behest of two emperors (Marcus and Commodus), and.
dallied. some eight or nine months before erecting his
thank offering under the new governor U].pius ?larcellus.
For this is the implication of the explanation offered.
by R.P. Wright, in the apparatus to the inscription.
Nor, for that matter, can one imagine that the times
were suitable for an officer to be engaged in setting
up an altar soon after the arrival of Marc ellus, if
Dio's description is correct. Either that stern
disciplinarian would have co-opted him back into
military service, for Dio says that troops had been
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lost, and experienced officers like Longus (who had
served his militia tertia) would be at a premium, or
he would be hastening back to Rome to take up his
app ointment.
It has been argued, in support of a late second
century date for the altar of Longus "the shrine containing these two altars (RIB 1327 and 1329), demolished when they were overturned, contained no coin later
than Plarcus Aurelius and was therefore presumably
destroyed in A.D.197 (Richmond AL 19 (19 k1) 39 n.136.15)
Reading the original report by G.W. Rendell6) it becomes apparent that the first part of that statement is
not conclusive. The coins found within the temple were
associated with three burials in the semi-circular apse.
These appear to be later insertions, "the bones were
covered with stones apparently the ruins of the surrounding wall". The identified coins do atop with Aurelius,
but Rendel remarked "other bronze coins are defaced.",
so that: a) the coins may have come into the temple with
soil and stones brought in with the burials, and b) even
the contention that the coin record ended with Aurelius
cannot be maintained with certainty.
The second part of the statement is also less tenable
since it is no longer universally held that wholesale
destruction occurred on the Wall in A.D.197,'7 so
that the destruction of the temple could have a later
provenance.
E. Birley has also pointed out 18 that one of the
altars found in the temple (RIB 1 32 7) looks early third
century in style. The dedicator lacks a praenomen and.
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his nomen is abbreviated. Without proof that
Longue belongs to the late second century the
presence of an ala (and perhaps our ala) at Benwell
in that period is not attested, although it is not
entirely ruled. out.
iii. The placing of the Cheaters inscriptions under a
third century Marceflus is more arguable. E. Birley
remarked that in style the lettering of RIB 163
"bears an extremely close resemblance to" RIB 14-66
also from Chesters.19) The latter stone may be given
a date of 221-2 (of. ala II Asturum). He also doubted
that the addition of an aqueduct to Cheaters would have
been made under the Commodan ?larcellus "For the governor
who gave the northern barbarians such a beating can
hardly have had leisure for adding to the amenities of
a fort on Hadrian's Wall". The likeness of the lettering
on the stones may not be gainsaid, but they could hardly
have been inscribed by the same mason. The foot of the
L's, for instance, is quite different, the leaf stops
are inverted, and the R of Astur. is not ligatured onto
the preceding V, in the stone for the aqueduct, as it is
in the other. Lettering styles may be copied.
With regard to the provision of an aqueduct, this would
make good sense if, in 175, a cavalry regiment replaced
a cohors eguitata, for the water supply would need
supplementing for the additional horses. ?Iarcellua'
name may simply appear because he completed a scheme
begun by his predecessor(s).
If it is possible ala II Asturum was at Cheaters in
the late second century, the presence of the first ala at
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Benwell is a little more feasible.
Unfortunately another stone which carries interesting
possibilities, if it could be securely dated, is also
difficult to place. This is the tombstone of Victor the
Moor, found at South Shields (45.11). Certain artistic
features have prompted D.J. Smith2o) to associate it with
the tombstone of Regina, wife of Barates (RIB 1065) and to
suggest that both came from the workshop of a Palnyrenian
craftsman. Htibner2 placed the tombstone of Victor in the
third century on epigraphic grounds, principally the lack
of praenoinina and nomina for ex-master and freedman.
Against this it may be noted that there are no ligatures,
and apart from the initial D. N. apparently no abbreviations.
One slight caveat might be offered in the matter of abbreviations. As normally published this is true, and. the puzzling
lack of agreement between LIBERTTJS and VICTORIS is attributed
to a degree of unfamiliarity with Latin. On all the published
photographs, and in the transcript offered by R.P. Wright in
RIB, there is what appears to be a punctum between LIBER and
An alternative reading of the second line might be
NNORUN XX LIBER(ti) TUS(id.ii?) NTJNERIANI. This would allow
Numerianus a nomen albeit in an abbreviated form. E. Birley
has pointed out the archaic look of the formula QITIS ALA
I ASTURUN22 suggesting that this supports a second century
date at latest. On grounds of artistic style, dates offered
for this and the stone of Regina are centred on the late
second and early third. centuries.23)
One of the baffling aspects of the stone concerns its
richness. The person commemorated was the freedman of an
ordinary trooper in the auxilia. A second question is what
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brought a twenty year old ?loorish youth to the bleakness
of northern Britain ? The theory that best answers these
two questions is most likely to supply a firm dating for
the stone itself.
LA. Richmond's theory was that Numerianus had
"placed" Victor "as active partner in a business at South
Shields". 2On this basis the stone would have been
erected in the third century when South Shields had a busy
civilian settlement attached to the supply base. It must
be added that water transport was possible upstream as far
as Benwell, where the ala was certainly stationed at this
period. As a port South Shields may have received exotica
such as Moorish slaves, but it may seem odd that such a
young man would be given the responsibility for conducting
a business, or indeed that he would have had time to have
won his master's esteem to such an extent as to warrant
both his freedom and the splendid tombstone.
Hbner queried whether Numerianus, like Victor, was
Moorish. This would perhaps explain the strong tie between
man and ex-master, but it would be very difficult to prove,
and in any case how could we account for the conscription
of a Moorish cavalryman into a British based ala 7 The
only possible occasion which would offer such a chance would
be during the Mauretanian revolt of the reign of Pius.
There is some evidence that legionary vexillations were sent
from a number of provinces to quell this revoit, 2 among
them one of leglo XX V.V. from Britain. Other inscriptiona26
make it clear that the accompanying auxilia were mainly
cavalry units. Ala I Asturum on this reckoning could have
been part of the expeditionary force, and Numerianus may have
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been recruited in ?lauretania, or at very least have
acquired a Noorish slave. This would date the stone of
Victor to shortly after 1 50 , and imply that South Shields
had already a flourishing civilian community at that time.2
It would presumably carry the stone of Regina back with
On balance Richmond's theory carries less complicated
suppositions. The alternative is advanced only as a tentative
theory, for the interest it may have concerning the possible
movements of the ala.
In the third century there is no doubt that the ala was
at Benwell. As planned by Simpson and. Richmond 29 there is
not room for a complete quingenary ala in the third century
fort. This is true for several stations in the area of the
northern Unites at this period. It is thought that parts
of the regiments concerned were always outposted. They were
probably engaged in patrolling. Although Httbner had a theory
that a section was at South Shields aiding the permanent
garrison there (cohors V Gallorum eguitata), this was based
upon the tombstone of Victor already discussed, and there
is no other evidence.
In whatever way the "missing" four turmae were employed,
the main body of the ala was responsible for the reconstruction of the commandant's house at Benwell. J. Petch
noted that the drain underlying the k'pocausted room in the
south east corner of the praetorium was capped by stone
slabs and then covered with tiles, as if to protect the drain
from the effects of heat when the hypocaust was put into
action. These tiles were stamped by the ala and are supported
by other inscriptions to show that in this case it was
participating in the work (4.5.12).
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The ala may have seen some action early in the third
century.

'45.6

is a dedication to the Victory of two

Augusti in the period A.D.205/7 when Alfenus Senecio was
governor. According to Herod.i8n31) the "barbarians had
risen and were overrunning the country" and the governor
asked for more troops or "the presence of the emperor".
The fact that the ala describes itself as felix indicates,
at least, that it had not disgraced itself in any engagements although there is no record of battle honours being
Later in more peaceful circumstances (at least
within the province), the ala rebuilt a temple to the
three mother goddesses of the parade ground under its
prefect T(erentius?) Agrippa. It was styled Gordiana which,
together with the suggested restoration of Pupiena and
Gordiana as the erased honorifics, gives a date of A.D.238
for the stone (45.7).
Whatever the vicissitudes encountered by the ala at
Benwell in the next century or so, it is still recorded as
the garrison of the fort in the Notitia Dignitatum

(45.5a).
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Benwell.
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4.6. Ala II Asturum.

This ala must belong to the series raised by Augustus.
The earliest inscription on wbich it is recorded comes from
Aquincum (4.6.1) and is Iulio-Claud.ian in tormat.1) From
the tombstone we learn this ala and ala I Auriana had been
stationed in the Rhineland. before their transfer to
pannonia.2) The Treveran brothers, Reginus and Receptus,
probably enlisted. about the same time, as local recruits,
when the two regiments lay near their tribal territory.
Reginus bad. served five years before dying so the move to
Pannonia must have followed shortly after their enlistment.
Reasons have been given for supposing that early
tombstones belong to cemeteries attached to stations, at
strong points, but that the regiments they record need. not

necessarily be in permanent garrison there.

On the other

hand, a cemetery is not likely to exist without a fort.
The earliest possible date for 4.6.1 should therefore be
related to the first military occupation of Aquincum.
J. Szilgyi interpreted. a building stone from Aquincum
to mean that the first fort there was erected. under Drusus
Caesar, son of Tiberius, in A.D.19.4. This stone has
recently been examined by E. T6th and G. Vkony, and they
show it really refers to Titus Caesar and. is datable to
A.D.73. However, T6th and Vkony point out there were two

forts at Aquincum. One lay to the north-east at or near
V1zivéros, the other in buda. The site at VIzivros is
the earlier and terra sigillata of Tibelto-Claudian date
has been found there. 6) Although it is difficult to be
sure, the ala I Hispanorum seems the most likely contender
for the first regiment in garrison at VIzivros. There are
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f oar tombstones

of this ala from Aquincum of which three

come from the cemetery at VCziv&os. Ala I Hispanorum (q.v.)

was unlikely to have left the Rhineland. before A.D.33, but
was surely at Aquincum before A.D.50, with an intermediate
posting in Dalmatia. Possibly all three alae (I Hispanorum,
I Auriana and II Asturum) arrived at or near Aquincum at the
same time, their transfer being connected with the same
military realignments. A date early in the reign of Claudius
would fit both the interpretation of the insCriptions and
the terra sigillata of V^zivéi,os. The most obvious occasion
would be on the removal of legio IX

Hispana to take part in

the British expedition. The Claudian high commd may have
seen the value of mobile reinforcements for Pannonia, with
long stretches of the Danube to keep under surveillance.7
The suggested sequence of movements for ala II Asturum is:
1) Raised in Aaturia circa 19 B.C.
2) Transferred to the Rhineland frontier under Augustus.
3) To Pannonia circa A.D. Al.2/3, patrolling the Danube

between Aquincum and. Intercissa.
The exactness of the last statement

depends upon the inter-.

8) are responsible for
pretation of .6.14. Toth and. Vekony
the reading given. If they are correct the stone is early,9
and. Insel Sza].ki is on the opposite bank of the Danube from

mt ereis S a.
Titus lulius Bellicus, decurion of the ala, who is
recorded on a tombstone (or possibly a cenotaphium since the
formula h.s.e. is not used) at Celeia (k6.2), probably lived
in the first two thirds of the first century. The wording
is Iulio-Claudian in style,1 and although the town of

Celeia has a Claudian charter as E. Birley pointed oath)
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"the position of the numeral indicates as early a date
as may be after the granting of the charter". The
inscription does not indicate that an ala was stationed
in Noricum. Bellicus was a decurion, perhaps promoted to
this position in the Asturian ala from another unit, and
we are informed that Celeia was his home town; the stone
was erected under provisions made in his will. Tth and
Vkony may be correct in thinking the ala was still in
Pannonia in the early Flavian period, although not for the
reasons they give.12) We cannot be sure when the ala left
Pannonia. It was certainly in Britain in A.D.122 (k6.3).
A suitable time for its arrival might be during the
Vespasianic reorganisation; after this the detachment of
troops from a Danubian province seems less likely.
Ribohester is indicated as a station for the unit in
Britain some time during the second century.'

The altar

to the mother goddesses (or the goddesses of the parade
ground, as R.P. Wright auggests)1

(4.6.11), erected by

the decurion N. Ingenuius Asiaticus, should belong to this
period on epigraphic grounds alone, but we also know the
third. century station of the ala. Ribchester was garrisoned
by a cavalry regiment of Sarmatians during the third century
(RIB 583,59k and. 595), but the Barmatians had arrived, in a
body of 5,500 men, in 1 75. At Ribchester some of them
appear to have been formed into a numerus in charge of
seasoned legionary officers (RIB 583 and 587); it may be
reasonable to conjecture that they were all parcelled out
in this fashion soon after their arrival, in Welsh or in
northern forts, to the rear of Hadrian's Wall for reasons of
security. (That is to assume that Hadrian's Wall was once
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more the limes, as B.R. Hartley's work,

now

.

makes likely.) This would release certain cavalry
regiments to guard strategic positions in the frontier
zone. Hypothetically then, ala II Asturum could have
been free to garrison its next known fort, Cheaters, in
the 180's if Li-6.5 and. £16.6 are assigned to the late second
century. In favour of this ascription it may be noted
that both inscriptions describe U].pius Narcellus as
aug. pr.pr ., whereas the Tineius Longus altar, on which
E. Birley based much of his argument for a second (third.
century)15) Tiarcellus, gave him as co(n)s(4

If ala II

Asturum left Ribchester for Cheaters soon after the arrival
of the Sarmatians, it would make sense for it to be building
an aqueduct, as recorded in

'16.5,

within a decade of its

arrival at the latter fort, for its requirements in water
would be greater than those of a quingenary cohors eguitata.
A chalcedony bead, identified as Sarmatian, found at Cheaters
need. not indicate the presence of these tribesmen on the
site, it could merely be the result of a soldier's barter
during the changeover at Ribchester. The eye guard for a
horse from Cheaters, also ascribed to the Sarmatians, need
not be part of the armour of catafractarii. The point baa
been made that Virius Lupus would be likely to return many
units to their old posts. Inscription 11-6.4 reveals that
the ala was at Cheaters in the period when Alfenus Senecio
was governor

(205/ 8 ).

The ala remained at Cheaters until

the Notitia dignitatum recorded its presence at 'Cilurnwn'.
It is uncertain which parts of the fort were being
refurbished in the first quarter of the third. century, as
revealed by the building inscriptions 116. 11, 11-6.7 and 46.9,
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save that the last was Zouid in the bath house and may
refer to work done there. These, like others of a
similar nature in the Wall area, are to be interpreted
as evidence of settling in for prolonged occupation.
From 46.7 and 46.9 we know that Septimius Nilus was
prefect of the ala at least from October 221 to 223.
The tenor of 46.7 implies that Nilus had. actually supervised the rebuilding of the structure concerned. He was
surely then the prefect in charge when the loyal dedication
to the joint emperors Elagabalus and Severus Alexander
(46.8) was erected., some time after July 10, 221 but before
?larch 11, 222.
A curator alae, Aventinus, died after 15 years' service.
His tombstone was erected at Cheaters by his heir the
decurion Aelius Gemellus. The lettering and. ligatures used.
in the inscription suit a third century d.ate. 6 (46.10)
Probably connected. with the period of the unit's stay
at Cheaters is the lead seal from Corbridge (46.13). The
ferrying back and. forth of stores between Corbridge and
Wall forts may have been routine at this period.
Neither 46.12 from Lincoln, nor 46.15 from Rome have
any bearing on the station of the regiment. Cornelius
Qulietus?] of 46.15 almost certainly dates to the third
century and. therefore surely commanded the ala at Cheaters.
As E. Birley points out, his age (66 years) as commander
shows that not all equestrian officers were young men "on
the threshold of a non-military career". It also highlights
the necessity for the retention of experienced officers in
the auxilia, during the growing difficulties of the third
century. The septuagenarian from Lincoln may have retired
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there alter service, as decurion of the ala, at Cheaters
or Ribchester.
There are other possible stones of ind.ivid.ua ]. members
of the ala (a decurion and a prefect) suggested by E.
Birley17 but as the ala is not named and as neither adds
materially to the his tori of the regiment they have not
been included in the tally of relevant inscriptions.
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Footnotes
I

• Names in the nominative, numbers of regiments
following their names, formula h.s.e.
Wagner, Dislokation

p.11

considered. it was Claudian

at latest.
2. The Treveri were good cavalrymen. If proof is needed
both brothers were sesguiplicarii, Reginus, at least,
after only five years' service. The relief accompanying the stone shows an attendant leading two horses.
Aquincum Guide

19211.

"A description of excavations and.

of the ?Iueeum" Blint Kuzzinszky. of. Hyginus, Liber
de Nunitlonibus Castrorum

16,

attributing two mounts

to men who had the rank of sesguiplicarius. It is
just possible that the tombstone of Albanus from
Chalon belongs to this ala

(11.5.10).

The iTbii lay next

to the Treveri.
3. Viz. Section Strategy and epigraphy.
11. LA

1

( 1 938 ) pp.309-311.

5. Acta Arch. Hung. 22 (1970) pp.133ff.
6. D. Gabler, "Verkebr d.er iinportierten 'terra sigillata'
in Pannonien", Arch. Ert. 91 (1964) p.95.
7. Admittedly this is conjectural. Tacitus, Annals

4,5

gives the impression that auxiliary regiments were
not in permanent stations by A.D.23. Ala I Hispanorum
may not have been the first regiment to camp at or near
Aquincum and earlier artifacts may be found but the
suggestion remains viable, unless datable structural
remains of a pre-Claudian fort are found through excavation. See ala I Hispanorum Auriana for further
comments.
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8. 22.' cit. p.1k2.

9. Use of ablative ala, numeral following the name of
the regiment.
10. Names in nominative, numeral following name of
regiment, the praenomina and. nomina have an early
look.
11. AA4 16 (1939) pp .25 2/3. I owe a great deal to Professor
Birley's discussion of the "Roman inscriptions from
Cheaters (Cilurnum), a note on ala II Asturum", in my
appraisal of the evidence for this ala.
12. They consider the ala replaced ala I Hispanorum at the
fort near Vzivros, but this is because they fall into
the error of equating find. spot of a tombstone with a
permanent station. This cannot be proved. to be so in
the early period.
13. G.B.D. Jones, Arch. J. 127 (1970) p. 277 suggests "the
famous parade ground. helmet (now in the British Museum)
should perhaps be assigned to their period. in garrison".
14. RIB p.196, apparatus to RIB 586.
15. cf. ala I Hispanorum Asturum p. 324 ff.
16. cf. E. Birley . cit. pp.249/50 for the significance
of the term curator alae in this context.

17. 22 • 2i• pp.2514/5.
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£17. Ala III Asturum pia fidells civium Roinanorum.
The first inscription ja which this ala appears
(47.9) is Iulio-Claud.ian and is assignable to the early
part of that period on stylistic ground.s. '1 It was found
at Saguntuin in Tarraconenais. The egues of the tombstone
is Elaesus son of Coelo. The name is Celtic but the three
homonynis quoted by Holder 2 are all. Spanish in provenance.
The name of the father may be derived from one of the eepta
quoted by the Elder Pliny as living in the region of
Bracara.

Elaesus may thus have been one of the original

Asturian recruits, in which case, as he had. only served
5 years, the inscription could date as early as circa 14 B.C.
Since there does not appear to be a military installation
at Saguntum, the presence of an ala there is difficult to

explain. Either it had. some function connected with duties
such as those of the cohorts under the praefectus orae
maritimae, or its stay at Saguntum was transitory, and, it
may have left Spain altogether within a short space of time.
The next record of the unit is in the diploma of A.D.88
in !'lauretania Tingitana (47.1).

The diploma was issued

on January 9th, and it seems unlikely that the ala would. have
spent less than a campaigning season in Tingitana prior to
this, f or there would be little sense in transferring to a
new province men approaching the age of discharge.
When was the regiment transferred from Spain to
Tingitana ? It is possible that the move was not direct.
It appears likely that alae I and II Asturum were sent to
the Rhineland initially and the third, ala may have accompanied. them as part of the series. (cf. the arguments concerning the cohortea 1-VI Asturum in Auxilia raised. in
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North-West Spain, and Cheesman's opinion quoted there.)
If this was the case, since it cannot have entered
Tingitana before the annexation of Mauretania, followed
within a few years by the creation of the two provinces,
it may have been withdrawn from the German frontier to take
part in the campaigns of conquest. On the other hand although
the evidence cited. by Carcopino 6 and reinforced. by M. Rachet7
for the presence of legio X Gemina and legio IV Nacedonica is
suspect, 8 it does seem likely that at least part of the
expeditionary force, raised for the suppression of the revolt
of Aedemon, was drawn from Spain. In this case the Asturian
ala may have been among the auxilia accompanying legionary
vexillations from there.
If the ala remained in Spain (or another province)
later than this the most probable dates for its transfer to
Tingitana are:
1) As part of Vespasian's military reorganisation circa
A .D.70.
2) Circa A.D.75 when trouble may be inferred in Mauretania
through the appointment of a senatorial governor (who
could command legionary vexillations if the need arose)
over Tingitana and Caesariensis.9
3) Circa 84/5 when C. Velius Rufus was made "dux exercitus
Africi et Mauretaniel ad nationes guae sunt in Mauretania
comprimendas" 1O)
Between A.D.88 and 109 the ala almost certainly took part
in fighting in Mauretania Tingitana. In the diploma of
the latter date ( L 7.2), it bears the 'battle honoura'
p.f.c.R. Two other regiments already stationed in Tingitana
show the title of privilege c.R. in this &jpiomahl) and five
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others which share the same honour in this and, another
diploma of the same year (CII, XVI 162) appear on the
Tingitanian lists for the first time. Four of these are
Spanish regiments and it is tempting to see in this some
emergency which necessitated bringing in troops from the
nearest province; 12 cohors I Celtiberorum eguitata c.R.
seems to provide an example of this (No.13).
If it could be argued that 47.10, in which the ala
lacks the additional p(ia) f(idelis) c(ivium) R(omanorum),
was significant in this respect it might be possible to
narrow the period during which the award was made to 98-109.
The inscription must be Traj axiic or later on the names of
the deceased and his freedman alone. Unfortunately in such
inscriptions the titles of regiments are not always given
in full. However the award to this ala (and the other
regiments) does fit what is own of Trajan. As E. Birley
pointed out in another contextl3) "Trajan was lavish in his
bestowal of d.ecoratiouaR; it has already been remarked.
that he also had difficulties enough to appoint P. Basins
Betuinianus (a good soldier who had entered upon a
procuratorial career) procurator pro legato of the province
of Nauretania Tingitana, some time towards the latter part
of the period 106 to mid_114.14) zter the award of honours
the ala remained on the diploma lists at least until A.D.157
or a little later (47., 47.7 and 47.8). The provisions
made for the health and welfare of the ala (not of course
exceptional in this respectl5)) are revealed through 47.10
of the medicus II. Ulpius 'Telesphorus?', who had. previously
served as doctor to the ala Indiana in Germania superior,
and who later retired from the military life to practise at
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Viterbium in Italy.
Where was the ala stationed in ?lauretania Tingitana ?
A study, based upon the geographical order followed in
naming regiments in the Hadrianic and. post-Hadrianic
iomata,16) shows that a likely site might be at Thamusida.
A conjectural restoration of an inscription from this site
(21.7.12) demonstrates that it could refer to ala III
Aeturam. Thamusida, with a tort of 2.25 ha., is large
enough to house a cavalry regiment. However, at least two
other Asturian regiments are on the lists of Tingitana and
this suggestion must wait upon further evidence for confirmation or rejection. As restored the inscription appears
pre-Flavian (note the formula h.s.e. and the lack of Dis
Ilanibus). This, if correct, supports the conclusion that
the ala was part of the initial garrison of Tingitana, but
confirmation is required.
One other fragmentary inscription from Am Schkor, not
far from Volubilis ('1.7.11), appertains to the ala. It has
no territorial significance, since it is the tombstone of
a veteran Volsienus(?), but in spite of the lack of a numeral
should relate to ala III Asturum since no other cavalry
regiment of Asturians is known in Tingitana. All that may
be gleaned from it is the probability that the regiment was
in Tingitana in the third century. The stone shows the
typical abbreviations of that period, and the omission of a
praeziomen and nomen for a discharged soldier (who may be
assumed to possess citizenship) makes a late date fairly sure.
If his age has been read correctly either he was discharged
through ill health or injury before serving his full 25 years
or he had enlisted at the very early age of 15! Further than
this there is no trace.
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Footnotes
1. Pointers: ala in ablative, numeral following the name
of the regiment, stipendiorum and armorum in full and in
the genitive.
2. Holder I col. lkll citing CIL II 2633 (Asturica),
II 2868 (Lara), II 503k (Traguntia).
3. N.H. 3,3,28.
k. The diploma is of the type issued to serving soldiers

as well as those who were being honourably discharged,
not as C. Alf6ld.y indicates to 'aktiveSoldaten' p.218
Historia_(1968J.
5. Perhaps circa &.D.k6 as Carcopino suggests in Mar00
Antique (Paris, 1911.3) p .238; the appointment of !1.
Fad.ius Celer Plavianus Maximua as proc. Aug. pro legato
is taken by PZlaum Carrires (L) p.1098 col.1) to apply
to the governorship of Tingitana in 114/k5, thus implying
a slightly earlier division.

6. 22. cit. P.37.
7. Rome et lee Berbres, Collection Latonius 110 (Bruxelles
1970) pp.129/130.
8. Carcopino's reading of CIL VIII 21669 (Albulae) is not
acceptable. He wished to give Capito a tribal origin
among the Lingones and read LIN/D0 as LIN(go)/D0(mo).
An origo of Lindum should place Capito at the end of the
first century at earliest, as the abbreviated DII. might
also suggest. His other evidence is not verifiable as
it was unpublished, and. not cited in full by him. There
is a strong possibility that these references to leglo I
Gemina should be placed in the reign of Pius when the
legion was part of the army of Upper Pazmonia (cf. Parker,
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Legions p.165 n.5), and vexil].ations were drawn
from six legions to combat a Nauretanian revolt.
See Ala I Hispanorum Asturum fn.25. N. Rachet quotes
Orellius 363 (Aventicum) in which C. Iu].ius Camillus
is decorated twice by Claudius, the second occasion
being in the British Expedition. With regard. to the
first decoration when he was serving as tribune with
lgio IV Hacedonica she can find no occasion in the
reign of Claudius for its receipt other than the
Ilauretanian War. In fact it is generally held that
legio IV Nacedonica was transferred to the Rkiineland
from Spain in A.D.39. The occasion for the decoration
may have been the campaigns of Galba in the Rhineland
at the beginning of the reign of Claudius.
9. AE 1911.1,79 (Banasa) of Sextus Sentius Caecilianus
of. also uS 5955 and. 8969.
10. Pflaum Car. No.5 0 pp.114.1117.
11. Cohortes 1111 Gallorum and. I Lemavorum.
12. Cohortes III Asturuni, I Celtiberorurn, II Hispana
(Vasconum) II Hispanorum, I Ituraeorum. It is possible
that the c.R. of the Spanish regiments reflects Plavian
policy in Spain, but the fact that cohors I Ituraeorum,
which is not Spanish, has the title (and in addition
the other three regiments already in Tingitaxia acquire
the title between 88 and, 109), supports a military
award.. See Table III and. cohors I Celtiberorum c.R.
(Appendix 1)
(No • 13).
13. RBRA p.24..
111. Pflauni Car. No.73 pp.168/169.
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15. cf. R.W. Davies "The Roman flilitary Ned&ca]. Service"
Baalburg Jahrbuch 1970 pp.84ZZ.
16. Appendix 1. (To be published in Latomus).
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118. Ala I Gigurrorum.
Pliny the elderl) tells us "adjoining these" (the
Vardulli and. Cantabri) "are twenty two peoples of the
Astures, divided into the Augustani and the Transmontani,
with the splendid city of Asturica; these include the
Gigurri, Pescii, Lancienses and Zoelae. The total number
of the population amounts to 2 11.0,000 free persons".
Garcia y Bellido thinks the Gigurri lived, in the
mountainous district of Orense where a watershed. is formed
between the Tamega, flowing south to the Duoro, and the
Sil, running north into the Ni. 2 ) Accord.ing to ptoieu
they had a town, Forum Gigurrum, which Garcia y Bellido
considers was probably little more than a market town (as
indeed its name implies).
The stone that is said. to give proof of the existence
of an ala raised from this tribe (or possibly 'sept' of
the Astures) was found near Castrelo del Valle, in the
municipality of Verin. This places its find. spot in the
heart of the territory which Garcia y Bellid.o assigns to the
Gigurri. The stone is an altar to luppiter Optimus Maximus,
of this there can be no doubt, but otherwise the inscription
is difficult to read and to interpret.
The version given of the inscription is that of Garcia
y Bellid.o who proposes that the dedicator Iscaen was
peregrine, and his origo the Tamaconi or Tamagini (the
peculiarity of spelling he ascribes to a Celtic version of
a Latin genitive). He was decurion of an ala. That much
seems reasonably clear. Garcia y Bellid.o reads the last
three letters of the third. line as GIG., and, taking into
account the geographical factors, expands the abbreviation
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so that the line reads: dec(urio) al(ae) I Gig(urrorum).
For line l. he proposes that perhaps the com(ni)mil(tones)
were the members of the turma led. by Icascaen.
This version, although ingenious, is not completely
satisfactory. He supposes the stone to be, at latest,
Iulio-Claudian, because the decurion, Iscaen, is a local
recruit, and the ala was still situated in the region
where it was raised. This may be queried on the grounds
that early first century stones are not commonly quite so
drastically abbreviated, or ligatured.. Secondly, the
reading GIG. is not certain (see appended tracing) although
it is possible that the actual stone may be easier to interpret than the photograph.

There is, however, no known

cavalry regiment in Spain with the initial letter G or C
other than ala II Gallorum (in pre-Flavian times).
Nilln Gonzlez Pardo offered another version of line 5
of the inscription, but, unfortunately, a printing error
in the journal deprived readers of the complete version he
intended. It appears that he is suggesting the following:
ICASCAEN / TANACONUN / DEC(urio) AL(ae)
I GIG(urrorum)/CON(m)ILICT] (ones) IC,
(ASC)AENIS GENTIS / IOVI O(ptimo) N(aximo)
V(otuni) S(olverunt) / L(ibentes) ?1(erito)
In other words he proposes that the dedication was made by
Icascaen together with those of his comrades who belonged
to the same tribe, the Tamacones or Tamgones. This makes
rather more sense of the latter part of the inscription but
casts no more light on the identity of the regiment.
Another (rather faint) possibility is that this is
really ala I C.R. (cf. ala II Flavia Hispanorum civium
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Romanorum No.08). As for the cominilitones (if such
they are) it might be possible to see them as legionary,
reading the fourth line as:
CONI. LECG...) G(?)
and., considering the analogy with the inscriptions from
viaiia,6) where legionary vexillations are parcelled
out with auxiliary sections, another example of the use of
soldiers as tecbnical aasistants and supervisors in mining
districts.
Whichever solution is preferred, it must be emphasised
that it will be largely conjectural. An ala I Gigurrorum
remains possible but not proven.
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F 00 tno tes
1. Nat. HIst. 3,3,28.
2. Arch. Esp. Arg. 3 L1.

( 1961) pp.139-1i.2.

3. 2,6,57.
LI . .

cit. p.1'4O.
5. Arch. Esp. Arq. 38 (1965) pp.80-83.
6. 11$ 91 25, 9126, 9127, 9128, 9129, 9130, 9131.
.
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k9. Ala I Lemavorum.
The Lemavi were a tribe of north-west Spain and,
according to Pliny the Elder,1) belonged to the conventus
Lucensis centred upon the town of Lucus Augusti. Schulten
sited them in the valley of the upper NiZo (Ninius Fl.) in
the vicinity of Nonteforte de Lemos; probably their
'capital town' was Dactonium. 2 Thus they originated from
the rich mining area of Gallaecia.
The sole certain inscription of this regiment is the
cursus of a prefect, C. Venaecius Voconianus ( LI.9.1), who
had previously served as prefect of cohors I Chalcidenorum,
whose early station is unknown, although it was in Africa
in the second century; he then served as tribune in legio
III Gallica felix, probably in Syria, before commanding our
aia.

The stone came from Urgavo, in Baetica.
The inscription must fall in or after the Flavian

period since Voconianus had been flamen divorum Augustorum
bef ore embarking on his military career, and there is
evidence to suggest that the Imperial Cult did not acquire
official status in Baetica until the reign of Vespasian.
The plural Augusti are dead divi so do not help with the
dating of the inscription.
The style of the inscription suggests the period of
the late first or early second century. Perhaps, since the
career follows the pattern standardised under Hadrian, a
date during the reign of that emperor may be surmised.
We can have no certainty about when the regiment was
raised, although it may be guessed that its levying is
likely to have followed the Augustan campaigns of 29-19 B.C.5
Similarly there is no evidence for its station, or indeed in
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which province it served - the cursus of a prefect is no
indication of the site of a unit; tJrgavo was almost
certainly the home town of Voconianus. (Pace Cheesman, who
placed the inscription 161-7 or later, presumably on the
citation of plural Augusti, and the ala in Tarraconensis6.)
Since there is a scarcity of alae whose titles begin
with the letter

it is just possible that an inscription

from Africa (21.9.2) relates to this regiment. However it is
very fragmentary, and. what was read. as L might just as easily
be I, in which case the inscription could belong to ala I
Pannoniorum. The latter unit was certainly in Africa from
the first century, although its station in the second
centuiy is uncertain.
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Footnotes
1.

3,3,28.

2. Schulten, PWRE 12,189Li..
3. legio III G-allica is not usually given with the title
felix. It is uncertain when this was acquired.
Li.. cf. CIL II 3271 recording an unknown man as the first
flainen Augustalis in Baetica in the reign of Domitian;
and R. Etienne, Le culte iinpriale dana la pninsule
1brigue d'Auguste Diocltien (Paris 1958).
5. Conscription had. certainly been effected among the
Lemavi in the Iulio-Claudian period since cohors I
Lemavorum c.R. (No.71) had men qualified for honesta
missio in A.D.88 (71.1), but see that cohort for a
speculative theory concerning the date of its raising.
6. Auxilia p.166, although he qualified the siting in a
footnote admitting that the evidence was not conclusive.
7. ala Longiniana, for example, is known only from Lower
Germany and is thought to have perished circa 70.
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50. Cohors I Asturum (equitata ?).
This is one of the Asturian regiments for which there
is no very early evidence.1) Probably the first inscription
in which it is recorded. ii 50.2 from Rome. At first sight
this might appear to belong to the early third. century, as
the cohort seems to bear the title Nacriniana (placing it
in the year 217/8 when Nacrinus briefly held. power).

However, other factors rule out this interpretation. The
names of the dec eased miles are given in the nominative
and in full, and. precise details of his origo are included.
This style is unlikely in a third. century context, and.
probably the rather odd. symbol before Nacriniana is to be
interpreted. as a centuria]. sign, i.e. he belonged to the
century (formerly ?) led by Tiacrinus. Wagner 2 considered
the stone should belong to the first century; Kraft
opted for the Flavian period.. The period 68-69 would.
provide a good. historical reason for the presence of the
cohort in the vicinity of Rome, during, or just after,
Vespasian's struggle for power. If correct this gives a
clue to the pre-Flavian location of the cohort. L. Cuspius
Lautus is unequivocally from Noricum. His home town is
given as Claud.ium luvavum (Sa].zburg), thus proving the inscription to be Claudian or later end suggesting that the
cohort had. been in Noricum at least 15 years earlier (when
he enlisted), that is to say circa

54/55.

This would. suit

the suggested Claudian origins of the cohort but (as with
the others in this series) there is the chance that it was
an Augustan foundation and early evidence has just not come
to light. (of. the auxilia raised. in north-west Spain for
a suggestion that initially it may have been drafted to the
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Rhineland.)
Certainly the cohort was in Noricum by the reign of
Trajan. The diploma from Wels (Ovilava) was issued in
A.D.106 to a soldier of this cohort, Clemens son of A.....
(50.1). Unfortunately his status (as egues or pedes) has
not been preserved. His wife had. the Celtic name, Seccia.
The province of Noricum, placed under a procuratorial
governor during the reign of Claudius, was, by virtue of
its position, subject to romanising influences from an
early period. Nevertheless the Danubian limes had, still to
be guarded and the auxilia might be thought likely to be
concentrated in that region, but there is some possibility
of placing the cohort elsewhere. Two tombstones of serving
soldiers, lulius Aprilis and Tiberius Claudius Ingenuua
(50.3 and 50.8), came from Virunum (Dockunannsdorf), which
lies in the south of the province. This highlights one of
the other factors necessitating the use of auxilia in
Noricum, namely the mines. Strabo 6 placed both gold. and
iron in the region of Noreia, which lies some 4.0 kin, north
of Virunum.
Virunum was the headquarters of the procuratorial
governor of Noricum and lay at an important junction of
roads. From the north a road, ran down from the Danube
through Ovilava, Noreia and Virunum to Emona and Aquileia.
From the west a road ran through the south of Noricum,
linking up with others leading to passes to Italy, through
Aguntum and. Teurnia, Virunum itself to Celeia, and thence
across Pannonia, following the Drave valley, towards Plursa
and the Danube. The iron of Noricum was famous ,7 even it
the gold appears not to have been exploited much after the
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time of Strabo. It is possible that the cohort may
have been stationed somewhere in the vicinity of Noreia
supervising the iron workings and. the dispatch of iron
pigs or finished goods to Aquileia, or guarding the
important road communications.
Since 50.8 mentions a decurion of ala I Thracum,
which should have been at Trigisamum (Traismauer) on the
Danube at this time, 8 and if lulius Aprilis is really
beneficiarius tribuni (50.3) rather than tubicen, the two
inscriptions probably are tombstones of soldiers who had
been seconded for duty at the headquarters of the
procuratorial governor.9
Both inscriptions from Virunum may be placed in the
second century. 50.8 must post-date the early part of the
reign of Antoninus Pius, as ala I Thracum, in which the
dedicator (Bellicus Statutus) served, did. not join the
army of Noricum until that date or shortly before;10
it should not be too late in the century on grounds of
style. 50.3, on the other hand, has characteristics which
may place it later in the centux,r.h1)
Although 50.5 also originated from Virunum, it is not
of significance for the station of the cohort since it was
erected by the sister of the two dead. soldiers. Atuco had
previously served with cohore III Lusitanorum in Pannonia
inferior; Tertius died while serving in our cohort, and the
family, whose names are of types well attested in Noricum
according to G. Alf6ldy, 12 presumably lived at Virunum,
perhaps in the first half of the second century. 50. 11. from
luvavum, which was erected by three freed-women to a deceased
centurion, L. Naevius Proculus, does not help in siting the
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cohort.
Similarly 50.6 and, 50.7 are of no great value in
locating the cohort within the province. Aurelius •.landinus
died at the age of 50 and. may well have retired as a veteran
to Celeia; the family tombstone of the Annii from Solva
merely tells us that one son, P1. Annius Narcellinus, was
centurion in a cohort probably to be identified as the one
under discussion. Again these inscriptions should belong
to the second. century. 50.7 should be placed some time
after the adoption of Plarcus Aurelius as Caesar, since the
family names (Ilarcus Airnius) may indicate the father (or
his father ?) receiving citizenship at that time. 50.6
could be either late Antonine or early third century.1
However, the grouping of all these inscriptions in the
south may lend a little support to the idea that the cohort
had its station there.
The suggestion that the cohort had. a station not on
the limes, but possibly in the south of Noricum, is at
variance with Wagner's assertion that the cohort was
stationed from Trajanic times at Astura, in the northeastern corner of Noricum. The only firm connection between
the cohort and this site is the name itself, and a mention
in the Notitia dignitatum (50 . 11 ).

Eugippius says1

Severinue de partibus orientis ad.veniens in vicinia Norici.
Ripensis et Pannoniorum parvo, Quod Asturis dicitur, oppid.o
morabatur", and it used to be thought that thin description
fitted Klo g terueuberg, which lies a little west of Vienna,
on the Danube. E. Polaschek,15) however, gives the equation
Klosterneuberg • Carniabiaca (the station of cohors I Aelia
sagittariorum milhiaria eguitata) and follows E. Nowotnyl6)
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in placing Astura at Zeiselmauer.
Zeiselinauer was thought by its original investigators
to be a mediaeva2. fortlfication,17) in which a small Roman
watchtower, of the kind found on the Rhine-Danube limes,
was situated. It lies 7 Roman miles east of Tulln and.
circa 23 millia passuum from Traismauer. Nowotny argued
that in plan (a square structure with square corner towers)
and in size (side 500 Roman feet i.e. circa k acres - circa
2 ha.) it resembled a late Roman fortification. 18

An

appraisal of material from graves at Zeiselmauer (which
included some of the material of Kaschnitz and Kubitachek),
mainly excavated. after 1925,19) showed. the majority of the
graves to belong to the fourth century. This is not conclusive but it adds to the picture of Zeiselmauer (if it is
indeed &stura) functioning in the poat-Diocletianic period. perhaps belonging to the military realignment of Constantine,
or even more plausibly that of the third quarter of the
fourth century.20)
A tentative sequence for the history of this cohort is:
1. Raised by Gaius or Claud.iu.s and sent to Noricum, with
perhaps an intermediate posting to the Rhineland.
First station in Noricum unknown.
2. Perhaps taking part (on the Flavian side ?) in the
struggles of 68-69 and, briefly, in Rome itself.
3. Returned to Noricum and stationed at an unknown site.
This could be on the limes but another possibility
lies in the district between Virunum and Noreia,
perhaps assisting in the overseeing of mines and
mineral exports. Alternatively in an unknown site
with some members at least at Virunum, with duties
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connected. with the fact that Virunum was the headquarters of the procuratorial governor, in the second.
and early third centuries.
4.. Later in the third century, or perhaps in the fourth,
stationed on the limes and. building for itself a fort
at Zeiselmauer, which thereafter took its name from the
regiment. By this later period it will have been
altered in function, but possibly also in size, as the
Notitia has it commanded by a tribune, 50.11.
We know the name of two of its prefects (at least in part).
Valerius ...... commanded the cohort in the year 106 (50.1).
The Italian, Tiberiu.s Claudius Zeno Ulpianus (50.10),
probably was prefect during the latter part of the reign of
Commodus, 21 ) as Pflaum places his post of procurator bonorum
damnatorum at the time of the proscriptions against the
followers of Clodius Albinus.
The family tombstone from Aquincum

(50.9) which

gives

us the name of a miles of the cohort (Plarcus Aurelius
Titianus) is not territorially significant since it is
obviously erected at the home of the soldier. On the names
and. abbreviations employed it should belong to the first
half of the third century, and indicates a Pannonian recruit
being sent to Noricum. At least three of the cohortes
Asturum22 ) may be shown to have been organised as cohortea
eguitatae. Although there is no evidence in the inscriptions
of this cohort to prove that it too was part-mounted, the
likelihood of a similar structure is strong. A fortunate
inscription or the location (and excavation) of the fort site
of the cohort are the only real hope of a definite answer
on that score.
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Footnotes
1. See The auxilla raised in north-west Spain.
2. Dislokation p.89.
3. Rekrutierung p.167 No.1081.
k Claudius raised luvavum to the status of municipium

as its name implies. Lautus probably bad. Latin
citizenship.
5. Fn.1 supra. If the cohort was in Noricum in the reign
of Claud.ius its conflation with cohors I Asturum et

Callaecorum (q.v.) is far less likely. cf. Nesselhau.f
CTh XVI p.179.

6. 6,21k.
7. Petronius, Satyricon, 70 et guia bonam mentem habet,

attuli jill Roma munus cultros Norico ferro.
0. Davies, Roman Nines in Europe (Oxford, 1935) seenis
to think that the gold-mines "behind Aquileia" were
restricted by the time of the early Principate. It is
unclear if he means this to apply also to the goldmines of Noricum.
8. Wagner,

. cit. p.72.

9. H. Vetter, PWRE Band 9, ii 279/80, thinks there was
no militazy occupation near Virunwn after the reign
of Claudius, but he leaves the mining district out
of consideration. Aprilie could clearly not be

beneficiarius of the commander of the cohort, who was
a prefect, but there could be a tribune at the
governor's H.Q. E. Birley suggested the solution that
denoted tubicen, in a letter, 18/9/'72.
10.Wagner, .

flfl.
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11 • Lack of a praenomen together with two ligatures give
it a later appearance.
12. Ep. St. 8 (Dasseldorf, 1969) p.18 No.26.
13. It is fragmentary but the name Aurelius suggests these
possibilities of. Kratt,

. cit. p.167 No.1087.

14. Vita St. Severinus 1. (Severinus fl. 5th C.).
15. PWRE 17. Noricum.

16. Ber.RGK. 15 (192k) pp.167/168.
17. W. Kubitachek, Jahrb. fr Altertums&unde 4 (1910)
pp.116Zf.; G. von Kaschnitz, 5 (1911) pp.30/31.

18. Nowotny cites Deutz, Kreuznach and. Horbourg among
possible parallels. Deutz is considerably smaller
but the other two are of approximately the same size.
19. R. Pit4ni, Beiblatt, Jabreshefte des ôsterreich Arch.
Inst. 36 (1946) 85ff.
20. Both Kreuznach and Horbourg are placed in that period
by H. Schnberger in "The Roman Frontier in Germany",
59 (1969) p.182.

21. The attribution to this cohort is not certain. He
could be prefect of cohors I Asturum of Germany (later
Britain) but Pflaum, Car. 228, p.604 prefers to place
his conmrnid in Noricum because of the Danubian provenance
of his other military posts.
22. See Table III.
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51. Cohors I Asturum eguitata.

The earliest record of this cohort comes from an
altar to Belinu.a (51.7) erected at Aquileia by an

Lrnlrnown

man whom tein1) followed Domaszewski in identifying as
having been sub-praefectus cohortis III Lusitanorum rather
than centurion of that cohort as L'Anne igraphique
suggested. Domaazewski reasoned it was not likely that a
centurion of a cohort would be curator of another cohort,
nor that a prinoipalis of this order would rise to be
aedi].e of Aquileia. 2

G. Alfldy suggests that he is

probably to be identified with Tiberius lulius Viator of
the Fabian voting tribe, who was also sub-praefectus
cohortis III Lusitanorum and. later praefectus cohortis
tTbiorum (1L9 2703). If the identification is accepted the
altar, which is Iulio-Claud.ian in styie, may be placed
with probability in the reign of Tiberiva.

The cohort,

in any case, should belong to the Augustan series of
Asturian regiments.
Cohors III Lusitanorum was in Lower Germany in the
first century (until 10 21. when it left for Pannonia). It
may be inferred that cohors I Asturuftl equitata was in the

same military district. Alf8ldy 5 thinks that it was in
Upper Germany, where it certainly appears in Flavian times,
but perhaps fails to take sufficient note of the implications
of inscription 51.6. This is the tombstone (admittedly from
Zahlbach near Nainz, in Upper Germany) of a man who died
after 22 years' service. It is stated that he was Tungrian.
The stone is first century in style, and. most probably
Flavian, 6 or even earlier, if the formula eg(ues) ex
coh(orte) is significant. The Tungri suggest enlistment in
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Lower rather than Upper Germany.
Wherever it was in the Rbineland before the Flavian
period its presence in Upper Germany from A.D.7 11 at latest
is attested through diplomata (51.1-5) which run from that
year to

.A.D.1311.

The legate for the military district of Upper Germany
in A.D.7 was Cu. Pinarius Clemens, who was responsible
for an advance into the Black Forest region, beginning the
process by which the length of the frontier connecting the
Upper Rhine and Danube was to be progressively shortened in
succeeding reigns. If this cohort took part it did not
distinguish itself sufficiently to receive a decoration,
although the campaign met enough opposition for Clemens himself and two brothers who were senatorial commanders of the
auxilia to be given awards. Vespasian himself was saluted
imperator three times.7
We have to rely upon indirect evidence for the station
of the regiment in Germany at this time. The tombstone of
Freioverus (51 .6), from Zahibach, places the cohort in the
command area o the legionary forces at ?lainz (either just
before or after 68/70).
The other pointer lies in the distribution of tile
stamps of the cohort. Tiles stamped COH. I AS.

(51.17)

were found at He&i!heim, Gernsheim and Nied. Nied was the
centre of a legionary tilery after 83 (before that the tileworks were at Rheinzarbern), and cohors I Asturum appears to
have been the only auxiliary regiment producing tiles here.
The tiles have been carefully dated. At Heddernheim recent
finds suggest that the fort was founded in Vespasianic
times8 ) but replaced by a new structure of earth, with a
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stone bath in Domitianic times, just alter the Chattian
War of 83. Nied. tiles9 of the cohort were used in the
baths, and one was found close to the praetorium.10
It seems reasonable to suppose that the cohort was
stationed not too far from Gernaheim, Hedderuheim and Nied;
Ritterling suggested 1 ) H5chst (another earthern fort) as
a probability, but Hchst is not listed among the fort sites
of the limes by Sch8nberger. 12 ) The exact location of the
cohort in this period must wait upon further excavation.
Some time after the revolt of Saturninus (88-89) a
link was established between the Wetterau and. the Neckar
via the Ojdenwald limes. The timing of this has not yet
been worked out conipieteiy. 1 3) It is possible that the
foundation dates of forts on the Neckar will eventually
be correlated with the dates of abandonment of some of the
sites in the Wetterau, but much remains to be decided on
that
that score. Writing in 1897, A. Mettler suggested
cohors I Asturum occupied Wa].heim on the Neckar at least
from Trajanic times. The fort was circa 2.1 ha. and would
be large enough to house a quingenary cohors eguitata (that
the cohort was part-mounted may be readily inferred from
the description of Freioverua as eg(ues)). The basis of
this siting lies in the fact that Waiheim lies to the west
of, and is linked by a road to, Plainhardt, the certain fort
of the cohort on the Lorch-!liltenberg limes of Antoninue
Pius. flettler's thesis was endorsed by Pabrioiusl5) in
1931, and. later still by Schleiermacher. 16 ) There are a
number of sites along this line where an exact correspondence may be shown between the regiments there in the second
half of the second century and those stationed on the earlier
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limes some 25 kms to the rear.
Nainbn.rdt is a little larger than Waiheim at circa
2.5 ha. It has produced a number of inscriptions of the
cohort. 51.8 is a tombstone of !1ay imus,son of Daaans,
mensor, who came from the municipium of tlagnum in Dalmatia
and. Bato, son c Reusans, optio, who originated from the same
province and the municiplum of Salvium. Both men had
belonged to the century of Cobrunius Quintinus, whom Hold.er17)
identified as Gallic. The two deceased soldiers had served
18 years each, and are evidence of a recruiting drive in
Dalmatia, indicating that eighteen years before a date in
the second half of the second century, to which this stone
surely belongs, there were difficulties in obtaining the
right calibre of recruits from local sources. Another Gaul
named Cobrunius Divixtus was optio of the cohort in the same
period and. erected an altar to Jupiter Optimus ?laximus in
hotiorein domus d.ivinae, 51.16.
Five altars to Jupiter Optimus Maximu.s (together with
another possible one which is too fragmentary to interpretl8))
were found in the terrain in front of I'Iainhardt, between the
porta praetoria and the 'wall' of the limes, which lay some
320 m. to the east (51.9-13). Two of them were erected by
the cohort under the conunand of C. lulius irtemol9) and the
obvious parallel is with a similar series from 1aryport.
They should, like those of Naryport, be part of a series of
annual dedications to Jupiter erected on January 1st on
renewing the vows of loyalty to the reigning emperor;
former altars being ceremonially buried beside the parad.
ground.
The cohort remained at Mainhardt for some time, on the
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evidence, but we know that it was in Britain by 260,
from the inscription of Q . Gargilius Martialis from Auzia
(51.1k). The inscription is dated to 260 and states that

he had previously commanded cohors I Astyrum in the
province of Britain. E. Birley20

has shown that the fact

that it is described as prq Brittaniae rather than pr. Brit.
inferioris need. have no great significance for siting the
cohort. The placing of the cohort at Aesica (Greatchesters)
by the Notitia dignitatum (51.15) may then indicate that the
cohort came to Britain, and was sent up to Brittania inferior,
replacing cohors II Asturum at Aesica, some time after A.D.225
but before 260.21) It may be however, as Professor Birley
suggested, that the first cohort came to Britain under
Severus and. only relieved the second cohort at a later date,
its intermediate siting being u.nknown.2
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Footnotes
1. Beamten p.164.
2. Rangord.nung p.119 fn.6.
3. In any case it precedes the formalising of the
career structure of equestrian commanders.
4. From his names and voting tribe.
5. Hilfstruppen p.208, Nos. 139 a and. b, and pp.65fZ.
6. Kraft, Rekrutier, p.169, No.1091.

7.

997, 990 and 991. PWRE 6, 2664.

8. Schnberger, "The Roman Frontier in Germany" JRS 59,

1969, p.155.
9. Identified. by an analysis of the clay used as well as
the type.
10. CR1 B 27 "Das Kastell and die Erdlager von Hedd.ernheim",
G. Wolff p.69.
11. ORL B 31, p.56.
12.

. cit. ?lap B.

13. Sch6nberger,

. cit. pp.160-162.

14. CR1 B 57, p.11.
15. CR1 A, Strecke 7-9, pp.49ff.
16. Der Limesffthrer für Autofahrer and Wanderer (2nd ed.)
Berlin, 1961, pp.222-223 and Abb.40.
17. Holder 1, 1055.
18. Ber. RGK, 40, No.137.
19. ILS 4044 (Aquincum).
20. CW239 (1939) p.217.
21. It is just possible that 51.16 should be given an early
third century rather than a second century date, since
Duncan Fishwick points out the majority of dedications
in.h.d.d fall in that period in the Rhineland. ("The
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Imperial Nwnen in Roman Britain ", JRS 59(1969)
p.88). In this case cohora,I Asturwn may have
remained in Germania during the first quarter of
the third century and only ave come to Britain in
the second quarter. Uowey e, tile movement of
troops from the German limes to Britain in the
period 225-50 makes little sense historically,
whereas we may readily suppose that und.er Severus
new auxiliary strength might have been brought here.
22. The assumption of 1.Jarrett (Britain and. Rome p.35)
that " a copyist's error has tuned. the ephors II

Asturum known at Greatçhestrs .nto tile I Lsturum
of the Notitia " is an inteestg ppssibility, but
does no take into acomt 18 2767 (No.5114) and.
is no more provable than the alternatives diacused
above and under çohors II &stgrwn (No.52) q.v.
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52. Cohors II Asturuin

There are two possible interpretations of the mention
of this cohort in the Notitia digniatuin (52.1).
The first assumes that it was the second cohort of a
series raised in an unirnown period, probably the early
principate, whose station is unattested. in the first
four centuries of our era. It may hay e been stationed
somewhere in the East, if not in Egypt itself, but it
finally garrisoned Busiris in the Nile Delta.
The second infers this is really the cohort attested
first in Lower Germany and then .n Britain, appearing
at Greatchesters (Aesica) in the early third century and
moving to Egypt at an unknown date between then and. the end
of the fourth century. This was suggested by E. Birley,'1
since in the Notitia dignitatum t]e garrison of Aesica
is listed as cohors I Asturum.
Although this represents an 'economic' answer, it
is not easy to find a plausible historic reason for such
a transfer. Jarrett's theory that the entry under Aesica
in the Notitia was a dopyist's sli p ( of. No. 51) is not
without drawbacks, as we know the first ..sturian cohort
to have been in Britain in tie relevant period.
The question remains open, but we have, at present,
no other evidence concerning the fate of be British—based
cohors II Asturum after it left Aesica.
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Pootno tes

1.

239 (1939) p.216.
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53. Cohors II Asturum eguitata (pia fid.elis).

Geza Alfldy assumes this cohort to have been
raised. early in the principatel) but admits its station
prior to the Plavian period is nnnown. He points to the
possibility that it remained in Spain and came to the
Rhineland with the Spanish legions in 70, citing Garcia
y Bellido for evidence of an Asturian regiment in Spain.2
I have suggested that the fragmentary inscription to which
he refers could be a boundary stone between the territorium
of an Asturian regiment and the tribal territory of the
Luggones.

In a letter, P. le Roux informs me the stone

is not large enough to perform such a function. Even if
the stone does refer to an Asturian regiment, there are two
possible candidates in the ala III Asturum and cohors III
Asturum c.R., whereas this cohort has produced no evidence
from Spain so far. It seems simpler on the present indications to place it in the suggested Claudian seriea in
which case there is no need to postulate a long stay in
Spain.
It is first definitely attested in Lower Germany in
A.D.80 (53.1) which implies that it had been raised at
least 25 years earlier, but more probably a few years before
that, bring it by inference into the Claudian period. An
inscription from Tarraco (53.2) also places the cohort in
Germania. It was erected in honour of N. Valerius Propinquus
Grattius Cerealis of the Edetani (a tribe from just south
of the Ebro), who had. been provincial flanien of Hispania
citerior then ad.lected into the equestrian order by the
emperor Titus. He thus began his equestrian career in the
period 79-81. Since he was praefectus fabrum twice, before
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becoming prefect of our cohort 'in Germania', he is
likely to have held this post shortly after 81. To confirm
this, A1fldy notes that his following post as tribune of
leglo V !Iacedonica was held, in Noesia, and, by omission,
it may be deduced before that province was divided in 86.
The most probable date of his commRnd is 82/3.
The cohort remained in Germania until after A.D.89,
since an altar to Hercules Saxanus (53.3) was erected. by
Gemellus, imaginifer cohortis II Asturum, with a vexillation of that cohort, which now bore the title pia fidelis
Domitiana. Domitian so honoured the Rhineland regiments who
aided in the suppression of the revolt of Saturuinus in 89.
This stone together with two others, both altars to
Hercules (53.4 and 5), was erected at Brohi. Hercules
Saxanus (53.3 and. 53.5) seems to have a special connection
with quarries,6) and Broh]. is attested. as a quarry.
According to H. von Petrikovita Broli]. was in the territory
of Upper Germany, but vexillations of the legions of Lower
Germany have left inscriptions recording their presence, so
there is no need to assume the cohort had been transferred
to Germania superior by Domitian when that province was
created by him. The stone quarried was Puff, probably the
volcanic variety, which makes a strong building material,
and no doubt the intensive activity in this quarry by military
personnel reflects the need for stone for the rebuilding of
the limes in Flavian (but more particularly Domitianic)
times.
The cohort was also engaged. in tile-making. Distinctive
circular tiles with the legend Tra(n)s R(h)eno feci(t)
Peregrin(us) I mil(es) c(o)ho(rtls) II Aat(urum) have been
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found at K51n-Alteburg, a base for the Rhine fleet, and
at Xanten (from Vetera). The fort of the regiment should
presumably lie between, or at least near, these military
centres, perhaps on the left bank of the Rhine with
vexillations sent across to work at Tegularia tranerhenana,
in the military no-man's-land on the opposite side. The
cohort was taking in local recruits, since both Gemellus
and. Peregrinus were probably Gauls

it is interesting to

note that Gemellus, who was still peregrine, had. sufficient
rank to lead, as Imaginifer, a vexillation of the cohort.
Alfldy suggests that the cohort was transferred to
Britain circa 100, when a realignment of troops was taking
place in preparation for Trajan's first Dacian War. This
date is supported by the interpretation given to the tombstone of C. lulius Karus (53.7) by E. Birley. 9 Through
analysis of all the military factors involved and by
balancing all the probabilities, he has narrowed down the
date of Karus' command of the cohort, during the course of
which he took part in a British War (which gave him the
opportunity to win decorations) to the period 103-116/7.
Thus we may suppose the cohort to have been in Britain
several years before its presence is definitely signalled
by the diploma for A.D.105 (53.8).
In a discussion of three British diplomas, for A.D.98,
103 and 105, E. Birley was able to show10 that the first

and third of these listed units stationed within the command
area of legio XX Valeria Victrix at Cheater. Our cohort may
be sited with a degree of confidence within the area of midto-north Wales, Lancashire and Derbyshire, the extent of
that legion's command. Some support for this, unfortunately
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undated, and unconfirmed by excavation, comes from Llanio
in Cardiganshire. This Bite (perhaps Bremia of the Ravenna
Cosmography) has produced evidence of the presence of the
cohort in the form of a building stone (53.11) and. a
dedication in fragmentary condition (53.12). We cannot be
sure that the cohort was in Llanio soon after its arrival
in Britain, but it is a probability to be borne in mind.
It is interesting to note that another cohort which bears
witness to the occurrence of warfare in Brita.in

in

Trajanic times seems also to have been stationed in Wales
in this period, but falling into the command area of ].egio
II Augusta at Caerleon. This need not mean that the
British War took place in Wales, the two cohorts could have
been part of a task force made up from all three legionary
commands in Britain.
The cohort remained in Britain to be recorded on two
more diplomata (53.9 and 53.10) of 122 and 1221..
We have the names of two commanders other than Karus
during the early period of its stay In Britain. Gn.
Nuiiatius Aurelius Bassus (an Italian) commanded the cohort
bef ore becoming censitor civium Romanorum coloniae Victricensis guae est in Britannia Camaloduni, Since Hadrian was
responsible for regularising the census process and placing
it under procurators (from Eadrianic times we have the post
proc. ad census accipiendum) Bassus must have held this
latter position between circa 100 and. early in the reign
of Hadrian (53. 1 5). His career is an unusual one. Having
been praefectus fabruin, he was prefect of two cohorts before
becoming censitor. One gains the impression that his talents
lay in the administrative rather than the military Zield.12
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Three inscriptions fron Trieste and one from Ostia
(53.l7a-d) together give the career of Q. Baienu.s Blassianua
who ended his career as prefect of E'pt in A.D. 133.13)
Tracing his progression through eleven posts altogether,
it becomes clear that his first military colnmBnd as prefect
of our cohort mast have been held before A.D.110. Two other
Italian prefecta probably belong to the second century.
C. Saturius Secundus died,while commanding the cohort ,at
the early age of nineteen. The amount of detail in the
inscription C including the fact that be was son of a primiDilaris, to which fact he probably owed his early appointment)
makes it unlikely that the inscription belonged to a later
period (53.19). For T. Statilius Mess lini anus (53.18) no
details concerning filiation, tribe or age are given, so
it is just possible that he should be placed in the third
century. There is a proviso that must be emphasised concerning these three men. There is no proof that they commanded
the British-based second Asturian cohort. If there were
two cohorts of this name and number1 it may be that one
(or all) of them comininded the putative alternative cohort
in an un1c,own province
During the Ant onine period, at latest, there is an
indication that the cohort had been moved to the northern
commnrnd. The lead sealing with the stamp of the cohort
from Bainbridge (53. ]A. ) is described as having been found
"with residual Antonine material' in the Severan extension
to the fort".1 This is slight evidence for siting a cohort
but it may be taken to mean the cohort lay not too far away.16)
In the early third century it was at Greatchesters
(Aesica) on Hadrian's Wall. A building stone (53.l3) datable
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to A.D. 225, shows that it was engaged in rebuilding a
decayed granary under the charge of Valerius Martialis,
centurion of a legion. Prom the same site comes a tile
stanip(53.20) which corroborates this evidence of the
cohort refurbishing the fort for its future use.
I)pigrapby, combined with excavation, has shown there
to have been much activity of this kind on the British
limes at this time.17
To this period must belong the commend of P. irius
Rusticus, prefect of the cohort in the province of
Britimia inferior. His tombstone, from Lambaesis,must
be post—Severan at earliest because of this mention of
the division of Britain (53.16).
Cohors II Asturum. ecuitata appears to have left
Greatchesters at some time before the compilation of the
Notitia dignitatuin
and was replaced by the first cohort
of the same name. Unless the Notitia is in error, either
ft was 1ost(o removed to another fort in Britain, so
far unidentified) or it was transferred to
-pt and should
be equated with the unit at siris. 19 If the second
alternative is rejected the most likely time for the
change of garrison at Greatchesters is in the reorganistaion
of Constaxitius. Cohors I Asturum eguitata (No.51) came
to Britain before 260, but need not have been posted
there immediately. In that case we may have to suppose
cohors II Asturuia perished in the struggle between
.Allectus and Asclepiodotus, or in the area of the Wall
ltself(Greatchesters suffered some damage at this time),
since Constantius seems to have returned most other
regiments to their former stations in the north.
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Footnotes
1. Hllfstruppen pp.k2-43.
2. Arch. Esp. Arg. 34. (1964) 14.5f.
3. 'Epigraphic Notes' Ep. St. 9 p.250.
LI. . See The Auxilia raised in north-west Spain.
5. He belonged to the Ga].erian voting tribe, which had a
particular link with Spanish towns in the early principate.
6. Keune, PWRE 2k, 285/6.
7. "Das r8m.tsche Rheinland." Arbeitsgemeinschaft fr Forschung
des Jqandes Nordrhein-Westfalen, Heft 86 (Kln, 1960) p.116
n.1911-.

8. Alf].dy,

. cit. p.193.

9. RBRA pp.22ff. The tombstone of Karus establishes that
the cohort was eguitata.
10. 'Roman Garrisons in Wales' Arch. Camb. 102 (1952-3)
pp.17ff.
11. Cohors I Cugernorum of GIL XVI 48 (A.D.103) becomes
cohors I Ulpia Tralana Cugernorum civium Romanorum in
GIL XVI 69 (A.D.122), cf. E. Birley RBRA p.211.
12. Dessau indicates that Bassus held the post of censitor
simultaneously with his command of the cohort. Whether
or not the cohort would assist him in this task seems
unclear. Pflaum (Car. 83) points out that this post
was not part of the usual equestrian career at this time.
13. See Pf lawn, Car. p.974. for the reasons for this date.
14. See cohors II Asturum No.52.
15. JRS 53 (1963) p.162. The description was sent in by
B.R. Hartley, the excavator,who discovered the sea]. in
1962.
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16. In Severan times the regiment at Bainbrid.ge was
cohors VI NerTiorulu, which had. previously been at
Greatchesters.
17. cf. E. Birley, CW 2 39(1939) p.216, for the possibility
that Greatchesters also housed a yexillatiQn of Raeti
gaesati in this periode(RB 1721t).
18. For the date of the Notitia dignitatum, i.e. an early
fifth century compiler working from documents ranging
from 395 onwards, see E. Birley, op, cit. pp.194 ff.
19. See cohors II Asturum No. 52.
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54. Cohors III Asturum civium Romanorum eguitata (pia fidelis.

This cohort is first recorded: in the diploma of
Nauretania Tingitana for A.D.109 (54.1). We can thus be
reasonably certain it existed from circa A.D.8 11. at latest.
However it does not bear the title Plavia and this is a
pointer to the fact of its existence before the Plavian
period. Early evidence is missing and it may well be that
this cohort belongs to the postulated Gaio-Claud.ian series
of regiments.
It could have been sent to the province within the
Claudian period, since its absence from CIL XVI 159 of A.D.88
may not be taken as proof that it was not already in
Tingitana.1) Alternatively it may have been sent to the
Rhineland. with other Aaturian cohorts, on the eve of the
British invasion. In this case its arrival in Tingitana
must be tied in with later events.
It bears the title civium Romanorum along with three
other Spanish regiments which also make their first appearance in 109.2) in argument could be mad.e for this reflecting Plavian interest in

but there are four other

regiments (two of them 8pauish) which are civium Romanorum
for the first time in 109, and three of them had been listed
in Tingitana in 88 without that distinction.

The con-

clusion must surely be that these eight regiments were moat
likely to have been decorated during some uprising which
occurred between 88 and. 109. The possibilities have already
been noted under ala III Asturum p.f.c.R. (No.47), and.
cohors I Celtiberorum eguitata c.R. (No.13). cf. Appendix 1.
It is reasonable to suppose that cohors III Asturum owed.
its grant of citizenship to Trajan, presumably for bravery
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in action.
The cohort was eguitata

(54.9) and,

as far as may be

ascertained, remained in Tingitana for its entire existence
alter 109, being recorded in diploinata up to A.D.151/160
(54 .2-54.8) and later appearing in the Notitia d.ignitatum
under the aegis of the Comes Tingitaniae (54.10).
During this period we have little evidence for its
station. In a study of the auxilia of Mauretania Tingitana6
some indications are given of the possible area in which the
cohort may have been situated, that is 1 in the south of the
province perhaps east of Volubilis • This is, as yet, only
a theory based upon the presumed. topographical lists of
regiments in the diploinata of Tingitana from A.D.122 onwards.
By the time of the Notitia dignitatum, when Diocletianie
changes had completely altered provincial boundaries, and
probably military dispositions in the African provinces, the
cohort was stationed at Taberuae on the west coast.
Apart from the postulated Trajanic award for bravery,
the cohort earned another battle honour, perhaps during the
serious revolt of the reign of Pius. 7 These disturbances
may have involved the Baquates 8 and if the cohort was east
of Volubilis it would have been well situated for dealing
with that troubles oxne tribe and. thus to earn pia fid.elis,
which Is added. to its title in the diploma of 156/1 57 (54.7).
We have the name of one of the prefects commanding
this cohort. Sextus Ticiasenus Allianus, an Italian from
Ameria, was prefect some time after 165/1 66 , for he held his
next post as tribune of leglo II Italica, which was raised by
11. Aurelius at that time.
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Footnotes
1. The diploma of 88 almost certainly did not represent
a complete tally of the auxilia in Tingitana. See
cohors I Asturum et Callaecorum c.R. (No.58).
2. CII, XVI 161 and. 162. Cohortes I Celtiberorum, II
Hispana Vasconum, II Hispanorum.
3. of. cohors I Celtiberorum eguitata c.R. (No.13).
4. Ala III Asturum, and cohortes 1111 Gallorum, I Ituraeorum
and I Lemavorum.
5. See Table 'Diplomata of Nauretania Tingitana'.(Append.iz 1
Table III).
6. Appendix1
7. In 145-152 and. again towards the end. of the reign of
Pius there was serious fighting in Nauretania Caesar-.
iensis and Tingitana of. Pausian 8 43,3, GIL III 5211,
5213 and GIL VI 1208.
8. E. Frzoula pointed out that the walls surrounding
Volubilis date to 168/169, and. may signify distrust of
the neighbouring Baqaates. BAN 2 (1957) p.105.
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55a. Cohors IV Asturum (eguitata ?).

There is no evidence concerning the existence of
this cohort, but that it was raised there can be little
doubt, since the fifth and. sixth cohorts of the series
are certainly attested. If a Claud.ian series of Asturian
regiments was raised, this cohort would be likely to have
been among them, as one of the main arguments for the
possibility of the later levy lies in the fifth cohort. (q.v.).
If the Roman High Command thought along lines of strict
conformity when levies were made this cohort is likely to
have been part-mounted. like others in the series.
Since we know nothing of it, the cohort may have been
lost, or disbanded in an early period. cf. The Auxilia raised.
in north-west Spain.
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55. Cohora V Asturum (eQuitata '1).
G. Alföldy statea 1 that this cohort was probably

raised in the conventus of Asturica at the beginning of
the principate, and perhaps brought to the Lower Rhine
after the Varian catastrophe. However the two inscriptions
which, so far, comprise the Bole evidence for its existence
do not bear out either of these two statements. As Alfldy
himself points out, the most probable date for
the Claud.io-Neronian period. 2

55.1 is

in

He ascribes this tombstone

to the same workshop as that of Q . Pflius Secundus, miles
of leglo XV primigenia, and thus it should lie between

A.D.4O and 70.
Pintalus, the deceased member of the cohort, had
served only seven years, and was a native of Spain. He
gives as his origo: Astur Transmontanus, castello Intercatia.
It is fairly safe to say that he was recruited, while the

cohort was in his homeland, between A.D.33 and 63, if
AlThldy's workshop dates are accepted. 5 This means that,
even if an Augustan foundation is correct, the cohort is
not likely to have left Spain for the Rbineland before
late Tiberian times, at earliest.

i the other hand, if

the stone is assumed to lie within the first decade of the
period 24.070, a Gaio-Claudian date of origin for the
regiment would fit the circumstances without having to
postulate an intermediate stay in Spain of some 50 years.
It would make good sense for the newly raised cohort to
have been removed from Spain to the Rhineland, to fill a
gap left by more experienced soldiers embarking on the
British expedition.
Pintaius was a signifer of the cohort and. is depicted
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in the funerary relief wearing a bearskin head-covering
with the front paws crossed on his chest, an interesting
illustration of conformity to Roman military practice
among the auxilia in Iulio-Claudian times. 6 In his
right hand he holds the signum. None of the emblems
suggest that the cohort was eguitata (indeed one would
not expect this on a standard relating to the ped.ites of
the cohort) but it is reasonable to suppose that it may
have been part-mounted (of. the inferred fourth cohort
of Asturiana). The stone came from Bonn and the cohort
should therefore have been under the command of the legate
of the legion quartered there (legio I in the assumed period).
Although a permanent fort for the cohort need not be assumed
to have existed, the affairs of Lower Germany may have been
considered sufficiently stable at that time for a semipermanent station to have existed somewhere in the vicinity.7
The altar to Poeninus (5k.2), from the Great St.
Bernard Pass, gives no real indication of the fate of this
cohort. Poeninus was a local god of the 'mountains'
(assimilated, with luppiter in some dedications of the Roman
period) to whom altars were erected in gratitude for a safe
passage over the Alps. There are a number of altars and
votive inscriptions erected by men of the Rhineland. armies.
F. Staehelin8 suggests that some at least were erected in
69, when Caecina led part of the Vitellian forces across
the Alps using this pass. But Caecina's troops were drawn
from the army of ijpper Germany and our cohort has been
accredited to the command of the Lower district. It would
thus not have crossed the Alps but made iti way through
Gaul with Valens (or perhaps Vitellius) if it took part
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in the operations against Otho.
It may be that the cohort survived 69 (in the
Rhineland or in Italy) perhaps to be wiped out (or dis-.
banded together with legio I ?) during the events of 70.
There are certainly no indications of the cohort;
after the year of the four emperors. The altar to Poeninus
may fall into place as Alf5ldy suggests as a dedication by
a young man on his way from Rome to take up his appointment
(or returning to take up another ?). Alfldy thinks Antullus
to be a Spaniard, basing this supposition upon the cognomen
which occurs four times in CU II (with four further examples
of the feminine version). Kajanto however1 seems inclined
to regard the name as derived from an ancient praenomen, and
the name as such is not recorded by Firmat as of native
Spanish signiricance.h1) Wherever he came from his command
should fall before A.D.70.
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Footnotes
1. Hilfstruppen p.kk.
2.

. cit. p .19k, No.91.

3. 11$ 2275. Secundus served five years. If leglo XV
Primigenia was raised by Gaius circa 39 ? the stone
should be A.D. 114 at earliest.
k. of. Recruitment,hapteDLPirmat, Onomastica p.180 and
Nap 5 also points out that names in Pin- or Pen- are
Spanish in origin.
5. See fn.3 supra for raising the lower date by four years.
6. of. Cheesman, Auxilia p .132 on this topic.
7. See Chapter I, Strategy and Epigraphy, for an explanation
of the burial of an auxiliary at Bonn.
8. Die Schwelz in Rmischer Zeit (Basel, 1948) pp.3114ff.
9. Tacitus, Histories 1,61.
10. The Latin Cognomina (Helsinki, 1965) pp . 38 and
11. 22' cit.

175.
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56. Cohors VI Asturum (eguitata ?).
The only certain evidence for this cohort comes from
a single inscription from Asturica (56.2). In a striking

analysis of the inscription ' G. A1f1dy has shown that
the commander, Pompeius Faventinus, who himself originated
from Spain, began his military career in charge of this
cohort in Lower Germany. Since he dates the decorations
received by Faventinus, as prefect of ala Sulpicia civium
Romanorum, to the period of the war against the Bructeri
of 77/78, Alf8ldy places his first command early in the
reign of Vespasian, probably just after the Batavian War.
There is nothing to indicate whether the cohort was
in the Rhineland. before A.D.70, or if it came perhaps with
legio VI Victrix from Spain in that year. Again the lack

of early evidence may be mischance or it could support the
idea of a Claudian levy. If the first commind was a little
earlier than Alfld,y indicated, could this indicate that

the cohort had been lost in the Batavian Wars ? This is
unlikely.
If Faventinus had commanded a cohort that perished
one would not expect his career to have proceeded through
the norma]. course, or decorations to be bestowed by
Vespasian.
Nesselhau.t 2 ) has restored the name of the cohort in
the diploma of Germania (inferior) for early 80 (56.1).
The reasons for that restoration are stated beneath the
inscription. Failing this its further history is nriknown.
Alf].dy is inclined to place it as remaining in Lower

Germany, pointing out that there is a paucity of evidence
for cohorts there in the second and third centuries.3
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Certainly it has not yet appeared in the records of any
other province. It may of course have perished in one
of the Domitianic Wars, or in those of Trajan.
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Footnotes
1. Mad. Mitt. 6

(1965) pp.1O5

2. OIL XVI Supp. p.217.
3. Hilfstruppen p.45.
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57. Cohors I Astarum et Callaecorum.
An interesting point concerning the title of this
regiment, and. the two others so named, is that in it the
Callaeci are associated with the Astures. In the conventus
system the Callaeci were placed in the jurisdiction of
Bracaral ) although they were neighbours of the Astures.
Similarly in another series of cohorts they were banded
with the Incenses, again of a separate conventus. 2 There
were no cohorts or alae (of which we are aware) composed
wholly of Callaeci.
It seems justifiable to place their original recruitmerit in the Augustan age, or at least before the founding
of the c onventus, when Callaecia, Cantabria and Asturica
were still under strict military supervision, and. the
system recorded by the Elder Pliny had. not been inaugurated.
The earliest evidence for a cohora I Asturum et
Callaecorum comes from Zahibach near ?lainz (57. 2 ).

It is

certainly Iulio-Claudian. Ogrigenus was a Spaniard. The

stem, Pint-, of his father's name was very common in northwest pain, and his own name is also found there.

He

had served merely nine years before his death, and the
implication must be that, whatever the interval may have
been between its initial levy and its departure from Spain,
the first destination of the cohort was to strengthen the
arn of Upper Germany. If recruited in the inunediate postconquest period by Agrippa, it may have been in the Rhineland, attached to the legionary hiberna at ?lainz, before
the first years of our era. On the other band the peculiarity of its title might be explicable if it represents a
later Augustan levy (perhaps it might be more correct to
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suggest two Augustan levies for the two first cohorts),
either in response to the Pannonian War of A.D.6-9 5 or
the Varian disaater.6) if Augustus was really reduced to
extreme measures with regard. to recruitment, he might well
band. together tribes from the different military districts
of north-west Spain for the purpose of the levy.
K. Kra.ft suggested that this cohort was next transf erred to Mauretania Tingitana, basing this upon the inscription from Volubilis of A.D.57/58.8 This equation is
possible. It might imply that Claudius (or perhaps Nero)
sent a well-established regiment to serve in the garrison
of a recently acquired. province, where it remained, for at
least another century. If this is correct the suggestion
of Stein9

and Wagner1 that the c ohort of the Rhineland

is that which occurs in the diploma of A.D.60 (57. 1 ) in
Illyricum, cannot be maintained. The series of rapid.
movements that this would involve for one cohort is highly
unlikely.
Without further evidence it is difficult to decide
which of the two possibilities carries the greater weight:
1. Stein/Wagner (who had no knowledge of the Volubili.s
inscription when they wrote): An Augustan regiment
transferred. from Spain to Upper Germany and then to
Illyricum before A.D.60 (perhaps in the Claudian realignment of auxilia ?).
2. Xraft: An Augustan regiment transferred from Spain to
Upper Germany and thence to Ilauretania Tingitana (where
it remained) before 57/58.
Eraft 'a solution baa the merit of providing a background.
for the Nauretanian cohort. It is not difficult to envisage
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a Spanish regiment being raised and sent to the Illyrian
scene after A.D.6-9 and leaving no record until A.D.60.
However it is perhaps wiser not to leap too hastily at
the tidier soiution.h1) In any ease we are left with the
problem of what happened to the regiment in I].lyricum
after A.D.60, since there appears to be no later record.
There are four possibilities:
1. It continued to exist but the records are lost or have
not yet been disinterred.
2. It perished, perhaps in the period 68-70, when there
are many occasions for a Danubian cohort to have been
lost • 12)
3. It dropped the latter part of its title and. reappeared
as cohors I Asturum in Noricum. This suggestion was
made by Nesselhaui13) and it certainly presents an
economic answer to the evidence. However, there is
reason to believe cohora I Asturum of Noricum (No.50)
was in that province in Claudian times, which may suggest
caution in the acceptance of this solution. It is at
variance too with the postulated Claudian recruitment
for one of the series of Asturian cohorts (although
this in itself is not an admissible argument) as it would
deprive it of a first cohort of that name, unless another,
unatteated, unit was inferred.
-. Although it was placed first on the Illyrian list, and.
preceding three other cohorts with the numeral I, this
represents a copying error. Cohors II Asturum et
Callaecorum (No.59), which appears in diplomas of
Pannonia and then Pannonia inferior from A.D.80-167, was
really in question. This is an attractive suggestion
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and. would. reduce the number of cohortes Aeturum et
Callaecorum levied to two. 1The mistake, however,
would have to have been made at headquarters level,
because of the position of the cohort on the list.
Unsatisfactory though it may be, the question must be
left open to await further evidence.
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Footnotes
1. Pliny the Elder, NH 3,3,28.
2. Pliny,

. cit.

3. Firinat, Onomastica pp.182/3.
LI. .

. cit.p.172 and p.280, Nap

9.

5. Velleius Patercui.us, 2,111, writes In terms which
suggest exceptionally heavy recruitment at this time.
6. Velleius, 2,117, says three alae and six cohorts were
lost as well as the three legions.
7. Rekrutierung p.168, No.1110.
8. ILN 58. See 58.1.
9. Beamten p.166.
10. Dislokation p.90.
11. Note that the grouping of the inscriptions does not
imply an acceptance of the Stein/Wagner thesis.
Kra.tt cited. AE 19311,115 from Thamusid.a as evidence for
the transfer of the cohort from Germany to Tingitana,
but the inscription is very fragmentary and it is
equally possible to attribute it to ala III Asturum
p.f.c.R. (No.117). The latter alternative has been
adopted because of the early siting of the Tin.gitanian
cohors I Asturum et Callaecorum at Am Schkor. cZ. 11.7.12.
12. Viz.: Tacitua, HistorIes

1,79, says

the Rhoxolani

massacred two cohorts in the winter of 68/69, before
invading Noesia; ibid. 3,46, the Dacians crossed the
Danube and stormed the hiberna of the auxilia; Josephus
7,89-911. , tells us that the Sarmatian.s invaded the Danube
lands in 70. Pannonian auxiliaries were undoubtedly in-.
volved in the Flavian battles under Primue.
13. CIL XVI p.179 col. 2.
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H. van d.e Weerd. and S.J. De Laet in Collection de
Latomus 2, "Homages . J. Bidez et F. Cumont"
(Brussels,

19'4.9)

p.350.
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58. Cohors I Astunim et Callaecorum civium Romanorum.

The possibilities concerning the early history of
this cohort have alrea&y been explored under cohors I
Asturum et Callaecorum (No.57).

57/58 the cohort was

in the province of Nauretania Tingitana, at or near
Volubilis, from which the first inscription comes (58.1).
The cohort erected the stone to record the building of a
portico, along with another structure, whose nature has
been lost. We are fortunate in being able to identify
the fort it garrisoned. 58.11 is a building stone erected
to the 'genius' of the site by the prefect of the cohort,
and commemorates the completion of a praetorium at Am
Schkor. The use of the formula a solo composuit et fecit
implies that the cohort was constructing the praetorium
(and. fort) for the first time. The site of Am Schkor was
partially excavated, in 1959, and it has been suggested that
it was built soon after the middle of the first century.
If the nomen of the prefect has been correctly restored
a Plavian date, rather than Neronian, may be inferred. It
is 0.8 ha. (circa 2 acres) in size. This is rather small
for a quingenary cohort, but N. Euzennatl) has pointed to
the presence of a number of look-out towers in the area,
which may have absorbed part of the cohort.
Am Schkor was an important site, and was part of the
strategic network around Volubilis (lying circa 4 km. north
and slightly east of the town) discussed by N. Euzeimat.
The cohort is presumed to have stayed there nearly a century.
It is recorded on cliplomata of Tingitana from 109 to 151/160
(58.2-58-10 ) Eventually it was replaced at Am Schkor by
cohora IV Tungrorum (milliarla), for an inscription of the
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time of Beverus Alexander reveals that cohort restoring
the bathe there, presumably as the resident garrison (AE
1966,606). Cohors IV Thngrorum sent a vexi].lation to
Nauretania Tingitana some time between l2l/5, when a
(milliary ?) cohort of that name and number is recorded. in
Raetia, and. 156/157, when (cohor.) IV Tung(rorum) vexll(latio)
appears in eleventh place on two diplomata of Tingitana.
This raises a problem. The fort at Am Schkor is said by
Euzennat to have been destroyed. and recoxstructed. about the
middle of the second century (which might fit in with the
disturbances under Pius). The walls of Volubilis are datable
to 168t169, so that a general tightening up of security
measures in and around Volubilis might be postulated for
the decade or so after the Tungrian cohort first appears in
the lists. However, the diplomata of Ilauretania Tingitana
list the auxi].la in, what is assumed. to be, geographical
order after 122. Cohors I Asturum et Callaecorum appears
throughout in fifth place among the cohorts; when the
Tungrian vexillation arrives in the lists it is in last
(eleventh) place. If it had taken over the fort at Am
Sehkor from our cohort it would be expected to show up in
its stead, unless we suppose that the list (originally geo-.
graphical in 122) had now become stereotyped and the two
additional cohorts of 156/157 (the Tungrians and cohors III
Gallorum felix) were merely placed at the end for the sake
of convenience.
If our cohort was ousted from Am Schkor in the middle
of the second century, or Just after, we have no clue as to
its later fate.
Although Nesselhauf restored all the diplomata after
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(and including) that of 122 with the cohort carrying the
title civium Romanorum, the first diploma on which this
distinction actually appears is Cii XVI 182 of 156/7
(58.9). Since the title is not present in any of the other

inscriptions, it seems simpler to assume it need. not have
been received so early. The cohort could. as easily have
been decorated in the wars of Pius, as under Hadrian as
Nesselhauf assumed.
There are records of some of the commanders of the
cohort. Flavius Neon was prefect (some time after A.D.70 ?)
during the building of the praetorium at Am Schkor

(58.11).

His cognomen could indicate an eastern origin cf. 11$ 2839.
Gaius lulius Longinus erected an altar to Prugifer, in
gratitude for the recovery of his health, at Volubilis, in
the late first or early second. century (58.12).
C. Vibius Salutaris commanded this cohort or, less
probably, the second of the same title

(58 .16).

His first

non-military post was as sub-procurator of Plauretania
Tingitana, which may indicate previous experience in the
province. His cognomen and tribe suggest that he was of
Italian extraction in spite of his devotion to Diana of
Ephesus. Pfiaum places the Tingitanian post in the period
81-96, but the lower date should be raised. to at least

90 as

immediately prior to this Salutaris had been tribune in
legio XXII Primigenia pia fidelis, the latter title of honour
being awarded to the legions of the Lower Rhine by Domitian
after 89.6) The co mnuind of the cohort should thus lie, at
earliest, in the latter part of the 80's.
A fragmentary cursus of an unknown Ita].ian(?) identifies
the cohort in Ilauretania (Tingitana)

(58 . 1 3).

It reveals him
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to have begun his military career in charge of our cohort
and then to have moved to Cappadocia as prefect of a cohort
whose name is partially preserved as ......ag.. E. Birley
supplied the name of the cohort as I Ulpia Paph1ag(onum).7
A late Trajanic or early Hadrianic date is therefore the
earliest time at which the command of the cohort could
have been held.
L. Chatelain suggests, from the style of the lettering
on the base of a funerazy statue, that Nammius Naternus,
another prefect of the cohort, should belong to the Hadrianic
period.. Chatelain also remarked that Nammius was an African
name, although Naternus had Celtic overtones according to
Kajanto8

(58.1k). His wife, Aemilia Sextina, was Gallic;

she originated in Vienne.
These two stones are important when considering the
implications of 58.15. L. Domitius Dentonianus, from
Consaburum in Spain, began his career as duovir of that
municipium. He served as municipal and then provincial
high priest and was elected to the judicial d.ecurionate and
given the eguus publicus by Trajan. He claimed then to have
commanded cohors Asturum (et) Callaeciae in Nauretania
Tingitana as tribunus militum. The implication is that the
cohort had become milliazy. A doubling of the cohort would
not have been out of place under Trajan, 9 but the fact
that in two seemingly later inscriptions the commanders are
prefects, and the cohort clearly not milliary, makes this
interpretation suspect. Further, no chrige of status is
noted in any of the later diplomata (58.2I.55.9). Either the
inscription was set up incorrectly, or Dentonianus was
tribune of an unnamed milliary cohort (or in a legion), and
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the word praefectus has been omitted. from what is, in

any case, a rather muddled. inscription.
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1. "Le Limes de VolubilisR, Studien zu den Nilitrgrenzen
Roms (1957) pp.19L._199.

2. The presence of this cohort in the province from the
reign of Nero implies that the diploma of 88 (from
which it is absent) does not record all the auxilia
in the province at that time.
3. Straubing diploma. Germania 39 (1961) p.93.

k. CII, XVI 181 and 182.
5. Carri'ères p.1099.

6. Stein, Beamten p.1014.
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Alae and cohortes milliariae p.63.

8. The Latin Cognomina (Helsinki 1965)
9. E. Birley,
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59. Cohors II Asturum et Callaecorum eguitata.
The appearance of this cohort in a Pannonian diploma
in A.D.80 (59.1) assures us that it was pre-Flavian in
foundation. The title, as we have seen, may point to a
pre-Claudian existence, or more likely to a late Augustan
levy.
An assessment of the early history of this cohort
is bedevilled. by the problems attached to the first
cohort, or cohorts, of the same title. If there was only
one first cohort, it appeared first in the Rhineland and
then in Mauretania Tingitana by the reign of Nero. In
this case the second cohort, mistakenly listed with the
numeral I in the list, was in Pannonia (Illyricum) in A.D.
60 (57.1) and perhaps there from the time of the Pazinonian
revolt. If there were two cohortes I Asturum et Callaecorum
either:
a) One of these went first to the Rhineland and then to
Pannonia, and the other manifested itself in ?Iauretania
Tingitana; or
b) The Rhineland cohort is to be identified with that
later in Tingitana, and the other first cohort was in
Pannonia perhaps from an early date.
If there were two first cohorts the latter alternative is
more attractive; it fits with the idea that cohorts in
numbered pairs often appear together in the same province
in the early stages of their existence.
The result of these suppositions is to suggest, but
by no means prove, that the second cohort is likely to have
been in the Pannonian area from early in the principate.
From A.D.80 until A.D.167 It is registered in diplomata,
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first of uMivided Pazinonia (59.1 and 59.2 of 80 and. 85)
then, four years after the division of Pannonia in 106,
in the Lower province, where it apparently remained
(59.3-59.9).

It may seem likely that the cohort should have taken

part in Trajan's Dacian campaigns but there is no proof
of this; certainly it bears no decoration that might
indicate success in action.
A. Radn^ti and L. Bark6czi l ) made a valuable

contribution to the history of the auxilia in Pannonia
inferior, in their study based upon the assumed topographical nature of the diploma lists from, arid including,
the two 'Regly' diplomas of 18 (59.5 and 59.6). In this
they suggest that the auxilia were situated in groups, of
usually one ala and several cohorts, along the limes of
of Pannonia inferior in the second century. By tracing the

known fort sites of named regiments they are able to assign,
with some degree of plausibility, appropriate sites for the
remaining regiments. They suppose that our cohort was
stationed at Lugio (Dunaazekcs6) together with cohors VII
Breucorum, during the second century, with the important
task of controlling the river crossing to the road. leadings
from Pannonia inferior across the territory of the Sarmatians
to the east, towards the new province of Dacia. (cf. ala I
U.ispanorum Campagonum (No. 05) at Veczel in Dacia.)

Wagner2 had suggested the cohort lay at Batina on the
strength of tile stamps there (59.10) but Radn6ti and.
Barkczi are able to point out that tile stamps of regiments
are usually distributed in an area south of their fort sites
in Pannonia inferior; in other words down the Danube
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following the flow of the river that made their transport
safe and simple. (cZ. Chapter I Working hypotheses.)
The inscriptions of Bononia and. Szalk Island have probably
no bearing on the cohort: the first is too cryptic to be
of value, even if our cohort is intended. (59.11), the
second fragmentary and. uncertain (59.12). The history of
the cohort after the latter part of the second. century
remains unclear from the epigraphic record. Its position
would. be a vital one during the Sarmatian Wars of Plarcus
Aurelius, it may have been lost at this time, or possibly
moved to a new position.
We have the name of an egues of the cohort from the
diploma of 145 (59.4), ..... lustus, son of .. .ens, who may
be claiming to have been born at a military camp (ex castris)
or whose tribe or town began with the letters Ca.... The
importance of this diploma is to reveal that the cohort was
part-mounted, as indeed. it would. need. to be if its task was
really to guard an important stretch of road. and river.
(Cohors VII Breucorum is known to be ecuitata.) The prefect
commanding our cohort in 145 was an Italian (from Paventia),
.....s Granianus.
Two criticisms of the analysis of Radnoti and. Barkoezi
should be noted here:
1. They make no attempt to explain the jumbling of the
order of cohorts (and alae) in the two diplomata of 160
(59.7 and 59.8) in which our cohort appears in third rather

than in seventh place. The order is plainly not numerical
in these diplomata either. (They do point out that in the
diploma of 167 (59.9), where our cohort is fifth of the
infantry regiments, the list is incomplete since five
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regiments were already engaged. in the Narcomannic War.)
2. Their explanation of the change of title of the cohort
(apparently to Nerviorum et Callaecoru.m) in 118 (59.5 and.
59.6) is unconvincing. They suggest that cohors II Augusta
Nervia Pacensis Brittonum milliaria, cited fifth of the
cohorts in GIL XVI 61 of 11I. , was stationed at Lugio some
time between 110 and 1 11.8. This unit is later found iii
Dacia Porolissensis and they argue that it went to Dacia
during Hadrian

'5 Sarmatian Wars • Part of the cohort is then

supposed to have returned to its former camp to be merged.
with cohors II Asturum et Callaecorum and so its name was
incorporated into that of the amalgamated cohort. Apart
from the involved nature of the argument, they fail to
explain how cohors II Augusta Nervia Pacensis Brittonum
continues to be labelled milliary both in the interim and.
later ) . They also fall to note that the title of the
British cohort derives from Nerva, whereas Nervior(um) denotes
a regiment raised. from among the Nervii, a Belgic tribe.
It is simpler to accept Nesselhauf's explanation of a clerical
error in the diploma lists at headquarters level, compounded
in the copying by the engravers, in both Regly diplomata.
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60. Cohors I Bracarorum.
The title of this cohort raises an interesting
question. Was it named for the tribe of the Bracari
rather than for the conventus or military district,
Bracara Augusta, which seems to be the foundation of
the designation of other cohorts of similar title
As there is only one inscription in which it is found
in Mauretania Tingitana, and that is a diploma, where
mistakes in transcription are not unknown, it is difficult
to make a firm Judgement. A glance through the evidence
of the other cohorts in the series reveals that there was
no hard and fast way of denoting titles. Probably because
of the unwieldy nature of the full style Bracaraugustanorum,
even official inscriptions varied. An example, which
provides a possible parallel, is cohors III Bracaraugustanorum of Britain. In the diploma for 103 (65.1) the
cohort is unequivocally Bracaraugustanorum, in that for 122
(65. 2 ) it is Bracarorum. Cohors IV Bracaraugustanorum of

Syria is so denoted in the diploma of 88 (67.1). In an
inscription referring to a prefect of the same cohort (67.3)
the name given is Bracarum. There are other versions but
the examples given suffice to show that the probabilities
lie with this being of similar origin to others in (possibly)
three separate series.
The date of 88, on the diploma of I'lauretania Tingitana,
ensures that the cohort was raised in the pre-Flavian period,
but it may have been either Augus tan or Gaio-Claudian in
origin. By the same token there is no certainty about the
date on which it joined the garrison of Tingitana, straight
from Spain to fight against Aedemon, or as part of later
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reinforcements. We have no real clue concerning its
later station. If really one of the cohortes Bracaraugustanorum:
1. It could be the cohort later in Dacia (No.61/62),
2. It may have been moved to Britain,2
3. It could have perished in one of the Nauretanian uprisings hence its non-appearance in the later diplomata
of Tingitana, or it may have persisted but the records
have not yet been unearthed.
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Footnotes
1. See The auxilia raised in north-west Spain.
2. cohors I Augusta Bracarum 62.3. This is not very
likely.
3. cf. Table II The diplomata of Mauretania Tingitana.
(Appendix 1),
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6'l/62. Cohors I Bracarum Augustanorum? (Augusta Bracarum?).
Unless further evidence comes to light the early
history of this cohort is very obscure. It appears first
in the diploma of December 1 11.0 in Dacia inferior. One
possibility already mentioned.1) is that it is to be equated
with the cohort of Nauretania Tingitana, and its transfer
to the Danubian area should be connected with either
Domitian's or Trajan's Dacian wars. However, both emperors
had difficulties in Nauretania which would make it less
likely that troops would be transferred out of that area.
(Unless it is postulated that the troubles in Nauretania
were partly occasioned by a weakening of the occupying
forces after such transfers, for which there is no evidence.)
If it is not the Nauretanian cohort there is nothing
to indicate the area of its existence prior to

1110.

The

title contains no descriptive term to indicate, for example,
that it was either a Plavian or Trajanic foundation, in any
of the known inscriptions. Its origins may therefore go
back either to a levy of Gains, Claud.ius or Augustus.2
It seems certain that it may not be identified with the
cohort of similar title in Dalmatia and then Noesia inferior,
since the latter is attested in Noesia in diplomata of
and.

1'4. 5/l 56

1311.

and there is no reason to suppose that one

cohort would be moved back and forth with such rapidity in
the period in question.
The sole clues to its station in Dada inferior are in
the form of tile stamps. Those from Brecu, possibly the
Angustia of Ptolemy, definitely belong to this cohort.
Brecu was the site of a fort lying at the north-eastern
limits of Dacia inferior, over 2 ha. in size, but it has
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also produced tile stamps of a cohors Hispanorum.
A reasonable conclusion would be that, if not at Brecu
itself, the cohort was stationed in the vicinity,perhaps
to the south-east along the river Alutus,or that it
succeeded cohors I Bispanorum veterana at that site. The
tiles from Sl'veni (61.3) (along the limes Alutanus) are
less conclusive since only the initials (presumably of a
cohort) C.I.B. are used. Admittedly there are no other
first cohorts of Dada inferior with the initial B (if one
excepts I Augusta Pacensis Brittonum) but 7 since Sibeni
lies in the area which belonged to Noesia inferior before
the Hadrianic adjustments of the provincial boundariesthe
C.I.B. of the tiles might be the cohors I Bracaraugustanorum
of Noesia inferior (No.63).
We have the name of one of the commanders of the
cohort, P. Aelius Marcianus (62.2). The identification of
his command with this cohort rather than another cohors I
Bracaraugustanorum is made through the fact that Marcianus
is also named as praepositus of numerus Illyricorum, attested
in Dacia inferior in both 129 and 1 L4.o. 6) The term praepositus
implies that Narcianus was acting commander of the numerus
at the same time as his command of the cohort and should
indicate propinquity for the two units. H-G. Pflauni has
dated this career as probably falling in the reign of Pius7
but there are reasons for considering it to have been later
than this. Narcianus' praenomen and nomen reflect a postHadrianic date but this need not be immediate. Publius
Aelius Nagnus, for example, commanded ala Augusta ob virtuta
appellata at Old Carlisle in A.D.191. 8

The cohors Aelia

expedita is indicated as a Hadrianic foundation by its title,
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but it will have persisted alter its formation by that
emperor. Cheesman considered the numerus Illyricorum had
been raised to the status of ala in the reign of Pius
but his statement appears to have been based upon the
evidence of IL 2209 from Rome.10) This unit was still a
numerus in A.D.14O11 and, in his study of the Eguites
singulares Augusti,12) N. Speidel places the inscription
alter 193, so that the upgrading could have taken place
much later than Cheesman thought. Far more significant is
the mention of the ala Gemina Sebastena. P. aiama13)
discusses the origins of this ala, which was stationed in
Ilauretania Caesariensls. He comes to no firm conclusion
about the reason for this title, although he poses several
interesting possibilities, but points out that the word
Gemina is often applied to the fusion of two existing units
and that in this case the fusion should belong to the
Severan period. 1The known inscriptions of the ala
Sebastena in Nauretania Caesariensis add credibility to
Salania's suggestion. Of three inscriptions which specifically refer to ala Geinina Sebastena (including that of
Narcianus) two may be placed with assurance in the early
third century.15) Of the remaining three inscriptions of
Caesariensis containing a mention of ala Sebastena, two may
be dated (from the use of additional titles and. other
factors) to later in the third century, the third on balance
would better fit a third than a second century provenance.16)
If the weight of the epigraphic evidence supports the early
third century for Narcianus' acting command of ala Gemina
Sebastena, 1 what light may be thrown upon his first post
in charge of cohors I Augusta Bracarum ?
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A partially preserved altar from York (62.1) was
set up to the goddesses of hospitality and the Penates
by a homonym of our prefect if Lister's version is accepted.
Is this the same man ? E. Birley suggested that he might
be. He certainly commanded a cohort, and it may be that
at some time cohors I Augusta Bracarum was in Britain.
On what occasion could the cohort have been in the province ?
There are no other certain references to its stay save
possibly 62.318) which sets out the career of T. Furius
Victorinus. Victorinus began his tres militiae commanding
coh. Bracarum in Brita[nnia3 ;19) he was praefectus Aegypti
by 10th July 159,20) so that his command of the Spanish unit
in Britain should date to the early part of the reign of
Pius. This would certainly agree with Pflaum's date for
the career of Narcianus, but, as we have seen, there is
evidence to place both the Danubian cohortes I Bracaraugustanorum firmly within their respective provinces in
that area early in the reign of Pius. Even if we suppose
that the Dacian diploma for 1IO records pre-campaigning
releases, and. that the cohort was removed to Britain to
'drive back the barbarians' under Lollius Urbicus 2l ) this
cannot tie in with the evidence connected with Narcianus,
which has been shown to lie in a later period in all probability. Another possibility is that Victorinus commanded the
cohort which had formerly served in Mauretania. This,
however, is purely conjectural and. it appears simplest to
consider his command to be of cohors III Bracaraugustanoruin,
which is certainly attested in Britain, 22 and the omission
of the number in the title of the cohort due to the fact
that there was only one regiment of that name in Britain at
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the time, rather than indicating a first cohort, as it
might be thought to do. If the Narcianus of the York
inscription is indeed the commander of cohors I Bracaraugustanorum of 62.2, careful consideration of all the
factors involved, leads to the conclusion that there is
only one date which will produce both a reason for the
presence of the cohort in Britain and agree with all the
epigraphic pointers. This date must fall within the period
when Virius Lupus governed Britain. Lupus came to Britain
in 197 after Severus defeated Clodius Albinus near Iyons.
The account of Cassius Dio indicates that losses were heavy
in the battle, 2 and it may well be Severus thought it
necessary to reinforce the reduced garrison of Britain (in
any case of suspect loyalty) with troops he could trust.
Units drawn from the Danubian provinces would fit the bill;
they would have been with Severus in Gaul and 80 at hand.
Further, a station at or near York would agree with the
area of all the known work of Lupus.2'

What is more, it

makes feasible the presence of numerus Illyricorum in
Britain as part of the Danubian contingent. True this
numerus has left no epigraphic record of a stay in Britain
but the sojourn of both units need only have been brief,
perhaps the term of the governorship of D.ipus. The rise in
status of the numerus to ala may have been a reward. for
faithful service as well as fitting Severan army poiicy.2
Aurelius Victor of ILS 2209 on this reckoning must have
been among the first recruits drawn from the ala to serve
in the eQultes singula.res, an honour which he cannot have
lived long to enjoy.26
The latter part of the career of Ilarcianus was all in
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the province of Nauretania Caesariensis: as tribune of
the milliary cohort Aelia expedita, possibly still in the
west of the province at Albulae; as prefect of ala II
Augusta Thracum presumably in the region of Auzia in
central Caesariensis from the epigraphic indications;
and also as praepositus of ala Gemina Sebastena at the
hiberna of that regiment overlooking the High Plain of
Sersou to the south. The fact that an inscription of
early third century provenance carries the praenomen,
filiation and tribe of the person honoured may seem
surprising, but the omission of such details was not inevitable in Nauretania even later in the century, witness
ILS 2766 of A.D.255, and IL$ 2767 of A.D.260.
If Narcianus of the York inscription is not the prefect
of ILS 2738 we must assume that the latter served in Dacia
inferior in command of cohors I Augusta Bracarum, and.
numerus Illyricorum, before being transferred to Nauretania
Caesariensis, some time at the end of the second or beginning
of the third century.
Whichever theory is correct it seems reasonable to
suppose cohors I Augusta Bracarum remained in Dacia inferior
at least until towards the end of the second century. Of
its later fate we have no knowledge as yet.
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7. Carrières No.125, pp.303ff.
8. RIB 894.
9. Auxilia p .77,
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10. D.M. / Aurel. Victori eq. / sing. tur. Costan/tini,
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11. Kilo 37 (1959) 196-210.
12. Bonn, 1965. p.96 fn.602 and p.100.
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Maurtanle Csarienne', Libyca 1 (1953) pp.237-253.
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14. "le gnetif pluriel
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Ala sebastena signifierait plutt l.rne troupe ayant
/ dana une operation de
sejourne/ ou s'etant distinguee
guerre ' Sebaste...... Nous savons qu'un certain
nombre de contingents africains prirent part noyamment
la campagne d'orient o?i s'affrontrent Pescennius
Niger et Septime Sv' bre, et que la ville d.e Samarie
qui s'tait rallie au. premier des belligrants fut
attaque et prise par le second".
15. Libyca 1, 1953, 2 k0

AE 195 11. , 1 l4.3b; CIL VIII 9359.

16. It concerns a sesguiplicarius with the name Saggin,
which Salama identifies as African. It was a genera].
rule, noted by Cheesman, that oriental regiments
continued to recruit new members from their places of
origin long after the composition of other units bore
little or no relation to their ethnic titles. The
inclusion of an African in ala Sebastena may perhap8
indicate a late date when this general rule had broken
down if the ala was genuinely oriental, or it could be
taken as supporting Salaina's theory regarding the title
of the ala i.e. that it represents an African unit (or
units) honoured for exploits in Samaria by Severus.
17. Salama places it "un peu plus tard." than the building
of the hiberna for the ala, at Kherba des Ouled Hellal,
in A.D.201.
18. Placed for convenience under the heading cohors I
Augusta Bracarum although its attribution to that cohort
is far from certain.
19. As praefectus in view of its position in his career,
rather than as tribunus as Huelsen, Dessau and A. Stein
inferred. See H-G. Pflaum's rendering in Carrires, No.
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139, Text 1, p.326. However, Pflaum appears to

have accepted the inference that cohors III Bracaraugustanorum was milliary, which was the basis of the
former reading. There is no reason to suppose this
cohort to be other than quingenaxy.
20. A. Stein, Die präfekten von Agypten p.87.
21. SHA, Antoninus Pius 5,k.
22. OIL XVI Z4.8,69,70,93.

23. 76,7,1.

2L1.. RIB 637 (Ilkley); RIB 730 (Bowes); RIB 1163 (Corbridge).
25. See now E. Birley, 'Septimius Severus and the Roman
Army',

. St. 8 (Düsseldorf 1969) pp.63ff.

26. The inscription does not include the abbreviations
which Speid.el confidently assigns to later than the
first decade of the third century, so the timing is
very tight.
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63. Cohors I Bracaraugustanorum.
In spite of the reckoning made under the title
't Auxilia raised in North-west spain1) it is possible to
argue that this cohort may have a Claud.lan rather than an
Augustan origin. The usual view (accepted by Wagner,2
A1fSld

and. Wilkes) is to consider the cohort was

raised under Augustus and transferred to Dalmatia in the
period A.D.6-9, that is during or just after the suppression
of the Pannonian revolt. wagner thought that in the reign
of the first princeps there was a concentration of Spanish
cohorts in Illyricum. He is echoed by Alf5ldy 6 and
supported in the main by the epigraphic evidence. In this
particular case, however, an analysis of the inscriptions
is not conclusive. The altar from Bigeste (Humac) to
Diana Nemorensis, set up by Tiberius Claudius Claudianus,
must assuredly be Claud.ian at earliest, more probably
Neronian (63.1). If he is identifiable with the prefect
of 63.2 from Tudae in Spain, his origin is Spanish, he came
from the conventus of Lucensis. This fact is not of great
importance to the earlier situation of the cohort, as he
is a commander, but might just argue for a recently raised
cohort with a prefect chosen for his ability to deal with
tirones from his home terrain.
The other two pieces of supposed pre-Claudian evidence,
also both from Bigeste in Dalmatia,are definitely first
century in format. They are tombstones of serving infantrymen. One is of Spanish origin as his name, Neduttus, and
that of his father (Caturo) testify (63.3); Alföldy is
inclined to guess that the other (although the reading is
fragmentary) is also from Spain (63.Ll.). These two men
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should therefore have been among the original recruits
drawn in their homeland. If one is convinced of the
Augustan levy this carries both stones into the second or
early third decade of the first century. Close scrutiny
shows the stones need. be no earlier than Claud.ius, there are
no positive very early signs (such as the use of aera instead of stipendia, or the number of the cohort coining
after rather than before the name). If the cohort belonged
to a Claudian levy its presence in Dalmatia could be accounted
for as part of that emperor's scheme for redeployment following the Nauretanian conquest and preceding that of Britain.
One other pointer to a possible Claud.ian date may be found
in the analysis of troop concentrations given by J. Wilkes.8
He suggests that Bigeste lay at the southern end of a road
linking the two legionary stations of Burnum and Tilurium,
and that this line was used as a base position from which
to attack the peoples over the Dinaric Alps. He goes on to
say that probably as many as four cohorts were stationed at
Bigeste during the Augustan emergency (cohortes III Alpinorum, I Bracaraugustanorum, I Lucensium and possibly I
Campana) 9 but, by his own reckoning, at most eleven units
were actually in the province at this period (including our
cohort). This leaves only seven auxiliary units to be
spread out over the rest of the province, and assumes that
the epigraphic evidence of these four cohorts at Bigeste
(or most of it since he thinks these regiments were dispersed after A.D.9) lies in the period A.D.6-9. This is
manifestly unprovable, andsince he considers Bigeste
continued to be a military centre even after part of the
land. had. been given to the legionary veterans of Narona in
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A.D.1 1_15, it leaves a blank r the evidence of military

occupation of the site until the ad.veit of cohors I
elg a'um .n the second century. It seems feasible that
our cohort could. have been a later garrison of Bigeste
and the tombstones erected

still before

mid first century

(early in the reign of Claudius, tying in with the altar
set up by the prefect). This is not provable but is an

interpetatjon at least as viable as those stated with a
greater degree of certainty, and seryes as a warning to
keep the options open until proof is obtainable. 4.11 that
may be a8serted is that cohors I Braearaugustanorujn moved
from Spain straight to Dalmatia at some period within the
first half of the first century; history provides two
suitable occasions for the move:
a) he anonjan revolt of L.D.&-9;
b) early in the reign of Claudius.
For some pt of its stay in Damatja it was stationed
at or near Bigeste.
atschl0) suggested the cohort left almatia at the
time of the move of legio 1111 Ylavia to Noesia, that is
at the time of the division of ?Ioesia into two provinces
circa 86/87. It is definitely attested in Moesia inferior
in 4ugust 99 (63.5). This can.no mean that either in
Daiat ja or Noesia the cohort was attached to the command
of that legion since the latter went to the newly created
Upper prov.nce whilst our cohort is found, in the Lower.
The station of the cohort in Moesia inferior is not
known, If the tile stamps of S1veni (C.I.B.)h1) belong
to the cohort it may have been stationed in the westerly
part of the province. 8lveni was in the charge of the governor
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of Noesia inferior from circa 106-119. It may have been
involved in the Dacian campaigns and then been set to
help in building operations. A camp upstream (north) of
Sliveni would suit the indications since water transport
would be available to ferry tiles down to the fort under
construction.12) Certainly, whether north or south of the
Danube, the cohort remained, in the Lower Noesian command
as the diploma ante II LI. reveals (63.6).

this time

Trajan's campaigns and. readjuetments had resulted in changes
in the legionary commands. The group of auxilia listed
contains units from both the diplomata of A.D.99. When
Hadrian reorganised the boundaries of Dacia and Moesia and
abandoned Wallachia,the cohort must certainly have been
moved south of the Danube (if it was not already so) since
it appears on the lists of rloesia inferior in 13 and 1k5/56
(63.7 and 63.8). Wagner follows Rostovzeff 1 in considering that military supervision of the Tauric Chersonese by
Moesia inferior had. been inaugurated. at latest by the reign
of Hadrian, and it may be that emperor who transferred the
cohort (or at least part of it) to the Crimea. The tombstone of PlaecLlius (which also gives the name of a centurion
of the cohort, Bicanus) would fit into a second. century context (63.9); unfortunately it is the sole evidence for the
presence of the cohort there.
Another inscription relating to the cohort comes in
the form of a fragmentary cursus from Vasio, in Gaul 63.10.
It mentions an unknown prefect who also commanded a vexillation of the army of Noesla. This last makes it reasonable
to assume that he commanded the Moesian rather than the
Dacian cohort, but sheds no further light on its station.
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No further records exist at present.
A tombstone from Gorna BJovica in Noesia was set up
to a deceased member of the cohort by his brother, Aurelius
Naximus Daezerius(?) (63.11). The soldier, Aurelius
Valerianus, was killed in battle, and this together with
the names of the brothers (and their abbreviated nomina)
suggests an early to mid-third century setting. Gorna
Belovica was presumably the soldiers home (his wife is
associated in the dedication). The stone is (surprisingly
when the times are considered) elaborately carved with
reliefs in three registers. The upper relief shows two
horses, the next a family group. It is possible that the
horses reflect the changing role of the auxilia in this
period.1
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1. C)apter III.
2. Dislokation p.98.
3. "Die Auxiliartruppen d.er Provinz Dalinatien", Acta Arch. Hung.
ILl. p.269.
Li. . Dalmatia (London 1969) pp.ILI.Off.
5. Q . cit. p.218.
6. Q . cit. p.270.
7. Holder 2 529, 1 861; Firmat, Onomastica p .154 and. 82.
8.

. cit. p.143.

9. Q . cit. Appendix 8 p.470.
10. Scbrif ten d.er Balkankommision antiguarische Abteilung 5,
"Zur Geschichte and Topographie von Narona" (Vienna 1907).
11. .AE 1966,317, see under cohors I Bracarum Augustanorum
(61.3).
12. See ala I Hispanorum (No.06) for the date of construction
of this fort. Under ala I Asturum (No.44) the possibility
is discussed that CIL XVI 45 listed regiments in an
eastern command in Noesia inferior, which might indicate
a western district for CII XVI 44, in which our cohort
is named. It must be admitted that this is little more
than a guess, the evidence is so insubstantial.
13. Iranians and Greeks in South Russia (Oxford 1922) p.155.
In "Römische Besatzungen in der Krein and. das Kastell
Charax", Klio, 2 (1902) p.83, Rostovtzeff pointed out
that there is evidence for Roman occupation in Olbia
as well as the Tauric Chersonese. Both legions (I Italica
and XI Claudia) and auxilia occupied parts of Southern
Russia.
14. Arkheologia (Sofia) 11. (1962) pp.38-49, P1.1-5. In spite
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of the comments in I,Anne Epj Rpp14 g ze, w1iee the cohort
is thought to be that of Naurelan4..a ingitana, this
tombstone undoubted.ly belongs to a member of the cohort
based in 1oesia. Valerajw.s would have been recruited,
and. have serv-e, .n the ppoyince Qf is oig .zi. The
va,jation in j.tle 9Z tae
has already been demon2trated. to be largely without
signiticance.
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64. Cohors II Bracaraugustanorum eguitata.
In the d.e Bello Iudaicol) Josephus states that Thrace
was guarded by two thousand men. His remarks refer to the
Neronian garrison. 2 That he was reasonably correct in
his estimate of the small size of the garrison appears in
an unpublished diploma of July Ilk (64.1). Only two cohorts
are listed (although this need. not represent the total of
the auxilia in Thrace), one of which is a cohors II Bracaraugustanorum. On normal calculations from the date of the
diploma the cohort should have been in existence from at
least Domitianic times but, since the title lacks the
appellation Flavia, we may suspect it to have been even
earlier than this. If no intermediate station is envisaged
(and there is no evidence for this even if negative ind.ications are suspect) the cohort may not be Augustan in origin
since Thrace was not established as a province until A.D.46.
The cohort may have been raised:
a) in the reign of Augustus and retained in Spain, or sent
to another province, for which there is no proof; or
b) by Claudius and sent, fairly soon after its creation, to
the newly annexed province of Thrace.
The only inscription, other than the diploma, which
gives a Thracian venue for the cohort belongs to the latter
part of the first or, at latest, early second century (64.2).
The proposed restoration of D(is) N(anibus) at the head of
the Latin version of the epitaph may be ignored. A squeeze
of the stone (admittedly very poorly photographed) does not
justify its inciusion.

The names of the deceased are in

the nominative and his 24 years of service in the genitive
(unabbreviated), which conforms with first century usage.
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Further, Marcus,the dedicatory is egues in cohors II
Numidarum. This cohort is usually named as Flavia
Numidarum, indicating that it was raised between 70 and
96. By 129 the same cohort appears on the lists of Dada
inferior so, if propinquity is assumed for the two units,
this tombstone should fall between 70 and 129. However,
Marcus had a father with what seems likely to have been
a Thracian name so he cannot have been one of the original
Numidian recruits. The presence of the cohort in Dacia in
129 justifies the suggestion that it took part in Trajan's
Dacian Wars and remained there as part of the permanent
garrison, which would certainly account for its absence
from the Thracian diploma of

iiti.6)

Allowing for all these

factors, a date in the latter part of the first century or
before 11 11. (perhaps before 101/2) might be considered most
likely for the tombstone of Celsus Marius. The Latin inscription on this bilingual stone is headed by a relief of
a "Thracian cavalryman". The photograph is too poor to
judge if he has the attributes of the "Hros cavalier"8
or depicts a cavalryman of the sort appearing on many
auxiliary tombstones. Below the Latin,and. above the Greek,
rendering is the conventional funerary banqueting scene.
The deceased is shown on a couch with a female sitting at
its foot. In his left hand he holds a cup; a three-legged
table stands in front of the couch bearing what appears to
be food and drink. Both the texts and the upper relief
confirm that cohors II Bracaraugustanorum was part-mounted
and this raises the probability that at least one complete
series of cohortes Bracaraugustanorum was eguitatae, if
the usual Roman methodical approach to auxiliary formations
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was maintained.. (It should be borne in mind that any of
the other cohortes Bracaraugustanorum discussed may also
be part-mounted although none are so identified.) The find.
spot of the tombstone was ipka, which lies in the southern
foothills of the Haemus f,lountains between 10 and

15 kms.

north-east of Seuthopolis. As far as can be ascertained,
no excavation has been undertaken and the presumed military
post has yet to be identified. Celsus Narius was still
serving when he died so it may not be far away, but the
presence of an egues from another unit makes it dubious
that it was a norma]. cohort fort.
It is possible that the garrison of Thrace was parcelled
out in small sections.
For the further history of the cohort we have the
testimony of three careers and one diploma. Inscription
E4. L1. from Nauretania Caesariensis shows Tiberius Claudius
Secundus acknowledging his advancement to Nerva. His first
military post was held. as prefect of our cohort (clearly
specified eguitata). His command would therefore be held
in Thrace probably shortly after 100. His later career
appears to have been centred in the eastern provinces.9
Prom Rome we have the tombstone of another prefect,
A. Atinius Paternus who, following his command of the
cohort, was decorated as tribune of legio X Fretensis in
Trajan's Parthian campaigns. On the assumption that commands
are less likely to be changed during an actual campaign
(except in cases of incompetence or casualty) Paternus
should have been prefect of the cohort shortly before 113
in Thrace (€4.5).
The cohort next appears in Noesia inferior in the reign
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of Pius ( 614 .3). The transfer may have been. effected
during several periods:
1. In the genera]. reshuffle following troubles in Dacia
and the abandonment of Wallachia at the begirmi ng of
Hadrian's reign.
2. In the reign of Pius himself, perhaps because of the
growing unrest in the Danubian area, wbih culminated
in the Dacian campaign of 157 mentioned in S.H.A.10.
For the date of the last inscription Pflaum's impeccable
reasoning
gives us 148-150 for the probable command of
cohors II Brac. by Tiberius Claudius Proculus Cornelianus
(64.6). If he commanded this cohort it should then have
been in Moesia inferior, so that his career moved him from
Moesia to Britainl2) and then to Germany 13 before he
entered the procuratorial service. The station of the
cohort in Moesia inferior is imlcnown, but Radn6ti hazarded
a guess that it may have bean in the neighbourhood of
Troesmis , at Bero , where an auriliax fort has been
identified. This assumption is made on the grounds that
the Brestovena diploma lists units in topographical order,
a valuable suggestion but one which requires further
verification.
Although we must suppose there to have been at least
three cohortes II Bracaraugu.stanorura the inscriptions
have been fitted into the history of a single cohort.15
This is because it seems simpler, at this stage of our
kziowledge, to suppose the other two cohorts unattested.
It should be noted however, that a possibility exists of
the Moesian diploma referring to a different cohort from
that identified in Thrace. In. the same way the commanders
listed may have been in charge of one of the other two units.
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1. 2,368.
2. of. Domaszewski, "Die Dislokation des rt5mischen lieeres
im Jahre 66 n.Chr.", Rheinisches Museum, 1892, pp.207ff.
3. Inscriptiones Graec.in Bulgaria Repertae Ed. G.
Nihailov No.1741 bis p .153 and Tabula 1211. . It seems
likely that the letter denoting the penultimate word.
of the inscription should be (H(eres)) rather than R.
4. c..& XVI 75.
5. Traidacus. of. D. Deev, Thrakische Spraohreste p.517.
6. It is also absent from the diploinata of Dacia of 110,
GIL XVI 57 and 163.
7. Q . cit. Tabula 123.
8. See ala I Hispanorum No.06.
9. Prefect of cohors I Flavia c.R. in Syria in 88
(GIL XVI 35) and Syria Palaestina by 139 (GIL XVI 87);
tribune of legio IV Scythica of Syria, then legio XII
Pulniinata of Cappadocia (viz. Parker, Roman Legions
p . 1 58 ); prefect of ala Phrygum 7 Syria/Syria Palaestina
(GIL XVI 103 and. 87); ala II Gallorum7Cappadocia
Arrian 9.
Careers such as this suggest that the officer concerned
may have been particularly fluent in Greek, in spite of
his apparent Nauretanian origins. cf. Jarrett,

. St.9

(Bonn 1972) pp.167/8.
10. Antoninus Pius 5,L1._5.
11. Libyca 3 (1955) pp.123-133.
12. Either at Bewcastle or Birdoawald. in command of the
milliary cohort Aelia Dacorum of. E. Birley, "The
Beaumont Inscription, the Notitia Dignitatum, and. the
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Garrison of Hadria's Wall".

39 (1939) p.218 and.

p .223.
13. As preect of ala $ul p icia çf. 09.5
I Ll. . &uxiliartruppen in den, Donau proy inzen p. 149.

15. There is evidence suggesting lhe eiistence of three
cohortes III Bracaraugusanorim. he major portions

of the careers of Tiberius Qavd4ua 8cund.us and
Aulua Atinius aternus were centred in the East.
Possibly the station of one of the missing cohh lit
Bacaaugusanoriim should be sought in an Eastern province.
Epigraphic evidence from this area is vey sparse as
far as the auxilia are concerned.. It may be that a
series of three Bracaraugustan cobQ'ts was raised.

specifically for Eastern service:
No. 61/2, prior to its arrival j.n 1açia before 140;
one of the,otherwise unatested, 8eC91d cohorts;
a third. cohort, withdrawn before the end of the
first century for service elewhere.
he fourth and fifth Bracaraugustan cohorts might be added
to the (tentatively advan ced ) theoretical Eastern
contingent if cohorsY Baçarai gusanorum came to the
Rliineland, in the reign of Vespasian, following the
conclusion of the Iudaean campaigns. The fourth cohort
was certainly

in Syria

in 88.

If any support should ever be ound for this hypothesis
a suitable historical framework could be prQvid.ec]. by
either the d.ispositins of .&iguatus or te campaigns of
Corbulo.
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65.

Cohors III Bracaraugustanorum (equitata ?).
Almost certainly we may postulate the existence of

three cohortes III Bracaraugustanorum. Qie served in
Britain from at least the beginning of the second century;
another has left ample evidence for its co-existence in
Raetla; the third probably lay at this time in Moesia
inierior.1)
The testimony for the British based cohort consists of
four di plomata ranging from the years A.D.103_1 21.5/6, 2) a tile
from Manchester (65.5), and an unpublished counterpart from
Meland.ra astie.

When did. the cohort come to Britain ?

If with the Plautian troops, we may suppose it to have been
raised before the reign of Claudius, for a raw cohort would
hardly have been sent in such an invasion. On the other
hand. it may have come over with later reinforcements, for
example after the suppression of the Boud.iccan revolt or
with Cerealis in 71; in this case it could belong more
readily to the Claud.ian series.
In a discussion of the British diplomata of A.D.98,
103 and

105, E.

Birley was able to demonstrate the strong

probability that the list for 103 consisted of units "under
command of legio II Augusta at Caerleon".

This means that

we should seek the fort of the cohort in south or mid-Wales
in the early Trajanic period. Further than this it Is
difficult to go. N.G. Jarrett gives a number of possibilities on the assumption that the cohort is equitata, but
although it seems fairly certain one series of cohortes
Bracaraugustanorum was so organised the other two were not
necessarily
If the cohort was in Wales in 103 the tiles from
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Manchester and Melandra Castle should relate either to
an earlier or to a later period, for there may have been
a shuffle of legionary commands between the northern
campaigns of Agricola and the reign of Trajan as there
almost certainly was in Hadrianic times.
Manchester had a Plavian fort, of which only a small
section of the defences, west of the North gate, has so far
been uncovered. The Flavian fort had. a clay and. turf rampart,
which was replaced by a stone faced rampart probably in the
early second century.

Melandra Castle was occupied

circa A.D.8O1 L$.O. Taken together the tile stamps and.
building periods make it seem likely that the cohort was
making tiles for constructional work at Manchester and.
Neland.ra Castle in the Flavian period. Where precisely it
was situated, in the South Lancashire-Derbyshire area, is
not yet ciear.8) (There is a close connection between
Manchester and. Melandra Castle, as both forts have produced
buildi.ng stones of cohors I Frisiavonum, those from the
former site are probably Trajanic.)9
One very tentative bypothesis may fill in a little of
the history of the cohort in the second century. The existence of three cohorts bearing the same title has already
been remarked. One of these appears to have taken part in
Hadrian's Jewish Wars, for it is on a diploma list of Syria
Palaestina in 139.10) A. Radnti has made a casehl) for

supposing this to be the Raetian cohort but his arguments
are not incontrovertible (of. No.66). It is known that one
of the generals sent to Iudaea was Sextus lulius Severus,
former governor of Britain. E. Birley considered that he
might have taken a vexillation of legio XX V.V. with him.12
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A legionary vexillation may have been accompanied by an
auxiliary cohort. 1.1 the cohort in Syria Palaestina was
the British based cohore III Bracaraugustanorum the
British field, force cannot have returned, as Birley believed,
on the cessation of the Jewish War, but rather in I LI.O, to
assist in the task of subjugating Lowland Scotland.
It must be admitted that there is no real reason why
the Palestinian cohort should not be equated with the
Noesian rather than either the Raetian or the British based
cohort. It is one of the merits of a non-provincial
appraisal of auxiliary units that wider possibilities must
be considered; even if the results have less of an air of
certainty they leave the options open for confirmation or
disproof through the advent of new inscriptions.
It seems probable that 6 2.3, the cursus of Titus
Furius Victorinus, relates in part to the command of this
cohort, and, reveals him to have commanded it during the
early part of the reign of pi.13)
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66. Cohors III Bracaraugustanorum.
A. Radnti states l ) that cohors III Bracaraugustanorum, attested in Raetia between 107 and 167/8 (66.166.11), was stationed at Nunningen. This fort lies circa
28 kms north of the Danube on a route following the western
side of the valley of the Wörnitz, a tributary of that river.
There is no direct evidence for this placing and it is
presumably based upon two considerations:
1) At least one series (possibly all three) of Bracaraugustan cohorts was part-mounted. We may guess from the
size of the fort at Theilenhofen 2 (a later station of the
cohort if the tile stamps there have been correctly interpreted) that the Raetian cohort was eguitata. Nunningen
is approximately the same size as Theilenhofen and would
also accommodate a cohors guingenaria eguitata.
2) The garrisons of the other large cohort forts of Raetia
have been identified and it is a matter for deduction to
place our cohort at Munningen.
In the absence of more positive evidence this conclusion is
accepted with the proviso that there is an element of uncertainty.
Nunningen was an earth and timber fort, built in the
reign of Domitian, and never replaced in stone.

Prom its

position and the later advance of the limes it might well
have outlived its strategic usefulness by the time rebuilding
would have been contemplated. Schnberger highlights the
reservations which may be made concerning the exact function
of the series of forts with which Ilunningen was connected,
and this makes it difficult to estimate its exact period of
occupation. Older forts were not necessarily abandoned on
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the move forward of the limes but if Theilenhof en was
the next station (and no intermediate siting is envisaged,
at least in Raetia) it may well be that the fort at Nunningen
had. been relinquished by our cohort by the reign of Uad.rian.6
One question that remains unanswered is how long the
cohort had been in Raetia before it occupied Muimingen.
We may suppose that it had been in the province at least
since the Plavian reorganisation; with no inscriptions
earlier than 107 it may be Justifiable to suggest it belonged
to a Claudian levy.
Its station in Raetia, prior to the erection of
Nunningen, is not yet ascertained. Perhaps it lay in one of
the forts south of the Danube, which Winter Ulbert
believed to be Claudian in inception, then used. as the basis
of an advance early in the Plavian period. If Ulbert is
correct in his assessment of the military situation, Burghöfe
could be a likely candidate for the early station of our
cohort. It lies south of the Danube, west of Eagelsee Bach,
on the same valley line (south-south-east to north-northwest) as Nunningen, and its size (circa 2.25 ha.) would
enable it to house a cohors guingenaria eguitata in the
Claudian period. Burghbfe has also produced a few pieces
of horse trappings 8 but the possibility is little more than
guesswork at this stage.
Radn6ti considers that the cohort left Raetia in 132
as part of the provincial field force sent to Iudaea. He
makes this assertion on the grounds that the cohort is
absent from the Gnotzheim diploma of 139/141 (66.2) but
present in (a) the diploma of Syria Palaestixia (66.16) and
(b) again in Raetia in 147 (66.3). HIs argument is attractive.
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However, there are several weaknesses. The other two
cohorts in the supposed field force both acquired battle
honours, 9 which can be reasonably placed in the appropriate
period, and thus support his contention. Both cohorts are
assumed to have been listed in the Gnotzheiin diploma and to
have returned to Raetia before cohors III Bracaraugustanorum.
This seems rather strange. The Spanish cohort is not thought
of as having been detached to form part of the permanent
garrison of Syria Palaestina, since a few years later it is
attested in Raetia. Normally it might be expected that
the component parts of a field force should return at the
same time. The Gnotzheim diploma is largely restored.
Originally H-J. Kellner1 thought cohors III Bracaraugustanorum was on its list (which would make identity with
the cohort in Syria Palaestina a much less attractive
proposal). Laterhl) he considered the space would be better
occupied by II TUNGR. & VEX. a unit which appears on Raetian
d.iplomata from 121 /5_153.12) It should be noted that this
name occupies space for 1k characters and III BRAG. only
that for 8. There is thus no certainty about the restoration
of the Gnotzheim list.
Even then, diplomata do not invariably give all the
units of a province. The absence of a specific cohort from
a list may merely indicate a lack of men qualifying for
honesta misslo at that time, either cohors II Tungrorum
milliaria vexillatio or cohors III Bracaraugustanorum may
have been in that position when the Gnotzheim diploma was
issued. The identity of the Raetian cohort with that of
Syria Palaestina has yet to be conclusively demonstrated.
There are other possibilities.13) A reinvestigation of
Theilenhof en might help in settling the issue for if this
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fort began in the reign of Hadrian, as Schuberger is
inclined to believe, and. no break in occupation can be shown
(as, for example, at Ktlnzing, where the break ties in with
the evacuation by cohors III Thracum c.R.) the cohort is
less likely to have formed part of the Iud.aean field force.
A converse finding would support Radnti's suggestion.
In the reign of either Hadrian or Pius the cohort has
been placed at Theilenhofen by the presence of a tile stamp.14)
AS already indicated, Theilenhof en was large enough to house
a oohors guingenaria eguitata, and the only other Raetian
regiment which might have produced this stamp (cohors III
Britannorum) is attested at Eining. If the cohort remained
at Theilenhofen throughout the vicissitudes of the latter
part of the second century and third century it must certainly
have been evacuated (or overwhelmed) by A.D.260, since the
end of the forward position of the limes north of the Danube
is generally agreed to have occurred under Gallienus. According to Schbnbergerl 5) the finds from the upper levels of
Theilenhof en present a picture of destruction, but again the
excavation report is too incomplete to be more precise. The
destruction may have been due to any one of the Aleminanic
invasions following, and including, that of

233.

If the cohort survived there is no evidence to suggest
its later movements.
66.15, which Speid .el 16 ) places before

193, gives

us

the name of a miles of the cohort, Victor, who by implication
is from Raetia, like his deceased friend. There are three
men named on the stone who are Aurelii, which suggests an
Antonine date, but this is further restricted by the use of
a singular Augustus to the periods 169-176 or

180-193.
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This inscription at least supports the continuation of the
cohort in Raetia in the latter part of the second century
after the evidence from diplomata has ceased. The bronze
disc (66.13) probably records another Victor, centurion
of this cohort, and a miles, Costio.
One of the officers commanding the cohort, Q . Papirius
Naximus (whose origin in Trieste is inferred from his
voting tribe, Pupinia), served in a clerical capacity to
senatorial officials at Rome before embarking on his military
career. On style the inscription (66.1 24. ) should be second
century, early rather than late, and. his militia prima may
be securely attached to this cohort in spite of the lack
of a numeral, since the inscription places it in Raetia.
Six further references exist to a third. Bracaraugustan
cohort, and of these two at least indicate the strong
probability of the existence of yet another cohors III
Bracaraugustanorum, stationed in Noesia inferior. Inscription
66.17 is the tombstone of a man who served in five legions

as centurion, following an initial centurionate in coh. III
Bra. Analysing the inscription, E. Birley pointed out
"in every other case in which a man is shown proceeding to
a legionary centurionate after service as decurion or
centurion in an auxiliary unit, the sequence can be shown
to occur in the same provinceui.17) The first two legions
were stationed in ?loesia inferior (the second at least from
the reign of Trajan), so that Tuccius (as his nomen may be
restored, from that of his two sons) should have been centurion
of the cohort in the same province. Ry comparing the sequence
of posts held by Tuccius, with that of two datable inscriptions,
Birley is able to suggest that, like other centurions, Tuccius
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may have been moving with his century from one troubled
area to another as part of a scheme to reinforce legions
rather than move the legions themselves. The parallels
between the three careers incline Birley to place that of
Tuccius some time between the end of the reign of Domitian
and the beginning of that of Hadrian. This date would make
Tuccius centurion of the cohort probably in the last decade
of the first century, at a time when it seems extremely unlikely that a cohort of Lower Noesia would be moved either
to Raetia or Britain, even if the schedules of the cohorts
in the latter two provinces would allow of such a scheme.
Further than this the record of a cohors tertiae Valeria
B(r)acarum, at Drasdea in provincia

Thee±a (in the

Notitia

d.ignitatum) (66.21), indicates a continued stay of the cohort
in the general area of the Noesian comxnand..18) In the remaining four inscriptions we can have no certainty concerning
which of the three cohh. III Bracaraugustanorum is indicated.
A. Seius Zosimianus (66.18) became succurator of the roads
of Antium, in the reign of Pius, according to Pflauin.19)
His first military coininand (of the cohort) might then fall
either in the reign of Hadrian or Pius. His second post
took him, as tribune of legio XI Claudia, to Noesia inferior,
so that we might suppoe his first militia to have been held
also in that province. This is by no means certain, however.
Equestrian officers could, and did, move between widely
separated provinces in successive commands.
Caius Cominius Boethius(?) Agricoi.a Aurelius(?) Aper,
from Concordia in northern Italy, 20 became procurator ad.
annonam provinciae Narbonensis et Liguriae, under plural
Augusti. Pflaum suggests that these were Marcus Aurelius
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and Lucius Verus, which would make his command of our
cohort some years earlier, perhaps in the latter part of
the reign of Pius. Again, in spite of our knowledge that
legio I Adtrix, to which he was next appointed as tribune,
was stationed in Pannonia inferior, we cannot be sure of
the identity of the cohort of which he was prefect (66.19).
Similarly, Marcus Pabius Mettianus from Segermes in Africa
commanded one of the three cohorts before being posted to
legio XXX Ulpia victrix, probably at this time in Lower
Germany (unless he was tribune soon after its raising by
Trajan), and then became prefect of a Spanish ala in
Tarraconens is 21 ) (66.20).
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Footnotes
1. Germania 39 (1961) p.112.
2. circa 2.7 ha.
3. circa 2.6 ha.
k. ORL.B 6 68a. Eidam; cf. H. Schnberger, JRS 59
(1969) p.162.

5• 2•
6. cf. Sch5nberger,

. cit. p.170 on the presumed

Hadrianic occupation of Theilenhof en and other forts
on or near the limes of Pius.
7. Limesforschungen Band. I "Aislingen und Burgh&fe",
Berlin 1959.
8. Ulbert,

. cit. Taf. 51, 6 & 7 and p.103.

9. cohors III Thracum c.R. eguitata became bis torguata
(Ber.RGK (1956/7) 236 nr.81 (Gnotzheim), dated 1L14);
cohors I Breucorum c.R. acquired Valeria victrix bis
torguata ob v(irtutem) appella(ta), (IBR. nr. 276
(Pftinz), of the reign of Pius).
10. BVb1. 31 (1966) pp.89ff.
11. BVb1. 33 (1968) pp.92ff.
12. Germania 39 (1961) 93 (Straubing) to Fdber.Schw. 15
(1959) 73 (Owen).
13. cf. the British based cohors III Bracaraugustanorum
No .65.
1k. CR1 B 7 71a (Heidelberg, 191k) p.17 for a photograph
of this tile. In spite of reservations concerning the
validity of tile stamps as evidence of occupation the
absence of evidence for any other cohort at Theilenhofen
lends credibility to the attribution. Stein, Beamten
p .17 2 , suggests a detachment of the cohort may have
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garrisoned the fortlet at (wzn4iausen which is

only circa 0.7 ha. .n extent. (QRI,B 7,71 p.41.)
There is no evidence to support this.

15. op.cit.p.177.
16. guites Singila.es p.99.
17. "Promotions and. Transfers n tie ouian 4zny 2: The
Centurionat.", CarnuntwnJahrbuch, 1963/41. (1965) p.26
1$. 1ie overall command. is oZ the u.xi'1oesiae Secuad.ae,

which approximates most close.y jo the cennand of the
former governor of Noesia inferior.

19. Carrières p41039.
20.

cf. CU V 8663 (Qoncord.ia)

21. See ala II,flayj a gj sp anorum eR. (No.08).
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67. Cohors 1111 Bracaraugustanorum (equitata ?).
There is evidence for only one fourth and. one fifth
cohort of Bracaraugustani and the presumed triple series
went no further than cohh. 1-111.
Cohors 1111 Bracaraugustanorum was stationed in Syria
in 88 (67.1). From the time of Augustus there had been a
large standing army in Syria, varying between three and.
four legions,1) together with a number of auxiliary units.
In this particular case there does not appear to have been
a total number of auxiliary personnel equal to the number
of iegionaries2) i.e. up to 110 regiments.

In the absence

of earlier inscriptions we cannot say when the cohort joined
the army of Syria. There are many historical occasions when
it may have seemed expedient to add to the army there. The
cohort should be pre-Plavian in origin, from the evid.epce
of the first diploma, but otherwise could belong either to
an Augustan or a Gaio-Claudian series.
In the same way we cannot be precise about the date
of the transfer to Iud.aea. The recently published diploma
of Fypt for 1O5 records two cohorts being detached. from
the army of Egypt and exchanged for two formerly stationed
in Iudaea probably in connection with Tra.jan's annexation
of Nabataea. This period or Trajan's Parthian campaigns
may have inspired the change. Certainly before 135 the
cohort was in Iud.aea as inscription 67.3 reveals, for from
that year the province was renamed Syria Palaestina. The
career of C. Au.fidius Maximus, a Numidian from Cirta,
gives no indication that the cohort was engaged. in any
action under his command, and. it may be thought that the
cohort was in Iudaea before the outbreak of the Jewish
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revolt in 132.

The conflict was severe, however, and

the cohort would surely have been involved between 132
and

135, but survived to be recorded in the diplonia for

139 (67. 2 ). After this there is no clue to its fate. We
lack further diplomata for Syria Palaestina.
The cohort was probably in a part-mounted series as
the fifth cohort is almost certainly so.
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F 00 tnO tea
1. Although B. Syme argued that there were more than three
legions in the province in the Augustan period.
(JRS 23 (1933) p.2k)

2. R. Syme C.A.H. 11 p.138.
3. In the first known diploma for Syria (cf. 67.1) 3 alae
and 17 cobortes are recorded, one of the latter at least
being milliary (although this may only represent the
auxilia of two legionary commands). From epigraphic
sources another 3 alae may with probability be added,
in pre-Trajanic times.
4-. Syria 44 (1967) pp.339ff. H-G. Pflaum.
5. If the cohort had been commanded by Maximus during the

Jewish War, .the time lapse we must allow for him to
have served as tribune in legio XII Fulminata in
Cappadocia, before the erection of the gate and. shrine,
will mean that he should have been aware of the change
in provincial title. If this view is correct it will
push his command of the cohort, and hence its presence in
Iudaea, to at latest in the third decade of the second
century. (cf. N.G. Jarrett,

. St. 9 (Bonn 1972) p.162.)

In addition he specifies that legio XII Fulminata
was in Cappadocia and we may well suppose that it would
have been in Iudaea during the Jewish Revolt.
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68. Cohors V Bracaraugustanoruni eguitata.
N. Stiaccius Coranus commanded cohors V Bracaraugustanorum "in Germania" (68.1k). This inscription is of
particular interest since Coranus' next posts were held as
tribune of legio II Augusta and praefectus eguitum of "ala
Hispanorum in Britannia", in which capacity he was decorated..
Stein considered the first command should fall either in
the reign of Claudius or Nero, as the cohort is not recorded.
in any of the three d.iplomata of Germania before the creation
of the Upper and Lower Provinces by Dornitian.1) A1dy2
follows Stein and wishes to bring Coranus over to Britain
in the conquest period. under Claudius, and account in this
wa7 for his decoration. However, this is by no means certain.
The early German lists name 12 alae and 15 cohorts. A total
of 27 regiments is hardly likely to be a complete tally of
the auxilia along the Rhine in the early Flavian period..
Secondly B. Dobson indicates that he believes this career
belongs after 69, basing his judgement on the order in which
the posts are held, particularly that of praefectus fabrum
preceding the military posts. If Dobson is correct Coranus'
decorations could belong to the campaigns of Frontinus in
Wales or those of Agricola in the north. This would mean
that Domitian was probably responsible for moving the
cohort from Germania to Raetia, in the period 85-90, when
troop movements are known to have occurred. It is precisely
in the Domitianic period that the fort of Gnotzheim was
built, according to its excavator.

Gnotzheim was 2.2 ha.

and large enough therefore to house a cohors quingenaria
eguitata.

the reign of Pius it held such a regiment,

cohors III Thracum eguitata c.R.5
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Schnberger suggested that cohors V Bracaraugustanorum
and cohors III Thracum eguitata c.R. exchanged positions
during the fourth decade of the second century. 6 Radn6ti
tied. this in with the removal of the Thracian cohort as
part of a Raetian contingent sent to aid in the suppression
of the Jewish Revolt of 132-5;

before its removal it had

held Kttnzing, on its return it went to Gnotzheim, and the
former garrison of that fort took over Kttnzing.
Recent excavations and reappraisals of the Raetian
auxilia8 confirm a spate of activity circa A.D.90. Cohors
V Bracaraugustanorum is certainly attested in Raetia in 107
(68.1). If Schnberger and Radnti are correct we may infer:
a) the cohort was brought to Raetia circa 85-90 to take
part in the advance of the Doinitianic frontier north
of the Danube, and garrisoned Gnotzheim;
b) this cohort (and probably the fourth cohort of the same
series) was part-mounted..
Ktinzing, 9 further east along the limes of Raetia, and
lying south of the Danube, was constructed about the same
time as Gnotzheim, presumably as part of the same overall
scheme. The fort bad four building periods. In the first
two the earth and timber fort of 1.96 ha. was occupied. by
cohors III Thracum, as indicated above. Schbnberger records
a break in occupation circa 1IO, when he says there was no
garrison in the fort. This would correspond with the removal
of the contingent for Iudaea. In the years lkO-150 the fort
was rebuilt in stone, and now covered 2.2 ha. During this
phase there was a total of five ditches around the fort,
two of which Schnberger connected with the I'1arcomnnic
wars. Our cohort is taken to be the new garrison largely

-
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on the evidence of the identification of Kanzing with
Quintana. The name Quintana survived at least into the
fifth century, for it is mentioned as one of the towns
visited by St. Severinus.1

it indicates a connection

with a fifth regiment, and no other fifth cohort has been
recorded in Raetia. The naming of a fort site after the
occupying garrison implies a fairly long residence. Therefore although Schönberger reports signs of damage in the
Narcomannic Wars we may be reasonably safe in assuming
that the fourth rebuilding, dated to the end. of the second.
century or beginning of the third, denotes the reoccupation
of Ktlnzing by the cohort. Unfortunately the evidence from
diplomata, which carries the cohort through from A.D.107
to 167/8 in Raetia (68.1-68.13), is not supported by other
inscriptions. The last phase of Ktinzing (when there was
only one ditch) should perhaps be connected. with the restoration of Raetia in the period after 179/180, when leglo III
Italica was established at Regensburg. The latest coin there
is of Gord.ian III in 2 L4.2_L14, but the fort itself may have
gone on until 260, the time of the Roman retreat, in face
of Alemannic supremacy north of the Danube. Nany Raetian
forts were overwhelmed and/or evacuated in this period and.
Kttnzing shows clear signs of a fire. Weapons and implements
damaged by heat were buried in the arinamentarium and never
recovered. The cohort was either lost or moved (or perhaps
reformed as part of a field army). There are no further
records.
According to the Notitia dignitatum, Quintana was
occupied by ala prima Flavia Raetorumhl) but the site of the
late Roman fortification has not been identified. Kellner

"4
sugge8ts it may have been obliterated during a period
when the Danube flooded the site.12)
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Footnotes
1. Beamten p.173, CIL XVI 20,23 and 28 of A.D.74, 78 and. 82.
2. Hi].fstruppen p.7.
3. Praefectus 1 abrwn p.75.
4. Eidain. ORL B 70.
5. cI. Ber.RGK 1956/7 p .236 no.81.
6. BVb1. 24, 1959 109ff.
7. Germania 39 (1961) pp.9311.
8. of. Schbnberger, "The Roman Frontier in Germany:
An Archaeological Survey", JRS 59 (1969) p.160.
9. Schnberger, Interim Report: Jahresbericht d.er
Bayerischen Bodendenkmalpflege 8-9 (1967-8) pp.3711.
10. Eugippius, Vita Sancti Severini Chapter 15.
11. Oc. 35,23.
12. Die R8mer in Bayern (Ntinchen 1971) p .178, cf. Eugippius
. cit. for the threat from flood waters in the fifth
century.

Cohortes Bracaraugustanorum.
Reasons have been given for supposing there were
eleven cohortes Bracaraugustanorum Cf. Table IIIT,one series
cohh. I-V and. two others cohh. I-Ill. There are no clearcut patterns to be discerned about the intentions of the
High Command in raising specific series, due to the paucity
of early evidence. It does, however, seem likely that one
series, I-Ill, (Nos.63, 611 and. 66a) was sent initially for
service in the Balkan/Danubian area, possibly by Claudius
(although earlier postings may not be ruled. out entirely).
A very tenuous tbeoy concing an eay atern
venue for' another series has a'eady been d.iscussed., ef.
cohors IlBracaraugugtsnorum No.61 tu. 15.
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The Cantabri.
The Cantabri are noted as the fiercest opponents of
Rome Augustus had to face in his subjugation of North-West
Spain. The significance of the difference between the
treatment meted out to the Asturiazis and. the Cantabrians
has already been remarked upon.1) Only two cohorts of
Cantabrians are known in the auxiliary army, and for these
two the evidence is very sparse.
69. Cohors I Cantabrorum.
This cohort appears in a diploma for A.D.78 in Noesia.
There is some possibility that it was part-mounted as the
diploma lists only cohorts but both pedites and eguites are
noted as being discharged..2) Two of the cohorts named in
this diploma appear in the lists of Noesia superior at the
two appear at a similar date
end of the first century;
four cohorts (including the
in Noesia inferior;
This is not
Cantabrian) never appear on any later iists.
necessarily significant; the diploma lists themselves do
not give the full tally of auxilia in the first and second
centuries but, combined with the troubled circumstances of
the provinces of the Lower Danube from Domitianic to
Trajanic times, may indicate losses in the auxilia. There
is one other small piece of evidence connected with this
cohort which suggests it should have been stationed in the
west of Noesia rather than the east, namely the tile stamps
reported by Szilgyi from Acumincum (69. 2 ) . Acuinincum lies
just south of the Danube in terrain which was annexed to
Noesia superior from Pannonia when the former was created
in 86, and returned to the newly created Pannonia inferior
after the end of Trajan's Dacian wars. Tile stamps suggest

that the cohort lay there at some time (or not too far
away). It may have been moved west across the old border
when new dispositions were being made for the armies of
the two Noesian provinces.
If it was not arnthilated in the Dacian Wars (which
seems the most likely solution) it might be sought in
Pa.nnonia inferior in the second century. It remains to
consider the date of raising of this cohort. The diploma
demonstrates its existence in the reign of Nero, was it
raised by Augustus ? If credibility is attached to the
account of Florus it hardly suggests the Cantabrians were
regarded as a likely source of recruits by the first
princeps, 6 unless the term hostages covers men conscripted
and sent far away from their homeland. If we should interpret hostages to mean recruits, we might expect there to be
more than two cohorts of Cantabrians. On the other hand,
if these cohorts were raised at a later date, their lack of
numbers might represent the effects of the repressive
measures taken by Augustus, upon the size of population,
and. the "nine states of the Cantabri" could contribute
only circa 1000 men to the auxilla. It may be that we should
add this cohort (and the second, q.v.) to the list of
regiments with a possible Gaio/Claudian origin.
With the evidence available an intermediate posting
between Spain and Noesia should not be ln.t erred, although,
given the events of 68/70, it is probable that the cohort
was not stationary. It might even be thought that the tile
stamps of Acumincum could belong to an earlier period than
78, but this cannot be proved. Excavation at Acumincum may
provide an answer.
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Footnotes
1. Chapter III 'The auxilia raised in North-West Spain'.
2. This nay, of course, refer to other cohorts. It can be
shown that cohortes I Thracum Syriaca and II Lucensium
were part-mounted, for example (ILS 2733 and AE 1925,66).
3. Cohortes I Thracum Syriaca (GIL XVI LI-6 of A.D.100) and.
I Cilicum (GIL XVI 39 & k6 of 9LI and 100).
LI-. Cohortes III Gallorum (GIL XVI k5 & 50 of 99 and. 105)
and II Lucensium (GIL XVI 50 of 105).
5. Cohors Nattiacorum, which is probably a first cohort
as the numeral is missing and. may not therefore be
identified with the second cohort which later appears
in Noesia inferior; cohortes I Suganibrorum tironum,
VIII Gallorum and I Cantabroruni.

6. 2 33, L4ff•
'7. Pliny, NH Ll. ,20,110/111. By the time Pliny wrote the
Cantabri were reckoned in the conventus

Clu.niensis.
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70. Cohors II Cantabrorum.
The sole record of cohors II Cantabrorum occurs in
Iudaea in A.D.86. The evidence for the eastern provinces
is less complete than that elsewhere, there is for example
a paucity of building inscriptions. For this reason it
would be unwise to place too much significance upon the
absence of later data. Possibilities regarding its date
of raising have been discussed under the first cohort of
the same name. Whether it went straight from Spain to
the East, or had an intermediate posting to another part
of the Empire, it Is impossible to say at this time.
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71. Cohora I Lemavorum civium Romanorum.
The origins of the Leinavi have already been noted.1
This tribe of the extreme north-west of Spain was placed
within the conventus of Lucus and. was one of the two
exceptions made by Pliny when he dismissed the popull of
the area as obscure and with barbarous nanies. 2 It provided
one ala and one cohort to the auxilia. Neither unit has
produced very early evidence of its existence but the
cohortes Lucensium are almost certainly Augustan in origin.
This argues that the ala and cohors Lemavorum were raised
separately, and it may be that their naming reflects a
different policy and. therefore a different date for their
initial levy. It seems unlikely that Augustus would be

willing to make exceptions in the period immediately f 0110wing the conquest of the north-west (unless the Leniavi had
voluntarily gone over to the Roman side, for which there is
no evidence). Pliny's remarks make it clear that, by his
day, the Lemavi had a special status in the conventus of
Lucus. Perhaps the naming of regiments for the tribe
rather than the conventus was an acknowledgement of loyalty,
proven over a period after the initial conquest. All the
epigraphic indications for cohors I Lemavorum come from
diplomata of Mauretania TiDgitana dated between A.D.88
and 156/7 (71 .1-71. 8 ) but, as the diploma for 88 is the
first known from that province, it may be justifiable to
suppose the cohort had been there earlier, and indeed probably
part of the original garrison soon after A.D. LlO. If Claudian
in origin it will hAve arrived soon after its initial train-

ing; if Augustan there is no evidence as to how it spent
the intervening time between its levy and arrival in
Tingitana. 3)
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The cohort was granted corporate citizenship between
88 and 109 like ala III .Asturum and cohors 1111 Gallorum,
both of which were already part of the garrison of
Tingitana. The most likely time for such a grant has
already been suggested as in the Trajanic period, perhaps
as the result of assistance in crushing a Moorish uprising.
The station of the cohort is completely unknown. If
the topographical order of the diplomata is truly significant
it may be that a fort for the cohort will eventually be
located in the south or south-eastern part of Tingitana.
Presumably the cohort remained in Tingitana during the latter
part of the second century and into the third century, but
its ultimate fate is still a matter for conjecture.
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Footnotes
1. See ala I Lemavorum No.L4.9.
2. NH 3,3,28.
3. c. ala III Asturum p.f. c.R. No. L1.7, for possibilities
concerning its arrival.
1-. Cf. cohortes I Celtiberorum eq. c.R. (No.13), II Hispanorum
eq. c.R. (No.26) end II Hisana Vasconum c.R. (No.L3).

5. of.

Appendix 1.
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Cohortes Lucensium.
The origin of the cohortes Lucensium in the military
district/convetitus of Lucus and. the reason for their naming
has been touched

There is early evidence of cohors

I Lucensium eguitata in Dalmatia and as remarked under
cohors I Bracaraugustanorum (No.63) there was a concentration
of Spanish auxilia in fllyricum in the reign of Augustus.
Cheesman2) considered that these came to the "disturbed
area" after the rebellion of A.D.6-.9,since Spain itself no
longer required the "large garrison maintained during the
earlier part of his reign't . Analysis of the epigraphic
pointers in inscriptions of the cohortes Lucensium supports
these conclusions, but more may be said. If Cheesman's other
suggestion, concerning the numbering of series of units in
different provinces, is correct it might be expected that
other cohortes D.icensium would have been drafted to Illyricum.
In fact we find:
cohors II Lucensium eguitata in Noesia by 78 (GIL XVI 22);
cohors V Gallaecorum Lucensium in Illyricum by 60 (GIL XVI 4);
cohors 1111 Callaecorum Lucensium eguitata appearing in Syria
by A.D.88 (CILXVI 35) (but so does cohors I Lucensium
eguitata, so that the careers of the two cohorts may have
been parallel and the former also in Dalmatia in the earlier
period).
There is no evidence to connect cohors III Lucensium with
the Danubian provinces but the inscriptions placing it in
Spain are rather dubious in their attribution, apart from a
mention in the Notitia dlgnitatu.m (which carries no numeral).
It could have been returned to Spain from the Danube in a
later reorganisation. There is some foundation therefore
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for supposing that all the cohortes I-V ILlcensium were
raised specifically for service in Iflyricum as a result
of the Pannonian uprising whatever their later dispersal.
This theory may be of some help In filling the gaps in
the epigraphic record.
72. Cohors I Lucensium egultata.
Two tombstones from Bigeste and one from Promona place
the cohort in Dalmatia probably in Augustan times, and
almost certainly in the reign of Tiberius. Rufus, son of
Angetius, had served 11 years as miles (72.3) and. Andamionius,
son of Andamius, had been egues for 15 years (72.2) (incidentally providing proof that the cohort was eguitata). In the
former instance a Spanish origin is suggested by the name
Rufus, which is common in Spain. Andamionius is otherwise
unknown. G. AlThldy suggests he m&y be Spanish as his
name is not Illyrian. In this case we must assume his brother
Gavillius to have been a member of the Spanish auxilia, indeed
this cohort, as otherwise it is hard to account for his
presence in Dalinatia. The third soldier, Flavos son of
Boutos (72.1), had his home given as Lucas Augusti and, if
the cohort arrived from Spain some time in the period A.D.
6-9, his tombstone clearly cannot be placed. later than A.D.19.
Alfbldy suggested that the cohort was stationed at
Bigeste with a section outposted at Promona. Some doubts
about the precise meaning of the evidence from Bigeste have
already been expressed. 6 It is not necessary to envisage
permanent stations for the auxilia of Dalmatia in the early
period. in any case.
Contra Wilkes, cohors I Lucensium left Dalmatia for
Pannonia before "the development of a dangerous situation
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on the lower Danube frontier in Domitian's early years"
for it appears on the diploma of that province in June 80
(7 2 .5); probably its traxiafer was part of Vespasian's

redeployment of the auxilia after 70. 1s 8tay in Pannonia
was brief, less than 18 years, for it next appears in a
diploma of $yria or November 88 (72.6). The answer to the
question of why Domitian should have sanct.oned the removal
of a cohort from the D?nue to 8y 5a at a t.me when trouble
was rife in the former area may lie in several oblique references. Tacitus and. Suetonius mention the execution of
C. Vettulenus Civica Cerialis, proconsul of .4.sia,8) which
Waddington dated to 88, and 1S

13711.

reveals C. Iblinucius

Italus taking over as acting governor in his stead.. It is
difficult to avoid, connecting this with arthian support of
the false Nero circa

Presumably Cjvica had responded

to a treasonable proposition to place "Nero" back in power.
Extra troops might be required. The Syriam diploma of 88
records

3

alae and 17 cohorts.

Thereafter the cohort remained,

in Syria

or a neighbour-

ing province for it appears in one of the diplomas of that
province for

91

(7 2 .7), and it must have stayed in the East

for its cavalry section to be included .n the task force
gathered. under the command of N. Valerius Lollianus for the
Parthian campaigns of Lucius Verus (72.9)10).
Its later history remains unattested. 4.11dy
followed Stein in placing the career of T. Statilius Optatus
( 72 .8) in the early principate, although, obviously, the post
of procurator, Augusti. ad census Britazini pe must fall at
earliest after 11. 3 (and Iflaum has shown, in fact, that it lies
after 117).h1) He therefore included Qptatus as an example
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of an Italian commander of Dalmatian auxilia. Pflaum'2
considered that the cursus was considerably later, and the
regularity of order of the commands together with their
geographical situation adds credence to his suggested date
of 117 to 138 for the procuratorial posts. If Optatus was
prefect of our cohort in Trajanic or early Hadrianic times,
his command would occur in Syria rather than Dalinatia and
his promotion as tribune in leglo VI Perrata would fall in
the same province.
The fragmentary inscription from Salona of a prefect
Calpurnius may with more credibility be assigned to the
early period in Dalinatia. Calpurnius himself is thought to
have belonged to an Italian family which had. settled in
Salonal 3) and to have risen via the legionary centurionate
to an equestrian career. Both the find, spot and his tribe
(Tromentina) lend some support to this conclusion, although
it should be noted that an inscription in the home town of
a prefect does not site a cohort. His cominnd could have
been held in Pannonia or even in Syria.
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Footnotes
1. See The auxilia raised in north-west Spain
2. Auxilia p.72.
3. of. cohors I Bracaraugustanorum (No.63) where there
is less certainty. In the case of the cohh. Lucensium,
CIL XVI i records discharges from cohors V Callaecorum
Lucensium in A.D.60 and clinches the ascription of the
ascription of the series to a pre-Claudian, and. therefore probably an Augustan, foundation.
Li. . "Die Auxiliartruppen der Provinz Dalmatien", Acta Arch.
Hung.
5.

.

1k (1962)

29k

n.58.

cit. p.270.

6. viz. cohors I Bracaraugustanorum No.63.
7. Dalinatia (London 1969)

p.ILI.l.

8. Agricola 4-2; Domitian 10,2.
9. Suetonius, Nero 57,2.
10. Bormann's dating to Lucius Verus rather than Trajan
for this inscription (JöAI, 3 (1900) pp.11ff.) is
generally accepted, cf. Nesselhauf CIL XVI p.96 n.1.
11. Procurateurs p.63.
12. Car. 119 pp.289ff.
13. Wilkes,

. cit.

p.325.
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73. Cohors I Lucensium Hispanorum (pia fidelis).
This unit is clearly distinguishable from cohors I
Lucensium of Dalmatia/Pannonla since at an early date it
appears in Upper Germany at Zahibach near Nainz (73.1).
The inscription from this site is almost identical in form
to those of the homonymous cohort from Dalmatial) and
should belong to a similar period. Reburrus, the deceased
miles,was a Spaniard, as his name reveals. 2 He had. served
f or 2 L1. of his 53 years, which places his recruitment in his
29th year. This might be regarded as rather old for a new
recruit. The title of the cohort in this inscription is
also significant. The qualification of the Dicenses as
Spanish might be thought to indicate that the cohort had
been levied at a date after the Augustan reorganisation of
Spain (at whatever precise time that occurred) when the
north-western territory had been reallocated. to the province
of Tarraconensis. Taking these pointers together it may be
considered that the levying of this cohort and, its transfer
to the Rhineland took place in the second part of the reign
of Augustus, perhaps in response to an emergency situation
such as the Varian disaster. In view of the sparse nature
of the evidence this suggestion is merely tentative. If
correct, the tombstone of Reburrus would belong circa A.D.33.
The cohort does not appear in the diplomata of Upper Germany
in the Flavian period and. G. Alfôldy follows Steinin
thinking this must mean it had left the Upper for the Lower
Rhineland, probably in the reorganisation after A.D.70.
Absence from a diploma is not always significant but certainly the cohort should have been in Lower Germany by A.D.89,
in order to qualify for the grant of pia fidelis, which
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appears in the Trajanic inscription from Roomburg (= Natilo)
(73.2). This is a building stone (from the armainentarium
according to Stein) in the fort there. It demonstrates
the presence of the cohort at Roomburg in the period 1011.
to 111; there are no later inscriptions. However, as
A1fldy points out, the fact that cohors XV voluntariorum
was engaged in building operations at Roomburg in 196-8
and 201 does not mean that cohors I Lucensium was no longer
in garrison there, or even in the province. On both building stones of cohors XV voluntariorum only a section of the
cohort was indicated;

later numerus exploratorum Batavorum

was attested. at Roomburg. It may be that similar conditions
obtained here as on the British frontier zone of the early
third century, and extra, patrolling troops were based. with
the resident garrison to assist in supervision of the tribes
bordering the Empire.
There is insufficient evidence to decide whether cohors
Lucensium (Hispanorum) p.f. was peditata or eguitata.
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Footnotes
1. Cf. 72.1, 72.2 and. 72.5.
2. cf. the recipient of the British diploma of 103,
CIL XVI 8.

3. Hilfstruppen p .65; Stein, Beaniten pp.200/201.
i-. ILS 9178 the cohort was in the care of a praepositus
rather than a tribune; CIL 1.111 8826 was erected by
vexillarli of the cohort.
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7'-l-. Cohors II Lucensium eguitata.

Although there is no evidence for the earlier existence
of the cohort it may be thought to have come to Illyricum
along with the other Lucensian contingents as a consequence
of the Pannonian revolt. By A.D.78 it was in Noesia (7k.l),
perhaps in the eastern part of

that province, for

it appears

next in a diploma of Noesia inferior of 105 (7 21..2) and again
in another Trajanic diploma (7.3).
At some time between the late Trajanic period and the
end of the second century the cohort was transferred to
Thrace. The exact date of the transfer is unclear, nor is
it certain whether it was involved in either of Trajan's
two major military operations in Dacia, or in the East.
The cohort is not one of two named in an unpublished diploma
of Thrace for July 11 1i. The diplomata of Noesia inferior of
the reign

of Hadrian (GIL XVI 78 of 13

and

83 of

138) do

not list the cohort, but the latter is extremely fragmentary. The Brestnovena diploma of 146/1521.1) also has gaps,
and Radn^ti may be correct in suggesting the cohort could
be restored in third place in the list of infantry. 2 The
two inscriptions of the unit within Noesia are of little
assistance in narrowing down the time factor.

711.21.,

a tomb-

stone from Hissarlik, a site not far from Razgrad., in the
eastern part of Noesia inferior, may give a clue to its

station, although another stone, an altar, comes from much
farther west. The tombstone is of general military interest
since it names C. Iuliu.s Naximus, an egues singularis of the
cohort, and this post was not recorded by Domaszewski in his
list of principales of a cohors equitata.

Presumably he

was part of the "bodyguard" of the prefect of the cohort.
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74.5 from Golinna Brestnitza is unique in its designation

of the famous 'Reitergott' of Thracian cavalrymen as
Heros Divesantus.

The name of the dedicator Flavius

Nestrius might be thought to argue for a late first century
date, but it is difficult to be sure in a dedication of
this kind. His cognomen identifies him as Thracian.
Wagner6 took 74.6 to be evidence that at least a vexillation
of the cohort was stationed in the Taurian Chersonesus (Crimea)
in the middle of the second century, and that this region came
within the command of Noesia inferior for military purposes
(cf. cohors I Bracaraugustanorumn 63.9). The first line of
the inscription has surely been misread. This is clearly a
tombstone; it should be D.N. N. Antonius Valens was still
serving at the time of his death. It may be that the cohort
was divided between Hissarlik and. the Crimea at this period,
or one posting may have followed the other. The cohort seems
in any case to have been somewhere in the eastern part of
Noesia inferior.
However, by 198 it was definitely in Thrace. Its
prefect Lucius Pollius Gratus was erecting an honorary
dedication to Severus in the seventh year of his tribunician
power (7k.6a). 7 Some 23 years later it was proving its
loyalty to Elagabalus under its prefect Ulpius Narius and
the praetorian governor L. Prosius Rufinus (74.8). In the
following year8 (222) the next prefect, T. Herennius Niger,
took good care to do the same for Severus Alexander, under
the same governor (74.7 = 74.11). All three dedications
come from Banja, which is thus indicated as the station of
the cohort in this period.
Very little is known of military dispositions in Thrace.
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Technically it was a 'provincia inermis' but Josephus
(cf. cohors II Bracaraugustanorum No.64) tells us of a
garrison of 2,000 men in the reign of Nero. The province,
like others in the Lower Danubian area, suffered greatly
from barbarian attacks in the middle of the third century.
It may be that the barbarian pressures building up on the
Danubian limes after 196 resulted in precautionary
measures being taken to the rear, in Thrace, by Severus.
The altar to Apollo Tadenus from Filow, near lainboli
in Thrace, erected by Aelius Tarsas, centurion of the cohort,
should belong at earliest to the latter part of the second
century if all the above premises are correct. Since the
cohort is thought to have been stationed some distance away
this may be a thank offering for promotion offered in the
home of the centurion. His cognomen is registered as
Thracian by Detschew.10) His nomen and the lack of a praenomen substantiate the dating. The conflation of Apollo
with Tadenus is one that occurs only in this area of the
Greek world.h1)
The career of one of the commanders of the cohort
(7L1. .10), Publius Gavius Balbus, has been fully discussed

by H-G. Pflaum.12) It should belong to the Hadrianic to
Antonine period since Coela is described as Municipium Aelium
Coela, a title acquired after Hadrian's visit in 123/4.
Balbus should have commanded the cohort in Moesia inferior.
Pflaum considers that Balbus did not originate from Ephesus
since he was of the Palatine tribe rather than Quirina, but
since two out of three of his administrative posts were held
in the Greek speaking east, it is probable he was from an
Eastern province.
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The cohort was clearly eguitata like others oZ the
series (cr. 7A1..ZI.).
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Footnotes
1. Bulletin Arch. Soc. Staline, Bulgaria 9 ( 1 952) 1ff.
Ivan Vened.ikov, Noesia iilerior.
2. Limes Studien (Basel 1959) p.l49.
3. Rangord.nung2 p.59, although he lists the equivalent post
as No.19 in the principales alae, p.56.
k. G. Kazarow, Die Denkmäler des Thraklschen Reitergottes
in Bulgarlen (Budapest 193 8 ) No.372, Abb.20 L1. . The "heros
cavalier" has already been encountered in one of his
guises cf. ala I Hispanoruin No.06.
5. A. Af8ldi, Zu den Schicksalen Sieben btlrgens im
Altertum p.25.
6. Dislokation pp.161/2.
7. E. Kalinka preferred to place this stone in 196 (ttAntike
Denkmler in Bulgarien" Schrif ten der Balkankominission 4
(1906) No.3 2 , p .27).

He took the number relating to the

tribunician power of Severus to be 1111, but this ignores
the significance of the plural Augg. in line 10.
8. A. Stein (Rmische Reichsbeamte der Provinz Thracia,
Sarajevo, 1920 pp.54ff.) dated the two stones (74.8 and.
74.7) to 221 and 222 respectively. He argued that the
naming of the same governor in each placed the stones
within a short span of time, both were expressions of
loyalty under successive prefects; he considered one
was to Severus Alexander, the other should therefore
have been to Elagabalus. This is confirmed by the new
reading for 74.7 = 77.11 by T. Ivanov.
9. of. J. Fitz, Acta Arch. Hung. 14 pp.92ff.
10. Die thrakisehen Sprachreste (Vienna 1 957) pp.492/4.
11. PWRE 4a 1999.
12. Car. No.145 pp.343ff.
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75.

Cohors III Lucensiuxn.
The inscriptions of the third Lucensian cohort are

far from conclusive.

75.1 from

Lucus Augusti should be

the tombstone of a soldier since, on any interpretation,
the words niil(es) and militavit appear. The name of the
cohort in which he served is less clear. The editors of
Inscripciones Romanas d.e Gallcial) dispute the reading
given in CIL by Hübner. They suggest that a cohors tertia
victrix is in question. Since the stone is now lost it is
impossible to verify either rendition. Nevertheless the
Hflbner version with an improved reading of Vecius Clutami f.
for lines I and

2 seems more reasonable and the A following

militavit 8hould be the beginning of annorum (or an
abbreviated variant) indicating the age of the deceased.
SVECIP. possibly covers a misreading for sesguip., but
this is a very tentative suggestion.
If the stone does record cohors III Lucensiuin the
style, or what may be deciphered of it, suggests an early
date, perhaps soon after the formation of the unit and
before it had completed training and moved away from Lucus.
Similarly the prefect whose cursus is recorded in a
very fragmentary fashion at Tarraco

(75.2) may

be commanding

cohors III Lucensium, or as Garcia y Bellido points out,2
possibly cohors III Luggonum. It would be unwise, however,
to postulate the existence of the latter unit on such very
inconclusive evidence, whereas we can be sure there was a
third Lucensian cohort because of the existence of the
fourth and fifth of the series. Even so, the cursus of a
prefect will not help in siting a cohort and the Tarraco
stone does little more than underline the fact of its existence.
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The reference in the Notitia dignitatum (75.3) to
a cohors Lucensis is open to several interpretations.
The tribune could be commanding a cohort formed in the
district in much later times and having no connection
with our series. Since no numeral is appended it might
be any one of the cohortes Lucensium returned to Spain.
It cannot be used to suggest that a third cohort subsisted
in Spain throughout, particularly having regard to the insubstantial nature of the other indications.
A possibility of the whole series of Lucensian
regiments being raised for service in Illyricum following
the Pannonian revolt has already been bruited.. If further
evidence substantiates this idea for other cohorts in the
series there is no reason for excluding this particular
one from the scheme. It is likely that, like others of
the series, it was part-mounted.
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Pootnotes
1. Francisco Vzquez Saco and. Manuel Vzquez Seijas.
2. Arch. Esp. Arg. 34 (1961) p.14.4.
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76. Cohors 1111 Callaecorum D.icensium eguitata.
If the conjecture concerning the cause for raising
the Lucensian cohorts is correct, early evidence for this
unit may appear eventually in one of the Balkan/Danubian
provinces.

November 88 it was recorded in a Syrian

diploma (76.1) and it may be thought significant that its
course there is paralleled, to some extent, by that of
cohors I Lucensium eguitata. The latter was definitely in
Dalmatia early in the first century and was transferred
from Pannonia to Syria between 80 and 88, perhaps in connection
with the dangers attached to the rise of a 'false Nero'.
However, whereas cohors I Lucensium eguitata is only attested
in one further Syrian diploma (for A.D.91) the fourth cohort
is found in diplomata both of 13Ll./ 5

and 1 56/7 (76.2 and

76.3) 1)
It also took part (at least through its cavalry section)
in the Parthian campaigns of Lucius Verus, for it appears
as one of the fifteen cohorts supplying contingents for
that purpose, under the command of N. Valerius Lollianus
(76. 11. ), again like the first cohort of the series. This
inscription confirms that the cohort must have been partmounted.
For its later history, or its station within Syria, we
have no evidence. The reason for the difference in title
between this and the other cohorts has already been discussed, but see the fifth cohort for a further comment.
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Footnotes

1. See footnote to inscription 76.3, for the reason for
the new reading of that diploma.
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77. Cohors V Callaecorum Lucensium.
There seems little doubt, in view of the later
inscriptions, that the cohort named as V Luci)ens. et
Callaecor. in the diploma of Illyricum for A.D.60

(77.1) is

identical with that appearing as cohors V Callaecorum
Lucensium in Pannonian diploniata of the next century or
more.
The difficulties associated with this title have
already been remarked uponl) and reasons for accepting an
economic view put forward. It is just possible that three
further cohortes Callaecorum Lucensium should be postulated
but in this case the odds are that they were raised for the
same purpose as the (then) parallel series of cohortes
Lucensium. Cohors V Callaecorum Lucensium at least should
have been in existence since the reign of Tiberius and
perhaps in Illyricum during that period. A likely historical

context for its arrival there would be the Pannonian revolt.
As Nesselhau.f points out, 2 with the exception of two
cohorts (I Asturum et Callaecoruni and I Hispanorum) all the
units named in the Illyrian diploma appear later in Pannonia
(of. 77.2 and

77.3). It is a reasonable assumption that

these were stationed in the more northerly part of Illyricuni
and not in that area which was later to become Dalmatia.
Upon the division of Pannonia, which Radnti and.
Bark6czi place circa iO6, the cohort was assigned to the
Upper province. Ritterling conjectured that in fact it
appeared in the diploma for 116. 4-icertainly occurs in
the lists of

163

133, 14.6,

14.8,

14-9, 154-

and possibly that for

(77. 21-77.9). The station of the cohort in this period

is not directly attested. Hungarian archaeologists are
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inclined to place it at Crumerum where it is found in
Severan times. 5

As far as can be ascertained, no

excavation has taken place at this site, although according
to sziiagyi6 an aerial photograph has revealed the presence
there of a military installation. The diploma of 19 (77.7),
which was issued to a pedes of the cohort, was found at
Brigetio, only 18

(26.64 km.) from Crumerum and this

might be thought to substantiate this allocation. However,
the soldier, Dasmenus son of Festus, was an Azalian, native
to the area, and Brigetio had a considerable civilian settlement, as well as a legionary fortress, and might well
attract auxiliary veterans. The significance of the find
spot must not be overrated. L. Bark6czi produced a more
interesting argument for siting the cohort at Crumerum in
163, in his attempt to prove that the order of listing of
units in the "Brigetio diploma" was topographical.8) Even
so he admitted "we need more excavations and more fortunate
finds in order to establish this topographical succession
as the original situation in 163". If he is proved correct
it may be possible to assert that the cohort had recently
arrived at Crumerum in 163, since the only other diploma
of Upper Pannonia to give a non-numerical listing for the
cohorts has a completely different order (CTh XVI 96 for

The inscription from Suvodo].

(77.10) was taken by

premerstein,10) and accepted by Wagner, 1 to be evidence,
together with ILS 2606 (StoJnik) of the movement of two
units of Pannonia superior to Noesia superior under Narcus
and. Verus (circa 166 to 169). These two units (cohortes V
Callaecorum Lucensium and XIII voluntariorum c.R.) were
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supposed to have been needed to suppress an uprising of
the Nontani. In fact the Stojnik inscription is suspect
and may equally well be one placed by a man in his home
town, after hearing the good news of his posting to the
militia secunda;12) the same sort of objections apply to
the Suvod.ol stone: the prefect C. Gellius coratus may
also have been erecting an altar in his home town.
For the rest a comment of Professor Eric Birley suffices:
'... if the emperors are in fact Narcus and Verus, under
them there would surely have been no safe occasion for a
unit from Upper Pannonia - threatened by attack from across
the Danube or undergoing such an attack - to be transferred
to the borders of Upper Noesia and Dalmatia, well back from
the Danube.13) The definite evidence from Crumerum comes
in the late second and perhaps the early third century.

77.11 belongs

to 198 from the titles of Severus, so that the

title of honour Antoniniana does not, as so often is the case,
apply to a grant of Caracalla. Fitz considered that the
cohort had been involved in the gaining of a victory
"against the barbarians of the opposite shoreu.14)
The altar to Neptune erected by Antonius Aulianus at
Crumerum (77.12) could refer to N. Aurelius himself, to
Cominodus or to one of the Seven using the title N. Aurelius,
i.e. Caracalla or Elagabalus. If Kubitschek is followed it
might refer to M. Aurel. (Seven Alexandni) Aug.15)
Kubitschek even considered the restoration of line

7 as

praef(ectus) coh(ortis) V Lu(censium) tS]e(venianae), which
would make it possible to postulate the continuance of the
cohort at Crumerum until the Danubian campaigns of Severus
Alexander (perhaps between 227 and. 230). This interpret-
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ation is a little strained. At best, all that may be
asserted is that there is a degree of probability that the
cohort remained at Crumerum into the first third of the
third century. The name of one further prefect should be
noted. T. Plavius riodestus, of Rome, was in command when
the diploma of July

5, I LI.9

was issued.

It may be considered likely that the fifth cohort,
like the fourth, was eguitata.
j

restored the name of this cohort as that

commanded, in his militia prima, by L. Valerius Valerianus
early in the reign of Commodus (of. ala I Hispanoruin
Canipagonum 05.16). This is certainly possible as far as
the spacing of the lacuna in the inscription is concerned,
but much of Fitz' a argument was based upon the premise that
Valerianus was the son of N. Valerius Naximianus and.
originated from Poetovio in Pannonia, beginning his career
under the aegis of his father near Brigetio. R. Duncan
jones1 has convincingly argued that Valerianus was
lt probably a native of Puteoli" from the evidence of his
sarcophagus (05.16a) and. his rare cognomen. The case for
his command of our cohort is therefore not proven.
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Footnotes
1. of. The auxilia raised in north-west Spain.
2. GIL XVI p.4 n.3.
3. Acta Arch. Hung. 1 ( 1 951 ) p.191.
LI. GIL XVI 64 of. AEN 20 p.155ff. E. Bormann quoting
Ritterling p.158.
5. viz. L. Bark6czi, Acta Arch. Hung. 9 p.419 and ?lagyar
Nuzeum I (1946) p.66.
6. Acta Arch. Hung. 2 (1952) p.200 n.94.
7. ILS 2395 reveals Brigetio to have had the status of
municipium in the second century.
8. Acta Arch. Hung. 9 (1959) pp.413ff.
9. See Table I.
10. "Das dalmatisch-moesische Grenzgebiet bei Guberevci",,
Jahreshefte des österreichischen Archaeologischen Instituts 3 (Vienna 1900),
cols. 151-166.
11. Dislokation p.114.
12. As confirmed by the opinion of Professor Birley in a
letter to me 5/6/'69.
13.

. cit. For a confrontation in that area, in any case,
troops from Lower Pannonia would have been nearer to
hand.

14. Acta Arch. Hung. 14 (19611.) p.48 and p.9k. Fitz adds
the evidence of a rescriptum concerning a legacy of a
centurion who died near Cirpi, dated November 1, 197,
a coin hoard of 203 and road repairs in the vicinity,
to point to barbarian incursions at the northern bend
of the Danube in late second/early third century.
15. Jahrbuch für Altertumskunde 6 (1912) 139. Wagner
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considered that the correct name was Antonius lulianus.
Dislokation p.114.
16. tTLe Carrire de L. Valerius Valerianus t , Latomus 28
(1969) pp.126-140.

17. Classical Philology 65 (1970) pp.107-109.
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Chapter VI
The auxilia raised in Iasitania
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78. Ala Hispanorum Vettonum civium Romanorum.
In "Three Notes on Roman Wales" 1 E. Birley suggested
that this ala "must have been raised before the closing
years of the principate of Augustus, for the Vettones were
included from its foundation in the province of Lusitania,
and if the ala had been raised after the establishment of
Lusitania as a separate province it would have been described
as Lusitanorum, not Hispanorum". Later in "Roman Garrisons
in WalestI2) he added "The inscription from Bath, describing
a man from Caurium (which the elder Pliny, Nat. Uist. IV, 118
specifically assigns ;to the Vettones) as Hispanus must
suggest caution". He went on to say that since the date of
the change of provincial boundaries is uncertain "the formation of the ala cannot be proved to have occurred in the
time of Augustus, however likely we may think that to be
the case".
A possible solution to the dilemma may be indicated
in another passage in the Natural Histories in which Pliny
says "(Hispania) Ulterior in duas per longitudinem provincias
dividitur, siguidem Baeticae latere septentrionali praetenditur Lusitania amne Ana ãisoretá".

From this it appears

that, as late as the early Flavian period, it was possible
to refer to Lusitania as a division of Hispania Ulterior.
Further than this, the Vettones, although situated in the
province of Lusitania, were not themselves Lusitani Appian specifically refers to "The Vettones, a nation adjoining the Lusitanians"
It is open to speculation that the term Lusitanorum, as
applied to regiments, referred to the tribal rather than the
provincial origin of their members, and the wider term
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Hispanorum could still be applicable to peoples (and.
Hispanus, to towns) in Lusitania for some time after the
division of the province of Ulterior, whenever that occurred.
We can be certain that the ala existed in the reign of
Tiberius, since the Bath stone (78.1) shows the trooper
Tancinus to have served 26 years, and Birley has convincingly
argued for a date belonging to "the closing years of Claudius,
or to the reign of Nero at the very iatest".

Since that

article was written a study entitled "Zur Beurteilung der
Nilitrdiplome der Auxiliarsold.aten" by Geza Alf5ldy, 6

to-

gether with observations made concerning individual regiments,7
makes it seem likely to me that the regular grant of the
privilegia and citizenship was not inaugurated much (if at
all) before A.D.5 0 . Tancinus is unlikely to owe citizenship
to an individual grant through a diploma. In this case, as
Birley indeed suspected, the decoration received by the ala
Vettonum may be placed in A.D. 217, and the tombstone a few
years later than this. Tancinus' praenomen and nomen reflect
this year through their derivation from those of the consul
of k7, Lucius Vitellius. An award of collective citizenship
to a regiment would be in keeping with Claud.ius' views (cf.
Seneca's well-known jibe in the Apocolocyntosis). In view
of the find spot of the stone, at Bath, it is tempting to
query whether the award may not have been won under Vespasian
in his conquest of the two nations and twenty oppida of the
south west of Britain. An attachment to legio II Augusta
would fit the later history of the cohort. The variety of
the pre-Flavian military tombstones from Bath 8 indicates
the possibility (not yet proven) of the existence of a
military establishment at or near Bath, and again adds
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credence to the idea of military cemeteries serving
regiments (and. in this instance legions) which had no
permanent bases in the early periods of occupation in a
province.
78.1 is the most interesting of the stones. Whether
or not the ala was raised under Augustus, it tells us that
the regiment remained in Spain well into Tiberian times,
when Tancinus was recruited from a town of the Vettones.9
It is most probable, considering the early date of the tombstone, that the ala came over with Aulus Plautius at the
time of the conquest, in which case we may consider that
it is likely to have been moved to the Rhineland some time
between A.D.22 and 43 (perhaps with legio IV Nacedonica In
39 ?) since so much of the expeditionary force came directly

or indirectly from there.
The ala next appears at Brecon Gaer in the Usk valley
in Wales (78.2). Again the date of the inscription has
been discussed fully by E. Birley and there seems to be no
reason for varying his suggested date of ttwithin a few years
of A.D.100". In R.E.N. Wheeler's report on that site1) he
considered that the fort could only have been founded after
the pacification of the Silures,"... any considerable
permanent garrison at Y Gaer implies a pacified district...",
"... the spot, though at a convenient junction of rivers
and defensible by nature upon two sides, is scarcely such
as would be chosen as a point of vantage during a campaign".
A T.P.Q. of circa A.D.75 is thus suggested for the earth and
timber fort. The size of the fort (3.1 21. ha.) and. what is
known of its internal layout would suit a quingenary ala,
and it is possible, but not certain, that our ala occupied
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it from the first. How long it remained in garrison is
still a matter for conjecture. There are two other possible
stones of cavalrymen from Brecon: they may belong to this
ala, or another which preceded or replaced

Wheeler

thought that a rebuilding of the walls of the fort in stone
took place in the early years of the second century, but
that the internal rebuilding was never completed. He
inferred from the coins and samian that the reason for the
'intermission of the rebuilding is likely to have been
connected with the withdrawal of labour for building Hadrian's
Wall, and he further postulated "an almost complete evacuation
of the site in the earlier part of the Antonine period". The
theory of a large-scale withdrawal from Wales during the
Hadrianic and Antonine periods no longer finds complete
acceptance. Brecon Gaer has been subjected to reappraisal12
and the stone wall is now placed some time between
circa

14-0,

125

and

and. the replacement of the principal internal

buildings in stone to the latter date. There is now no
positive reason to suppose the ala left Brecon Gaer before
the Antonine period.
As Birley has shown, the ala lay in the command area
of legio II Augusta at aerieon13) so tiiat it is equally
possible that part or all of the ala accompanied the legion
north either on the occasion of the building of the fladrianic
or the Antonine Walls. Its next appearance, in the north in
fact, is not until the year
In

197/8 a

197.

prefect of the ala, Valerius Pronto, is

recorded at Bowes supervising the rebuilding of the bath
building of the fort by cohors I Thracum (78.5). The prefect
should not have been too far away from his own regiment, and
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there is evidence for third century occupation of
Binchester by the ala. It is probable that this
inscription may be taken to indicate the presence of
the ala at Binchester early in the reign of Severus.1
The other evidence from Binchester is not very
informative, 78.7 and 78.8 are now lost although they
fairly surely appertain to the regiment. 78.6, however,
is a dedication to Aesculapius and Salus by a med.icus of
the ala with a praenomen and nomen (Marcus Aurelius)
suggesting a third century date. The ending of his
cognomen ..ocomas and his status as medicus underline his
probable Greek origin. The fort at Binchester was examined
by John Proud in 1877 and later. The results were published
by R.E. Hoope11 '1in 1891. More recent excavation, in
1937,16) indicated that there was no intermediate period

of occupation between the Agricolan fort and the stone rebuilding of the early third century. The fort was thought
to be a little over 9 acres (circa 3.6 ha.) and faced northeast. Perhaps future excavation may uncover the nature of
the occupation, reveal whether the ala was the sole garrison
of this rather large fort, and discover something of its fate
if it remained here to the end of the third century.
We have the career, but not the name of one of the
commanders of the ala in an inscription from Segermes in
Africa (78.10). H-G. Pflaum placed the procuratorial posts
of this man in the joint reign of Marcus and. Verus on the
evidence of the mention of plural Augusti. He was a good.
soldier and. was promoted to the militia guarta in charge of
ala II Plavia milliaria in Raetia. His command. of our ala
should be assigned to the latter part of the reign of Pius,
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if Pf].aum is correct.17) 78.9 could belong to a prefect
of this ala or ala I Rispanorum Asturum, both of which are
attested in Britain. G. Alföldy 18 followed Stein19 in
placing the inscription in Claudio-Neronian times, in
which case this ala may seem the more likely candidate
(cf. ala I Hispanorum Asturum No.5 for the possibility
that the latter regiment came to Britain some time after
the initial conquest). Dobson 20 placed the inscription
after 69, and in this case N. Stlacclus Coranus may have
commanded either of the two alae, with this ala far less
likely since it is usually clearly distinguished as
Vettonum. In both diplomata in which it appears the full
title Hispanorum Vettonum civium Romariorum is indicated
(78.3 and 78.LI.).
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Footnotes
1. Arch. Camb. 91 ( 1 936) pp.58ff.
2. Arch. Camb. 102 (1952) pp.9ff., in particular p.11, n.l.
3. 4,118.
4.

.10,58. The Vettones lay inland and west of the
upper reaches of the Tagus (Elder Pliny, Nat. Hist.
3,3,19); they were also south of the Durius (Ibid. 4,20,
112), thus placing them more or less centrally in modern
Portugal.

5. Ref. n.2 supra. This appears to make ala Hispanorum
Vettonum the first recorded unit with collective
citizenship, likely to have been acquired as a reward
for bravery in the imperial period.
6. Hlstoria 1968 pp.215ff. =(Historia 17)
7. cf. for example ala I Hispanorum No.06.
8. B. Cunliffe, Soc. Ant. Research Report No. XXIV (Oxford
1969), "Roman Bath t' pp.1-3.
9. Ref. n.2 supra.
10. The Roman Fort near Brecon (London 1926).
11. RIB 404 and 405.
12. I'I.G. Jarrett, "The Roman fort at Brecon Gaer: some
problems", Bulletin of the Board of Celtic Studies,
22, 1966-8, pp.426-32. He suggests "the garrison had
been reduced from 500 cavalry to 500 infantry" by
circa 150.
13. Arch. Camb. 102 (1952) pp.9ff.
14. There must have been a shortage of experienced and loyal
commanders after the slaughter near Lyons.
15. Vlnovia (London) (1891).
16. JRS 28 (1938) p.178.
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17. Car. No. 170 pp.k16-kl9.
18. Hilfstruppen p.7.

19. Beainten p.173.
20. Praefectus falrum p.75 fn.52.
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The Cbhortes Lusitanorum.
It has often been assumed that the cohortes
Lusitanorum were named for the province rather than the
Lusitani as a people. The distinction is a fine one, and
the accounts of piinyl) and Strabo 2 do little to clarify
the matter. Pliny states that there were 5 peoples in
Lusitania, of which a certain number may be inferred to
have been septs of the Lusitani. The gentes he names as
the Celtici, Turduli, Vettones and Lusitani, placing the
latter between Sacrum and the Anas. The position of the
Vettones has already been touched upon (cf. No.78).
Since the one regiment raised from this tribe was named
distinctively, it may be legitimate to consider the cohortes
Lusitanorum to have represented a tribal rather than
provincial levy (or levies).
The Lusitani had been famed as fighters (cf. Diodorus
Siculus and Appian). A total of ten cohorts, denoting
circa 5,000 men, is not an impossible levy from a populous
tribe (and several of the first cohorts may have been raised
at different dates). Their loyalty had. not been suspect
since Caesar's day, so that there would be no reason for
disregarding their powerful clan spirit, and honouring it
through a tribal appellation.
The surprising lack of alae from this tribe has
already been remarked, but it seems probable the whole
series I-Vu of cohorts was organised on a part-mounted
basis. Which of the four first cohorts formed part of this
series it is hard to say, save that Nos. 79 and 82, which
are definitely attested as eguitata, are the more probable
candidates.
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1. NH 4,21,ll3ff.
2. Geography 3,.
3.

,34,

LI. 5,56ff.
5. cf. "The formation of professional auxilia".
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79. Cohors I Augusta praetoria Lusitanorum eguitata.
Cohors I Augusta praetoria Lusitanorum eguitata is
among the most well documented of the auxiliary regiments
of the Roman army. By virtue of its long stay in Egypt
several papyri of exceptional interest have been preserved.
In A.D.86 it was stationed in Iudaea and. on its first
appearance carried the honorary epithet Augusta. If this
denotes a title earned during the reign of Augustus, it
would carry the origin of the cohort back at least into
the early principate but it could have been bestowed by a
later emperor.
In September 105 the same cohort was listed in an
Egyptian diploma. In thistwo cohorts (I Hispanorum and.
I Thebaeorum) are recorded as having been "ex translatae
in Iudaeam" • H-G. Pflaum thinks that the arrival of our
cohort in Egypt coincided with the departure of these cohorts
and that it replaced one of them stationed in Lower Nubia.1
This suggestion is borne out by the Greek inscription from
Abisko (79.9) of 29th Narch, 111. The inscription was
erected under the prefect of the cohort, L. Licceius
Cerialis, and refers to a delimitation of territory. Abisko
is not far from Talmis. It would seem the cohort was sent
to guard the southern approaches to the Egyptian Nile.
There are several other pieces of evidence placing
the cohort in the vicinity of Talmisin Trajanic timesin
the form of altars to I'1andoulis (the deity of the area).
One of these (79.11) was set up by an egues of the turma of
Pompeius(?); another (79.12) by Valerius Apolinarius,
miles; and a third (79.13) by two members of the cohort,
one a miles belonging to the century of an unidentifiable
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man, the other suggested by Lesquier 2 to be an egues
since he appears to be indicating that he was attached
to a turma. A fourth Greek inscription from Talmis,
erected by C. lulius Gernianus of the century of lulianus,
was ascribed to this cohort by Lesquier (79.10), presumably
because of the weight of the other evidence. However,
Gauthier read the numeral of the cohort as delta rather
than alpha, and Httl accepted this. (See cohors IV
Lusitanorum No.86.) Another Trajanic inscription from
Talus, dated to A.D.109, refers to a L.isitanian cohort but
the numeral was read as II by Sayce, so that again
ascription to this cohort is dubious.
In 115/117 the cohort was engaged. in heavy fighting,
at least according to the interpretation put upon 79.15 by
J.P. Gilliam.

Unfortunately the scene of the fighting is

unknown and the find spot of the papyrus is unidentified.
It lists the deposita of 126 tirones distributed among the
6 centuries of the cohort, that is circa one third of the
total number of pedites of a cohors eguitata (which this
cohort undoubtedly was, cf. 79,4) were being replaced.
Recruitment on this scale is inconceivable unless there had
been either a natural disaster, such as plague 7 or warfare
as is known just prior to 117. Gilliam, I think rightly,
rules out the possibility that the cohort had been involved
in Trajan's Parthian campaigns. The interval between
Trajan's death circa August 9, 117 and. the date of the
papyrus (September 3rd. of the same year) seems too short
even for a swift retumi of units of the expeditionary force
to their previous stations. The only other scene of heavy
fighting is in Egypt itself during the Jewish revolt of
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1 15/117. The cohort may have suffered losses in Lower
Nubia if local tribes took advantage of the Jewish revolt
to attack, or in the north where the main weight of the
rebellion seems to have been felt. The cohort was certainly
in Egypt when the papyrus was issued, the internal evidence
of the dating system and the mention of obols as the small
currency certify this. The fact that the tirones are all Asian
is best explained by supposing that the savage onslaught of
the Jewish revolt had. left the aux1ia of gypt with too
many gaps to be filled by local ;ecruitnient. This is one of
the best examples of a senat9 rja]. province providing recruits
for the awcilia for service elsewhere.
There is some ambiguity in the wording of the receipts,
particularly the first, which makes it iffcult to assess
the position of the recipient of the d.ocwnent, LQnginus
Titulejus. He is described in jhe first receipt (if the
editors are correct) as physician and centurion. Gil].iam
doubts this interp'etation and cois4ers that he was eenturio
princep s, and. in fact was the centurion referred to without
his nomen in line 2, Ool.1. T1e full implications of this
reading are not discussed. by Gilliam. It should mean either
that the centurioprinceps had, been detailed jo collect the
iatic recruits ( perhaps at their port of d.isembarlcation,
or a receiving centre in the north of ie province) and to
be responsible for their safe conduct and finances on the
journey, or that the recruits bad. been brought in and. had
reported first to the centurio prj.icps and deposited. their
money with him and. that be had then a.ocated the tirones
together with their d.e posi$a to the centiries, Either view
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underlines the singular importance of the centurio princeps
to the cohort.
R.W. Davies 6 thinks it feasible that Longinus Tituleius
was a medicus with the rank of centurion, although he was
specified in the remaining receipts as centu.rion without
the qualifying inedicus, and. the sole evidence lies in the
reading given to the second word. of the third line.
If he was both centurion and medicus, Davies considers that
he may have accompanied the men throughout their journey,
perhaps being responsible for assessing their fitness.
The receipts are his certificate that he had discharged
his task correctly. The Tituleius of line 2, Col.1 would
then be the homonym of the medicus. On balance Gilliam's
reasoning is more attractive, particularly as the name of
the centurlo princeps would be expected to head the list,
as it would do on his reading.
The document also confirms the responsibility of the
signiferi of the centuries for the deposita of the men.
We have the names of the six signiferi of the cohort in 117:
Longinus Longus of the century of Tituleius;
Valerius Rufus of the century of Crescens;
Naximus of the century of Celer;
Domitius Rufus of the century of Ta.....;
......rianus of the century of Agrius;
Quintus Herennius of the century of Longianus.
By July 8, 131 the cohort was stationed at Contrapollonopo1is Nagna in the Thebaid., as Nommsen's Prid.ianum (79.Li.)
reveals. This document has been studied intensiveiy.8)
Nommsen originally suggested that three prid.iana were drawn
up annually in connection with the payment of stipendia.
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Pink prefers the idea that prid.iana were annual statements
of the strength of units, normally &rawn up on December 31st.
With only two such documents extant, it is d.ificult to draw
any hard, and. fast conclusiQn8. 'ink cnsiders that the date
of this prj d.janum ugut 31, 156) may be eiplajned by
referring it to the eud gf the gyptian y ear on August 29th,
thus making Egypt a special case where two pridiana were submitted. annually. e used this argument o account for the
date of Hunt 'a p rid,ianum (see cohors. I, sp anorum veterana
e guitata To,19) on 16/17, September. Reasons have already
been adduced. for rejecting his dating and. provenance for
this latter document, and. for perhaps Qonsid,ering it to be
a roll call on the eve Qf .eparture of the cohort for a ew
station. It is possible to envisage tbree'types of occasion
(and. there may well be more) which would result in the need.
for such documents:
1) Annually, either on 31st I)ecember and/or 29th August
in gypt, as Pink suggests;
2) on the eve of transfer of a reg iment to a new station
or province;
3) after the issue of dj.,lomp a when the opportunity would
occur to note accessions as well as to delete the names
of veterans.9
Nouimsen's pridiaaum notes only accessiois but the latter
part of the doument is missing. t iay be that pridiana
should be viewed. as ubs4iary dociments attached. to the main
records of the regiment. The dockets 9Z the individual
soldiers would. make up he main bulk of the files; the
register of the present strength of the unit , the day to
day working paper (cottid.iana or açta . diiwua) 10 pridjana
would. fall into line as additional information kept with
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the main roll or matricula to account for erasures and.
additions and temporary absences. Further rosters would
record men "belonging to a special category or selected
for special purposes.h1)
One of the more interesting aspects of Fink's revision
of Noinmsen's reading concerns the prefect of the cohort for
an unknown period (probably a few years) prior to April 23,

15L1. It is generally accepted that on that date Narcus
lulius ilvanus, of the Quirina, an African from Thubursica,
replaced. Pudentillus as prefect. Pudentillus was given the
nomen Aelius by Nominsen. Fink reads this as Allius and
points out that a Quintus Allius Pudentillus of the Collina
is known from an inscription from Sardinia (11$ 6766).
Confirmation comes from an epicrisis of the period 159-160,
when T. Furius Victorinus was Prefect of Egypt. '2 In the
course of examination of documents, one Narcus Antonius
Pastor was brought forward with his son, N. Valerius Antonius
Ammonianu.s (79.16). Pastor produced a bronze tablet
(obviously a diploma) as proof of his honoarable discharge
on 28th December when Quintus Allius Pudentillus was prefect
of cohors I praetoria Lusitanorum eguitata. A difficulty
arises in that the publisher of the document, A. Bataille,13
restored the names of the consuls for the year of Pastor's
discharge as Galus lulius Severu.s and Titus lunius Severus,
which would date his diploma to 1511-. In fact, as Noinmsen's
pridianum shows, Pudentillus was no longer prefect of the
cohort in December 154. Gilliani has pointed out that
Bataille's restoration cannot stand.14) Perhaps the suffect
consul of 153 ........ Gallus had the praenomen and nomen
Gaius iunus;15) alternatively, suffecti, so far unrecorded,
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for

152

or

151

may fit the bill. Pud.entillus is unlikely

to have been prefect for much more than three or four years.
From the mine of information connected with Nominsen's
pdianum, the main facts to record concerning the history
of our cohort are:
1. The papyrus was dated 31st August,

156,

as Fink shows,

at which time our cohort was still at Contrapollonopolis
Nagna.
2. On 31st December, 155 the cohort had a total strength
of 505, of which 6 were centurions, 3 decurions,
eguites,

19 dromedarii,16)

111•

and 363 ped.ites. These figures

confirm what common sense suggests: the strength of
auxiliary regiments in practice varied from the ideal,
whatever Hyginus' figures may mean (cf. Hunt's pridianum
19.3). Provision for this variation must have been
allowed for in fort buildings and the "extra" rooms sometimes located in barrack blocks may reflect this as well
as acting as "spares" for the mildly sick, or soldiers
from other units on temporary secondment.
3. After 1st January, 156 accessions are listed, presumably
raising the total still higher, althoughif the end of
the papyrus recorded losses, some sort of balance may
have been kept.
After 27th April, 156 (unless one centurion had retired)
there were seven centurions in the cohort, the latest
being, on Fink's reading, Sextus Semnpronius Candidus (who
may be identical with the man of Col.ii lines 19 and 23).
The date of his enrolment and the words "factus ex pagano"
indicate that he was appointed centurion straight from a
civilian position. Why ? Fink originally thought "the
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present centurion entered the army from the secret
service of the civil poiice.17) This seems rather
strained. It should. be noted that his nomen ( though
not his praenomen) corresponds with that of the Prefect
of Egypt of 1A-158/9, ?larcus SemprQnius L1beralis.
His appointment may be an example of direct commissioning
under patronage, by a member of the family of the Prefect,
as demonstrated for the legionary centurionate by
E. Birley.18)
L.

.Lulus Plavius Vespasianus has long been noted in military
history as a decurion punished. by red.ucti9n n rank on
transfer from an ala IT1irpcwn Nauretana) to a cohort.
Domaszewskil9) used this as evidence that a decurion of
a cohors e guitata was inferior in status to a deourie alae.
Pink rejects Noininsen's interpretation on the grounds that:
(a) an officer, perhaps beaten on reduction Ln rank (as
Nommsen inferred from ad virgam cCo)hortis), would
not have been able to exercise authority aver the men
thereafter. Simple reduction to the ranks would be
more feasible.
(b) reicere could. be a synonym for remittere. He
suggests Vespasianus, who h ad served for 22 years
(since his enlistment is given as 2nd. Narch, 1511!),
may have begun as egues (7) in our cohort, been
promoted e gues1aae to the Thracian regiment, and was
now returning to his original unit with a further
promotion to the decuriQnate.
everything known about the relative prestige of
and cohortes eguitatpe, not least adrian's speech at
Lambaesis, 2 çofirms Domaszewsk j 's opinion on he
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superior status of the decurions of the former units
but, in view of the possibilities, this pridianuin
should not be taken as an endorsement of his view.
5. Col.i, line 33 records that among nine new recruits
there was one d.romedarius. This man is named in Col.ii,
lines 10/11 as Cronius Barbasatis of the turnia of
Salvianus. This raises the interesting question:
were dromedarli assigned in groups (in this case of £4.
to 5 men) to turmae of horse riders, or were they formed.
into a separate body, known for convenience as a turma ?
Consideration of the differing habits and speeds of the
dromedary/camel and the horse makes it seem likely that
the former were accommodated separately in the fort.
R.W. Davies says that camels were used, for transporting
heavy or bul1 supplies. He suggests two camels per
driver,21) but uyginu.s (29) seems to imply one epibata
for each camel. There is support for the use of camels
as baggage animals in Tacitus22) but they could be used
in battle, as both Livy (190 B.C.) and Herodian (A.D.217)
reveai.23) The grouping of d.romed.arii in a turina in
the papyrus might be thought to argue for their use as
a tactical unit. . total of twenty d.romedarii appears
to have been on the strength of the cohort in 156, enough
to form a combat group, using the long spears written of
by Herodian. There is no known precedent for the listing
of baggage drivers as members of a cohort, which argues
further for their use in some military capacity, either
fighting or as scouts.
6. The names of the nine recruits, Col.i, lines 30-43,
Col.ii, lines 1-11, on Fink's latest interpretation2
are:
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i) Philon Isiognis, recruited early Nay 156 and
assigned to the century of Herculanus together with
ii) Apollos Herminus who was enlisted on the 15th of
the same month;
iii) Anubas Ammon, recruited Nay 5, 156, in the century
of Marcus;
iv) Gaius Sigillius Valens, enlisted 156, in the century
of Gaianus;
v) Ammonius ..... in the century of Sempronianus,
recruited 156;
vi) Gaius lulius ..... in the century of Gan...
Fink suggests he was recruited late in 155 since the
next recruit, although assigned to the same century,
is recorded as having been enlisted in the consulships of Silvanus and. Augurinus (156) rather than by
the formula eodem consule;
vii) Herclaminon Q ..... detailed as above;
viii) Hermachis Apynchis, recruited in April or late
March 156, egues in the turma of Artemidorus;
ix)

Cronius Barbasatis, recruited mid-April 156,

dromedarius in the turma of Salvianus (see above).
Two of these at least have the tria nomina, which implies
some form of citizenship. The rest have names that are
surely Egyptian in origin, and must faLl. into the
category of local recruits (though the citizenship does
not preclude an Egyptian origin for the others).

7. Two instances of demotion, not commented upon by Fink,
may be found in the milites Valerius Tertius, of the
century of Lappis, and Horatius Herennianus, of the
century of Candidus. Both men had been supplied by the
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Prefect of Egypt from legio II Tralana fortis. Since
they do not appear to have any higher status than that
of an ordinary soldier, their transfer should have
resulted in a lowering of pay.25) Tertius had served
circa five years (enlistment date March 25, 151),
Herennianus circa eight (November 10, 1i.8). As their unsuitability as legionary material (if this was the case)
would have had ample time to manifest itself prior to
this, it seems possible that the transfer was a punishment for some misdemeanour. Even if it is argued that
the papyrus does not list principales, so that they may
have been transferred for some specific skill, such as
book-keeping, and become the signiferi of their respective
centuries it is apparent from Watson's pay scales they
would receive less in that capacity than as legionaries.
Transfers of a more usual kind were those of Naevius
Na4rellus from cohors I Flavia Cilicum (stationed
probably at or near Syene), in the century of Candidus,
and Gaius Longinus Apollo and Eros E....., from an unknown unit, in the centuries of Lappus and Sempronianus
respectively. Narellus had served twenty years, Apollo
one or fifteen (according to the name of the second
consul quoted for his enlistment date), Eros E..... two
or twenty years. These men may have been transferred
for special duties and with a hope of promotion.
Definite promotions are also seen. Ision son of
Petsiris, who had served one or fifteen years, was upgraded from pdes to egues; another man of four years'
service had a similar rise. Ision served in the turma
of Artemidorus who is thus the sole certain decurion of
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normal status, apart from Vespasianus who had just
arrived. As we have seen, Salvianus may have led. a
'turina' of dromedarii.
Another diploma issued between 156 and. 161 listed
the cohort on the Egyptian strength (79.3). Further
evidence of the continuing presence of the cohort at Contrapollonospolis Nagna comes in an altar to Serapis erected by
....ius Crispinus of the century of Serenus (79.17). On
the reverse of the stone are the names of Commodus and
Valerius Fe(stus?), prefect of the camp, possibly commander
of our cohort. If the front and. back of the stone were
inscribed in the same period, the cohort is attested. at
the site in 180-192. On the basis of a rather obscure
inscription (79.1 L4.), Lesquier suggested26) a section of the
cohort may have been at el Kab, supervising the working of
the mines. The date of the inscription is the 11th year
of Hadrian (i.e. 127/8), wrongly given by Lesquier as 19.
About one hundred years after its last known inscription from Contrapollonospolis Nagna, the cohort is
found further down the Nile. It was now stationed at
Hieraconpolis, which Lesquier equated with Nanfalott, 352
kms. south of Cairo (79.6 = ILS 617). There is some confusion over the exact correspondence of this site with the
Theraco (ii. Hieracon according to Wesseling) of the Notitia
dignitatum (79.8). Lesquier suggested that the compilers
of the Notitla may have confused the stations. It should be
remembered, however, that the rebellion of 296 in Egypt
resulted in the imposition of a new style of government,
the kingdom being drawn into the regular provincial system,
so that a change of the order of battle is quite feasible.
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Q(uingenaria) and then as praefectus urbi of the small
Latin town of Ferentinum before being adlected to the
senatorial order as guattuovir viarum curandarum. His
career thereafter followed a fairly normal pattern for an
able man of the senatorial order, save that he appears to
have omitted tribunus militum. It may be that his experience
in charge of a cohort enabled him to proceed straight from
the vigintivirate to guaes tar. Groag dated his consulship
to 235/7 and his governorship of Achaaa to 233/5. This
would bring his auxiliary comrnnd back into the reign of
Caracalla. This could be the cohort of Egypt or that of
Noesia inferior; the cohorts of the same title of Pannonia
and Noesia superior were not certainly eguitata.
An interesting point concerns the date of acquisition
of the title praetoria by the cohort. As it was stationed
in a province in which a praetor would not normally be
found, the usual reason for the name, i.e. that it was 1or
had been,the bodyguard of a governor, would not apply. The
distinction first appears in the pridianum of 156 (the
papyrus of 117 does not give the cohort its full name).
It may be legitimate to speculate that the cohort may have
received this addition to its title as a mark of honour
when Hadrian visited Egypt, and took his ill-fated trip
up the Nile, in 130.
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80. Cohors I Lusitanorum.
H. Nesseihauf suggesteal) that the Lusitanian cohort
of !loesia superior may have originated as a result of the
splitting, Just prior to 100, of a unit of the same title
which first appeared in Illyricum in A.D.60 (CIL XVI

LI.)

and. then in Pannonia between 8 L1. and 98 (CIL XVI 30, 31 and
14. 2). The discovery of a new diploma for undivided Noesia
of A.D.75 (80.1) renders Nesselhauf's theory untenable as
it stands. Ilirkovi^, who edited the new diploma, remarked
that if such a splitting did account for the origin of the
dohort it must have occurred before 75. There is no real
reason wb,.y there should not have been two cohortes I
Lusitanorum2) both raised in the Iulio-Claudian period.
The fact that both were given the same numeral should mean
that they belonged to separate levies, or as Cheesman
suggested, were sent initially to different provinces.
If not formed round an existing cadre of men, the latest
date for the formation of the Noesian based cohort would
lie in the reign of Claudius, but it may have been raised
earlier.
Upon the division of Noesia in 86 the cohort was
probably assigned immediately to the Upper province since
it was there in 100 (80.2), 159/60 (80.3) and 161 (80.14.)
according to the diplomata. There is no evidence that it
moved out of the province, although it may well have taken
part in Trajan's Dacian Wars, even if only in a supporting
capacity.
In the last diploma in which it is recorded (80.LI.),
the cohort has the title I Aug(usta) Lusitanor(um). There
is no possibility of an equation between this and the
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Egyptian based cohort with a similar honorific. Since
the cohort lacks the additional title in the diploma for
159/60 it may have been bestowed in summer 160, if it
relates to a battle honour, although, as d.iplomata are
often lacking in full titles, it may have been given earlier.
One possibility is that the cohort was called in to help
suppress the Dacian rebellion of 157/8; another is that
the victory coins of 16O apply among other things to
actions in the Danubian area. The cohort was most probably
stationed along the Danubian limes of Noesia superior.
According to A. Ncsy the origin of the tile stamp of the
cohort, given in CIL as I1ilanovacz (80.5) (the Taliata of
Notitia d.ignitatum6)), was actually Izias. E. Swoboda
placed Izias circa 93- kins. north-west of Taliata, on the
south bank of the Danube, lying west of the junction of the
Boljetinska with the Danube. A single tile stamp is slender
evidence on which to site a cohort. The other known tile
of the cohort (80.6) comes from Ravna, lying on the Timok,
and well to the rear of the limes. Nevertheless it seems
likely that the main force of the auxilia was concentrated
along the south bank of the Danube, and there is a fortification of approximately 2.3 acres or 0.95 ha. near the
mouth of the Boijetin. From the account given by Vu 'koviTodorovi6 8 there seems little prospect that archaeology
will solve the problem of the garrison here in the immediate
future.
There is no other epigraphic record concerning the
later history of the cohort. It may well have been involved
in the wars of Narcus; it would certainly have been affected
by the disturbances that built up in the third century
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beginning under CaracaJ.1a. 9 Under these circumstances
its fate remains obscure.
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81. Cohors I Lusitanorum.
The evidence for the existence of this cohort comes
almost solely from diplomata. It is named in no fewer than
eleven certainly, and probably in one other. The records
go from July 2, 60 (81.1) to hay

5, 167

(81.10), and

throughout that period the cohort was in the Pannonian area,
first at Illyricum in A.D.60, then from A.D.8 L1 to 98 in
undivided Pannonia (81.281. 14.) and. probably continuing on
the army list of the governor of that province through the
period of the Dacian wars. It was allocated to the Lower
province on its creation, probably in 106, for it appears
on the diploma for July 110 (51.5). Thereafter, as far as
we know, it remained in Pannonia inferior.
The date of the earliest diploma suggests that the men
receiving it had been enlisted at latest in the latter part
of the reign of Tiberius. It seems probable that the cohort
existed through from the early principate, being regularised
if not raised by Augustus.
There is no indication of the station of the cohort
through inscriptions, but in their examination of "The
Distribution of troops in Pannonia Inferior during the
second century ASD." 1 A. Radnti and L. Barkczi concluded
that the topographical listing of the d.iplomata supported a
site in the southern sector of the limes, along the Danube.
They were aided by the fact that the diploma for 85 (81.3)
was issued to a pedes of the cohort, Fronto, son of Scenus,
of the lasi. The lasi were a tribe of Pannonia living
around the middle Drave. Radn6ti and Bark6czi suggest
that men recruited from this area would be drafted into
units near the mouth of the Drave. From this they infer that
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the cohort was at olkod.(4J.tinum) where a Roman fort
is known to have existed., although eccavation has not yet
taken place. They also use the exceptional command of Q.
Attius Priscus to support this idea. Prjscus commanded.
cohortes I ispanoruin, I, Nontanorum and. LLueitanorum
(81.12 '25,2). They argue that these three cohorts
should have come frcm the same area and wexe " marched. under
a joint commander to take part in b.e war waged in Papnonia' a
northern section, transferred from a part pf the limes that
was quiet at the time u*. 2 ) A similar argument is used to
place cohors I I1ontanoum iot far from the Irave, but they
admit to a degree of uncertainty about cohere I Iispanerum.
As we have seen, an alternative explanation or he command.
of Priscus is that he led a task force drawn from three
Although the idea put forward
neighbouring provinces.
by Ra&n6ti and. Barkó'czi is extrmely interesting, and offers
possibilities for analo g ous std4ea of dip lomata in other
provinces, their detailed analysis must e treated. with more
reserve than that displayed by J. Yitz' who accepts the
siting at Altiuum as a fact. 'itz cçnsiders (again on
slender evidence) that cohors I Al pjnorwn, eguitaa moved.
trz ussonium to Altinum early .n the third. century. e
makes no suggestion concrx4ng bat then happened (or had
happened) to cohors, I Iusitanoruin.
part Zç)m (possibly) Attius riscus,the only known
prefect was the Italian Q. Qiss&s onoratua, of the
Stellatina,in September 85 (81.3).
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3. See cohors I Hispanorum unassigned. No.25.
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82. Cohors I Lusitanorum Cyrenaica equitata.
The first extant record of this cohort places it in
Noesia inferior in 99. It is given the honorary epithet
Cyrenaica in full (82.1). As Wagner pointed t,1) this
should mean that the cohort had previously been stationed
in Cyrenaica and. had. taken part in some action there. He
followed Ritterling 2 in ascribing the action to the
measures taken by L. Valerius Catullus Nessalinus (consul
in 73) against the ewiah sicarii.

If Josephus is to be

believed, Catullus exaggerated the affair, but he is obviously
biassed against the governor. Since Vespasian would have
accepted the word. of his governor (or so it might be thought),
Josephus' doubts would not have affected. the grant of battle
honours to the unit involved. The account given in the
Bellum ludaicum makes it reasonably clear that the 'body of
horse and foot' would best fit a single unit, that is a
cohors eguitata. The cohort was readily available. It had
not been specially raised. for the purpose of quelling the
revolt. How long had it been in the province ?
Wagner follows Romanel1i in suggesting since the time
of Tiberius, but it could have been there from the Augustan
period. The hostilities against the Narinaridae and Garamantes
may have been successfully concluded in the reign of Augustus
but it is doubtful if the province would. have been left
totally without troops (of. cohors I Hispanorum No.22).
The withdrawal of the cohort from Cyrenaica, perhaps prompted
by the seeming peacefulness of the province, may have been
connected with Domitian's Dacian Wars. The tombstone of a
veteran, Quintus Allidius Celer, from Tomi in Noesia inferior
(82.7), should be late first century at latest, for although
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the years of service are indicated, by inilitavit annie,
abbreviations are minimal, names are in the nominative,
and Die Tianibus is absent.
Although there is no indication of the participation
of the cohort in Trajan's Dacian Wars, its presence in
Noesia inferior in the relevant period (82.1 and. 82.2)
makes this appear very likely; at the very least, it
might be acting in a rear echelon capacity. The diplomata
for August 99 and May 105 could certainly bear the interpretation of preparation of units for battle by the weeding
out of the unfit.
After the Dacian Wars the cohort remained in Moesia
inferior. The diploma for 1 14. 5/1 56 (82. 11. ), in which the
title Cyrenaica is still used, confirms Nesseihauf's
restoration of this,rather than another Lusitanian cohort,
in the fourth place in the cohort lists of that for 158
(82.3).
Although the tombstones of veterans are not a reliable
indicator of the station of a cohort, it may seem significant
that, apart from that already mentioned, two others of
second century provenance were found. in the Dobrudja region
of ?'loesia inferior. A veteran ex-decurion, Artorius Batuniinus from Siscia in Pannonia, was buried at Tropaeum Traiani
(82.6). He had served for 25 years and was only 11-5 when he
died, which should mean that he did not long survive his
discharge. Perhaps, particularly in view of his place of
burial, he was given honesta misslo immediately after the
end of the Dacian Wars. This would fit the epigraphic
indications of the stone, 5 and account for his origin,
since a great deal of flexibility may be assumed in times of
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war. He may have been promoted from a cohort normally
garrisoned in Pannonia.
Another veteran ex-pedite? (or ex-decurione if the
stone has been misread) was buried at Eassarlik (=. ius)(82.5)
in the reign of Hadrian or Pius. He was 80 when he died
but his nomen indicates a Trajanic date of discharge after
28 years' service. His name was ?I. Ulpius Donhitius; both
Wagner and Kraft agree that Anthio must refer to his origo.
Kraft queries whether Anthius may not be in Greece. If so,
this is an example of a senatorial province supplying
recruits to an imperial counterpart. Wagner wished to place
the cohort in a fort at Cius on the strength of this stone,
and. it is not impossible that it was there, or somewhere
nearby, in the first part of the second century at least.
Certainly by the third century it lay a good distance southwest of Oius, although still in the Dobrudja. 82.8 Is a
dedicatory inscription set up in the reign of Maximinus
Thrax (235-8) (the name of the cohort has had the honorific
Naximinlana restored). The precise nature of the building
is unclear; it would appear that the cohort contributed
from its own funds for the structure, but it was part of a
castellum. According to the editors of Tabula Imperil Romani
for this area (L.35), the site was known as Nigrinianis at
this time and only later became Candidiana. Not, dig. or.
kO,24 places the mutes primi Noesiaci at Candidiana.
Probably our cohort was affected by the successive waves
of invasions of the Carpi into Noesia inferior during the
third century but, as yet, there is no means of telling if
it was lost during this period.
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83. Cohors II Lusitanorum eguitata.
Two very early altars from Portugal (83.1 and 83.2)
were erected by a signifer of cohors II Lusitanorum.
Toncius son of Toncetamus was a Lusitanian of the civitas
Igaeditani, where the stones were set up. Sitice this was
his domus too much significance may not be attached to the
stones. Trebaruna is thought to have been a native goddess
(perhaps the equivalent of Victoria in terms of the interpretatio Romana).1) His vow to Victoria was actually
erected by Ard.unnus son of Cominus, which may mean that he
had commissioned the stone while away on active service,
perhaps a thank offering on his promotion to signifer. It
would be rash to infer, on the basis of these two inscriptions,
that the cohort was stationed in Spain for any length of time.
There is, however, a tombstone of a miles of cohors Lusitanorum from Collipo in Lusitania (83.5). The stone should
belong at earliest to the late first century, since the
names of the deceased man, C. Sulpicius Pelius, are in the
dative, and he possessed citizenship (although we cannot
tell if he had served long enough to merit this in the normal
way). It would be unusual for a cohort to continue to draw
recruits from its homeland once it had moved away, so that
even if this was a cenotaphium erected in the home town of
Pelius (which might explain the wording of line five) it
would still suggest that a Lusitanian cohort was stationed
somewhere in western Spain at that period. The lack of a
numeral prevents positive identification, but on the evidence
so far in our possession the second cohort seems the likeliest
candidate.
An inscription from Egypt, dated to 109, reveals the
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possibility of a cohors II Lusitanorum stationed in that
province. There are difficulties. The script was cursive
and difficult to read (83. 14. ). The version in CIL indicates
that the numeral preceding the name of the cohort is larger
than I, but in view of the possible presence of the fourth
cohort in Egypt, and the known inscriptions of the first
cohort at Talmis, from whence this came, some reserve is
necessary. The presumed milites possess coIo m ina which

suggest an Egyptian origin (Pamfilus, Didimus, and perhaps
the tiro Numisianu.s to whom the stone may be dedicated), so
that if this is a second cohort, some length of stay prior
to 109 must be inferred for local recruits to have entered
the unit (of. cohors 1111 Lusitanorum No.86 for another
opinion of this inscription).
A further complication arises from the (admittedly
very slender) possibility of the existence of two cohortes
III Lusitanorum. 2 In this case we should consider looking
for two second cohorts. This point is made because there
is no real certainty concerning the province in which P.
Bennius Sabinus served his sole militia as prefect of cohors
II Lusitanorum eguitata. His career is recorded at his home
town of Salona in Dalmatia where he had been magistrate,
augur and priest of the colonla before entering the equestrian service. The stone could be late first century or
early second century.
One possibility is that there were three cohorts
raised as infantry, and three (part of a total series of
seven) part-mounted cohorts of Lusitanians. All this must
remain extremely conjectural for want of conclusive evidence.
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84/85. Cohors III Lusitanoruin eguitata.
In a footnote to his account of cohors III Lusitanorum
in Gerniania inferior, G. AlfSldy makes the point that
CIL II 432 (85.1) probably refers to a different cohort.
He does not enlarge upon his reasons for this judgement.
One may be that this inscription relates to a cohors
eguitata and the evidence for the German (and. later
Pannonian) cohort of the same name and number nowhere
designates it as part-mounted. It might be held, that 84.1
supports an assertion that it was definitely not so, since
cohors Ubiorum is given the epithet eguitata which is
omitted for the Lusitanian cohort. However, 84.2, which
Alfkldy considers belongs to the same early period as 84.1
and probably relates to the same commander, refers to cohors
III Lusitanorum and cohors I Asturum, and in the latter case,
if it has been correctly identified, the cohort was equitata.2)
There is no certainty that full titles of units always appear
on tombstones or altars.
Another factor which requires some explanation is the
date at which Tiberius Claudius Sancius was erecting an
altar to the gods and goddesses of Conimbriga. Alföldy
attributed Tiberius lulius Pancuius (84.3), whose tombstone
was found at Novaesium, to cohors III Lusitanorum although
the number of the cohort was omitted from the inscription.
If this is correct (and the restoration of 84.4, which
follows from it), it may be argued that the cohort was in
Germania early in the principate, for Pancuius presumably
owed his citizenship to Tiberius, although he died whilst
still serving. Alft5ldy also considered it a probability
that Pancuius was Spanish. He had served 28 years, so if it
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is assumed that recruitment from Spain ended after the
cohort left that province as would normally be the case,
the arrival of the cohort in Germania could be placed
between 14/13 B.C. and A.D.39/40 at the extreme limits.
Alfldy found confirmation for the presence of the
cohort in Germania in Tiberian times in the tombstone (from
Aqu.ileia) of Tiberius lulius Viator who was subpraefectus
of the cohort and then prefect of cohors Ubiorum (84.1).
From Aquileia too comes an altar to Belinus (84.2) which
Alft5ldy ascribed to the same man. Whoever he was, he
commanded. cohors III Lusitanorum and was curatopro praefecto of cohors I Asturum. Cohors Ubiorum was certainly
in the Rhineland in the Iulio-Claudian period, so too,
probably, cohors I Asturum.

Viator was the son of a

freedman of Augustus, and died during the lifetime of his
father who erected his tombstone. His command should fall
in the reign of Tiberius (unless great longevity is assumed
for his father) and, arguing from propinquity, somewhere in
the Rhineland.
Tiberius Claudius Sancius, on the other hand, owed his
citizenship almost certainly to Claudius. There is no doubt
that he was Lusitanian. Civitas Aravorum must have been his
home town, and the altar may well have been commissioned by
him as a thank offering (perhaps for the grant of citizenship) in absentia. Could he have belonged to the cohort
in Germania ? Since we know that auxiliary soldiers had
very long terms of service in the Iulio-Claudian period
(A1fldy listed 22 soldiers with 30 or more years of service,
14 of whom had citizenship, from inscriptions of this period4),

it would have been perfectly possible for him to have enlisted
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in Lusitania as early as the latter part of the reign of
Augustus and moved with the cohort to the Rhineland, although a slightly later date is more probable.
In summary, although there is a slight chance that
there were two cohortes III Lusitanorum, one wholly infantry,
the other part-mounted, against this must be weighed the
extreme paucity of the evidence for the latter unit, and
the fact that we should then have to postulate two second
cohorts of the same titles, again with very little testimony.
Because of the two stones from Novaesium Alfl&y thought
the cohort was stationed there, or nearby, as part of the
auxilia attached to leglo XVI. There is one proviso that
should be made. There were probably several cohortes
Lusitanorum in the Rhineland before A.D.69. Caecina
certainly had Lusitanians at his command in the army of
Upper Germany.

These could have been represented by the

sixth cohort, which later appeared in Raetia, but there is
no real reason why this unit should not have been in Lower
Germany at an earlier date. We have no direct verification
for the fifth cohort, but the raising of a sixth and seventh
of the series argues for its existence. One way of accounting
for the lack of evidence is to suppose it may have been among
cohorts which were annihilated in the Rhineland in

69/70.

Even more cogent is the argument that lack of a numeral in
the title of an auxiliary cohort often denotes that the first
of a series is in question. A possible candidate for the
unit at Novaesium might be the cohors I Lusitanorum, which
appeared in Noesia in the reign of Vespasian. Thus although
the third cohort was very probably in Germania inferior in
the Iulio-Claudian period, there can be no certainty about
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its exact position.
After 70 the cohort was not too far from Köln for
one of its milites was buried there (84.5). Ilansuetus
son of Arragenus originated from the Narsaci, a tribe of
Thrace, and is an example of the policy of stiffening
Rhineland troops with Thracians after the events of 69/70.
Ills tombstone came from a K81n workshop, thought to have
flourished between 80 and.
title

ioo. 6

The cohort lacks the

. which was received by the army of Lower Germany

after 89, and although on a tombstone this may not be too
significant it may place it prior to this.
By 110 the cohort, with the honorary epithet 2.i
fidelis, was in Pannonia inlerior (84.6). The most
likely time for the move, as Alftldy points out, was when
leglo X Gemina left Noviomagus in 104. Probably the cohort
took part in the second of Trajan's Dacian Wars. Instead
of returning to the Rhineland on cessation of hostilities
it was allocated to the newly organised province of Pannonia
inferior in 106.
It remained in this province at least until Nay 167
on the evidence of diplomas (84.6-84.12). In. the last four
of these diplomas the units are listed in topographical
order, and Radnti and Bark^czi used this fact together
with a fragmentary tombstone from Vardomb (84.1 21. ) to site
the cohort here on the Danubian limes.8) They suggest that
the soldier of the cohort, who is described as son of
Venimantus, came from Vellaunodunum which lay in the
territory of the Carnutes in Gallia Lugdunensis. It seems

probable that he was conscripted into the cohort whilst it
still 1ay in Germania, which would place his tombstone (or
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at least his service) within the reign of Hadrian at latest.
Vardomb (Ad Statuas) is known to have had a fort, but it has
not yet been excavated.. In his article on the military
history of Pannonia,J. Fitz suggests that the cohort remained
at Ad Statuas at least until 184.

Fitz rightly points out

that, regardless of any changes made during the Narconiannic
Wars, the peace treaties of Commod.u.s resulted in a need for
new dispositions along the frontier of Pannonla inferior in
particular. On the basis of inscriptions bearing the name
of Comniodus with the title Britannicus, he dates some of
the new work between 184 and the onset of a new Sammatian
War, which he places in 185. The later history of the cohort
must wait upon verification or modification of these theories
through scientific excavation.
The tombstone of two brothers from Virunum (84.13)
has already been discussed1 and shows that a soldier
(Atuco), originating from that town in Noricuni, had served
in Pannonia before retiring to his home some time in the
first half of the second century. It seems possible that
his recruitment to the amny of another province might relate
either to some special skill or to special circumstances,
for example Trajan's Dacian Wars.
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86. Cohors 1111 Lusitanorum.
Gaius lulius Gernianus, of the century of Iulianuz,
visited Talus in Egypt, during the reign of rajan and.
erected

an

altar to Mandoulis. He was a serving miles of

a I4iaitanian cohort. Jnfortunately there is some difficulty
over the precise number of that cohort. Lesquier,1because
of the presence of several similar dedications at Ta],mis of
cohors I Lusitanorum, preferred to read, the Greek letter
denQting the numeral as alpha. Preisig saw it as &eita.2)
There is another inscription (nearer a gra.Zito in style)
from Talus, also of Trajanic date, which was placed. there
by soldiers of a Lusitanian cohort, with a numeral higher
thah I, which Sayce read as

The deciphering of this

is particular].y dificult, and it could be, as easily, IV.
The following possibilities niust be consid.red.:
I

• In the Trajanic period Tal.mis was visited by soldiers
of cohortes I (Au gusta) II and VLusitanorurn. The
first named cohort is clearly listed on three diplomas
and has produced many ether signs of its long sojourn
in Egypt. 'or the other two cohorts there is no other
testimony outside Talinis.

2. All the evidence from Talinis rea.ly appertains to the
first cohort. The space after the numeral in the
cursive script of CII. III 13582 was filled b the
abbreviation Aug., and. lesquier was correct in his
interpretation of the nwueral on Germanus' stone. In
this case the second and. fourth cobg ts cannot be sited.
with certainty in any proyince.
3. Both the cursive script and. Germanus' altar relate to
the fourth cohort, which was 4.n Egypt f or an unknown
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period at the beginning of the second century.
I wit inclined to elect for the second option, but the
others should be left open to await possible confirmation by new evidence.
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Footnotes
1. Appendix I No.40.
2. SB 1 4608.
3. viz. cohors II Lusitanorum eguitata 83.4.
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87. Cohors VI Lusitanorum (equitata ?).
Tacitus writes of Caecina as sending cohorts of Gauls,
Lusitanians and Britons, among others, to strengthen the
position of ala Siliana in the Po Valley. Caecina had
brought the Lusitanian unit or units with him from Upper
Germany. Cohors VI Lusitanorum may thus have been in the
army of the Upper Ehineland prior to A.D.69.1) Its initial
levy should belong to the early principate since the seventh
cohort of the series seems fairly certain to have existed
in that period. It may have been allocated to Raetia in the
reorganisation made by Vespasian some time after A.D.70.
Its first appearance on the army lists of Raetia is
somewhat controversial. At the end of the diploma for 107
of that province is cohors VII Lusitanorum (87.1). It
follows a fifth cohort of Bracaraugustani and the order of
listing is numerical. There is no other record of the
seventh cohort in Raetia, and of the 10 other Raetian
diplomata in which a Lusitanian cohort has been listed or
restored, LI. clearly indicate the numeral as VI, and 11$
8866 (87.12) unequivocally states the sixth cohort was in
Raetia. cagnat2) accepted the verity of the diploma for
107, as it stood. He proposed that the seventh cohort, which
was in Africa in the first century, went to Raetia at the
end of that period and. returned to Africa in the second
half of the second century. All this seems unnecessarily
complicated and it is simpler to suppose with Radnti and
H-J. Kellner that the number in the diploma was a scribal
error. If that is accepted, the sixth cohort appears in
diplomas of Raetia from 107 to 166 (87.1-87.11). Radn^ti
discussed the probable situation of the units listed in 107.
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His allocation is based upon the forts that made up the
line of the Swabian Alb. Opinion still varies about
the foundation date of that line. H. Schbnberger points
out that it could have taken place after 73/q- or as late
as 90. "At any rate the advance of the Danube forts cannot
be demonstrated satisfactorily by archaeological means."6
This view is not entirely shared by Kel1ner, who thinks
that Burladingen, Gomad.ingen, Donnstetten and. Urepring
probably belong to the early years of the reign of Domitian.
At all events, our cohort should probably be sought somewhere along the Raetian limes of that period. Where there
was no definite epigraphic record. to support his sitings
Radn6ti attempted to assign units to forts on their size.
On this basis he suggested that Urspring, at 1.79 ha.,
would accommodate cohors VI Lusitanorum, which he assumed
to be composed. wholly of infantry. In the advance of the
limes, under Pius, he thought the cohort moved north to
UnterbSbingen. (Much the same sort of directly linear move
is postulated for the Oldenwald.-Neckar to the MiltenbergWelzheim lines, in the Rhineland., of. cohors I Asturum
e.,guitata. 8 ) Unterbbingen is 2.02 ha., just a little
larger than Urspring.
One difficulty arises over Radnti's allocations. His
assumption that the cohort was ped.itata may be mistaken.
Whether or not there were two series of cohortes Lusitanorum9 , one peditata and the other eguitata, the last
recorded cohort of the series, the seventh, was definitely
part-mounted. It is arguable that the Roman military mind
was sufficiently stereotyped to produce uniform series of
units. If four of seven certified cohorts may be shown to
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be eguitata, the others might be expected to be so.
Another factor to be borne in mind is the known expertise
of the Lusitanians as cavairymen.1) The oddity of the
fact that there are no known Disitanian alae in the auxilia
has already been remarked upon. Their skills in this field
may have been used in the cohortes eguitatae.
If the cohort was eguitata, it may be that other forts
along the successive Raetian limites should be considered
as possible stations.
Its history after 166 is obscure. It may have continued in occupation of the forward line until the withdrawal
to the Danube, which Schbnberger believes could have been as
late as 259/60.11) We have the name of only one commander,
Lucius Domitius Proculus, who first commanded our cohort in
Raetia, then cohors I Cu.gernorum in Britain, before serving
as tribune in two legions successively, legio II Augusta in
Britain and. legio VII in Spain. The details of his career
come from his tombstone set up at Prusias ad Hypium in
Bithynia, which may be presumed to be his home town. The
style of the inscription, the details given and. the absence
of the honorifics earned by cohors I Cugernorum between 103
and 11712) argue for a date early in the second century,
but lack of full titles is not always significant in private
inscriptions of this kind.
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Footnotes
1. Hist. 1 70. cf., however, proviso under cohors III
Lusitanorum eguitata No.8k/85.
2. L'Arine romaine d.'Afrigue (Paris 1913) p.2O-.
3. Germania 39 (1961) pp.lO3ff.
11. BVb1. 33 (1968) pp.92ff. especially Beilage I.
5.

. cit. pp.110/113.

6. JRS 59 (1969) p.162.

7. Die R8mer In Bayern (Nunich 1971) p.k7.
8. No.51.
9. cf. cohors III Lusitanorum No.8L1./85.
10. Appian's account of the war with Viriathus makes this
very clear: 6,11,61/75.

11.

. cit. p.177.

12. E. Birley, RBRA p.2k.
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88/89. Cohors VII Lusitanorum eguitata.
Calpurnius Fabatus has been identified as the
grandfather of the wife of Pliny the younger (88.1).
His patronage of Comum is mentioned by P].iny, which
makes the identification complete. He died shortly
before Pliny himself, possibly in 112.2) He was disgraced
under Nero for alleged complicity in the magical practices
of lunia Lepida, aunt of iianus, in 66.'

His eques-

trian career must have taken place before his escape from
punishment by Nero, and the post of prefect of cohors VII
Lusitanorum, following a double legionary tribunate,
should have been held in the early 60's at latest. He
should have been 25 before embarking on a municipal career
so that we may assume he was over 30 when holding his
military posts and in his eighties when he died. The
juxtaposition of his post as prefect of the cohort et nation.
Gaetulicar. sex guae sunt in Nuxnidia affirms what the other
inscriptions of the cohort suggest, namely the presence of
the cohort in Numidia at an early date.
When did the cohort arrive in Numidia ? Possibly
early in the principate. A tombstone from Nila of Optatu.s,
decurion of a Lusitanian cohort, should be Iulio-Claudian
by its style (89.2). His length of service is not given
but he was 55 years old when he died, and he originated
from Sardinia. From Sardinia itself comes another tombstone, of tTbasus Niclinus, ex tubicen of a Lusitanian
cohort (89.1). He was 50 years old when he died and had.
served 31 years before discharge (so must have been less
than 19 when recruited), but was still peregrine. This
argues for a very early date, at latest in the first half
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of the first century. One of his heirs was a man
named Optatus. It would perhaps be stretching the arm of
coincidence too far to assume that the two Optati are
identical, but what may be indicated is recruitment from
senatorial Sardinia, in an early period, for service in
Numidia nearby. (Although Numidia was technically senatorial, its treatment was akin to that of an imperial province
from the military point of view, a fact recognised and.
regularised under Gaius.)
It cannot be stated positively that the Lusitanian
cohort of Nila is that later attested as the VIIth in
Numidia. Because of lack of evidence for the Vth cohort,
and the paucity of that for the lind. and IVth, these
inscriptions could well belong to one of these, or even
to a first cohort in an early station. However, until
further finds affirm or negate this conclusion, it seems
likely that cohors VII Lusitanorum was in Africa Nova in
the Augustan period (or soon after). Nila lies in the
extreme west of Numid.ia adjoining Nauretania, the kingdom
of Ju.ba II until circa A.D.23. It may have been in that
position to supply support to the king in the Augustan and
early Tiberian periods.
Later in the first century it is found at Mn Zui
(cf. cohors II Hipanorum eguitata No.28) where a centurion,
N. Licinius Valens, erected an altar to liars Augustus (88.L1.).
Other evidence suggests that it remained in the general area
of Lambaesis for the rest of its stay in Numidia.
Two tombstones actually came from Lambaesis (where
perhaps there was a military cemetery). One is that of an
egues C. lulius Fid.us (88.3), who had lived only 25 years.
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This indicates that he had not served long enough to
qualify for citizenship in the normal way, and, so supports
a date in the latter part of the second century, when
citizens were more common in the auxilia. The status of
the unit as eguitata is underlined and makes an identification
with the cohort at Ilila more feasible.
The other is a joint tombstone to Q . Domitius Sardonicus
and his father, erected by his sisters. Sardonicus, like
his father, was ex castris, although the father had been
born in Alexandria, and had probably served at Lambaesis
where our soldier was born. (Rather surprisingly, the
former military status of the father is not given.) The
details of names, tribe and origo argue against a third
century date, but again the possession of citizenship by
a serving auxiliary soldier suggests the second half of the
second century. (Sardonicus had enlisted young; he was
only 18 when he died.)
At the time when these tombstones were erected the
unit may have been stationed at Nascula (Khenchela) for it
is recorded as restoring a building there under an unknown
governor who is noted as co(n)s(ul) desig(natus) (88.5).
Cagnat described Khenchela:6) "La position militaire
de Khenchela est capitale: elle garde le cheniin direct du
Soul dans le Tell par la valle do l'Oued-el-Arak; aussi,
?. toutes les pë'riodes de la conqute, nos gnraux n'ontus eu garde de la ng1iger et y avons-nous installs Un
centre de coinmandement". He went on to remark that, although no trace of a Roman military installation had. been
found, inscriptions make the presence of a detachment of
legio III, and Lusitanian and Thracian cohorts, probable.
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Later evidence is lacking. We have the name of an
Italian prefect of the cohort, Q . Sulpicius Celsus, of the
Quirina, from an incomplete inscription of Laurentina
(88.6). Because of the apparent order of posts Dobson
placed it "seemingly p ost-69", but the style suggests
not later than the first half of the second centuzy.
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90. Cohors Lusitanorum (unassigned).
L. Pomponius LupV (90.3) may be placed with certainty
in the pre-Plavian period, because of the mention of legio
IV Nacedonica. It is more than likely that he was tribune
in that legion before it left Spain circa

39, as

his other

post belonged to a similar area. His second military office
involved the overseeing of the Balearic Islands for which
task he was given command of two cohorts: a) cohors
Nacedonum eguitata, otherwise unknown, but probably to be
equated with cohors I !lacedonica eguitata which has produced
an inscription from Tarraco;1) b) cohors Lusitanorum.
The Lusitanian cohort may not be identified with certainty.
On grounds of propinqulty there are two main candidates:
1. cohors VII Lusitanorum eguitata, at a very early stage
of its existence (perhaps Augustan);
2. cohors II Disitanorum eguitata which has produced
evidence from Lusitania itself.
Since no numeral is included in the title of the cohort,
however, it could be one of the first cohorts at an early
stage of its existence cf. Nos.

79, 80,

81 and perhaps 82.

A very fragmentary stone from Geneva records an
...arutius Celer, who was prefect of cohors Lusitanorum;
perhaps again a first cohort is indicated (90.2).
The tombstone of Flavius Severus, miles of a cohors
Lusitanorum, from Stratonicea in Caria, falls into a
different category (90.1). It should belong to the second
century and may represent a liisitanian cohort involved in
an Eastern expedition, in which case one of those situated
in the Danubian area might be considered most likely (Nos.
80, 81 and 82). Alternatively it may relate to the unattested fifth cohort.
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Chapter VII
Irregular and. other units
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91. Cohors Baetica.
Our knowledge of the existence of this cohort
depends upon a bronze tablet from Bergomum (in Italy).
This contains an honorary decree issued by an unknown
colonia for M. Sempronius Puscus, recorded,in honour of
one of its leading citizens,by the ordo of Bergomum.
The decree itself was issued on the occasion of the
replacement of Fuscus by his successor and indicates that
the cohort was permanently stationed in the neighbourhood
of the colonia concerned.1) Baetica was a senatorial.
province and. no regular army is known there. Either this
cohort had duties connected with the guarding of the state
from banditry and. piracy,2) or it may have been associated
with the procurator dealing with the mineral wealth of the
province.
The cohort has the name of the province rather than
that of a colonia and, by inference, its status would have
been higher than that of the town militia revealed by the
charter of Urso.

Nevertheless it was probably not part

of the regular auxiliary army but under the control of the
proconsul of Baetica.
The inscription is thought to belong to the reign of
Hadrian or Pius. It is unlikely that this post would
count as a militia prima in an equestrian career.
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Footnotes
1. Cichorius, PWRE L1,2L19.
2. Similar perhaps in function to the units under the
praefectus orae maritimae of Tarraconensis.
3. CIL II 5L1.39 Chapter 103.
k. E. Ritterling suggested that cohors Baetica "may have
been a popular designation of the corps as the standing
garrison of the province of Hispania Ulterior", JRS 19
(1929) pp.28ff.
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92/93. Cohortes

Naritima and Tironum.

Commenting upon the post of praefectus orae niaritimae,
R. Knox NcElderizy said: "The earliest record of this
office belongs to the reign of Augustus, but it was a
special appointment due to the war with Antony (OIL XI

623,

praef. orae marit. Hispan. Citerioris bello Actiensi), and
it probably lapsed when the danger was past. There is
reason to suppose that Vespasian revived the office and.
made it permanent, partly perhaps as a precaution against
wreckers and raiders, and partly for the protection of the
revenue" ..... "Of seven praefecti traceable at Tarraco,
none, so far as we can date the records, served before 70,
while two or three can be assigned with much probability
to Vespasian's reign".
One of these prefects was L. Antonius Silo (92.1),
whom NcElderry identified with the officer who served with
distinction in the Jewish Wars. 2 Silo may have been one
of the first (McElderry suggests the very first) prefects
in charge of cohors nova tironum. What is interesting to
observe is that, apart from Silo, the officers who command
either cohors nova tironum or,what NcElderry presumed to be,
its successors cohortes I et II tironum, had not served in
a normal military post. L. Caecina Severus
and

(92.3, 92.5

92.6) had been praefectus fabrum but P. Licinius

Laevinus and L. Cornelius Celsus went straight from
municipal office (and, in the former case, a priesthood) to
the post. These commands provided the means for local men
of ability to serve the Empire without embarking on the
rigours of an equestrian career.

Tarraco seems to have

been the headquarters o± this force of coastguard.s, although
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they presumably functioned over a wide area of the
eastern seaboard of Spain.
Normally the honorary inscription (on the base of an
equestrian statue) of L. lulius Gallus Nuininianus would
not be regarded as territorially significant for the
station of the unit he commanded. In this case, however,
he was tribunus inilitum of a cohors Fiaritima and if this
unit is regarded as parallel in function to the cohortes
tironuin of Tarraco, it should have been commanded by a man
living in the province. !'lummianus was clearly a citizen
of colonia Patricia (Cord.uba) in Baetica. Further, this
cohort is distinguishable from the cohorts, under the
command of the praefectus orae maritimae at Tarraco, in
being milliary, if the title of its commander may be held
to be significant. NcElderry cited a letter of the Younger
P1iny to Cornelius Ninicianus. This letter gives an
account of Pliny's prosecution of Caecilius Classicus,
governor of Baetica in the reign of Domitian. One of the
lesser officials also prosecuted was Stilonius Priscus who
is cited as having served under Classicus as tribunus
cohortis. As Baetica was a senatorial province, and there
is no evidence for an auxiliary garrison (although there
may be a cohors Baetica q.v.), it seems likely that this
would be the milliary cohort involved. NcElderry thought
that all the towns of Baetica would have had a militia for
local defence on the lines of that attested at urso, but
everything suggests that these were more akin to police
than regular army units. Mummnianus, like the majority of
the praefecti orae mnaritlmae, lacked any other post in an
equestrian cursus which points up the purely local
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implications. All the prefects belong to the Galerian
tribe, another indication of their Spanish background.
Since Baetica was particularly rich, there would be need
to provide protection for the revenue, and. the name
implies a marine corps,of a similar nature to that at
Tarracof or the south-east coast.
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1. TRS 8 (1918) p.60.
2.

. cit. quoting Josephus, BJ,3,Ll.86.

3. It is interesting to note that two out of four of
these prefects had begun as praefecti fabrum. As
Dobson pointed out, by the Flavian-Had.rianic period
the military importance of these posts had lessened
(Praefectus fabrum pp.6lff.). Nilitary service would
not be a pre-requisite of a semi-police post but favour
of a governor (or other important person) might well be.
LI.. .

2.3,9,18.
5. ILS 6087,103.
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9L1.'

Syinmachiarii Astures and other Spanish units.
It is perhaps fitting that work which has begun

with an attempt to trace the origin of the regularisation
of the auxilia should end with an emphasis on the fact
that irregulars had always existed and, as resources and
manpower dwindled in the Roman world, would become increasingly prominent. CAll ii 1

recorded the view of E. Albertini:
"The soldier's life kept its charm longest for the more

backward peoples such as the Asturians and Cantabrians,
among whom Trajan raised for his Dacian War not cohorts or
alae, but a new type of corps known as syminachiarii, the
non-Roman type described by the Pseudo-Hyginus as nationes
and appearing later in the second century under the name
of numeri." Albertini is almost certainly wrong in equating
the synunachiaril with numeri. If the point made in Alae and
cohortes niilliar1ae 2 by E. Birley is accepted, the tract de
munitionibus castrorum was written "in the seventies of the
second century and not .... in the time of Trajan". There
is then no need to assume that symniachiarii must have
existed as early as Traj an's Dacian Wars, although they may
have done. In a discussion of the inscription of G.
Sulpicius Ursulus

(9 L1. . 1), B. Dobson remarks that "it does

not suggest the period of Trajan".

One of the points made

in support of this statement is that "omission of filiation
and tribe for a man who had risen to praefectus legionis
would be noteworthy at the beginning of the second century"
but the type of career would best fit a pre-Severan date.
Dobson advances the possibility that the Dacian war
referred to in the inscription was that of Coniniodus and
that Ursulus began his military service with the synirnachiarii
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because as a native of Ujo, in Asturia, he would be able
to use their language. This is an important consideration
because Hyginus informs us that their native tongue was
used for the passwords, and therefore probably for the
language of command. The Asturian "allies" were not the
only irregular troops in the field army described by
Hyginus. 800 Pannonian light cavalry, 600 Noorish cavalry,
500 Palmyrenians, 900 Gaetulians, 700 Dacians, 500 Brittons,
and 700 Cantabrians are listed as nationes accompanying
the standard Roman military units.

Their numbers alone

tell us that they were not organised in regular fashion,
although the inscription of Ursulus makes it clear that
their commanders could be given the title of praefectus.
He was not embarking upon an equestrian career (as his
later commission into the legionary centurionate shows) and
this underlines the fact that the term praefectus was
occasionally used for men who commanded atypical units.
This is an important point to be taken into account in
reading historians of the late Republic and. early principate.
In Acta of the Fifth Epigraphic Congress (Cambridge
1967) 6 ) A. Popa and I. Berciu discussed the evidence for

numerus N. Hisp. in Dacia. Three inscriptions found in the
vicinity of Apulum and Ampelum refer to such a unit (9L1..2_
9L1. .k);

a new stone from Ampelum was dedicated to Fortuna

Redux and. the genius of the numerus by Aurelius Red.ux
praefectus N.N.H. The style of the inscriptions and. the
names of the dedicators of the stones (two of whom are
Aurelii), together with the honorific Antoniniani attached
to one of them, place them in the early third. century.
Popa and Berciu consider that the numerus was sited near
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Ampeiwn partly because of the mineral resources nearby.
They express some doubt concerning the expansion of the
letter N, pointing out that numerus m(ilitwn),Risp(anorum)
is an instance of tautology since "toute unit6 militaire
est formee de milites". They then suggest the correct
expansion may be M(auiorum), in other words the numerus
consisted of Iloors who had. previously been stationed. over
a long period. in Spain. ¶jhis is n ingenious J4ea, and.
could. be right. Another solution would. be to consid.er
that militum was intended. to distinguish this numerus
from those designated. eguituin.
A further "irregular" unit which may be assigned. to
a similar period. is the rcently revealed çohors)
Hiap anoruin tironuni which, since it was commanded. by a
tribune, should have been military (9.1). An unknOwn
equestrian, who iay have origin.ted. from Cagliari in
Sardinia, was honoured there by a nwber of people whom
Iegrassi identified as liberti of an emperor, either I'Iarcus
Aurelius or Qaracaila. he unusual type of formation is
matched. by the irregularity of the career for, having
served. as prefect of two cohorts, the commander became tribune
and, then went straight to the post of prefect of a inilliary
ala, a promotion usually reserved for men who had. held. the
command of a quingenary

4a, and. provd. to have exceptional

merit. This career must relate to a i4me of abnormal
pressures, when there was urgent need of new formations,
and. able men might bypass normal routes of promotion. The
period. of the flarcom rnn ic Wars would. provide such an
emergency, but Qaracalla also needed troops on the anubian
front. As there is no other evidence of çohors Hispanerum
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tironum, we cannot tell if it was designed as a permanent
formation, or a temporary unit whose members might later
be absorbed into other regiments.
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Genera]. observations.
1. Some figures concerning the regiments.
The auxilia raised in the Iberian peninsula account
for circa 20% of the total of recorded regiments in the
Imperial Roman auxiliary ariry.
In 1966 E. Birleyl) calculated that the total auxilia
in the middle of the second century amounted to 100 alae
and 310-20 cohorts. Of these, 10 alae and 11.050 cohorts
were milliary. The Iberian contribution was 15 alae and
circa 64. cohorts 2 (although, from their numbering, probably
one further ala and seven more cohorts may be inferred to
have existed). As far as may be reckoned, none of the alae
were inilliary and only five cohorts had that status. It is
notable that all the Iberian cohorts which were (or are
suggested as having been) milliary were part-mounted.
Because of the size of the fraction involved, it is probable
that general observations made concerning the Iberian
auxilla may have a wider application.
Caution must be exercised in interpreting the scarcity
of early Iulio-Claudian inscriptions. Nevertheless a case
has been made for considering that not all of the attested
Spanish units were raised (or regularised) in the reign of
the first princeps. It is possible that Gaius or Claudius
or perhaps even Nero may have been responsible for making
levies for projected or actual campaigns. Ten or more
Iberian units have.had their origins tentatively placed in
this period, other provinces may be able to provide
parallels. On the other hand it may be possible that
Cheesman's

of regiments into those raised before

and after 70 is not as valid as it has been held to be.
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The use of Flavia in the title of a regiment does not
necessarily indicate that it was first raised by Vespasian
or his sons, with the possible exception of those which
are revealed through their ethnic labels to have originated
in one of the provinces which initially supported Vespasian.
On his arrival in Rome, Vespasian was confronted with a
situation in which extra troops had been levied by the other
contestants for the purple. Far from adding to their ranks,
he would have been mainly concerned with tidying up the
remnants of the defeated armies (cf. the reorganisation of
the Rhineland. legions after 70). Even allowing for losses
in battle he must have been left with a considerably larger
army than was safe for a world recovering from civil war.
Only four Spanish regiments bear the additional title
Flavia, and. in each case some reservations have been
expressed concerning an origin in the Flavian period; they
may have won honorifics for supporting the Flavian cause.
If one of the Flavians did supplement auxiliary strength,
it is most likely to have been Domitian, raising troops for
his Daclan Wars. 6 Some units may have owed an Imperial
title to a levy of this emperor, although there is no
evidence that any of the Spanish units were formed in his
reign. Similarly the use of TJlpia does not always mean that
the regiment concerned had been raised by Traj an, although
he must have enlarged the auxiliary army for his Dacian and
Parthian campaigns. Two Spanish regiments bear this title,
and in one case (No.21) the addition of Flavia makes it
clear that it had been an existing cohort honoured by Trajan
for meritorious service.
There is no authority for connecting the award of an
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honorific of this nature with any material benefit to
members of the unit. The grant of civium Romanorum, however,
carried a definite improvement in status, and Trajan, in
particular, seems to have used this means of expressing
approbation. Of the 13 regiments in the Spanish lists which
have corporate citizenship, 9 show this first in inscriptions
of his reign. Although it is possible that the awards may
have been won earlier, the epigraphic testimony for 8 of
these suggests they were engaged in battles in the Trajanic
era and so had the opportunity to merit the grant.
Ala Hispanorum Vettonum was probably the first regiment
of the auxiliary army to be so honoured. It was almost
certainly decorated by Claudius for the part it played in
the conquest of south-west Britain. Ala II Flavia Hispanorum
had corporate citizenship in Plavian times, the circumstances
under which it acquired the grant are not yet clear. Ala
Sulpicia was decorated in the Plavian period on any interpretation. Cohors I fida Vardullorum had civium Romanorum
before 98 - the award is probably to be assigned to the
Flavian period.. Cohors I Asturum et Callaecorum need not have
acquired its honour until the Mauretanian War under Pius.
G. Alföldy pointed to the dangers of connecting the
honorary epithet pia fidelis, borne by some corps, to the
events of 89.8) Six units bear this title in the Spanish
auxilia. Three in all probability (Nos. 20, 53 and 73) and
perhaps one other (No.32) were at that time in the Lower
Rhineland and. may have been connected with Domitian's gesture
to loyal troops. Ala III Asturum (No. 11.7) perhaps was honoured
in Trajan's reign, cohors I]tAsturum (No.54 . ) in that of Pius.
When the grant of additional titles is set out in
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tabular forin,Trajan emerges as the most generous eperøof the
first two centuries of our era in his recognition of meritorious service by the Spanish auxilia:Emperor

Imperial title

p.f.

Claud.ius
The Flavians
Trajan

c.R.
I

LI.

4

2

3
8

I
Pius
1?
I
I
(The possible award of a title derived from an Imperial
name placed under Pius refers to cohors I Aelia Hispanorum
& eq. No.14-17, which may belong to his reign or that of
Hadrian.)
01' all the units covered in this study only 5 of the
15 alae and. 10 of the 61I cohorts were noted under 8imilar
titles in the Notitia dignitatum. For convenience they are
listed below:
Ala No.
Descriptive entzy.
Province.
Not. Dig.
£1. 5

Praefectus alae priinae
Ast [ u ] rum , Conderco

Britannia Cc .40,35

46

Praefectus alae secundae
Ast [ u] rum, Cilurno

Britannia 00.40,38

04

ala Auriana, Dascusa
ala secunda Hispanorum

Armenia

Or.38,22

Thebaid

0r.31,LI3

Arabia

Or.37,26

Pannonia

0c.3LI.,L45

07

Poisarietemidos
39

ala sexta Eispanorum, Gonioha
(Probably a converted cohort)

Cohors
50
Tribunus cohortis Austuris

prima
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Cohors
51

Descriptive entzy.
Tribunus cohortis primae

Province.

Not. Dig.

Britannia Cc .40

Ast[ u]rum, Aesica
52

cohors secund.a Astarum,Busiris

Aegyp tue

514W

Tribunus cohortis tertiae

Tingitana Oc.26,19

Or.28,36

Ast [ u ] rum , Tabernas
66

13

17

cohors tertia Valeria Bacarum,

?loesia

Drasd.ea

secunda, Thracia

Or.40,11-9

Tribunus cohortis CeltibeEr]ae [Hispaniaej Oc.142,32
Brigantiae, nunc Iu].iobri ga

Callaecia

Tribunus cohortis primae

Britannia

Cc .14.0,14.9

Kispanorum, Axeloduno
26

Tribunus cohortis secundae

Tingitana Cc.26,1Ll.

Hi. spanorum, Duga
75

79

Tribunus cohortis Lu[c]ensis,

[uispaniae] Oc.14-2,29

Luc

Callaec ia

0

cohors prima I(ulsitanorwn,

Thebaid

Or.31,58

Therac o
Seven cohorts are recorded as having been commanded by a
tribune. Of these, only two were probably milliary in the
earlier records (Nos. 17 and 26). By the time that the
lists on which the Notitia was based were compiled, the chain
of command had certainly altered and the cohorts concerned
need. not have been doubled in size; but how much resemblance
remained between their internal organisation and that of the
original regiments it is difficult to say.
The epigraphic evidence of the Iberian regiments reflects
trends in the military history of the Roman empire in several
ways.
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Of the 79 firmly attested units:
15 are listed in the Notitia dignitatum;
21 more are recorded in the third century up to 260;
31 have so far not been traceable after the end of
the second century;

9 are not heard of after the first century;
3 are known only through single inscriptions.
A consideration of individual inscriptions 9 - referring to
prefects and serving soldiers and veterans of all ranks,
but excluding diploniata - shows that:
23% lie in the first century;
51% lie in the second century;
and 26% lie in the third century.
Both analyses reflect the relatively stable conditions of
the imperial frontiers from the period of the conquest of
Dada up to the beginning of the last third of the second
century. With the increasing pressure of barbarian attacks
in the third century, and the need for mobility, the records
begin to decrease. But for the Notitia dignitatum there
would be less than a handful of inscriptions testifying to
the continued existence of the regiments of this study.
An interesting sidelight is cast by the fact that circa 40%
of the third century records come from the

7 regiments which

formed part of the garrison of Britain.
The scantiness of early evidence for the Spanish auxilia
is true for the Roman auxiliary army as a whole. It may be
attributed to several causes:
a) the possibility that the build up of the auxiliary army
was a gradual process in the Iulio-Claudian period has
already been discussed. It may account for the lack of
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Augustan and Tiberian inscriptions for some regiments;
b) in some cases the evidence may have once existed but
has been lost through the re-use of stone in later
periods;
c) lack of scientific excavation of many military sites,
coupled with the fact that a number lie beneath
industrial complexes, has cut down further the amount
of early epigraphic material recovered;
d) it is probable that in the early principate 'regularisation' of sections of the auxilia had not yet produced
sufficient conformity for Roman burial customs to be
strictly observed and tombstones inscribed in all cases.
Certainly at this time auxiliary regiments would not be
erecting stone forts,and. turf and timber structures would
be less likely to possess stone building inscriptions
(cf. RIB 1935, the oaken inscription from High House
Turf-Wall milecastle).
An important result of this enquiry has been to establish
the large number of cohorts which were part-mounted. Qt' the
64 attested cohorts 36 were definitely eguitatae. A further
13 of the remainder were likely to have been similarly

organised since they belonged to numbered series in which
others were eguitatae. This means that between 56% and 76%
of the Iberian cohorts were part-mounted.
The reason given by Cheesman for the continued use of
cohortes eguitatae probably applies also to the high proportion of such formations revealed in this case: "the
necessity of having detachments of mounted men at as many
frontier stations as possible". Hadrian's speech at
Lambaesishl) makes it clear that the mounted men of such
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cohorts were trained to Light as cavalry, albeit without
the skill and. speed of their comrades in alae. Their main
task may have been connected with patrolling duties but,
of necessity, they had to be able to manoeuvre and defend
themselves against unexpected attack. They would be called
upon to play a larger and. larger part in the frontier zones
as these became increasingly restless, but if the Iberian
figures reflect a general trend they were already present
in greater numbers than may have been postulated hitherto.
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Footnotes
1. Alae and cohortes milliariae p.57 and p.61.
2. These figures are partly conjectural. In them is
assumed, for example, the conflation of cohors III
Hispanorum with cohors I Ligurum et Hispanorum, the
existence of a third cohors III Bracaraugustanorum,
and. ala Sulpicia is counted as Spanish.
3. Auxilia pp.61/2.
1-. Tacitus, list. 2,82, reveals that Vespasian held levies
in the Eastern provinces.
5. Vitellius was similarly concerned: Tacitus

. cit.

2,69. Cf. ala II Ulpia Auriana (No.04) for an interpretation of Vespasian's possible actions.
6. Agricola 28 hints at this probability.
7. Ala III Asturum (No. 11-7), cohors III Asturum eq. (No.54),
cohors I Celtiberorum eq. (No.13), cohors I Flavia Ulpia
Eispanoru.m milliaria eq. (No.21), cohors II Hispanorum eq.
(No.26), cohors I Leniavorum (No.71), cohors II Vasconum eq.
(No.42), cohors II Hispana Vasconum (No.43).
8. Hilfstruppen p.8.
9. No claim for complete accuracy may be made as some of the
dating is a matter for personal judgement.
10. Auxilia p.29.
11. ILS 2487 and 9133-35.
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• 2.The distribution and movements of the Iberian auxilia,
A sununary of the moveinnts of the Tberian auxilia has
been set out in Table VII..Drawing together the information
from that table the facts may be represented schematically.
In the charts that follow the regiments ma,.y be identified
by the r.mbers given to them. .th.roughout this study.
A. The ale.
a) The Augu.stan/Tiberian period.
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B. The cohorts.
a) The Augustan/Tiberian period.
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c) A.D. 70-100.
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e) In the third century and later.
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For the sake of clarity the tvo regions of I].lyricum in
the early principate have been distinguished as Dalmatia
and Pannonia in these charts. The title Spain covers
Lusjtanja and Tarraconensis. A few refinements of detail
concerning the movements of the regiments have been lost.
Nevertheless some patterns may be discemed.
In the Augustan/Tiberian period the Phineland
garrison contained three certainly attested ( and possibly
one more) Spanish alae. Two lay in Pannonia and one may
be shown to have remained in Spain uxtil the middle of
the reign of Tiberius.
By the late Iulio—Claudian era the Spanish alae were
no longer represented in the Phineland, all four cavalry
units formerly posted there had been transferred to the
Danubian area (Pannonia or Moesia) bringing the total
count o± Spanish alae there to seven. Britain, and
perhaps .Iauretania Tingitana, acquired a Spanish cavalry
unit each, during,or just after, their conquest.
Similar trends may be traced for the Spanish infantry.
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There is evidence for only eleven cohorts in the early
principate, five of them lay in the Rhineland, three in
Pannonia/Dalmatia, one each in Numidia, Cyrenaica and.
Egypt. By the Claud.io-Neronian period, although the
number of corps in the Rhineland had been augmented by
one, there were seven altogether in Pannonia and. Noesla
and. one more in Noricum, bringing the contingent stationed
on or near the Danube to eight cohorts. Thrace may have
acajiired a cohort of Spanish origin soon after its tinal
absorption into the Empire in 46, Numidia and Egypt
retained. the units there in the earlier period, and one
Spanish cohort was certainly in Galatia. One may still
have been in its homeland (Lusitania); four, possibly
five, cohorts were now in Nauretania Tingitana. The close
link between Tingitana and Spain is reflected, from the
time of its conquest, in the high proportion (9 of 22 known
there altogether, see Table III, Appendix 1) of Spanish
regiments in its garrison. Britain has not, so far, produced
evidence for Spanish cohorts at this time, but there is a
general shortage of military epigraphic material for this
period in the province, and one or two units may have been
there from the time of the Claudian landing.
In the Plavian period the number of regiments attested
had grown to eleven alae and forty-four cohorts. The a].ae
were spread over seven provinces with Britain accounting
for three, and the provinces of the Upper and Lower Danube
taking five. Two newly attested Spanish alae appeared in
Spain and the Rhineland. The distribution of Spanish
cohorts now covered nineteen provinces, and, if it truly
reflects the general trend, shows the areas in which Flavian
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military resources were being concentrated. The two
Gerinanies (provinces by the late reign of Domitian) absorbed
nine cohorts, the Lower Danubian area had twelve, the Upper
Danube perhaps two, and Thrace and I'Iacedonia one each. Five
Spanish cohorts appeared for the first time in Syria and
Iudaea in the reign of Doniitian, but how long they had. been
there it is difficult to say. Britain now clearly had three
Spanish cohorts in its garrison, Nauretania Caesariensis one.
In the second century the spread of alae was fairly
even with one such unit in each of eight provinces, only
Britain still possessing three and the Dacias between them
taking another three. The basic pattern remains similar for
the third century although there is a decrease in the amount
of evidence. In the corresponding era there were, at first,
49 known Spanish cohorts. Fourteen of these were in the Lower
Danubian provinces, five in the two Germanies, and now
Britain had seven. The Eastern contingent remained roughly
the same although there was some reshuffling. What the
charts do not show are the expeditions of the second century.
There is proof that Spanish regiments took part in various
campaigns and the apparent peaceful stability of the auxilia
on the frontiers was enlivened at intervals (which shortened
as the century progressed) by vexillations and. whole
regiments being marched off for active service elsewhere.
The number of cohorts attested in the third century (and
later) falls sharply to 24.
It is noticeable for both alae and cohorts that they
are relatively poorly represented in the Eastern provinces.
This may be due to the present lack of knowledge concerning
the full strength of the garrisons of these areas, but
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probably too, in the first instance, distance from their
country Qf origin played some part in reducing the number
of Spanish regiments based there. As regiments were
transferred East in campaigns and remained there, the
title would soon be all that was left of their Iberian
origin. They would be composed of Eastern tribesmen
acclimatised. to the conditions in which they had to serve.
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3. The officers and men.
Figures abstracted concerning the officers and men of the
Iberian auxilia add little to the existing body of knowledge
concerning their origins and "Rangordnungtt.
As nearly as may be established the following table
shows the pattern for the equestrian commanders of alae and
cohortes:
Origin

1st C.

2nd C.

late 2nd./3rd C.

1k

38

13

9

3

Italy
Spain
Africa
Eastern
provinces
Gaul/Germany
Sardinia
Sicily
Da].ina tia
•I____ .._.1 -

--

4

--

Totals

26

73

22

I

15

k

11

2

3
I

3

I

2

It is doubtful if the size of the sample, and the nature of
the evidence, allow us to draw any firm conclusions from
this table. It may be said that in each period indicated
Italians form over 50% of the equestrian commanders recorded,
but this figure is probably exaggerated by the fact that many
of the commands are revealed through honorary inscriptions
set up in the home town of the man concerned. Italy has
probably preserved (or unearthed) a larger number of these
inscriptions than outlying provinces where the excavation of
Roman remains has been more limited. Apart from this it is
of interest to note that Spain provided 9 equestrian commanders,
and of these 7 may be assigned to the late first century, and
perhaps reflect the Flavian interest in Spain. The only other
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large contributors to the equestrian commands of the
Iberian regiments were Africa and the Eastern provinces in
the second century.
Where origins may be demonstrated for the N.C.O's of
the units, these too provide few surprises. The majority
of those for whom a reasonably certain derivation can be
supplied were local to the province in which their regiment
was stationed. In a few instances principales came from
neighbouring provinces and. in the latter part of the second
century a hint of difficulty in obtaining the right calibre
of officer material solely through local recruitment is
offered by the presence of two Dalmatian N.C.O's in a cohort
of Asturians at I'lainbardt in Gernianla superior.
Hatters affecting the recruitment of men have been
discussed in the opening chapter of this study. Again the
sample is small but the average age of recruitment to
Spanish units, ta)en from 33 tombstones of principales,
mulites and eguites, was between 20 and 21 years of age.
The youngest recorded recruit was an egues alae of 17, the
oldest a miles cohortis of 29 years.

